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Abstract: This paper deals with passenger railway transport accessibility of the city of Chomutov, Czech Republic. The paper presents a 

conceptual study of a new transportation hub – the Transferium. Based on the unsuitable accessibility of the existing railway station, the 

location of a new railway station is proposed. The paper addresses the transport and transit demands of the new railway station in the 

context of current and future traffic. Furthermore, the urban integration of the new station and the surrounding urban space is proposed, 

and last but not least, the construction and technical context is presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Many cities connected to rail transport do not have a well-

located station with regard to current passenger transport needs. The 

railway station is often located at an unsuitable walking distance 

from most journey sources and destinations in the city, therefore the 

use of rail transport also means the use of another mode or system 

of transport (city public transport, car). Thus another transfer occurs 

on the entire transport chain and the total travel time is extended. 

The city of Chomutov in the Czech Republic is such a case. 

The city of Chomutov (50,000 inhabitants) in Ústí nad Labem 

Region lies on the double-track electrified line Ústí n.L. - Cheb. The 

city is accessible by rail through two access points (Chomutov 

railway station, Chomutov město stop). Chomutov is currently 

served by both regional connections and the long-distance line R15 

Prague - Ústí n.L. - Chomutov - Cheb and long-distance line R25 

Most - Chomutov - Pilsen. Despite the fact that the city is connected 

to the railway by two access points and both of these points are 

served by all passenger trains, the overall accessibility of the city by 

rail is unsatisfactory. None of the existing access points is located in 

a place with suitable walking distance to the center or to the largest 

residential areas of the city. At the same time, neither Chomutov 

railway station nor Chomutov město stop can be effectively 

(without unnecessary detours) connected to public bus transport and 

city public transport, and for none of these access points a P + R car 

park can be built for spatial reasons. 

It can be assumed that the importance of the railway transport 

will increase in the coming years for the city of Chomutov. The 

expected growth factor is not only the planned reconstruction of the 

arterial railroad Ústí n.L. - Chomutov - Cheb, which after 

completion will bring reduction in travel times along the whole 

axis, but especially the planned connection to the future high-speed 

line Prague - Most (this is a branch line of the high-speed line 

Prague - Dresden, which is in intensive design preparation). After 

the completion of both constructions, the accessibility of Chomutov 

and Prague by rail will be a completely full-fledged alternative to 

individual transport and will fundamentally change the existing 

Modal-Split [2]. 

For these transport challenges, it is necessary to have an 

appropriate transport terminal in Chomutov, which can only be 

created by modifying or rebuilding the existing railway junction. As 

part of the reconstruction of the railway junction, the current 

possibilities are very limited: the area of the Chomutov město stop 

cannot be further expanded, and the Chomutov railway station with 

possibly suitable area is contrarily located in an unsatisfactory and 

inappropriately accessible position. 

The solution for the reconstruction of the railway junction is a 

new station located centrally in the city, the Transferium Chomutov, 

working title Chomutov centrum railway station, which would serve 

as a replacement of the existing Chomutov railway station [5]. 

The authors of this paper conceived a conceptual transportation-

urban design study, which deals with finding a location suitable for 

a "new station" with a complex function of a "transport terminal" - 

with better access to the city center and in an area where it will be 

possible to design technically and technologically functional, 

urbanistically and spatially functional and architecturally attractive 

solution of this terminal. 

2. Transit and transport demands for the 

Chomutov railway junction 

Transit demands  

In the last year before the COVID-19 pandemic, the Chomutov 

railway station has been used by about 2,500 passengers a day, of 

which approximately 1,600 passengers fell into regional transport 

trains [7]. 

 

The number of passengers naturally depends on the transport 

relations that go to / from Chomutov. Based on the 2011 census, the 

total commute to Chomutov for work and education from the area is 

5,751 people, the total commute from Chomutov to the surrounding 

cities, including the capital city of Prague, is 4,561 people [4]. 

In Czech realities, regular commuting and rides usually 

accounts for about 1/3 of the daily realized trips. From the available 

data, it is clear that improving infrastructure parameters will lead to 

an increase in regular daily commuting, as was the case in other 

cities. Commuter data have no informative value about Modal-Split 

in individual sessions. It is true that more attractive public transport 

will mean a higher share in the overall transport relationship [1]. 

While in the near future it is not reasonable to expect a dramatic 

change in commuting, in the medium-term period it can be expected 

that - together with the high-quality infrastructure - commuting to 

Prague will dramatically strengthen. 

This reinforcement can take place in 2 levels: 

1) the number of departing from Chomutov will not change, 

but Prague will fundamentally dominate the departure at 

the expense of other centers; ie a trip to Prague can be 

approached by up to 1000 people  

2) the number of commuters will increase (ie it will be more 

attractive for the citizens of Chomutov, with regard to the 

time availability, to commute to work than to look for it in 

the place itself); ie a trip to Prague could exceed the limit 

of 1000 people 

At the same time, it is necessary to take into account the fact 

that similarly, transport relations to Chomutov may change from 

cities in the vicinity (typically eg. Kadaň, Klášterec), which again 
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partially reorient themselves to the dominance of Prague. Part of 

these transport flows will also be transferred to the railway and will 

be loaded to Chomutov junction (either by transfer passengers or in 

the form of P + R). 

If, with a comparable travel time by individual / public 

transport, we estimate the division of public transport to be 50%, 

then after the construction of new connections we must realistically 

count on 500-600 regular commuters on the Chomutov - Prague rail 

route, which can be reflected in the level of approx. 1500 

passengers on this route daily (including irregular journeys). 

Compared to the current situation, the passenger load will 

increase by this value in the Chomutov junction. In the rush hour, in 

terms of boarding / alighting for a train to / from Prague, the 

turnover of passengers on one train in the number of 200–300 

people can be considered. Both the widths of the platforms and the 

capacity of the escalators, etc. are dimensioned for these values in 

the newly designed Chomutov centrum station. 

An estimate of the number of parking spaces in the P+R and 

K+R modes is also based on these values. Parking areas in the P+R 

mode are designed in the form of a multi-storey parking house so 

that, if necessary, it is possible to increase its projected capacity, 

without the need to intervene in the concept of the entire transport 

hub Chomutov. 

In terms of transit function, the current Chomutov railway 

station will be replaced by the new Chomutov centrum railway 

station. 

 

Fig. 1 Situation of Chomutov service by rail 

 We propose that passenger trains then pass through the current 

railway station unattended. At the same time, we propose the 

Chomutov město stop to be newly served only by regional transport 

trains, while long-distance trains will serve Chomutov only at one 

central point - at the new Chomutov centrum railway station. 

Transport demands 

Existing conceptual documents of the Ministry of Transport of 

the Czech Republic [6] and the Ústí nad Labem Region [7] were 

taken into account in order to specify the prospective scope of 

passenger transport in determining the required number of transport 

tracks. The proposed design of the new Chomutov centrum railway 

station meets both the needs of the short- and medium-term 

conceptual operating horizon and the strategic outlook. 

There are 4 transport tracks with platforms designed in the 

station (in a new position on the relocated line), while the platform 

is also situated at the existing connecting track 90 leading to the 

freight station. 

This number of tracks corresponds to transfer ties which can be 

realized in Chomutov even in the case of a complex tact group. 

The maximum occupancy scheme is the following combination: 

 Track 1: train direction Klášterec – Most. 

 Track 2: train direction Most – Klášterec. 

 Track 3: train direction Jirkov – Ţatec. 

 Track 4: train direction from/to Vejprty. 

 Track 90: train direction Ţatec – Jirkov. 

All alternative ways of creating a complex tact group (without 

overtaking trains in the same direction) are less demanding in terms 

of track occupancy. 

The considered track 4 is the only one from which it is possible 

to operate the Vejprty route (in the form of a dead end in the current 

Chomutov railway station) without collision train paths. 

The considered platform at track 90 can generally be used either 

in the above mentioned case or in case of need of parallel train 

entries from Klášterec and Ţatec to Chomutov centrum railway 

station and, last but not least, during construction and partial 

commissioning of Chomutov centrum railway station, and during 

emergencies. 

After completion of the new Chomutov centrum station, the 

existing Chomutov railway station will remain unattended by 

passenger transport. From the point of view of the requirements on 

the functionality of this station [3] in the horizon of the operation of 

the Chomutov centrum railway station, the preservation of the 

following needs and functionalities can be defined: 

1) Passing of passenger trains in the direction of Chomutov 

centrum - Vejprty and back (ideally a dead end track 

approx. 70 m long). 

2) Reversal of trains Prague / Ústí n.L. / Most ending in 

Chomutov (ie an ideally overtaking track situated between 

the main tracks). 

3) Parking and overnighting of trainsets (ie at least 2 tracks), 

or for cleaning, armament with water (or toilet). 

4) Maintaining the connection to the district of the former 

depot (refueling of motor-units). 

5) Connection of the NTM (National Technical Museum) 

complex 

6) Preservation of at least one track for trains from Vejprty 

(special passenger trains, which would have to go around 

or reset at the Chomutov railway station, freight trains 

with the need to reset to the freight yard). 

The total track requirements for the new Chomutov railway 

station thus represent 2 main tracks + 4 secondary tracks + 1 dead 

end track. The actual implementation of the Chomutov centrum 

railway station does not produce any additional demands on the 

Chomutov railway trackage. On the contrary, these demands are 

significantly lower than the extent of the current trackage. After the 

completion of the Chomutov centrum railway station, the current 

Chomutov railway station can either be left in its current state and 

used up to the end of its life, or reconstructed with a reduction of 

the tracks. 

Connection to bus and city public transport 

One of the main goals of creating a central transport hub in 

Chomutov is to concentrate all means of public transport at one spot 

in order to enable transfer connections (both to city public transport 

and regional bus transport). All means of public transport must be 

arranged in one node so that their interconnections can be efficient, 

short and fast. 

We propose the abolition of the existing bus station and the 

transfer of bus and public transport stations to the new transport 

terminal of the Chomutov centrum railway station. 
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The current bus station has 12 stands for regular transport, 2 

stands for city public transport and an exit parking space. The new 

proposal maintains this scope in principle (or the number of stands 

is increased by 1) and handling / parking stands are added. 

According to the Transport Service Plan of the Ústí nad Labem 

Region, bus transport in the Ústí nad Labem Region is stabilized 

and we do not anticipate any major turbulence in the order that 

would cause a lack of bus stops. In the proposal, the individual 

stands should be suitable for buses with a length of 13 m, in the 

case of city public transport for articulated trolleybuses with a 

length of 18 m. For short-term parking, the boarding stand can also 

be used as a handling parking; for longer shutdowns beyond the 

scope of the proposed 5 parking spaces, transitions to suitable 

premises would be necessary (eg garages of the DPCHJ transport 

company). 

3. Urban design proposal 

The basis of the urban design proposal is the transfer of the train 

station to the given locality and the creation of a Station square. The 

station building is oriented towards the city center and forms the 

compositional opposite of the municipality building. The station 

also defines the front of the Station square. The main access to the 

station is from the city center along a wide pedestrian / cycle 

promenade. On the north side, the promenade is lined with 

commercial spaces, which form the northern north front of the 

square. From the south side, the promenade is followed by the tree 

alley and the new bus station (transferred here from its current 

location). The bus station ends with a block of shops, delimiting the 

south side of the square. The Station square thus acquires the site 

plan of a rectangular horseshoe opened towards the city center. 

Inside the horseshoe is a bus station. The access road to the square 

leads from the roundabout at the intersection Lipská / Zborovská / 

Školní / Wolkerova. The access road serves the bus station, P+R 

parking house, K+R parking and shop supply road. 

 

Fig. 2 Station square - delimited by the railway station and commercial 

buildings, opens towards the center, inside the bus station 

 

In addition to the urban composition of the square oriented to 

the center, an important aspect is the connection of the station with 

the surrounding districts of the city. This is achieved despite the 

unfavorable conditions (isolation of the site by the river and the 

main roads) thanks to the platforms that bridge-span the area from 

Bezručova Street over Chomutovka river and Lipská Street. 

Access to the platform is possible from three places: 

 on the north side by stairs directly from Bezručova Street 

 on the south side from the upper level of Lipská Street 

from the pedestrian underpass (platforms are here on the 

ground level) from the directions of  Št. Kpt. Kouby and 

from the city center 

 in the middle of the platforms access directly from the 

station underpass - the underpass is on the ground, the exit 

is stairs, escalators and barrier-free elevators. The 

underpass behind the station leads to the Chomutovka 

river. 

 

Fig. 3 CONNECTOR – pedestrian access and permeability of the site - 

connecting the new station and the adjacent neighborhoods of Chomutov 

3. Track construction proposal 

The existing railway station is located in a historical position 

from 1870. The main line from the direction Ústí nad Labem 

approaches the station with opposite curves at a maximum speed of 

60 km/h, while the station itself has a maximum speed of 80 km/h. 

The new passenger station is designed on the relocation of the line 

at km 63,350 - 64,160 (810 m) between the bridge at km 63,336 

above Blatenská Street and turnout No. 6 of the Ústí nad Labem 

head of the existing passenger station. 

The track modifications are designed without the need to 

rebuild the adjoining sections. The rail connectors of the Chomutov 

město branch can be left unmodified. The track modifications begin 

with a directional shift of the connecting track No. 90 to the freight 

yard, which frees up space for the construction of a four-track 

station. The connecting track will be modified by a compound curve 

of two radii for a speed of 60 km/h. The total length of the 

modification of the connecting track is 455 m. 

The trackage of the new station is arranged with an island 

platform between the main tracks with a length of 400 m. The 

passing tracks are equipped with platforms with a length of 190 and 

197 m. Their length is determined by the location of the stairs from 

Bezručova Street and on the opposite side by the bridge over Lipská 

Street. It is followed by a walking route to Št.kpt. Kouby. There will 

be stairs to these walking routes from the ends of the side platforms 

and from the island platform. 

The cheapest possible construction solution was proposed for 

the mouth of the regional line from Vejprty, which is only 

seasonally operated today. The dead end track is assumed in the 

existing station and the possibility of entering the track No. 4 of the 

new station. 

The switching of traffic to the new station does not cause any 

other provisional conditions in the trackage, nor the need for 

alternative bus transport. The construction of the new station is 

designed on the line relocation, so the only restriction of traffic 

would occur when connecting the existing line tracks to the new 

station tracks. Temporary single-track operations in adjacent inter-

station sections should be sufficient for this technological process. 

The configuration of the rail couplings in the adjacent sections will 

currently and also in future conditions allow arriving to the two 

platform edges and the possibility of using the platform at the 

connecting track No. 90. 
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The new station Chomutov centrum does not cause interference 

with the current station. The condition of the original station can 

therefore be left unchanged at the very end of its service life. 

The aim of the modifications is the complete removal of curved 

switches from the main tracks of the existing station and the 

elimination of the speed drop. The station will use the overtaking 

tracks Chomutov centrum and the arch head will be canceled. On 

the main tracks, from the new station Chomutov center, including 

the entrance to the current station, it will be possible to increase the 

speed to 90 km/h. 

4. Implementation of the proposal 

From the planning point of view, the implementation of the 

proposal of the new Chomutov centrum station construction 

encounters obstacles that need to be mentioned. It is the relationship 

to the valid and also new (under preparation) zoning plan of the city 

of Chomutov and property rights. 

Although the zoning plan envisages the straightening of the 

railway line in the proposed section (solved by the area of the 

reserve for railway infrastructure), it doesn’t count with the 

relocation of the train and bus station. The area addressed by our 

proposal is included in the current zoning plan as an area of trade 

and services, in the new plan then as an area for large commercial 

and administrative structures, which must be verified by a zoning 

study. However, placing the road and rail transport terminals is not 

allowed by the new zoning plan. The best solution seems to be to 

enter the process of elaborating a new plan and make coordinated 

changes that will enable the relocation of the station and the 

creation of a Transport Transferium. In the route of the considered 

relocation of the railway, some plots of land are defined as public 

greenery in the zoning plan - even here the prepared plan would 

have to be modified. 

As for property rights, most of the area is owned by Chomutov 

invest s.r.o. It is conceivable, for example, to offer the interchange 

of the areas of the current (owned by the city of Chomutov) and the 

new bus station. In the place of the current BS, a suitable content 

would be, for example, residential development. Even for a 

commercial investor, it might be interesting to participate in the 

Transferium project, for example in the form of a PPP project. 

In addition to state entities (ČD – Czech Railways, Správa 

ţeleznic – Railways Infrastructure Manager, Povodí Ohře – Ohře 

Riverbasin) and the town of Chomutov, there are two private 

landowners in the route under consideration. It would be necessary 

to enter into land purchase negotiations with these owners. Here it is 

decisive that the land is included in the zoning plan as the railway 

reserve and therefore their owners had to and must take into account 

the possible use of this reserve. 

The current development of negotiations on the purchase of 

land between the city and the individual owners prefigures that no 

agreement will be reached. However, the city of Chomutov fully 

supports the intention to build the Chomutov center station, and at 

the same time the infrastructure manager of the Railway (SŢ) took 

it over into its plans. The current state of project preparation thus 

leads to the conclusion that the new station will be built closer to 

the existing station than suggested by the conceptual study of the 

authors of this paper. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper presented a conceptual study of the proposed solution 

of the Chomutov transport hub. The authors tried to find a solution 

that would improve the environment of public transport and its 

accessibility in the city of Chomutov. The main benefits of the new 

solution include: 

 improving the accessibility of Chomutov by rail, 

 concentrating all elements of public transport in one place, 

 associations of travel and transfer ties, 

 significant profit for the city and the region in terms of 

organization of public transport, 

 creation of adequate and adequately dimensioned spaces 

for public transport passengers, 

 "cultivation" of the public transport environment in 

Chomutov 

 the need to reconstruct vast areas and large spaces of the 

current Chomutov railway station, including the 

construction of island platforms and the like, will be 

eliminated 

 This is a unique urban and architectural opportunity for 

the city of Chomutov. 

Sustainable transport is a big topic today. If we focus not only 

on the issue of innovation in the field of operational concepts and 

transport telematics, then the search for new transport and urban 

solutions is a natural development within the Smart-Cities trend. 

Every journey that can be made on foot, because the service point - 

in our case the railway station - moves closer to a large part of the 

sources and destinations of the journeys, reduces the energy 

demands of transport and the burden of secondary transport in the 

cities. 

The presented ideological intention served to open a public 

discussion in the town of Chomutov and in the Ústí nad Labem 

region on the topic of the new location of the railway station in 

Chomutov. At present, the new station is already a serious issue. 

The construction of a new station, albeit in a different form than the 

one presented in this paper, is expected around the horizon of 2030. 
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Abstract: Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a solution, which unites travel services by integrating multimodal route planning, reservation, 

payment, and ticketing options. MaaS development mainly focus on the provision of a user-centered, intelligent, and personalized urban 

solution with the cooperation of public and private transportation service providers. The main point of the concept is that a new actor, the 

MaaS operator, is being established between the transportation service and the user. The establishment of the MaaS concept might happen 

on different integration levels. Examining the international market, the applications in the comparison do not differ to a great extent. The 

basis of the realization when developing MaaS is the provision of a high level of service with real time route planning and electronic 

payment for public transport services. There is a huge interest of providing a suitable MaaS solution by overcoming the technological 

challenges, by setting of business models, and by examining its applicability in a real-world environment. 

 

Introduction 
In urban mobility management several already existing and 

upcoming questions, which make an impact on the travelers’ life 

and the development of cities, have to be answered. The rapid 

development of digitalization provides an opportunity to create new 

mobility services, such as multimodal route planning, setting of 

travel preferences, appearance of on-demand transportation modes, 

or the use of modern travel media. In today’s transportation system 

from the travelers’ point of view, it is an advantage that several 

services and possibilities are offered to organize trips. Mobility as a 

Service (MaaS) is a solution, which unites travel services by 

integrating multimodal route planning, reservation, payment, and 

ticketing options. Thus, making the services to appear on the same 

platform possible. 

 

Demonstration of the concept 
In the focus of MaaS development, primarily the provision of a 

user-centered, intelligent, and personalized urban solution with the 

cooperation of public and private transportation service providers 

can be found. Due to the novelty of the concept, several definitions 

of MaaS can be found in the literature. In 2014, the father of MaaS, 

Hietanen provided a basis for the MaaS concept with the following 

definition: “Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a mobility distribution 

model in which a customer’s major transportation needs are met 

over one interface and are offered by a service provider” [1]. In a 

white paper from 2016, the European MaaS Alliance set some 

guidelines and recommendations for MaaS: “Mobility as a Service 

(MaaS) is the integration of various forms of transport services into 

a single mobility service accessible on demand” [2]. The British 

Department for Transport and the Transport System Catapult 

Intelligent Mobility Technology and Innovation Center states that 

MaaS should include: “navigation, journey information, cashless 

payment as well as managed access to transport services including 

taxi, bus, rail and shared transport journeys” [3]. While MaaSLab 

defines the new paradigm as a “new mobility model that aims to 

bridge the gap between public and private transport operators on a 

city, intercity and national level, and envisages the integration of the 

currently fragmented tools and services a traveler needs to conduct 

a trip” [4]. 

The main point of the concept is that a new actor, the MaaS 

operator, is being established between the transportation service and 

the user (Figure 1). By integrating the supply and the demand, the 

task of the MaaS operator is to offer service to the users, to create 

pricing models, and to reach agreements between the transport 

service providers, the users, and the transportation authorities. 

An important component of MaaS concept is the payment mode of 

the transport services. Based on the travel time and/or the travel 

distance, the travelers can pay either in a pay-as-you-go system or 

for mobility packages. The mobility packages are similar to the 

monthly subscription packages of telecommunication companies, 

i.e., a joint price is paid for a chosen package including service 

elements (e.g., talking, SMS, mobile net) based on the demand. 

 

 
Figure 1 MaaS operator as the new actor between transportation service providers and users [4] 

 

In 2016 MaaS Global started the testing of the Whim application in 

Helsinki, and after a year, the application, which offers mobility 

packages to the users, appeared on the market. Recently, Whim has 

been spreading to other European cities (e.g., Amsterdam, 

Antwerpen, West Midlands). However, the first MaaS pilot has 

been introduced in Sweden, where the concept was tested as part of 

the GOSMART project [5]. In this project, the UbiGo application, 

which had been tested for 6 months among a chosen group of 

travelers, was developed. Based on the evaluation, it can be 

concluded that the users gave positive feedback, but some problems 

appeared (i.e., regulations, policies, barriers) concerning the 
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cooperation of the service providers and the organizations, which 

restricted the further development of MaaS. As a result of the 

project, studies were written about the demand of service providers 

and users, the integration of all aspects of mobility (i.e., user, 

commercial, social) and about the challenges of integrating the 

mobility services into one service [6]. 

 

Definition of integration levels 
The establishment of the MaaS concept might happen on different 

integration levels, which based on the analysis of the literature and 

the various definitions, are the followings (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 MaaS integration levels 

 

At the base level, there is no integration, which means that 

separated applications help the travelers to conduct their trips. 

Today’s traveler information systems are primarily on this level. On 

the 1st level, the integration of the information appears, which 

basically provides centralized travel information and multimodal 

route planning including several services. On the next level, the 

route planning is connected to payment and ticketing services. 

Unlike the previous level, services of this level provide an easier 

access to the overall travel process. On the 3rd level, agreements are 

made by various service providers, which results in mobility 

packages, subscriptions, and other discounts. On the 4th level, 

through rules and incentives, the regulators, the local authorities, 

and the government are involved, as well. The main aim here is to 

maximize the social benefits, to provide an accessible transportation 

system and a livable environment. 

 

Comparison of applications 
Examining the international market, those applications that can be 

found on higher levels are gathered (Table 1). The area describes 

the special coverage of the application, while the year demonstrates 

the appearance of the application on the market. The transportation 

service lists those modes and services which appear in the 

application. The payment indicates the possibilities to pay, while 

the available functions present those service elements, which are 

included in the application but not necessarily apply to all 

transportation modes. For example, in WienMobil, the available 

tickets to buy is exclusively to public transportation (i.e., other 

services cannot be paid via WienMobil). The mobility provider 

shows the type of MaaS operator, which might be the public 

transport service provider, a private transport service provider, or 

another company, too. Regarding the technology, the GPS is 

required for the localization process, the ePay symbolizes the 

payment possibilities, the smart card is suitable for payment and 

vehicle access. The personalization includes those functions that the 

user of the application can generally set, where the settings are 

mainly connected to the demands for a given trip. 

 

Name of the 

application 

NordwestMobil WienMobil Mobility Shop Compte Mobilité Whim 

Area Basel Wien Hanover Mulhouse Helsinki 

Year 2017 2015 2014 2016 2016 

Transportation 

service 

public 

bike-sharing 

car-sharing 

ride-sharing 

taxi 

parking 

railway 

long-distance 

bus 

public 

bike-sharing 

car-sharing 

taxi  

parking 

public 

suburban railway 

car-sharing 

taxi 

public 

bike-sharing 

car-sharing 

parking 

public 

bike-sharing 

car-sharing  

car rental 

taxi 

Payment one-time travel 

and payment 

one-time travel 

and payment 

fix monthly 

membership 

payment, one-

time travel and 

payment 

monthly accounting bimonthly 

package, one-time 

travel and payment 

Available 

functions 

real time 

information, 

route-planning 

ticketing, 

payment, 

accounting  

real time 

information, 

route-planning 

reservation 

payment,  

accounting 

real time 

information, 

route-planning 

reservation 

ticketing, 

payment, 

accounting, 

emergency 

hotline 

real time information, 

route-planning 

reservation 

ticketing, 

payment, 

accounting 

emergency hotline 

real time 

information, 

route-planning 

reservation 

ticketing, 

payment, 

emergency hotline 

Mobility 

provider 

public 

transportation 

service provider 

public 

transportation 

service provider 

public 

transportation 

service provider 

public transportation 

service provider 

company 

Technology GPS/ePay GPS/ePay GPS/ePay/smart 

card 

GPS/ePay/smart card GPS/ePay 

Personalization saving favorite 

routes 

individual 

transport profile 

saving, 

saving favorite 

routes and recall 

previous ones 

setting monthly max. 

consumption 

implementing 

calendar, sharing 

personal 
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car- and bike-

sharing 

membership 

information 

Settings preferred modes preferred modes, 

time, money, 

CO2 emission 

reservation and 

payment 

cancellation 

  cancellation, 

subscription,  

upload 

Table 1 The comparison of some integrated application 

 

The applications in the comparison do not differ to a great extent. 

The Swiss application is an exemption, as it provides a service not 

only in an urban area and agglomeration but at a country level. 

Furthermore, NordwestMobil integrates the highest number of 

transportation modes and services. WienMobil is distinct in its wide 

range of criteria which can be set for route planning. The 

applications of Hanover and Mulhouse integrate a small number of 

transportation modes and services, but regarding the functions, 

these applications present the biggest variety. Moreover, both 

Mobility Shop and Compte Mobilité provide a smart card option to 

the travelers. Compte Mobilité is the only application, which is 

available to the users via a web-based platform besides the 

application. Solely, Whim is the application which is provided by a 

non-public transport service provider. 

All the applications have in common that a registration is needed to 

reach every mode, and both public and private transportation modes 

are available. The Swiss application and WienMobil integrate the 

greatest number of transportation modes besides providing 

reservation, payment, and ticketing functions. Thus, these 

applications reach Level 2. By buying a monthly membership, 

Mobility Shop provides discounts in car-sharing, taxi, and railway 

services. Compte Mobilité gathers the monthly expenses and gives 

the account at the end of each month. The applications of Hanover 

and Mulhouse can be found between Level 2 and Level 3. Out of 

the applications, Whim is the one which offers a preset mobility 

package for the users thus reaching Level 3. 

 

Realization possibilities 
The basis of the realization when developing MaaS is the provision 

of a high level of service with real time route planning and 

electronic payment for public transport services. If the latter 

function is not available, even Level 2 cannot be achieved. A 

positive aspect is the extension of transportation modes (including 

public bike-sharing, public cars, public scooters), which in case of 

integration, might provide a wide range of mobility possibilities, 

once cooperation is reached. The most crucial question regarding 

the sustainability and the effectiveness of the concept is what kind 

of relationships can be set between the actors run by the 

government and by the private companies to cooperate successfully. 

 

 
Figure 3 Suggested MaaS framework [7] 

 

To start the realization process of MaaS concept, a framework was 

introduced with the goal to develop a traveler-based, intelligent 

mobility service with the promotion of sustainable transportation 

modes. The aim is to examine the demands of the transportation 

service providers and the possibilities of service integration, to 

analyze the travel characteristics of the users, to develop business 

plans, which bring benefits for all the actors in field of 

transportation. Furthermore, the technological questions have to be 

answered to be able to connect the services successfully. The 

service concept is planned to be realized on Level 4: the elaboration 

of business models, the consideration of the travelers’ demands, the 

overcoming of technological challenges, the setting of guidelines 

and policy (Figure 3). 

To reach the above goals, living labs have to be created, which aims 

to connect the stakeholders, the companies, the transportation 

services, the authorities, the research centers, and the users thus 

providing a possibility to take part in the pilot development. During 

the realization process, workshops and meetings for focus groups 

have to be organized to conduct a debate on the business models 

and technological demands of MaaS. This has to be followed by the 

testing phase with the possibility to try the integrated transport 

services, which help the development of a MaaS service based on 

real business observations. 

A potential solution to overcome the scattered mobility solutions is 

provided by Urban Mobility Operating System (UMOS), which 

aims to build a seamless, open, collaborative, and interoperable 

solution. The service will facilitate data exchange, widen transport 

options, and overcome barriers between the travelers and service 

providers. With the cooperative business model and a suitable 

technical background UMOS will be able to provide a high-level 

mobility service. 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, MaaS concept is in its early phase, though it can be 

seen that there is a huge interest in the overcoming of the concept’s 

technological challenges, the setting of business models, and the 

examination of its applicability in a real-world environment. The 

introduction to the market has to be well prepared with the support 

of a variety of agreements for a high-level integration, while the 

uncertainty of the economical use case and the real demand has to 

be considered. In addition, the user expectations are high, the 

service providers are interested to assess the new possibilities, and 

slowly the advantages of the new service are recognized on a 

strategical level. Thus, it can be concluded that it is expected that 

soon more and more MaaS services will be available in cities. 
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Annotation. Features of activity of the international airports of the world in the conditions of a pandemic are considered. The losses of the 

world's airlines are given. The condition of aircraft manufacturers is assessed. The activity of the main international airports of Ukraine in 

recent years is analyzed. The programs of development of the international airports of Ukraine for the near future are considered. 
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1. Introduction 
 

To ensure the stable and efficient functioning of international air 

transport, it is necessary to have a global network of airports that 

will ensure the regularity of flights, their safety, the quality of 

passenger service at the airport. Airports are strategically and 

socially important government facilities [8, 9]. 

The world airport market is well developed. The best airports 

in Europe include: Charles de Gaulle International Airport; 

Heathrow International Airport; Frankfurt am Main International 

Airport; Madrid Barajas Airport; Schiphol International Airport. 

The global transport and logistics system has been one of the 

worst hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. Today, countries are in 

transition: the transport sector is adapting to new operating 

conditions and is gradually beginning to recover from the crisis, in 

particular, the resumption of travel to individual countries. 

Due to the actively progressing processes of globalization and 

internationalization of the world's economies, the share of the air 

transport industry is becoming increasingly important every year. 

The proper functioning of flights, the provision of an appropriate 

level of ground handling and the attraction of more tourists are 

performed by airports. It is worth noting that the situation with the 

COVID-19 pandemic has negatively affected the development of 

this industry, but gradually destinations and flights are being 

restored. 
 

2. Features of the international airports in the 

world in a pandemic 
 

The global transport and logistics system has been one of the 

worst hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. Today, countries are in 

transition: the transport sector is adapting to new operating 

conditions and is gradually beginning to recover from the crisis, in 

particular, the resumption of travel to individual countries. 

With the cancellation of most passenger flights, airlines in the 

pandemic have begun to pay more and more attention to the 

transportation of commercial goods by air. In fact, these shipments 

have traditionally been less common due to the high cost of air 

tickets. The total number of flights in 2020 decreased by 62% 

compared to 2019 [4]. 

According to the Joint Research Center of the European 

Commission, the economic costs of airlines and airports due to the 

inability to intensify activities during the pandemic will lead to a 

significant reduction in world GDP, not taking into account the 

consequences for each economy. 

In contrast to the transportation of commercial cargo, air 

transport accounts for the bulk of international passenger traffic. 

The closure of borders and the imposition of restrictive measures by 

governments have had a very negative economic effect on the 

operation and development of airports and airlines. There have been 

large-scale job cuts. 

According to the analysis of the International Air Transport 

Association (IATA), the total revenue loss of the global aviation 

industry in 2020 amounted to almost 400 billion US dollars. 

 

 

According to economists, the air transport industry will no 

longer be the same as before the coronavirus. In order to adapt to 

modern realities, carriers are remodeling business models, 

introducing innovative approaches and changing technologies. It is 

assumed that the average passenger traffic will be reached no earlier 

than 2024. 

After the onset of coronavirus on aircraft, the crew was forced 

to wear masks, at airports and on board passengers, the temperature 

is measured, passengers are given antibacterial wipes, and aircraft 

cabins and airports are additionally disinfected. Companies that 

continue to operate during the pandemic have begun to block seats 

so that there is at least 1 empty seat between passengers. 

To prevent the virus from spreading, airlines have stopped 

cooking hot meals and are offering packaged snacks and 

sandwiches to passengers instead. 

Losses on the example of airlines [5]: 

1. Aeroflot: in 2020 carried almost 35% fewer passengers. 

2. All Nippon Airways and Japan Airlines have canceled 

about 90% of international flights, although domestic flights are 

scheduled. 

3. American Airlines canceled about 60% of flights. 

4. British Airways has prepared a restructuring program with 

12,000 jobs. 

5. Air Canada canceled about 80% of flights, 15,200 

employees went home. 

6. Condor Airlines proved to be unprofitable during the 

coronavirus crisis and the Polish company LOT withdrew from the 

agreement (estimated amount of EUR 300 million). 

7. Delta AirLines canceled 80% of its flights. 

8. "EasyJet" completely stopped flying for a while, hoping to 

overcome the consequences with a loan from the National Bank of 

England. 

9. "Flybe" experienced difficulties in 2019, but the pandemic 

completely exacerbated the situation. 

10. Air France-KLM is gradually resuming flights. 

11. Gol canceled orders for 34 Boeing aircraft. 

The European branch of the International Airport Council has 

estimated the effects of the coronavirus to be 14 times greater than 

the global financial crisis of 2008-2009. But now the number of 

flights is gradually increasing. 

However, freight traffic did not suffer as much as passenger 

traffic. In general, without loans or state aid, it will be difficult for 

airlines and aircraft companies to overcome the crisis caused by the 

pandemic.  

Small carriers that are not established in the market or serve 

only seasonal summer flights are in danger of extinction. Less crisis 

will affect government-backed companies or large airlines as they 

raise additional funds. 

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) predicted 

that the financial losses would be very significant. At risk of layoffs 

of 25 million workers. CEO Alexander de Junyak predicts that 

airlines that have used the "free space" strategy will have to raise 

prices by 50% to operate with at least a minimum profit. 
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As for aircraft manufacturers, the situation is as follows: 

1. Airbus plans to reduce aircraft production by a third, the 

company's share price has halved. 

2. Boeing has abandoned an agreement to buy 80% of the 

Brazilian manufacturer Embraer, which will be prepared in 2018. 

The company also plans to cut 10% of its 160,000 staff. 

3. Bombardier sent 2/3 of its employees on unpaid leave. The 

company's share price has tripled. 

4. Embraer sued Boeing for the purchase of 80% of the 

Brazilian manufacturer. From January 2020 to April, the company's 

share price fell twice. 

Regarding the situation in some countries: 

1. USA: Donald Trump has signed a law to provide assistance 

to the economy in the amount of about 3 trillion dollars, of which 

61 billion is intended for the aviation industry. Due to declining 

demand for air travel, the country's eight leading airlines have laid 

off about 100,000 workers and reduced the number of aircraft by 

900. 

2. United Arab Emirates: Authorities have suspended flights 

for some time. 

3. Norway: The least restricted air service among all 

European countries. 

4. People's Republic of China: China's air passenger traffic 

has decreased by almost 80%. Local low-cost carriers offer even 

lower ticket prices. This is not very critical for Chinese airlines, as 

some airlines receive government subsidies to serve the most 

popular destinations. The Chinese Civil Aviation Authority has 

decided that Chinese airlines can fly to each country once a week. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Activities of international airports in Ukraine in 

recent years 

 

Beginning in 1999, the structure of enterprises in the airport 

industry of Ukraine began to change dramatically due to the 

introduction of the program of division of the state airline into 

separate - the airport and the airline. Today, most airports have an 

independent status. 

According to the plan of the State Department of Air 

Transport of Ukraine, all buildings and structures, as well as most 

of the movable land property and equipment, were included in the 

airport infrastructure. Priority for distribution was given to airports, 

which led to losses for airlines and aggravation of relations between 

airlines and airports, as well as weakening of airlines, stratification 

of airports in terms of congestion and profitability. 

The number of flights operated by airlines dropped 

significantly during the pandemic. For example, in 2020, Sky UP 

operated 8,745 flights, in 2019 - 12,198 flights, despite the fact that 

in 2019 there were 5 aircraft, and in 2020 - 11. In 2020, the number 

of passengers carried by UIA fell more than 4 times , the company's 

fleet includes 35 aircraft. 

Boryspil International Airport served 5.16 million passengers, 

which is 66% less than in 2019. But against the background of a 

decrease in passenger flights, the airport recorded an increase in 

freight traffic. 

Consider the passenger traffic of 3 international airports (IA) 

of Ukraine for 2009-2019: IA "Boryspil", IA "Lviv" them. Danylo 

Halytsky, IA "Dnipro". 

From fig. 1. we see that the passenger traffic of IA "Boryspil" 

from 2009 to 2012 increased, from 2012 to 2014 slept, from 2015 to 

2019 increased.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Passenger traffic of IA "Boryspil" from 2009 to 2019 [2] 
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From fig. 2. we see that the passenger traffic MA "Lviv" them. Danylo Halytsky grew from 2009 to 2010, slept from 2010 to 2011, 

grew from 2011 to 2013, slept from 2013 to 2015, grew from 2015 to 2019, slept in 2020.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Passenger traffic MA "Lviv" them. Danylo Halytsky from 2009 to 2020 [1] 

 

 

From fig. 3. we see that the passenger traffic of IA "Dnipro" from 2010 to 2013 increased, from 2013 to 2017 slept, from 2017 to 2019 

increases. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Passenger traffic MA "Dnipro" from 2010 to 2019 [3] 

The decline in 2013-2014 at all international airports is due to the military conflict in eastern Ukraine, and in 2020 due to the global 

pandemic COVID-19. 
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4. Development programs of international airports of 

Ukraine 
 

The main airport of Ukraine, IA Boryspil, is actively involved 

in the development of domestic infrastructure. Today, the transfer 

zone is being created, the gallery is being expanded, and the parking 

lot near Terminal D is being completed. In May 2019, the Concept 

for the Development of Boryspil International Airport for the period 

up to 2045 was approved. According to the document, the purpose 

of the concept is: 

1. Improving the level of flight safety and aviation security 

[6]. 

2. Increasing the level of passenger service. 

3. Ensuring sustainable development of the Airport as an 

international hub. 

4. Creating a favorable investment climate to ensure the 

development of airport infrastructure. 

5. Overcoming growing competition from European airports. 

6. Taking into account the possibility of servicing low-cost 

airlines in the coverage area. 

7. Differentiation of passenger and cargo flows to and from 

the Airport. 

8. Ensuring the possibility of building an underground railway 

track to the central terminal. 

Regarding the main tasks for 2020-2021, among them are the 

following: reconstruction of the runway №2, improvement of 

Terminal D, development of a detailed plan of the airport, 

expansion of the transfer area for transfer passengers, reconstruction 

of the baggage claim area for domestic passengers. 

Also in 2016, the State Target Program for the Development 

of Airports for the period up to 2023 was approved. The purpose of 

this program is to meet the needs of the state in ensuring the stable 

development of the aviation industry, bringing air transport 

infrastructure in line with international standards, ensuring 

Ukraine's transit status, taking into account its unique geographical 

location, improving the management of state property. 

As a result of this Program, the following is envisaged [7]: 

1. Reduction of time for ground maintenance of each aircraft 

to 35-40 minutes. 

2. Doubling the transit potential of the main international 

aviation transport hub of the state. 

3. Development of non-aviation activities of airports up to 

40% of total revenues of airports. 

4. Intensification of public-private partnership for 

maintenance and operation of airports and creation of a favorable 

investment climate for the development of the aviation industry. 

4. Intensification of public-private partnership for 

maintenance and operation of airports and creation of a favorable 

investment climate for the development of the aviation industry. 

5. Increasing the share of low-cost airlines. 

6. Increasing the total passenger flow to the level of 24, 3 

million passengers by 2023 [2]. 

7. Creation of at least 1000 additional jobs. 

8. Doubling the capacity of airports, as well as bringing the 

level of service provision at airports in line with international 

standards. 

4. Intensification of public-private partnership for 

maintenance and operation of airports and creation of a favorable 

investment climate for the development of the aviation industry. 

5. Increasing the share of low-cost airlines. 

6. Increasing the total passenger flow to the level of 24, 3 

million passengers by 2023 [2]. 

7. Creation of at least 1000 additional jobs. 

8. Doubling the capacity of airports, as well as bringing the 

level of service provision at airports in line with international 

standards. 

Zaporizhzhya International Airport is an international airport 

that operates around the clock and uses two runways (ground and 

artificial). Created on October 15, 1943. The situation regarding the 

development of the airport changed in 2013, when the Zaporizhia 

airport changed its form of ownership and was transferred to the 

ownership of the local community. 

Since 2015, the airport has been cooperating with such 

carriers as: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines, Atlasglobal. In 2016, 

measures were developed to develop the airport and ensure its 

operation. The terminals were overhauled, the runway lighting 

equipment was reconstructed, and several units of necessary 

equipment were purchased. In 2017, contracts were signed with 

AndaAir and Bravo. In 2018, the company began working with one 

of the largest European carriers PolishAirlines LOT. And in 2020, 

the airport took the first flight from Budapest (direct). Also in 2020, 

a new terminal was opened to serve passengers. In the future, the 

airport plans to deepen cooperation with other global airlines and 

improve the airport's infrastructure. 

Danylo Halytskyi Lviv International Airport is the largest 

international airport in Western Ukraine in terms of passenger 

traffic and route network. The airport serves the following airlines: 

Ukraine International Airlines, LOT, Azur Air Ukraine, Pegasus 

Airlines, Atlasjet Ukraine, Austrian Airlines, TurkishAirlines, 

Deutsche Lufthansa AG, Wind Rose, “Azerbaijan Airlines”, 

“Belavia”, “Dniproavia”, “Motor Sich”, “BravoAirways”, “Jan 

Air”, “Ellinair”, “Sprint Air SA”. 

The strengths of the SWOT analysis of the airport include: 

1. Convenient slots. 

2. Extensive work experience. 

3. High quality of services. 

4. The system of work is adjusted. 

5. Modern passenger terminal with reserve capacity. 

6. Availability of modern RESA software. 

7. Tourist attractiveness of the city of Lviv. 

8. Powerful recreational potential of the surrounding areas. 

9. Possibility to accept wide-body aircraft (CAT - D) on the 

runway. 

Features: 

1. The open sky. 

2. Growth of air mobility of passengers. 

3. The potential for the development of air cargo. 

4. Development of airlines in the business aviation segment. 

5. Changes in the formation of policy in the field of air 

transport. 

6. Announcement of the open sky with the United States of 

America. 

7. Attracting new traditional and low-cost airlines. 

8. Investments in the development of aviation and non-

aviation activities and infrastructure. 

9. Improving the sphere of tourist services in the region. 

Weak sides: 

1. A small number of air cargo. 

2. Lack of a perfect procedure for regulatory regulation of air 

carriers' bases. 

3. Seasonality of the airport. 

4. Development of non-aviation activities. 

5. Insufficient ground connection with regional centers of the 

service area. 

6. Lack of basic low-cost airlines. 

7. Excessive bandwidth for current demand. 

8. Non-optimal organizational structure of the airport and 

number of staff. 

Threats: 

1. More dynamic development of competing airports. 

2. Competition with other modes of transport. 

3. Low purchasing power of citizens. 

4. Social and political instability. 

5. Polish airports with low-cost airlines. 

6. Intensification of the armed conflict in eastern Ukraine. 

In 2021, it is planned to install electric boilers to provide 

thermal energy to the airport for the heating season. In 2022, the 

replacement of external water supply networks with plastic 

polyethylene pipes. 
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Airport Dnipro International Airport is owned by Dniproavia, 

a member of the Privat group. It can serve up to 3,000 passengers 

daily. 

In 2021, the name changed from "Dnipropetrovsk" to 

"Dnipro". About $ 3 billion has been invested to address the 

airport's pressing issues. Today began a large-scale reconstruction, 

which involves the construction of a new terminal, runway, 

modernization of airfield infrastructure. Also, production processes 

are constantly being improved, continuous training and advanced 

training of staff is underway.  

In 2021, it is planned to install electric boilers to provide 

thermal energy to the airport for the heating season. In 2022, the 

replacement of external water supply networks with plastic 

polyethylene pipes. 

Airport Dnipro International Airport is owned by Dniproavia, 

a member of the Privat group. It can serve up to 3,000 passengers 

daily. 

In 2021, the name changed from "Dnipropetrovsk" to 

"Dnipro". About $ 3 billion has been invested to address the 

airport's pressing issues. Today began a large-scale reconstruction, 

which involves the construction of a new terminal, runway, 

modernization of airfield infrastructure. Also, production processes 

are constantly being improved, continuous training and advanced 

training of staff is underway.  

 

5. Conclusions 
 

The main feature of the airport is that, despite the need to 

make a profit, you need to remember to solve government problems 

for the development of transport infrastructure. Therefore, the state 

controls the operation and development of airports. This feature 

complicates the solution of commercial problems facing owners and 

managers. 

The main feature of the airport is that it cannot change the 

type of activity, its location, limited in the ability to diversify 

production. This situation limits the range of strategies chosen and 

further raises the importance of the stage of implementation of the 

chosen strategy. 

Today we are witnessing the processes of globalization and 

internationalization, which are deepening and expanding their 

borders. Airports play a significant role as they expand foreign 

cooperation. Unfortunately, today, due to the events of the COVID-

19 pandemic, many airports have suffered losses and the number of 

passenger and cargo flows has decreased significantly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The value of airports for each specific region of Ukraine is 

much higher than that of airlines. They act as commercial 

enterprises. Airports are also large investors in infrastructure, as 

they provide new jobs, provide tax revenues, investments, and 

initiate tourism. Airports without tourist orientation are the initiators 

of business or business trips. 
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The future of the auto world in the COVID era 
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Abstract: The eco car of the year 2020 was the “Corolla HB” 1.8 HSD. The French made the original car, after the new "Peugeot 208", the 

base is the same as in the model "2008", which is 25 cm longer, the wheelbase is 2.6 meters and it is dominated by power. Its  maximum 
speed is 198 kilometers/h. No one can compare to the French "lion". "Mercedes" announced that Formula 1 drivers will drive completely 

black cars instead of the "silver arrow" in the upcoming season, thus promising the fight against racism and increasing diversity in their 
champion team. 

The auditing company "Deloitte" claims that the automobile industry in the world is about to collapse due to the consequences of 
the Corona virus pandemic. The Covid-19 pandemic is not subsiding, now Mexico and the Brazil are the most endangered. During the 

epidemic in Serbia in April this year, the production of motor vehicles and trailers decreased by 84%, and in Kragujevac based "Fiat" was 

faced not only with a lack of demand, but also with a lack of parts for production. During the state of emergency, truckers w ere particularly 
endangered and suffered heavy losses. Losses in the passenger domestic and international bus traffic were then estimated at 2 8 million 

euros.  
Despite the pandemic that reigns, "Renault" has confirmed its leading position on the European electric car market. The “Renault 

Zoe” is the best-selling vehicle in its class. “Renault Kangu ZE” achieved the highest sales in the class of electric commercial vehicles. And  
the offer of electric vehicles for the new 2021 will be enriched by "Renault Twingo Electric" and "Dacia Spring". 

At the end of 2020, the two automotive groups received the consent to merge. “Fiat” and “Peugeot” have joined forces to 
neutralize the negative effects of the slowdown in demand and more easily bear the costs of producing cleaner vehicles, in order to meet the 

requirements of the stricter gas emission regulations. The emergence of "Stellantis" will contribute to the expansion of the market. 

 

Introduction 
“Hello, world. My first look at my forever home” (NASA„s 

Perseverance Mars Rover). 

The first car magazine was published in the United States 
in 1895 under the title "The Horseless Age", which clearly showed 

that the old mode of transportation was outdated. 
It is interesting that on February 19, 2021, the NASA 

Rover successfully landed on Mars. After 7 months of travel and 
270 million kilometers, the largest and strongest rover of the 

American space agency "Persevirens" /perseverance/ landed on 

Mars. The landing happened at 9.55 pm and photos soon arrived. 
This is the most technologically sophisticated mission on Mars. And 

the predecessor of this rover landed in 2012, was the rover 
"Curiosity", which remained in operation.  

In April, NASA announced that NASA's Rover 
("persistence") has transformed carbon dioxide from Mars' 

atmosphere into oxygen, what was the first transformation done on 
another planet. This was a crucial first step towards converting 

carbon dioxide into oxygen on Mars and will help astronauts who 

go on a mission to Mars, not to carry large amounts of oxygen with 
them, in order to be able to return to Earth. 

 
News from the Automotive Industry in the World and Serbia 

Since the factory in Kragujevac, Serbia, is one of the most 
modern in the “Fiat Chrysler Automobiles” (FCA) group, in which 

most of the production has been digitized, it is expected that the 
joint company will find a new car model faster. Together, the FCA 

and PSA groups will have a projected production of 8.7 million 

vehicles per year and will become the fourth largest car 
manufacturer in the world, behind “Volkswagen”, “Toyota” and 

“Renault - Nissan - Micubishi.", but in front of the companies 
"General motors" and "Ford". 

It is interesting that in October 2020 in Italy the 
production of the new electric model "Fiat new 500" has already 

started. "Fiat" has refreshed its best-selling models, e.g. "Fiat typo 

cross" and "Fiat typo city sport". 
The Korean manufacture ”Hyundai” will go to public 

with the official technical data of the sports model "Kona N". 
According to the research, Chinese consumers are more 

willing to accept alternative drive assemblies than European or 
American customers. Otherwise, the electric car market has 

experienced rapid growth and evolution. "Tesla" is the most famous 
company that produces electric cars, and one of the new companies 

is the Chinese "NIO" company of electric cars, which announced 

the ET7 model, an electric sedan with autonomous driving 
technology, as well as the new luxury electric crossover EC6. 

Despite the pandemic that reigns, "Renault" has 
confirmed its leading position on the European electric car market. 

(with a total of 115,888 vehicles sold, what is a sales growth of 

101.4% compared to 2019). It will be a company worth about 50 
billion euros, illuminated by stars at the end of this difficult year. 

The factory "Continental Automotive Serbia" was opened 
in Novi Sad in Serbia, which will produce the most modern displays 

and screens in cars, innovative electronics. It is planned to purchase 
10 new electric buses for Belgrade, and two factories have applied 

for the tender, one from Bulgaria together with one Serbian 

company and one from China.  
During the March in 2021, the purchase of 10 new 

electric vehicles was announced, these are "Hayger" electric buses 
that performed well on the streets of Belgrade.  

It is expected that the metro in Belgrade will be finished 
only in 2030. 

 

Cycling Initiative and Traffic Safety in Serbia 
There is a constant struggle in Belgrade for the 

improvement of bicycle traffic.1 Cities and municipalities should 
commit to constantly improving cycling and pedestrian 

infrastructure. In addition, it is necessary to see bicycle2  traffic as 
an equal mode of transport with other types of traffic. Around the 

world, for example, Berlin and Budapest are expanding or turning 
parts of roads into bicycle lanes, in Vienna there are expanded 

zones of calm traffic within the settlement, in Milan, pedestrian and 

bicycle space is being expanded, while in Brussels, in the wider city 
center, a speed limit of 20 km/h has been introduced and pedestrians 

have been given an absolute advantage.  
The Association of the Western Balkans deals with the 

development of urban mobility and the popularization of bicycle 
traffic. 

Unfortunately, the Traffic Safety Agency published that 

from the beginning of the 2020 till June 11th 20203, on the roads 
throughout Serbia 180 people died. Special attention was paid to the 

extra caution of drivers in the summer months. However, today, at a 
time when the corona is not letting up, information are still coming 

on the renewed restrictions in Italy, while restrictive measures are 

                                                             
1 The association "Streets for cyclists" demands that the sloping and jagged 

curbs be removed and that they be flat, just as the transition to completely 
flat curbs is being made throughout Western Europe. This controversy 
was conducted during the summer of 2020 in Belgrade and Novi Sad with 
the company "Belgrade Road" and the Directorate for Construction Land 
and Construction of Belgrade. 

2 The General Assembly of the United Nations in April 2018, declared June 

the 3rd – the World’s Bicycle Day. 
3 Just in the first 11 days of June, 16 people were killed and about 260 
people were injured on the roads in Serbia. 
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being eased in Israel. The transport of goods4 also suffered losses. 
Some firms have a problem maintaining the liquidity. 

Also, there are more and more cases of violent driving 
and driving under the influence of psychoactive substances. As part 

of the International Action, which was carried out in 29 member 
states of the organization "Road Pool" (European Traffic Police 

Network), the traffic police discovered 15,501 violations and 81 

criminal offenses. During the action, 577 traffic accidents were 
registered on the roads in Serbia, in which six people were killed 

and 143 people were injured. Of the total number of dead, 3 people 
were killed in motor vehicles, 2 as drivers and 1 passenger. These 3 

people were not wearing seat belts at the time of the accident.  

Conclusion 
The eco car of the year 2020 was the “Corolla HB” 1.8 

HSD. And in the exceptional competition for European cars in 
2021, the "Toyota Jarris"5 was chosen, as the completely new car, 

except for the name it bears, which is still synonym for reliability. 

"No more boring cars" is a strategy by which the Japanese brand 
wants to attract new drivers. 

The new third generation of the "Peugeot 308" 6 model, which 
comes with a new logo of the French manufacturer, has been 

officially presented. 
"KIA" showed the EV6 model, the first exclusively battery electric 

vehicle (BEV), and the Bavarians, i.e. the Munich-based 
manufacturer7 has presented a production E-version of its new 

electric model "14" with a sporty look with best-in-class driving 

dynamics and zero emissions. 
In 1972, the United Nations adopted the decision to 

celebrate the World Day of Environmental Protection every June 
the 5th with a series of various events8. A "Caravan of electric 

vehicles" was organized in our capital on the 5th of June, thus 
indicating the impact of traffic on the air quality in our metropolis. 

Participants were the drivers of electric vehicles, as well as scooters 
and motor scooters, who promoted the importance of driving that 

does not disturb our environment and contributes to the reduction of 

exhaust gases. 
And on the 22-nd of April 2021 a Climate Summit was 

organized, a two-day online discussion on climate issues. The 
administration of the American president has committed to halve 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, i.e. that the goal is for the 
United States to reduce emissions for 50 to 52% compared to the 

level from the year 2005. On the Earth Day, President Biden 

virtually hosted 40 leaders at the White House Summit, and UN 
Secretary-General Antonio Guterres warned that global warming 

had already reached 1.2 degrees Celsius and was "rushing to the 
brink of disaster." It is significant that Japan has also increased its 

target carbon reduction rate to 46% by 2030, from 2013 levels.  
    At the time of the current Covid-19 epidemic, we 

launched moral forces in order to affirm true values in all segments 
of life and work. At the end of April 2021 many lives were lost all 

over the world. It is evident that a culture of support and solidarity 

is a strong stimulus in crisis situations. 

4 About 10,000 companies are operating in the transport sector, of which 
1,700 in the international sector. 
5 The maximum speed of this new car is 180 km/h. 
6 A plug-in hybrid with 180 hp is also available to customers. 
7 They offered the serial "14", as one of a total of 25 electrified models - 

novelties until 2025, of which 12 are fully electric. 
8 This year's slogan of the World Environment Day was "It's time for the 
nature". 
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Abstract: The impact of travel time, travel cost, and multitasking availability on the selection of privately use AV (PAV) and shared AV 

(SAV) are examined. The main daily trip is only studied, where all trips are within urban areas. A stated preference (SP) survey which 

includes a discrete choice experiment, was designed and distributed in Budapest, Hungary to collect the preferences of people towards PAV 

and SAV. As a result, a sample size of 2056 observations was obtained from the survey. A discrete choice modeling approach was applied to 

the data using a conditional logit (CL) model, where the characteristics of the alternatives are considered. The analysis results show that the 

value of travel time (VOT) of SAV is lower than AV, and the probability of choosing a transport mode is increased when multitasking is 

available in a transport mode. Moreover, the impact of travel cost on transport mode choice is higher than the impact of travel time.  In 

conclusion, people are more likely to select SAV over PAV when the multitasking availability is considered as one criterion in the transport 

mode selection. 

Keywords: MULTITASKING, SHARED AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE, TRAVEL BEHAVIOR, VALUE OF TRAVEL TIME 

1. Introduction

The continuous advancement in the technology of vehicle 

manufacturing will lead to having fully automated vehicles in the 

market in the coming few years [1]. A fully automated vehicle is 

characterized as no intervention by humans is needed to control the 

driving, where the machine can drive a car instead of a human 

driver as in conventional cars. The impacts of Autonomous 

Vehicles (AVs) on the mobility of people need further studies. 

Travelers generally assign an indirect money for travel time based 

on the importance of travel time, for example, traveling for work is 

more important than traveling for leisure activity [2]. The value of 

travel time (VOT) is a measure that describes the amount of money 

a traveler pays in traveling [3]. Some factors that impact VOT 

negatively are waiting time and crowding, or in other words, those 

factors increase the VOT [4]. The travelers' willingness to pay 

money to overcome the unwanted factors is high because they want 

to maximize their utility; they can choose better transport modes or 

shorter routes to minimize the travel time [4]. The VOT is affected 

by the experience of a traveler onboard of a transport mode, for 

instance, finding a good environment to multitask during travel 

decreases the VOT. Moreover, the carried tools onboard also 

determine the multitasking onboard, such carried tools are internet 

bundle, and such multitasking is using social media [5-7]. In the 

conventional transport modes, the travel is divided into three parts, 

walking time, in-vehicle time, and waiting time [8]. In the AV era, 

the walking time is minimized and the waiting time is done in the 

closest street of passenger location where a passenger can track the 

vehicle and minimize the waiting time. In this study, the in-vehicle 

time is studied, where AV is used as a transport mode. It is found 

that the AV will have different characteristics than a conventional 

car, for example, no human driver, no driving license, higher safety, 

and door-to-door service [9, 10]. Berliner et al. [11] define travel-

based multitasking as people select a transport mode based on the 

potential of conducting onboard activities. The attribute 

multitasking availability is well defined in this paper. Several 

scholars study the impact of multitasking on travel behavior, such 

as Varghese and Jana [5] and Ettema and Verschuren [12] who 

study the impact of onboard activities in conventional transport 

modes on the VOT. Keseru et al. [13] show that information and 

communication technology (ICT) are associated with the trip 

purpose. While Malokin et al. [14] show a change in the mode share 

based on multitasking and the availability of ICT. Litman [15] 

shows that travelers are willing to switch to different transport 

modes in order to find a better environment to multitask (e.g. 

studying, working, and relaxing) to have a productive travel time. 

Banerjee and Kanafani [16] find that ICT motivates people to 

multitask onboard during their travel, which consequently decreases 

the VOT (i.e. positive impact). Singleton [17] says that transport 

mode characteristics impact the type of onboard activity.  

The focus of this study is two models of AV, the privately-used 

autonomous vehicle (PAV), and the shared autonomous vehicle 

(SAV). The in-vehicle time is studied when travelers travel to their 

main destinations in urban areas. A stated choice experiment 

considering multitasking availability is scarce in literature, 

especially, about PAV and SAV, as pointed by [10]. The travelers 

are asked to choose PAV or SAV based on travel time, travel cost, 

and multitasking availability. This study adds a new contribution to 

the literature, where multitasking onboard of autonomous vehicle is 

modeled using a discrete choice modeling approach. It is obvious 

from the literature that previous studies focus on the CTMs, while 

this research studies the PAV, SAV. The contributions of this 

research are (1) developing a transport choice model for PAV and 

SAV, and (2) finding the impacts of changes on travel time, travel 

cost, and multitasking availability on the selection of transport 

choice. 

2. Literature Review

The rapid advancement of the vehicle manufacturing industry 

due to the advanced technology will emerge fully autonomous 

vehicles (AVs) [18]. The people’s acceptability to AV which a 

machine takes the role of driving instead of a human driver is a 

challenge that will change the travel behavior of people [17, 18]. 

Travelers are willing to change a transport mode based on the 

importance of in-vehicle time for them, for example, traveling of 

high value includes onboard activities, minimum travel time, and 

minimum travel cost [19]. Travelers pay money to remove the 

unwanted travel time by changing a transport mode, route, time of 

conducting activities [2]. The saved time from using faster transport 

mode or using shorter route is considered an opportunity for other 

activities (positive utility) [20, 21].  

The qualitative improvements on the transportation system 

(e.g., safety, service, comfort, and conveniences) is more attractive 

than infrastructure actions (i.e., less costly with varied positive 

impacts), as stated by Litman [15]. He demonstrates that VOT is 

improved when qualitative measures are enhanced and not only 

when travel time is reduced. The advancement of technology that 

enables people to carry and use ICT and the changes in the design 

of new vehicles as well as the future promising technology AV, all 

participate in enhancing the qualitative measures of transportation 

system. The utilization of the travel time by involving travelers in 

onboard activities makes the perceived travel time smaller than 

actual, as stated by Belenky [4]. Cirillo and Axhausen [22] find that 

having a pleasant journey affect the preferences of people, such as 

the authors find that people do not mind choosing longer travel 
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distance if they experience pleasant journey. It is found that 

travelers try to enhance their perceived travel time by conducting 

onboard activities during their travel [23]. Xumei et al. [24] finds 

that the VOT of work trips is larger than the VOT of leisure trips, 

while the waiting time has the largest VOT. Based on the 

characteristics of AV and SAV, travelers will have less stress than 

conventional cars because the task of driving is removed, and the 

provided service is door to door [21, 25, 26]. 

The VOT is estimated based on the random utility theory, where 

a discrete choice modeling approach is applied [27]. Several studies 

are conducted on conventional transport modes using a discrete 

choice modeling approach where VOT is estimated and the travel 

behavior is assessed, while studies on the AV are limited. The study 

of Simoni et al. [28] shows AV will have lower VOT than 

conventional cars. Others show the factors that impact using AVs, 

such as Gurumurthy and Kockelman [29] say the long travel 

commuters are more willing to use AVs, Lavieri and Bhat [30] 

show that using SAV is influenced by companion's type and the 

number of picked up passenger along the travel (i.e., additional 

time), and the group of people impacts using AV. The high-income 

group has smaller VOT when they use AVs, as stated by Bozorg 

and Ali [31], Steck et al. [6] show that the commuters can reduce 

their VOT when AV and SAV are used. Steck et al. [6] show that 

AV is more attractive than SAV. Kolarova et al. [32] find that the 

VOT of AV is less than conventional cars, and the VOT of SAV is 

higher than conventional cars. Studies such as [17, 33] show that 

multitasking can reduce the VOT and when drivers get rid of their 

tedious driving task. The reduction in VOT is high when travelers 

involve in multitasking in long distances as stated by Singleton 

[17]. The VOT is affected by trip purpose as also multitasking is 

influenced by the trip purpose [33].  

The acceptability of people to ridesharing determines the use of 

SAV. Bansal et al. [34] find that the acceptability of people to the 

SAV depends on the level of fear regarding the system failure 

which is considered the strongest reason to not use SAV. Burghout 

et al. [35] show that people can use SAVs if the average waiting 

time in ridesharing is acceptable to them. Krueger et al. [36] show 

that waiting time determines the use of SAVs, in addition to the cost 

and travel time factors. Stoiber et al. [37] use choice experiments 

that SAVs are more likely to be used in pooled mode where 

multiple riders can join through a trip and the travel time can be 

used more efficiently through SAVs compared to regular cars. 

Lavieri and Bhat [30] finds that people are likely to use SAVs with 

strangers on commute trips, and the waiting time is a negative 

impact on the use of SAVs during picking up and dropping 

passengers off.  

In this research, the travelers’ behavior onboard of PAV and 

SAV is discussed using discrete choice modeling. A new definition 

for multitasking is proposed where a traveler chooses a transport 

mode based on multitasking availability, travel time, and travel cost. 

3. Methodology 

The section presents the methodological approach of this study. 

Travelers choose a transport mode based on their preferences, 

where each traveler seeks to maximize his/her utility. The travel 

time is considered unproductive time (i.e., negative utility) based on 

the random utility theory while conducting activities is considered 

productive (i.e., positive utility) [38]. The reduction in the travel 

negative utility is obtained when travelers experience pleasant 

journeys or conduct onboard activities during their travel. The 

possibility to conduct onboard activities is influenced by several 

factors, such as transport mode. Moreover, the perceived travel time 

is affected by the environment onboard of transport mode, where 

the perceived travel time is improved when travelers experience 

pleasant journey. This section will present the methods that are used 

in analyzing the impacts of conducting onboard activities in PAV 

and SAV, where the changes in the travel time and travel cost are 

also examined. A stated choice experiment survey is conducted 

where other factors are collected, such as sociodemographic, 

economic, and trip variables. The stated choice experiment includes 

two alternatives (AV and SAV), travel time, travel cost, and 

multitasking availability. The power of the stated choice experiment 

method is its efficiency to obtain responses from respondents based 

on their preferences, associated with characteristics of transport 

modes [27]. The aim of the analysis is to develop mode choice 

models for AV, and SAV.  

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the survey and the used methods. 

The discrete choice experiment includes travel time, travel cost, and 

multitasking availability. Multitasking availability means that a 

traveler has the possibility to conduct one or more of the following 

activities: reading, writing, talking, listening, using social media, 

eating-drinking, while multitasking unavailability means doing 

other activities such as thinking, window gazing, and sleeping that 

do not need contact with ICT and passengers (e.g., talking). Three 

levels of each travel time and travel costs are used, and two levels 

for multitasking are used. The alternatives are PAV and SAV. Some 

descriptive statistics are presented to characterize the sample. 

Moreover, other variables are used and examined to see their 

impacts on the transport mode choice, such as gender, income, age, 

education, job, car ownership, trip purpose, and transport mode, 

Finally, the VOT is calculated which describes the importance of 

traveling using monetary values per hour.  

 
Fig. 1 The methodological approach  

 

A stated preference (SP) survey is distributed in Budapest, 

Hungary, during the period from March to April 2020. The 

respondents are asked to report their existing conditions and their 

preferences towards PAV and SAV considering normal conditions 

away from the impact of COVID-19. 

In the random utility theory, every person is a rational decision-

maker, where each individual seeks a decision to maximize his/her 

utility [38]. The probability of a traveler to select one alternative out 

of certain outcomes is given in Equation 1: 

𝑃(s𝑗 /S)  = Pr(𝑈s𝑗 > 𝑈𝑘) ∀ 𝑘 ≠ s, 𝐾 ∈ 𝑆  1 

where P (sj/S) is the probability of a person to choose outcome 

(si) from a choice set (S), Usj is the utility of choosing the outcome 

(sj) from the choice set S, where the earned utility is larger than the 

utility of all other outcomes (K) in the choice set S [38]. The utility 

that a person has when he conducts daily activities contains a 

deterministic and a stochastic part, as shown in Equation 2: 

𝑈𝑗 = 𝐷𝑗 + ε𝑗                       2 

where D is the deterministic part while the ε stands for the 

stochastic part. The deterministic part is defined as the average 

perceived utility of individuals when they choose an outcome [38]. 

The random part is defined as the unknown deviation of a person's 

utility from the mean value. The random part is used to capture the 

uncertainty in the choice modeling [38]. The conditional logit (CL) 

model which is one of the random utility models is selected. 

In CL, all persons are given different situations before they 

choose an outcome Moreover, the same persons are used in 

choosing an outcome per situation is taken into account by CL. 
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Moreover, the characteristics of outcomes are taken into account 

rather than the characteristics of individuals [39]. Let Z ij is the 

characteristics of outcome (j), and α is the vector parameter of 

choosing the outcome (j), the probability that a person (i) will 

choose outcome j is given in Equation 3. 

𝑃𝑖𝑗  = exp 𝑍𝑖𝑗 α / exp(𝑍𝑖𝑘
𝐽
𝑘=1 )    3 

From Equation (3), the likelihood function is calculated.  

4. Results and discussion  

The results of the survey include 2056 observation, where each 

observation represent an outcome with its characteristics. For 

example, each person is subjected to two observations to choose 

one of them (i.e., 2056/2=1028 answers). The characteristics of the 

collected sample are presented in Table 1 and Грешка! Невалидна 

препратка на показалец към себе си. presents some trip 

characteristics of the respondents, where the main trip and the 

frequent transport mode are recorded in the urban areas. 

Table 2.  

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of the sample, such as 

age, job, income, and gender groups.  

Table 1. Sociodemographic variables, age, job, and income 

Age 
(year) 

% Job % Income % Gender % 

15-24 18.44% Workers 50.00% High 34.43% Male 64.75% 

25-54 75.41% Student 40.16% Middle 26.64% Female 35.25% 

55-65 4.51% Unemployed 6.15% Low 38.93%     

>65 1.64% Retired 3.69%         

Грешка! Невалидна препратка на показалец към себе 

си. presents some trip characteristics of the respondents, where the 

main trip and the frequent transport mode are recorded in the urban 

areas. 

Table 2. Trip Characteristics variables, transport mode, and trip purpose  

Transport mode % Trip purpose  % 

Bike 5.74% Education 41.39% 

Car as driver  21.31% Work 43.85% 

Cas as passenger  5.74% Leisure and others 6.56% 

Public transport  53.69% Shopping 4.10% 

Taxi 3.69% Home 4.10% 

Walking  9.84%     

Table 3 presents the estimates of the model, where CL is 

applied. The results show the marginal utilities of travel time and 

travel cost are negative (-0.0161, and -0.0027, respectively), which 

means traveling is disutility (i.e., negative utility) where travelers 

pay money instead of gaining money from travel. Multitasking 

availability increases the probability of choosing a transport mode 

by 0.25 points more than the probability of choosing a transport 

mode without multitasking availability. All variables are significant 

at confidence interval 95% except travel time which is significant at 

confidence level 90%. The result of the model shows that the model 

without considering the variables; travelers are more likely to 

choose SAV over PAV, as shown in the PAV-β0. Moreover, the 

VOT is 358 Ft/hr. 

Table 3. Conditional logit-model estimates 

Alt. Estimates Value Std. 

Error 
 z P>|z| a 

  

Time -0.0161 0.011 -1.31 0.095* 

Cost -0.0027 0.001 -4.98 0.000***  

ML=1 0.25 0.09 2.78 0.005*** 

ML=0 base - - - 

PAV β0 -0.212 0.064 -3.31 0.001*** 

SAV base - - - - 

Number of observations=2056 

Chi2(2) = 34.73 

Log simulated-likelihood = -688.381 

Prob > chi2 =0.000 

AIC= 1384.764  

BIC= 1404.505 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Table 4 present the predictive margins across multitasking 

options. The model demonstrates that the predictive probability 

(i.e., margin) of using SAV when multitasking is available is 58.1% 

while it is 52.13% when multitasking is unavailable. Similarly, the 

predictive margin of using PAV when multitasking is available 

onboard is 47.84%, while it is 41.85% when multitasking is 

unavailable. Thus, having multitasking onboard of PAV and SAV 

impacts the choice of travelers.  

 

Table 4. Predictive margins across multitasking  

Delta method 

Alt. 
(x) 

Attribute  Margin Std. 
Error 

 z P>|z|  

SAV 

Multitasking availability 
= no 

0.5213 0.0189 27.47 0.0*** 

Multitasking availability 
= yes 

0.581 0.0186 31.18 0.0*** 

PAV 

Multitasking availability 

= no 
0.4185 0.0187 22.32 0.0*** 

Multitasking availability 
= yes 

0.4784 0.0189 25.22 0.0*** 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Table 5 present the predictive margins across travel time. In this 

table, three values are used to estimate the margins, bottom value, 

middle value, and upper value. In the case of SAV, the probability 

of choosing SAV is decreased when travel time is increased. For 

example, at the travel time of 20 minutes; the margin of SAV is 

56.9%. While at the travel time of 25 minutes; the margin of SAV is 

55.2%. Moreover, the margin of SAV is examined, when a change 

in the travel time of PAV is occurred rather than SAV. It is found 

that the margin of SAV is increased when the travel time in PAV 

(i.e., the opponent alternative) is increased. For example, the margin 

of SAV is 53.5% when the travel time in PAV is 20 minutes, and 

the margin of SAV is 55.3% when the travel time in PAV is 25 

minutes. In the case of PAV, the probability of choosing PAV is 

decreased when travel time is increased. For example, at the travel 

time of 20 minutes; the margin of PAV is 46.5%. While at the travel 

time of 25 minutes; the margin of PAV is 44.7%. Moreover, the 

margin of PAV is examined when in the travel time of SAV a 

change is occurred rather than PAV. It is found that the margin of 

PAV is increased when the travel time in SAV (i.e., the opponent 

alternative) is increased. For example, the margin of PAV is 43.1% 

when the travel time in SAV is 20 minutes, and the margin of PAV 

is 44.7% when the travel time in SAV is 25 minutes. It is found that 

the change on the margins in the case of PAV is higher than SAV, 

for example, changing the travel time from 20 minutes to 25 

minutes the margin is decreased by 1.9% in the case of PAV, while 

it is 1.7% in cased of SAV, for the same travel time interval. Fig. 2 

illustrates the probability of choosing PAV and SAV when travel 

time is varied. It is shown that travelers are more willing to use 

SAV over PAV. 

Table 5. Predictive margins across travel time  

Delta method 

Alt. (x) At alt. (x) at travel time (i)  Margin Std. Error  z P>|z|  

SAV 

SAV @ 20min 0.569 0.019 29.6 0.0*** 

SAV @ 25min 0.552 0.015 35.76 0.0*** 

SAV @ 30min 0.534 0.022 24.41 0.0*** 

PAV @ 20min 0.535 0.021 25.23 0.0*** 

PAV @ 25min 0.553 0.015 36.03 0.0*** 

PAV @ 30min 0.571 0.02 28.81 0.0*** 

PAV SAV @ 20min 0.431 0.019 22.38 0.0*** 
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SAV @ 25min 0.448 0.015 29.06 0.0*** 

SAV @ 30min 0.466 0.022 21.33 0.0*** 

PAV @ 20min 0.465 0.021 21.94 0.0*** 

PAV @ 25min 0.447 0.015 29.15 0.0*** 

PAV @ 30min 0.429 0.02 21.68 0.0*** 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Fig. 2 Prediction margin based on the changes in travel time 

 

Table 6 present the predictive margins across travel costs. Three 

values are used to estimate the margins, bottom value, middle value, 

and upper value. In the case of SAV, the probability of choosing 

SAV is decreased when travel cost is increased. For example, at the 

travel cost of 175 Ft; the margin of SAV is 61.9%. While at travel 

cost 250 Ft; the margin of SAV is 55.3%. Moreover, the margin of 

SAV is examined when a change in the travel cost of PAV is 

occurred rather than SAV. It is found that the margin of SAV is 

increased when the travel cost of AV (i.e., the opponent alternative) 

is increased. For example, the margin of SAV is 44.8% when the 

travel cost of PAV is 175 Ft, and the margin of SAV is 55.5% when 

the travel cost of PAV is 250 Ft In the case of PAV, the probability 

of choosing PAV is decreased when travel cost is increased. For 

example, at the travel cost of 175 Ft; the margin of PAV is 51.2%. 

While at travel cost 175 Ft; the margin of PAV is 44.5%. Moreover, 

the margin of PAV is examined when a change in the travel cost of 

SAV is occurred rather than PAV. It is found that the margin of 

PAV is increased when the travel cost of SAV (i.e., the opponent 

alternative) is increased. For example, the margin of PAV is 38.1% 

when the travel cost of SAV is 175 Ft, and the margin of PAV is 

44.7% when the travel cost of SAV is 250 Ft  

Table 6. Predictive margins across travel cost  

Delta method 

Alt. (x) 
At alt. (x) at travel 

time (i)  
Margin Std. Error  z P>|z|  

SAV 

SAV @ 175 Ft 0.619 0.019 32.11 0.0*** 

SAV @ 250 Ft 0.553 0.016 35.62 0.0*** 

SAV @ 300 Ft 0.485 0.021 23.54 0.0*** 

PAV @ 175 Ft 0.488 0.02 24.02 0.0*** 

PAV @ 250 Ft 0.555 0.015 35.85 0.0*** 

PAV @ 300 Ft 0.621 0.019 31.91 0.0*** 

PAV 

SAV @ 175 Ft 0.381 0.019 19.75 0.0*** 

SAV @ 250 Ft 0.447 0.016 28.78 0.0*** 

SAV @ 300 Ft 0.515 0.021 24.98 0.0*** 

PAV @ 175 Ft 0.512 0.02 25.25 0.0*** 

PAV @ 250 Ft 0.445 0.015 28.7 0.0*** 

PAV @ 300 Ft 0.379 0.019 19.45 0.0*** 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Fig. 3 illustrates the probability of choosing PAV and SAV 

when travel cost is varied.  

As a result, it is found that the change in the travel cost impacts 

the margins more than the changes in the travel time, and 

multitasking availability increases the probability of choosing a 

transport mode. However, in almost all situations, travelers 

demonstrate choosing SAV over PV based on the three attributes: 

time, cost, and multitasking.  

It is worth mentioning that the sociodemographic, economic and 

trip characteristics show insignificant results at a confidence level 

of 95%.  Therefore, they are removed from the model.  

 

Fig. 3 Prediction margin based on the changes in travel cost 

 

5. Conclusion 

The travel behavior of people towards two types of automated 

vehicles is discussed through a discrete choice modeling approach. 

An SP survey is conducted where a discrete choice experiment 

(DCE) is designed. Two alternatives (PAV and SAV) are included 

in the DCE, where CL is used to study the behavior of travelers 

toward these two alternatives considering the characteristics of each 

alternative. The included characteristics are called attributes, and 

they are travel time, travel cost, and multitasking availability. The 

SP is distributed in Hungary, and the collected observations are 

analyzed. The results of the analysis show that the availability of 

multitasking onboard increases the opportunity to use a transport 

mode (i.e., travel-based multitasking). In conclusion, people are 

more willing to use SAV over PAV considering travel time, travel 

cost, and multitasking availability when they travel to their main 

destination within the urban area. Moreover, the travel time 

influences the use of PAV and SAV, while more influence is 

obtained when travel cost is changed.  
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Abstract: The selection of accommodation plays a crucial role in tourist trips as an unsuitable choice might affect the tourists’ activities. 

Decision-making related to the choice of an optimal hotel is a complex process due to the variety of factors and tourist preferences. By 
applying the Fuzzy AHP (analytical hierarchy process) method, this study aims to overcome uncertainty and to support the tourists’ 

decisions to choose the optimum hotel on the booking.com website. The adopted criteria for optimal selection include hotel rating, hotel 

price, Wi-Fi availability, free parking, breakfast availability, and free cancellation service. The criteria are compared to stakeholder 
preferences and weighted by using the FAHP method. The results show that the hotel price is the most influential criterion in hotel selection, 

whereas the free cancellation criterion has the lowest impact. 
 
Keywords: MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING (MCDM), FUZZY ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS (FAHP), TOURIST, 

BOOKING.COM 

 

1. Introduction 

Tourism is the traveling of individuals to places out of their 
common environment. Tourism involves several activities, such as 

visiting attractive destinations and lodging, as well as actors like 
restaurants or accommodations. One of the most important sectors 

of tourism industry is accommodation, which involves hotels, 
motels, etc. 1. Several studies conducted on the sector of 

accommodation reveal that most of the tourists focus on hotel 

choice (Batra, 2009 and Caber & Albayrak, 2014). Among hotel 
facilities, the competition for tourists, especially in touristic cities, is 

extreme and clearly visible. Hotel managers spend a high cost on 
marketing and promoting their hotels to fascinate tourists 4. The 

managers aim to provide several services that attract customers, 
such as affordable prices and free services (e.g., Wi-Fi, breakfast, 

cancellation, and parking) 5. Besides these competitive factors, the 
rating, the location, the quality, and the number of stars play a 

significant role in consumer purchase. Despite the availability of 

online websites for booking a hotel, all the above-mentioned factors 
make hotel selection a complex, fuzzy, and uncertain decision-

making process. Therefore, it is worth analyzing the factors found 
on online booking websites and applications to improve tourists' 

choice. 

Several researchers study the aspects that influence hotel 
choice, where psychological and non-psychological factors affect 

tourists' decision-making 6. Building on the research of Ananth et al. 

(1992), this study evaluates the factors that influence hotel 
selection. The result demonstrates that hotel quality and cost are the 

most dominant factors. Another researcher 8 claims that free 
services, cost, location, and cleanliness are the most influential 

factors, while Stringam et al. (2010) mention that tourists choose 
hotel according to room size and breakfast availability. Bronner and 

De Hoog (2014) find that the highest rating factor in case of 
choosing hotels is the affordable prices. The majority of studies 

focus on the factors of hotel selection in general. With the rapid 

development in internet evolution, the purchase has shifted to online 
sites 11. Several studies demonstrate the importance of internet in 

tourism industry. Most of the tourists book their accommodation 
places via online websites or applications 12. These websites and 

applications, such as booking.com, support tourists in choosing a 
suitable hotel for their journey 13. However, due to the competitive 

alternatives and the high number of factors that affects optimal 

decision-making, tourists remain confused while looking for the 
best option. Therefore, it is beneficial to study the factors affecting 

tourists' hotel choice. The most suitable approach to deal with 
several factors and to evaluate the alternatives is the multi-criteria 

decision-making (MCDM) approach 14. Previous studies identify 
the factors that affect hotel selection by using the MCDM approach 

in general. For example, Chou et al. (2008) study the factors that 
play an important role in hotel choice in Taiwan and apply the 

MCDM approach. The outcome of the research evaluate and rank 

the factors, where the location and accessibility of the 

accommodation are the most influential factors. In a similar vein, 
this approach is applied for studying the dominant factors in hotel 

selection in Iran. However, the cost and car parking availability 
criteria have a significant impact on hotel choice, too 16.  

The primary objective of this study is to analyze and prioritize 

hotel selection factors found in the online booking systems by using 
the fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) method. There are 

many online booking websites and applications, but booking.com is 

employed as a case study. Meanwhile, the FAHP method is used in 
this study to deal with uncertainty and fuzziness in decision-

making.    

2. Material and Method 

Online booking systems are important in tourism industry, 
especially in the accommodation sector. Several factors might be 

found in these systems that affect tourists' choice 17. This study 

considers booking.com as a case study to analyze the relevant 
factors. The chosen factors of the adopted system are the 

followings: rating, the number of stars, cost, location, reviewers, 
Wi-Fi, free parking, and breakfast availability 18. Booking.com is 

used in the case study due to its importance earned as being the 
largest hotel reservation agency in the world, where more than 

900,000 room booking is conducted per day 19 According to 
Garrigos-Simon et al. (2017), booking.com is the best platform that 

provides reliable information on hotels. The MCDM approach can 

be utilized to analyze those factors which might help tourists in 
choosing an optimal hotel based on the importance of the factors. 

There are many methods belonging to the MCDM that are 

suitable for making an appropriate choice among several 
alternatives. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP), which has 

been first proposed by Saaty (2001), is a method of the MCDM. 
However, choosing the best hotel involves some uncertainty and 

fuzziness factors that affect the hotel choice. Additionally, the AHP 

is not the efficient approach of the MCDM to represent human 
thinking 21. Thus, this study proposes to apply the extended version 

of the AHP to analyze and prioritize the factors of the booking.com 
website. Nevertheless, the pairwise comparison matrix checking the 

experts' preference is conducted based on the AHP method. Then, 
the AHP scale is converted to fuzzy numbers by using a triangular 

fuzzy number (TFN). Equation (1) demonstrates the membership 

function of a TFN 22. 

 

 (1) 
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Letters l, m, and u denote the lower, medium, and upper TFN 
numbers. The membership function of the FAHP applies a different 

scale ranging from 0 to1, as illustrated in Грешка! Източникът 
на препратката не е намерен. 17.  

 
Fig.  1 A triangular fuzzy number (TFN) 

 

Table 1 illustrates the AHP scale and the fuzzy numbers, which 
are calculated based on the membership function.   

Table 1: The AHP scale and the fuzzy numbers  

Definition AHP scale Fuzzy number 

Equal importance 1 (1,1,1) 

Somewhat more important 3 (2,3,4) 

Much more important 5 (4,5,6) 

Very much more important 7 (6,7,8) 

Absolutely more important 9 (9,9,9) 

Intermediate values 

2 (1,2,3) 

4 (3,4,5) 

6 (5,6,7) 

8 (7,8,9) 

After checking the consistency ratio of the experts' preferences, 

the FAHP calculations can be accomplished. Let X= {x1, x2, x3, …. 

xn} and G= {g1, g2, g3, …. gn} be used to refer to the object set and 
a goal, respectively. For each goal, each object is taken with 

extended analysis. Therefore, for each object (m), extent analysis 
can be calculated: 

 

Where (j=1,2....n) represents TFNs. The steps of the extended 

version of the AHP (i.e., FAHP) can be summarized as the 
following 22: 

Step 1. The fuzzy synthetic value concerning object (i) is 

obtained by using Equation (2), Equation (3), Equation (4), and 
Equation (5). 

 

 

(2) 

 

 

(3) 

 

(4) 

 

(5) 

Step 2. The degree of possibility of two fuzzy numbers (M1, 

M2) is defined in Equation (6). 

 

 

(6) 

 

Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен. 
demonstrates the definition of Equation (6), where letter (d) 

represents the highest intersection point (D) between two fuzzy 

numbers 17.  

 

 

Fig.  2 The intersection between M1 and M2 
 

Step 3. This step defines the degree of possibility for a convex 

fuzzy number greater than k convex fuzzy Mi (i=1,2, …. K), see 

Equation (7). 

V (M ≥ M1, M2… Mk) = V [(M ≥ M1) and (M ≥ 
M2)… (M ≥ Mk)] 

= min  V(M ≥ Mi),  i = 1,2, …, k 

 (7) 

Where d(Ai) = min V(Si ≥ Sk) for k=1,2….n; k ≠ i . Thus, the 

weight vector is given by Equation (8). 

=  
 (8) 

 Step 4. Equation (9) might be used to obtain the final overall 

weight.  

 
 (9) 

 

3. Analysis and Results 

The factors chosen from the booking.com online system are the 

followings: cost, Wi-Fi availability, free cancellation, place rating, 
breakfast availability, and free parking. The FAHP approach is 

applied to analyze the factors. According to the AHP method 
introduced by Saaty (2001), the pairwise comparison matrix of the 

experts is calculated. The consistency ratio of experts’ preferences 
is checked, and they are less or equal to 10%. Then, Equation (1) is 
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applied to convert the AHP scale to a fuzzy number, as shown in 
Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен.. 

 

 

 

Table 2: Fuzzy AHP comparison matrix  

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

C1 (1,1,1) (0.25,0.45,1) (1,2.22,4) (1,2.95,6) (1,3.27,6) (2,4.83,8) 

C2 (1,2.22,4) (1,1,1) (1,3.47,6) (2,3.55,8) (2,3.94,8) (2,6.53,9) 

C3 (0.25,0.45,1) (0.17,0.32,0.5) (1,1,1) (0.25,1,4) (1,2.67,6) (2,4.08,6) 

C4 (0.17,0.34,1) (0.13,0.3,0.5) (0.25,1,4) (1,1,1) (0.25,0.96,6) (0.25,2.75,8) 

C5 (0.17,0.31,1) (0.13,0.27,0.5) (0.17,0.37,1) (0.17,1.04,4) (1,1,1) (1,2.95,6) 

C6 (0.13,0.18,0.25) (0.11,0.17,0.5) (0.17,0.24,0.5) (0.17,0.51,3) (0.17,0.41,1) (1,1,1) 

The fuzzy synthetic values are computed by using Equations (2-

7) as following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then, the weight vector and the final weight of the factors are 
calculated by using Equation (8) and Equation (9), respectively. 

Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен. shows 
the importance of the adopted factors in this study. 

Table 3: The eight vector and the normalized final weight of criteria 

Explanation Factor Criteria 
Weight 
vector 
(Wʹ) 

Final 
Weight 

(W) 

Hotel rating C1 0.901 0.205 

Hotel cost C2 1.000 0.227 

Wi-Fi availability C3 0.770 0.175 

Breakfast availability C4 0.746 0.169 

Free parking C5 0.640 0.145 

Free cancellation  C6 0.348 0.079 

 

It can be seen from Table 3 that the price with 0.227 final 

weight is the most influential factor in choosing a hotel on the 
booking.com online system. The price is followed by the rating as 

the second most important factor with a value of 0.205. The 
availability of Wi-Fi and breakfast services have approximately the 

same importance. Moreover, the outcomes demonstrate the effect of 
the free parking service on hotel choice with a final weight of 0.145. 

However, free cancellation with the value of 0.079 is the lowest 

influential factor. 

4. Discussion  

In this study, the main aim is to analyze those factors of an 
online booking system that affects hotel selection. The FAHP 

approach is applied for this purpose. The booking.com online 
system is used as a case study. The analysis is conducted based on 

six factors of the chosen online system. The outcomes show that the 
cost of accommodation is the most influential criterion in hotel 

selection, while free cancellation has the lowest importance. 

The results of this research has some similarities with the results 

of Ananth et al.'s study (1992), where the cost is mentioned as the 
most important criterion for hotel choice. Furthermore, Bronner and 

De Hoog (2014) claim that affordable hotel prices affect tourists' 

preferences. However, a difference is found between the findings of 

this study and Stringam et al.'s (2010), where the breakfast has a 
moderate effect. Contrary to the results of Lockyer's research 

(2005), where free services such as Wi-Fi and free parking have a 
low influence compared to the hotel rating and price. 

This study applies the FAHP approach to examine those factors 

of booking.com that play an influential role in hotel choice. The 
adopted online system is used as a case study since globally, it is the 

most important online hotel reservation agency. Each day, more 
than 900,000 rooms are booked by using booking.com 19. In this 

study, the FAHP is used to handle the uncertainty of the factors and 

the fuzziness of tourists' decision-making. This study examines the 
factors related to hotels. However, according to Mahdi and 

Esztergár-Kiss (2020), psychological factors have a significant 
impact on tourists' decision-making, too. Due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, tourists’ interviews could not be conducted, which is a 
limitation of this research. Further studies may include interviews to 

enrich this research. 

5. Conclusion 

This study is carried out to explain those factors of 

booking.com that influence tourists' hotel choice. Booking.com 
website is chosen since it is a significant accommodation booking 

agency. To handle the uncertainty and fuzziness of the relevant 
factors, the FAHP approach is applied. Several criteria such as hotel 

cost, Wi-Fi availability, free cancellation, place rating, breakfast 

availability, and free parking are adopted in this study. The findings 
demonstrate that the cost with a value of 0.227is the most important 

factor that plays a role in tourists' hotel choice. The hotel rating 
factor with a value of 0.205 as the second most important comes 

after the price. The free cancellation service is the factor with the 
lowest value. Furthermore, the results show that free parking affects 

hotel choice with a final weight of 0.145. The remaining factors 
adopted in this study have approximately the same influence. 
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Abstract: The particulate matter (PM) and soot emissions generated from Diesel combustion engine driven vehicles are forming significant 

sources of toxic and metallic nanoparticles into the air and surrounding atmosphere in heavily traffic areas or locations. Previously, we 

reported that particulate matter from in-use Diesel engine passenger vehicles are chemically composed of major and minor chemical 
elements with different concentration. Here, we apply laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for qualitative comparative 

study of trace chemical elements adsorbed in different PM and soot matrices. The adsorption of these chemical elements in generated PM 
exhaust emissions occurs due to the complex combustion processes. The main responsible sources are: injected fuel type (Diese l, Biodiesel), 

fuel quality, fuel additives, engine lubricants, engine combustion process, incomplete catalytic reaction, inefficient PM filterin g devices, 
engine failure or polluted intake air. All these factors as well as current engine state alter final chemical composition of particulate matter 

generated from in-use Diesel engine passenger vehicles -exhaust emissions. 

Keywords: PARTICULATE MATTER; DIESEL EXHAUST PARTICLES; SOOT; CARBON EMISSIONS; CARBON; POLLUTANT 

EMISSIONS; IN-USE VEHICLES; VEHICLE EMISSIONS; EXHAUST EMISSIONS; EMISSION STANDARDS; METALLIC 
NANOPARTICLES; TRACE METALS; TRACE ELEMENTS; TRACE EMISSION 

1. Introduction 

The vehicle's exhaust emissions are forming major sources of 

toxic gases as well as particulate matter (PM) including metallic 
nanoparticles and pollutants into the environment and surrounding 

air atmosphere [1,2]. Most of these emissions are from Diesel 

engine driven vehicles either passengers, light-duty or heavy-duty 
Diesel engines. For human being and his health it is extremely 

important to inhale pure, non-polluted air. Non-contaminated air is 
consequential for proper function of our lung, respiratory function 

or cardio-vascular system, as well as for the brain and central 
nervous system [3,4]. After regular and long term exposure to 

Particulate Matter emissions, accumulation of nanoparticles in our 
body can cause the pulmonary disease, lung infection, pneumonia, 

asthma, cardiovascular diseases as well as neurological and mental 

diseases [5,6].  
Current existing European emission standards [7] for diesel-

engine driven vehicles specify the maximum allowable values for 
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, Particulate Matter 

(PM) with certain diameter (PM2.5 and PM10  sizes in m) and 

Particulate Number (PN) from exhaust emissions. However, these 
emission standards do not concern any additional compounds or 

chemical elements contain in PM or in the soot emissions formed 

by in-use Diesel engine vehicles. Nevertheless, chemical elements 
adsorbed by carbonous particles present significant fraction of 

Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM) or soot emission contents. Since 
PM emissions from vehicles are considered as dominant source of 

air pollution in urban areas and in the cities with heavy traffic; 
therefore accurate in-situ technique for on-line / off-line 

measurement of PM / DPM and its chemical composition from 
automotive exhaust emissions would be desirable [8].  

From our previous research, where we apply Laser Induced 

Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) method to investigated DPM from 
in-use Diesel engine passenger vehicles, strong optical emission 

were observed from major spectral lines, mainly from Carbon, Iron, 
Magnesium, Aluminium, Chromium, Zinc, Sodium, Calcium and 

others. These elements were identified as major components of 
Diesel Particulate Matter [9]. Beside the major elements of DPM, in 

Diesel Particulate Matter are also present minor chemical elements, 
particularly: Silicon, Nickel, Titan, Potassium, Strontium, 

Molybdenium and others. Different concentrations of detected 

minor elements were measured with respect to the type of complex 
particulate matter, this topic is further discussed in [10]. The main 

goal of this research is to spectrochemically by means of LIBS 
method analyse and identify trace chemical elements adsorbed in 

Diesel Particulate matrix. 

2. Methodology 

Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique 11-

13 is an analytical spectrochemical measurement technique 14 

which can be use for rapid qualitative 15 as well as for sensitive 

quantitative 16 compositional characterisation of different forms 

of materials: solids 17, liquids 18, gases 19, powders 20 or 

nanoparticles 21. In LIBS technique, high power laser radiation, 

with nanosecond or shorter pulse duration, is interacting with the 
investigating material. Short pulse laser radiation is focused into the 

studied material and generate the plasma. Optical emission 
spectrum from plasma is collected by the optical spectrometer into 

the ICCD detector and processed by PC. From LIBS spectra, it is 
possible to obtain chemical composition of the examined sample. In 

this research we apply laser - plasma spectroscopy technique for the 

measurement of trace chemical elements in PM emitted from 
exhaust emissions generated from in-use Diesel engine passenger 

vehicles. We use the high resolution LIBS technique for diagnostics 
of soot and Particulate Matter (PM). Here we analysed soot and 

PM, extracted from exhaust manifold part, from different passenger 
vehicles, that are use in daily life environment. The main aim of this 

study is to qualitatively analyse trace chemical elements in different 

PM matrices. 

3. Experimental procedure 

Laser induced breakdown (plasma) was generated by the 
Nd:YAG (Neodymium doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet) solid 

state laser, model Yasmin, from Quantel, France. This laser is 
emitting laser radiation at fundamental wavelength 1064 nm with 

8.5 ns pulse duration. In this research we apply laser pulses with 
300 mJ energy per single pulse. The emerging laser radiation has 

been focused with 10 cm focusing lens into the plane solid target 

surface to create a laser plasma. Optical emission from plasma has 
been collected perpendicularly via optical telescope into the high 

resolution Echelle spectrograph model Aryelle Butterfly from LTB 
Berlin, Germany. Spectrograph is equipped with sensitive 

Intensified Charge Coupled Device (ICCD) detector PI-Max 4 from 
Princeton Instruments, USA. A layout of experimental Laser 

Induced breakdown Spectroscopy - LIBS setup for DPM 

measurement is shown in Fig. 1. This spectrometer consists of two 
separate spectrographs, one part for UV spectrum and second part 

for VIS spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. The UV part is from 
190 nm to 440 nm and the VIS part is for the optical spectrum from 

440 nm to 800 nm. Spectral resolution is from 3 picometres to 7 
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picometres (pm) for VUV part and from 4 pm to 8 pm for VIS part. 
Thus this Echelle spectrograph provide spectral information in 

broad spectral range and with very high spectral resolution. Optical 
emission from laser - plasma has been collected from VUV as well 

as from VIS parts, therefore the total spectral window from 190 nm 

to 800 nm wavelength has been recorded. The delay time of 1 s 

after the trigger signal and gate width of 2 s was used. The LIBS 

emission was measured in open air atmosphere at atmospheric 

pressure and at room temperature.  

Sample preparation and collection 

Different PM samples from in-use Diesel engine passenger 

vehicles of major brand car producers in Europe have been analysed 
by LIBS. Particulate matter has been collected from the tail pipe at 

the end of the exhaust manifold, while selections of in-use vehicles 
were performed randomly. More than seventy different samples 

from vehicles were collected and analysed by LIBS. The collected 
particulate matter from Diesel engine passenger vehicles - exhaust 

manifold has been mechanically pressed into small pellets with flat 

disc shape profile. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy signal 
from DPM shows spectral lines that are characteristic in ultraviolet 

and visible spectral region. Each measured spectrum has been 
accumulated from twelve laser shots and averaged on ICCD 

detector. 

 

Fig. 1 Layout of the Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy experimental 

setup. LS - laser source (Nd:YAG laser, Yasmin, Quantel, France), M - 
Mirror, P - plasma, S - sample, FL -  focusing lens, L1 and L2 - optical 
telescope, OS - optical spectrometer (Aryelle Butterfly, Echelle spectrograph, 
LTB Berlin, Germany), D - ICCD detector (PI-Max 4, Princeton Instruments, 
USA). 

 

4. Results and discussion 

Characteristic Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy signal 
obtained from Diesel Particulate Matter matrix is shown in Fig. 2. 

LIBS spectra measured from Diesel particulate matter collected 
from in-use Diesel engine passenger vehicles exhibits characteristic 

peaks, optical spectral lines with specific atomic, ionic and 
molecular transitions in the signal. Strong optical emission signal is 

appearing from major spectral lines, particularly from Carbon, Iron, 
Magnesium, Aluminium, Chromium, Zinc, Sodium and Calcium. 

However, also minor chemical elements like Silicon, Nickel, Titan, 

Potassium, Strontium, Molybdenium lines are present. In this 
research we focus our attention to identification of trace chemical 

elements in the Diesel Particulate Matter from in-use Diesel 
powered engine vehicles.  

 

Fig. 2 Optical emission LIBS spectra from Diesel particulate matter sample. 

Spectrum contains major, minor and trace elements spectra patterns. Intense 
spectral lines are from major components: Carbon, Iron, Magnesium, 
Aluminium, Chromium, Zinc, Sodium and Calcium. 

 

Trace elements of Diesel Particulate Matter 

To identify the trace elements in various DPM matrices the 
LIBS setup was optimised for optical detection, to obtain high 

quality spectral data. Acquired LIBS signals show optical emissions 
from trace elements like: Barium, Boron, Cobalt, Copper, 

Phosphorus, Manganese and Platinum with high resolution. From 

LIBS spectra it is possible to obtain the analyte signal emitted at 
certain wavelength, with specific line peak intensity, line peak 

shape, and line peak width, different for each DPM sample. The 
intensity strength and profile of particular atomic or ionic line is 

basically proportional to the concentration of analyte in the studied 
material. To obtain qualitative comparison of DPM samples we 

numerically calculated the responded LIBS spectral line signal, the 
integral value of peak area for each spectral line of interest, using 

background correction and spectral line fitting procedure. In this 

way we could obtained the peak area information related to 
individual atomic / ionic spectral emission from corresponding 

chemical elements adsorbed in different types of Diesel particulate 
matter matrix. Results from LIBS measurements are shown in Fig. 3 

(a-g), while results from numerical calculations are shown in Fig. 4 
(a-g). 

Identification of trace elements in various DPM matrices:  

Ionic emission from Barium spectral line (Ba II @ 455.40 nm) 

is shown in the Fig. 3(a). In this figure a raw, not filtered spectral 

data from LIBS measurements are shown. Here we select only six 
different Diesel particulate matter samples with most pronounced 

Barium signal. Selected samples with Barium ionic line are samples 
with number # 61, 4, 51, 26, 41 and 60. Barium signal have been 

measured in 26 samples, from 67 different DPM, see Fig. 4(a).  

In Fig. 3(b) measured atomic emission from Boron doublet 
spectra line (B I @ 208.88 nm and B I @ 208.95 nm) are shown. 

Here we selected six different samples with line emission from 

Boron, where the LIBS signal is clearly visible. The comparison of 
calculated integral peak values is shown in Fig. 4(b). Samples with 

high content of Boron are #4, 2, 22, 30, 15 and 64. Boron is in DPM 
present as trace element in 27 different samples. 

Optical emission from Cobalt spectral line (Co II @ 228.61 nm) 

is shown in Fig. 3(c). Here, the relatively higher content of Cobalt 
were measured in samples #54, 12, 57, 56, 65, 64, 67 and 55. From 

numerical calculation of Co II spectral line, signal from cobalt 

emission was measured in 14 different DPM matrices, as shown in 
Fig. 4(c).  

Copper is shown in Fig. 3(d), as ionic spectral line (Cu II @ 

224.70 nm) in ultraviolet spectral range. High content were 
measured in sample #44, 12, 59, 20, 5, 41, 37 and 28. The 

comparison of calculated integral values are shown in Fig. 4(d). 
Copper is present in 62 different samples.  

Signal from Phosphorus spectral line measured from six DPM 

samples are shown in Fig. 3(e). Phosphorus ionic line (P II @ 

221.03 nm), is present in UV spectral range. Compared results from 
numerical calculation are shown in Fig. 4(e). Phosphorus trace 

element has been measured in 26 different DPM samples. 
Relatively strong LIBS signal from phosphorus trace element is in 

sample #44, 12, 4, 5, 34 and 20.  

Atomic emission from Manganese triplet (Mn I @ 403.07 nm, 
Mn I @ 403.30 nm and Mn I @ 403.44 nm) is shown in Fig. 3(f). 

From this spectral graph it is possible to observe content of 

manganese in samples #12, 4, 55, 59, 34 and 67. Manganese trace 
element has been measured in 18 different DPM and comparison of 

integral values are shown in Fig. 4(f).   

Atomic emission from Platinum spectral line is shown in Fig. 
3(g). Here, the spectral line (Pt I @ 203.24 nm) from eight different 

DPM samples is clearly visible. Platinum as the trace element were 
measured in 30 different samples. While most intense signal were 

recorded from samples # 12, 55, 59, 58, 34, 20, 27, 64.  
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Fig. 3   Optical emission spectra from: Barium (a), Boron (b), Cobalt (c), Copper (d), Phosphorus (e), Manganese (f) and Platinum (g), measured by high 

resolution LIBS technique from Diesel particulate matter collected from in-use Diesel engine  passenger vehicles. 
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Fig. 4  Comparison of calculated integral values from LIBS optical emissions spectrum of : Barium (a), Boron (b), Cobalt (c), Copper (d), Phosphorus (e), 

Manganese (f) and Platinum (g) trace  chemical elements in Diesel Particulate Matter. 
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In Table 1 are summarised measured analytes, the spectral 
atomic or ionic lines used for analytical LIBS measurements and 

number of samples where the trace chemical element has been 
successfully detected. 

 

 
Table 1: Spectral lines used for analytical measurements and number of 

samples with detected trace element.  

Analyte 

Spectral 

line 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

Detected in / total 

number of samples 

Ba Ba II 455.40 26 / 67 

B B I 208.95 27 / 67 

Co Co II 226.61 14 / 67 

Cu Cu II 224.70 62 / 67 

P P II 221.03 26 / 67 

Mn Mn I 403.07 18 / 67 

Pt Pt I 203.24 30 / 67 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this research, we have investigated the trace chemical 
elements agglomerated in Diesel Particulate Matter. Different 

particulate matter samples were collected from in-use Diesel engine 
passenger vehicles randomly, from different models. Particulate 

Matter has been analysed spectrochemicaly by means of a high 

resolution laser induced breakdown spectroscopy - LIBS analytical 
technique. The qualitative LIBS measurements revealed the 

presence of trace chemical elements, in particular: Barium, Boron, 
Cobalt, Copper, Phosphorus, Manganese and Platinum. These 

elements are in DPM adsorbed with different concentration. From 
these analytical measurements we can conclude that laser induced 

breakdown spectroscopy technique is very powerful method for 
qualitative characterisation of DPM. It can almost instantly measure 

major, minor as well as trace chemical elements adsorbed in DPM. 

LIBS technique is capable to examine Diesel Particulate Matter 
with high sensitivity and spectral resolution and thus obtain 

spectrochemical information about the chemical composition of 
different DPM matrices. 

In the previous research we have characterised DPM by 
means of LIBS technique, where we qualitatively and quantitatively 

analysed major chemical elements contained in the DPM matrices. 
Major elements were identified as C, Fe, Mg, Al, Cr, Zn, Na, Ca 

and others [9] and minor chemical elements as: Si, Ni, Ti, K, Sr, Mo 

and others [10]. We have find out, that all these chemical elements 
are forming significant content of Diesel particulate matter 

composition. All these major, minor and trace chemical elements 
adsorbed in particulate matter are contributing to overall 

composition of exhaust emissions from in-use Diesel engine 
passenger vehicles. 

The agglomeration of these chemical elements in PM exhaust 

emissions occurs due to the complex combustion processes. Mainly 
responsible sources of these chemical elements are: injected fuel 

type (Diesel, Biodiesel), fuel quality, fuel additives, engine 
lubricants, engine combustion process, incomplete catalytic 

reaction, inefficient PM filtering devices, engine failure or 
contaminated intake air. All these processes as well as current 

engine state modify the actual exhaust emissions and final chemical 
composition of particulate matter from in-use Diesel engine 

passenger vehicles. Up to now, it is not distinct which of these 

sources are mostly influencing the actual composition of DPM. 
Therefore in the future, it would be important to identify these 

sources for precise monitoring of major, minor and trace chemical 
elements in Diesel particulate matter. This knowledge would serve 

to better understand the chemical composition and processes behind 
the formation of Diesel Particulate Matter and Diesel exhaust 

emissions. And finally, it can contribute to minimise unwanted 
pollutants from in-use Diesel engine vehicles. 
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Abstract: The present paper evaluates the pre-collision travel speed of a road vehicle, in the event of a frontal collision with a fixed object 

such as a pole. In this regard, the method of video recordings and image processing using Tracker software program is used. In order to 
validate the proposed method, the obtained results are compared to the ones acquired with the use of accelerometers mounted on the inferior 

surface of the vehicle's body. These accelerometers provide a series of real data during the time of the crash, which are then processed in 

order to reduce the anomalies that appear as a consequence of external factors such as vibrations or signal interferences. 
Keywords: Accident reconstruction, Video recording, Vehicle velocity, Pre-collision speed, Road vehicle, Frontal collision 

 

1. Introduction 

Statistical data gathered globally show that frontal collisions, 
especially those between vehicles and fixed objects cause more 

deaths than any other type of road crashes [1]. In the case of a 

frontal collision with a tree or a pole, the probability for it to 
penetrate the vehicle's cabin, causing deadly head injuries to the 

occupants [2, 3]. 
According to data provided by IIHS (Insurance Institute for 

Highway Safety), only in the United States of America (USA), 20% 
of the deaths caused by road traffic accidents occur from leaving the 

vehicle's trajectory and hitting fixed obstacles from the proximity of 
the road [4]. It is noticed, though, a descendent trend in mortality 

rate, so that in 2018 have been 6% less people killed from road 

accidents, compared to 2017 and 30% less than in 1979. Out of 
these deaths, the main majority came from frontal collisions with 

trees (48%) and poles (12%), respectively [4]. 
When it comes to data provided from the European Union (EU), 

collisions with fixed obstacles from nearby public roads cause 
between 18-50% of the deaths of vehicles' occupants [5]. 

Despite the relatively high incidence of frontal collisions 
between road vehicles and fixed objects such as poles or trees, 

European normative in the field of road safety [5] only regulate the 

testing of vehicle's resistance structure and safety systems for the 
frontal impact with a fixed barrier and, respectively, for the lateral 

impact with a pole at a traveling speed of 29 km/h (NCAP - New 
Car Assessment Programme), the latter being considered a 

secondary impact caused by projecting the vehicle from a primarily 
frontal collision with another fixed object (barrier) or another 

vehicle. 

Hence, this paper proposes a methodology of reconstructing the 
frontal impact between road vehicles and fixed objects such as 

poles, this being a less tackled issue by the current legal 
frameworks. It is aimed to validate a method for determining the 

pre-collision vehicle's velocity, by using a video recording of the 
impact, in order to facilitate the road accidents reconstruction 

process. 
The analysis of video recordings of a given collision represents 

one of the road vehicle accidents reconstruction means [6, 7], thus 

being able to find, after calibrating the obtained images, the 
dynamic parameters of the collision. The specialty literature in the 

field also approaches this research direction from the perspective of 
data analysis acquired from traffic surveillance cameras [8, 9]. 

2. Experimental testing 

The experimental testing has the aim of real data acquisition 

during the timeframe of the frontal impact between the tested 
vehicle and the pole. The main data to be acquired are the 

accelerations the decelerations levels to which the vehicle is 

subjected during the collision and its travel velocity at the time of 
the impact, respectively. Thus, the data obtained from the 

accelerometers represent a starting point for the validation of the 
proposed video processing method in order to determine the pre-

collision vehicle's speed. The experimental tests have been 
conducted within the testing area of the Research and Development 

Institute of Transilvania University of Brașov, Romania [10]. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig. 1. Collision phases during the experimental testing [10]: 

a) pre-collision phase; b) the proper collision; c) post-collision phase. 

 

From the experimental test (Fig. 1), there have been obtained a 
series of data regarding the accelerations to which the tested vehicle 

and its two occupants, through the anthropometric testing devices, 
are subjected during the impact. This data has been processed using 

the software programme Accel.exe. The obtained results show an 

unfiltered image of the vehicle's acceleration values during its 
movement, whereas the accelerometers mounted inside the vehicle 

are highly susceptible to shock and vibrations caused by the noisy 
and uneven operation of the powertrain subassemblies. 

The obtained values in terms of vehicle speed, decelerations and 

the total distance traveled during the testing are depicted in  
Figures 2, 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 2. The overall vehicle speed during  

the experimental test. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The overall vehicle's decelerations during  

the experimental testing. 

Figure 3 shows a maximum value of the travel speed reached by 

the vehicle of 11.26 m/s and 40.54 km/h, respectively, recorded at 
the starting point of the loss of speed due to the inertia of the 

vehicle and a maximum deceleration of 49.18 m/s2, recorded at the 
time of impact. 

As the GPS device operates with an error of ±1 m, and from the 

moment of impact until the moment of the total stopping of the 

vehicle, the latter is printed a rotational movement around the pole, 
there is registered a series of abnormal data in the timeframe  

9÷11 s. 

 
Fig. 4. The total distance traveled by the vehicle during  

the experimental test. 

 

The results depicted in Figure 4 show a total vehicle 
displacement of 78.31 m, which includes both the service sector and 

the measurement sector. Also, Figures 2 and 4 show that the 
vehicle's travel velocity, registered in the impact point, varies 

between 10.93÷10.07 m/s and, respectively 39.35÷36.26 km/h. 

Therefore, it can be ascertained that the experimental frontal 

impact testing between a road vehicle and a fixed obstacle provides 
a series of indicative data for a number of parameters, such as 

vehicle velocity, acceleration and movement, throughout the whole 
process. This data further represents a starting point for the 

validation of methods for determining the behaviour of a vehicle in 
the event of such a collision. 

In the following, the value of the pre-collision travel velocity 

measured by the GPS device will be used as a reference, in order to 

verify the accuracy of the proposed method which implies the 
processing of the video recording. 

3. Video processing of the collision 

The processing of the video recording was realized, in the initial 

stage, using the software program Tracker (Fig. 5), which involves 
tracking the vehicle's center of mass that was previously chosen 

throughout the proper collision phase. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Video recording analysis, using the Tracker software program. 

The data thus obtained are then introduced, for further 

processing, in the OriginPro software program (Fig. 6), in order to 
obtain a graphical interpretation of the results for the variation of 

the vehicle's acceleration as a function of time and the distance 

traveled during the testing (in this case, the immediate pre-collision 
phase, the actual collision and the post-collision phase were 

included, the latter representing the rotation of the vehicle around 
the pole). 

 

Fig. 6. Data processing using OriginPro. 

4. Results and conclusions 

Following the processing of the results obtained in the previous 

stage of the study (see Fig. 2, 3 and 4), there is a time-dependent 
variation of the travel speed and, respectively, accelerations printed 

on the vehicle, if the moment of impact is chosen as the time 
interval to be more closely analysed (Fig. 7 and 8). 

 

Fig. 7. Vehicle speed as a function of time, during the moment  

of the actual collision, according to the video recording processing. 
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Fig. 8. Vehicle acceleration as a function of time, during the moment of the 

actual collision, according to the video recording processing. 

 

Thus, it is found that the vehicle's impact velocity (37.3 km/h, 
according to the video recording data processing) falls within the 

range of 36.26÷39.36 km/h, obtained previously through the GPS 
data sampling. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed 

working methodology used to evaluate the kinematic and dynamic 

parameters of the vehicle during its collision with a fixed obstacle 
such as a pole, can be a true account of the reality. 
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Abstract: Very popular among the environment activists and public authorities, the rolling highways prove to have a poor commercial 

viability. Therefore, the paper tries to find the reasons for this fact. The analysis starts with the descriptions of the technical solutions, then 

the traffic volumes recorded on different transport relations / countries are presented, together with the main findings from the European 
experience. The trends are explained considering the operational issues, the transport costs, the factors influencing the demand, the state 

support and the railway regulations, as well as the requirements of the customers. Special comments are focused on the Romanian 
experience, indicating the operational issues specific to Romania, the necessity for state aids with intensities of 45 - 60% from the costs, as 

well as the savings in external costs. The main conclusions are that the rolling highways are environmentally friendly, but costly and that 

they could develop only if the public authorities implement appropriate support measures and aids. 
Keywords: ROLLING HIGHWAY, RAILWAY, ROAD TRANSPORT, TRAFFIC VOLUME, TRANSIT TIME, COST, EXTERNAL 
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1. Introduction 
The rolling highways or the Ro-La transport services represent 

the actual implementation in civil life of a solution used, for the first 
time, in the World War I for the quick supply of the road and 

armored vehicles in areas with complex military operations. The 
idea was to carry such vehicles on railway wagons. Later, in the 

fourth decade of the 20th century, French and German companies 
performed experiments with semitrailers loaded on flat wagons.  

The first trains carrying lorries were organized and ran [1]: 

 in 1954, on West German Railways, on the relations 

Mühlheim – Hamburg and Frankfurt am Main - Hamburg; 

 in 1960, on French Railways; 

 in 1964, on Swiss Railways, between Basel and Lugano. 

 

2. Technical solutions 
The first trains which ran in West Germany included in their 

composition two axle flat wagons in the series Rmmso 33, adapted 

for road vehicles and having the floor at 1250 mm above the rail. 
Loading and unloading needed a concrete platform built along the 

trains and located at the same level with the wagon floor. A wagon 

could carry a simple lorry, a tractor, a trailer or a semitrailer. 
Passenger cars were not being attached to these trains and the 

drivers were having to travel in the cabins of their vehicles [1].  
Then, in more than 50 years, companies in Germany, France, 

Switzerland, Ukraine, Russia, and India have developed solutions 
adapted to the railway infrastructures in these countries. Table no. 1 

depicts the characteristics of the actual Ro-La wagons. 

In Northern and Central European countries, small wheel and 
low floor wagons have spread. They were developed so that to be 

compliant with the loading gauges specific to the railway lines in 
Europe. Depending on the route characteristics, the trains include in 

their composition 19–24 wagons (carrying the same number of road 
vehicles) and passenger cars for drivers [2].  

Loading and unloading processes are performed horizontally, 
the lorries rolling on or off the wagons on their own wheels, in a 

sequential manner. The processes need mobile ramps at one of the 

edges of the train and usually last 30–45 minutes [2]. 
The specialised terminals have relatively simple layouts and 

could be built as sections in freight/container terminals, respectively 
as independent facilities connected to a railway station. Besides the 

railway tracks, their main components and equipment are the 
loading platforms located at the edge of the tracks or between the 

tracks, parking areas, truck circulation lanes, buildings for 
administrative procedures and loading profile gates. Costs for 

terminal development are estimated at 800000 - 1 million euro.  

The small wheel and low floor wagons are criticised for [3-5]: 
1.Wheel – rail contact characterised by a high pressure, that: 

a) Imposes the use of special steel having very high quality 
and costs for the construction of the wheel tyres and 

other wagon components. 
b) Generates high and quick wear of the wheels and other 

bogie components, due to more revolutions per 

kilometre. The consequence is a frequency of the repairs 

greater than in the case of the wagons with normal 
wheels, respectively the necessity to send the wagons to 

the specialised workshops after running 80000-100000 
km. The effect is seen in the maintenance costs, that are 

three times greater than in the case of the port-container 

wagons [6]. 
c) Generates wear of the rail greater than in the case of the 

normal wheels. 
2.Phenomena of wheel heating, generated by the number of the 

rotations which is greater than in the case of the normal wheels. 
This fact imposes to stop the train run from time to time, with the 

effect of an increase of the transport duration.  
3.Difficulties in the transmitting the braking power from vehicle 

mass to the rail surface, imposing sophisticated and expensive 

solutions for the braking systems; 
4.Difficulties when running in track sections with curves; 

5.Risk of derailment at the passage over the switches, generated 
by the small diameter of the wheels. 

In France, the Lohr company manufactured an articulated 
wagon having normal wheels and two low platforms (Modalohr 

wagon). A platform can carry two tractor heads or a semitrailer.  

  The main feature of the Modalohr wagons is the fact that they 
allow simultaneous, horizontal loading and unloading of the trucks. 

For this purpose, the two platforms of one wagon must rotate by 30° 
with the help of a sophisticated equipment mounted between the 

rails, along the tracks in terminals. The duration of the process 
including unloading of trucks followed by the loading of other road 

vehicles can be reduced to only 40 minutes [7-8]. 
The Modalohr concept also leads to special layouts for the 

terminals. The tracks and the special equipment rotating the wagon 

platforms are located in the middle. Platforms necessary for the 
trucks rolling on or off the wagon are built along the tracks, while 

lanes for truck access and exit are surrounding all these facilities. 
The Modalohr wagons in the first generation are used only on 

the Alpine Rolling Highway, connecting the terminals Aiton (near 
Chambery, France) and Orbassano (near Turin, Italy). The trains 

have in composition 2 end wagons, 12 intermediate wagons and one 

club car, being hauled by two interoperable BB 436 000 electrical 
locomotives. They are able to carry 28 semitrailers or 18 full lorries. 

Modalohr solution has lower maintenance and operation costs 
than in the case of the small wheel and low floor wagons. However, 

it comes with high costs of the initial investments for the terminal 
construction (12/18 million euro) and the wagon purchasing [7]. 

The third solution for normal gauge (1435 mm) is implemented 
in the case of the shuttles through the Channel Tunnel, between 

Coquelles (France) and Folkestone (UK). In this case, the wagons 

design take benefit from generous loading gauge specific to the 
tunnel, so that the result are special, semi-open wagons with normal 

wheels and floors located at normal height above the rails [9-10]. 
Loading and unloading of the road vehicles are performed in a 

serial manner, on one of the lateral sides, using three wagons 
without walls located at the edges and in the middle of the trains 

(loader). Consequently, the terminals must have, along the tracks, 
platforms made in concrete at the same level with the wagon floors.  
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Tabe1: Technical and operational characteristics of the Ro-La wagons [7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17] 

Wagon series / type / model 
Saadkms 690 
Bombardier 

Saadkkms 

741 
Greenbrier 

Sdmmrs 
Modalohr AFA 
(1st generation) 

ARBEL WBN Model 

13-4095 
(Ukraine) 

Model 

13-9009 
(Russia) 

Model 

13-9961 
(Russia) 

Model 

13-5205 
(Russia 

BRN 

adapted 
(India) Loader Carrier 

Loader 

edge 

Loader 

centre 
Carrier 

Gauge [mm] 1435 1435 1435 1435 1435 1435 1435 1435 1520 1520 1520 1520 1676 

Number of axles 8 10 12 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Tare 

Wagon with end 
section 

[kg] 

19500 21300 

23600 40000 54000 34000 53000 52000 34000 28000 33500 30500 26500 24390 
Wagon with no end 
section 

18000 20000 

Length 

over 
buffers 

Wagon with end 

section 
[mm] 

19745 

 
20200 

19060 32480 : 25197 24848 20000 22520 25590 21440 19500 : 
Wagon with no end 

section 
19090 19390 

Loading 

length 

Wagon with end 

section 
[mm] 

18600 18400 

18800 2 x 14010 25200 20000 

: : : 

17800 24300 20000 18280 : 
Wagon with no end 
section 

19000 18750 : : : 

Width [mm] 2990 3000 2600 3095 4380 4120  : : : 3060 3200 3226 : 

Width between guides for 

wheels of lorries 
[mm] - 2520 / 2560 : : 2700 : : : : : 3000 : : 

Maximal 
payload 

Wagon with end 

section 
[t] 

Standard 42 53.7 

48.5 2 x 38 44 : : : : 60 55,5 67.5 56.88 
Wagon with no end 
section 

44 55 

Maximal axle load [t/axle] 8,25 7.5 6 18.5–22.5–18.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 : 23.38 21.5 23.5 : 

Distance between running gears [mm] 13700 12730 15900 2 x 14400 : 17800 17800 14000 17800 18500 15500 15230 : 

Wheelbase [mm] 750-700-750 4 x 700 2200 2000-1800-2000 : : : : : : : : : 

Height of floor above top of the 

rail, empty 
[mm] 

Standard 410/450 
High tare 430/470 

Ultralow 310/450 

480 : 200 : 820 820 820 968 1200 1100 1133 : 

Height of floor above top of 

rail, with 13 t payload (empty 
lorry) 

[mm] 475 465 410 : : : : : : : : : : 

Wheel 
diameter 

New wheel 
[mm] 

360 / 380 380 360 840-920-840 
: 

920 920 920 
: 

 : : : 

Worn wheel 355 335 325 : : : :  : : : 

Minimal negotiable radius as 
individual wagon 

[m] 80 120 : 150 : : : : :  : : : 

Minimal negotiable curve radius 
in a train 

[m] 150 150 150 150 : : : : :  : : : 

Maximal speed [Km/h] 120 120 120 120 140 140 140  120 120 120 120 
Loaded: 65  

Empty: 75 

Vehicle gauge UIC IRS 505-1 
UIC IRS 

505-1 

 UIC IRS 

505–1 

UIC GB1 and 

GI3 
UIC GC UIC GC UIC GC UIC GC 0–V-M 0–V-M 1 – T 1 – T 

Konkan 

Railways 

Maintenance cost [€/km] 0.08 – 0.15 0.08 – 0.15 : 0.062 : : :  :  :  : 

Price [€/pcs] 150000 150000 : 350000-457000 : 400000 45000 - 55000 : 
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The Eurotunnel company operates 18 trainsets, having in their 
composition 2 locomotives, one passenger car, 3 special loader 

wagons and 30 or 32 wagons which could carry the same number of 
lorries. From the 18 trainsets, 6 use BREDA FIAT wagons (1st 

generation), 9 are composed by ARBEL wagons (2nd generation) 
and 3 employ WBW wagons (3rd generation). The last ones were 

purchased in 2017 for 40 million euro, meaning that the price for a 

such wagon is approximatively 400000 euro [9]. 
Several models of wagons are designed for the area with track 

gauge of 1520 mm [11-13]: 
1.Model 13-4095, produced by Ukrainian company 

Dneprovagonmash, which adapted a type of flat port-container 
wagon for the truck carriage. This wagon is designed with normal 

wheels, a platform located at normal height above the rails, 
platforms allowing the passage of the road vehicles to other wagons 

and devices for secure the lorries during the transport. Loading and 

unloading is performed in a serial manner, at one of the edges, using 
a mobile ramp made in metal. At the same time, such wagons could 

be attached in trains together with port-container wagons. They 
have been used in the following services: 

a) Yaroslav trains, which ran between Lugansk / Kiev 
(Ukraine) to Slawkow (Poland) or vice versa. These trains 

included in their composition 30 wagons of model 13-

4095 and 2 sleeping cars for the drivers. 
b) Viking trains, still running from Draugyste / Klaipeda 

(Lithuania) to Chornomorsk (Ukraine) and vice versa. 
These trains include in their composition both port-

container wagons and wagons of model 13-4095. A report 
indicates a train was made up of 24 Ro-La wagons, 12 

port-container wagons and 2 sleeping cars. 
2.Model 13-9009, produced by the Abakanvagonmash 

Company (Russia) and able to carry both containers and road trains; 

3.Model 13-9961, developed by the Uralvagonzavod Company 
(Russia) and homologated in 2017. This wagon could carry all kind 

of heavy road vehicles (lorries, tractor trucks, articulated vehicles, 
trailers and semitrailers. Their loading and unloading are possible 

both at one of the edges and on a lateral side of the wagon.  Passage 
from one wagon to another one is possible, too. 

4.Model 13-5205, also produced by the Uralvagonzavod 

Company (Russia) and used in an experimental transport of an 
articulated vehicle, between Moscow and Novosibirsk, in 2019. 

In India, where the track gauge is 1676 mm, a flat wagon that 
was initially used for the carriage of rails and steel products has 

been modified so that it could carry lorries. Trains includes up from 
29/30 wagons, each one being able to carry two trucks of 2 axles or 

one truck of 4 axles. There are restrictions regarding the truck 
height (maximum 3.4 m) and gross tonnage (25 tonnes for 2-axle 

trucks and 40 tonnes for 4-axle trucks). Loading and unloading of a 

truck are performed in 10 – 15 minutes, in a sequential manner, at 
one edge of the train, with the help of a platform and a fixed ramp. 

Portable ramps are usually used for unloading, respectively and for 
loading and unloading of the tankers [3, 14]. 

 

3. Trends, issues, learnings 
In Europe, since 1960‟, Ro-La trains have run on 53 relations, 

of which 13 were being domestic and 40 internationals [1]. Table 

no. 2 depicts the evolutions in the last decade. 
 
Table 2: Ro-La routes in Europe [6, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] 

Year Total number of 
routes 

Number of 
domestic routes 

Number of 
international routes 

2010 14 4 10 

2018 9 2 7 

2021 7 1 6 

 
During the last decade, Austria has been the country operating 

the greatest number of rolling highways. Here, train composition 
includes 8 axle wagons in the series Saadkms. As shown in the 

figure no. 1, the traffic volume has recorded a descending trend. 
In 2010, the Ro-La trains were serving 7 relations, of which 

only 3 are operational today [19, 21]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Traffic volumes on rolling highways in Europe [3, 14, 18, 

19, 20, 21, 23] 

 
The trains were cancelled on 4 relations, due to: 

 Cease of subsidization by the Hungarian Government on the 

relation Wels–Szeged (Hungary) and the by the authorities in the 
region Fiuli-Venezia Giulia, on the relation Trieste– Salzburg; 

 Traffic restructuring made by the national rail operator in 

Austria, Rail Cargo Austria.  
However, the demand is kept because the Austrian Government 

has implemented a policy of environment protection, supposing 
support measures such as state aids, traffic bans during the night or 

in specific periods, high tolls, fiscal facilities for the vehicles using 
the Ro-La services, strict limitation of the transit permits for trucks 

registered in countries which are not members of the European 

Union and free travel on 70 km around the terminals for the users of 
the Ro-La services [23-25]. 

The need for subsidies and other support measures derives from 
the high difference of the costs recorded in the case of the Ro-La 

transport and the cost of the road transport. The respective costs and 
the subsidies are presented in the tables no. 3 and 4. 

 
Tabele 3: Road and Ro-la costs in Austria [24] 

Traffic type 

Road 

[euro / 
1000 tkm] 

Ro-La 

[euro / 
1000 tkm] 

Ratio of Road cost in 

Ro-La cost 
 [%] 

Domestic 56 119.8 46.74% 

Import - export 56 81.8 68.46% 

Transit 56 103.5 54.11% 

average 56 102.5 54.63% 

 

Measurements and calculations performed by the Austrian 
Railways (OBB Holding) and the Austrian Federal Environmental 

Agency (UBA) confirmed the positive effects the traffic shift from 
road to the Ro-La trains. As examples, the specific CO2 savings for 

every relation are depicted in figure no. 2. 
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Table 4: Subsidies granted to the Ro-La trains [20, 25, 26, 27] 

Relation 

Km in 

Austria 
Subsidies 2010 

Subsidies 

2018 

Subsidies 

2020 

Km 

Total  
[€/vehicle] [€/vehicle] [€/vehicle] 

Brenner-
Worgl 

94 Day 90 Day 77 Day 76 

94 Night 45 Night 33 Night 33 

Wörgl – 

Rocanfort 

(Trento) 

96 

90 

Day 77 Day 76 

233 
Night 33 Night 33 

Italy 33 Italy 33 

Rocanfort 
(Trento) - 

Regensburg 

73 

90 

Day 94 Day 94 

463 
Night 47 Night 47 

Cancelled Cancelled 

Wels - 
Maribor 

325 
75 77 77 

341 

Salzburg – 
Fernetti 

(Trieste) 

212 80 81 
Cancelled 

382 Italy 33 Italy 33 

Salzburg - 
Villach 

180 
70 Cancelled 

180 

Wels - 
Szeged 

293 70 
Cancelled 

 
 

648 
Hungary 

6 € / train-km, 

Max. 2500 €/train 

Basel - 
Lugano 

312 

3200 CHF/train + 
170 CHF/truck 

313 
CHF/truck 

Cancelled 

Novara - 
Freiburg 

482 
314 

CHF/truck 

227 
CHF/truck 

(2019) 

Aiton - 
Orbassano 

175 415.51 237 n/a 

 

 
Figure 2: CO2 savings due to the Ro-La trains in Austria [21] 

 

Calculations based on information on a report published Swiss 

transport authorities indicates that, in 2016, the average cost of the 
Ro-La services was 836 CHF/truck. This means that the intensity of 

the state aid has been higher than 40% from the service cost [28]. 
According to the certificates issued by the intermodal transport 

operator Ralpin AG (organiser the Ro-La transports in Switzerland), 
to the interested customers, „every trip on the rolling highway on 

the Freiburg – Novara relation results in the following savings: 299 
kg of CO2, 0.8 kg of nitrogen oxide and 0.01 kg of fine dust‟. As a 

consequence, every year, 30000 tonnes of CO2 are saved [20]. 

On the Alpine Rolling Highway (Aiton–Orbassano), 
inaugurated in 2003, the traffic figures depict positive evolutions, as 

in the figure no. 1, but far from the expectations. The best clients for 
these services are the heavy lorries carrying dangerous goods for 

which the French Authorities forbid the passage through the Mont 
Blanc and Frejus Tunnel and have as alternatives longer road 

routes, on more than 700 km, via Vintimille. 

Information in reports published by the General Inspectorate of 
Finances in 2005 and by the French Court of Accounts in 2018 

allowed to calculate the service costs indicated below [3, 26, 27]: 

 1003,50 euro/truck, in 2005; 

 585,90 euro/truck, in 2015. 

As these costs are related to only 175 km, the demand has been 
kept only through important subsidies (table no. 4), granted in equal 

parts by the French and Italian governments. At the start of the 
operations, the state aid intensities reached 85% from the total cost, 

then they decreased to 50 - 55% [3, 24, 26, 27]. 
On the other hand. estimations from 2015 and 2018 indicate that 

the traffic shift from road to rail would reduce the emissions of CO2 

with 5000 tonnes/year, respectively with 6400 tonnes/year [24]  
The truck shuttle services through the Channel seem to be most 

successful example of rolling highway. In this case, the 
geographical conditions constitute a real driving force. Their 

competitors are the ferry lines that and slow and offer longer 
Channel crossing times and are influenced by the weather 

conditions. In September 2008, a fire seriously jeopardized the trust 
of the clients in truck shuttle services, fact reflected by the 

important traffic losses in the period 2008–2009, that were 

accentuated by the economic and financial crisis. However, in 2010, 
a remarkable recovery occurred. At the same time, the traffic seems 

to be not affected by the Brexit. In this case, neither French 
authorities nor British Government grant subsidies [9]. 

In the „1520 mm area‟, the performances are rather poor: 

 „Yaroslav‟ trains running from Lugansk / Kiev (Ukraine) to 

Slawkow (Poland) or vice versa carried, between 2003 and 2005, 

carried only 3200 trucks [22,29]. The service stopped in 2005, then 
it was restarted, in 2009, with 2 trains / week, for a short period.  

 „Viking‟ trains connecting Klapeida/Draugyste (Lithuania) 

and Illycevsk/Odessa (Ukraine) seem to be more oriented to the 
containers than to the trucks. In the period 2003 – 2008, they carried 

only 535 road vehicles. 

In Russia, experiments were performed on several relations, but 
they were unsuccessful [30]. For the relation Moscow – Helsinki, 

estimations in 2013 indicate the following service costs [15]: 

 For the accompanied combined transport (including the road 

legs, the terminal operations and the rail leg): 1340-1560 euro/truck; 

 For road transport with Finnish driver: 1200–1400 euro/truck; 

 For road transport with Russian driver: 800–1150 Euro/truck. 

In India, the alternative name of Ro-Ro service is used. The first 
trains started to run over Konkan Railways in January 1999. 

Services are currently operated on the relations Kolad – Verna (415 
km, covered in 12 hours), Kolad - Surathkal (712 km, covered in 20 

hours), Verna -Surathkal (305 km, covered in 5 hours) and Ankola- 
Surathkal [14]. 

The Indian Ro-Ro services seem to be popular, because they 
really bring benefits to the truckers. Rail prices are lower than the 

road costs and transport times are much reduced in comparison with 

those specific to the pure road transport, allowing quicker delivery 
and better turnround cycles for the road vehicles. 

The main findings and the learnings from the experience gained 
in more than 50 years by the companies involved in the rolling 

highways transport are [1, 5, 23, 31]: 
1.Attractiveness could be increased only if the services provide 

real benefits to the potential customers. From this perspective: 

a) Price is the most important criterion for choosing or 
rejecting the Ro-La service and must be lower than the 

cost of the road transport; 
b) Transit time must be as lower as possible and cannot 

overcame the transit time specific to the road transport; 
c) Quality (especially the punctuality) and the flexibility 

(especially regarding the check-in procedures) are also 
appreciated. 

2.Without the support of the public authorities and 

implementation of appropriate policies and measures, the rolling 
highways cannot exist. Cease of the public subsidies and aids led to 

the cancellation of the services. Best examples are the trains 
running in domestic traffic in Germany, the trains between Lovosice 

(Czech Republic) and Dresden (Germany) and the trains Wels 
(Austria) – Szeged (Hungary). 

3.Subsidies are not a warranty for the success and 

implementation of the rolling highways. A good example is the 
RoMoNet aiming to organize Ro-La trains between Regensburg 

(Germany) and Bucharest (Romania), which got financing of 
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2326132 euro for three years, through the European Marco Polo 
Programme, but no train ran. 

4.In Western and Central Europe, as well as in India, the Ro-La 
services are organized according to the principles specific to the 

“shuttle” production system [18, 19, 20, 21]. On the other hand, the 
„liner train‟ production system could be observed in the cases of the 

„Yaroslav‟ and „Viking‟ trains [22, 32].  

5.Natural and geographical factors could influence in a positive 
way the traffic development. 

6.Political factors always have important influences. Thus, in 
the case of the international services, services were cancelled in the 

years when new members joined the European Union This 
happened because the truck companies in these countries take 

benefits from the removal of the custom procedures at the borders 
with old members and from the liberalization of the road transport 

in the union, the transit permits becoming not necessary. Examples 

are the trains Lovosice–Dresden, Glogovăţ (Romania)–Wels 
(Austria) or Szeged (Hungary)– Ljubljana (Slovenia). 

7.In the period of the economic and financial crisis started in 
2008, many services were cancelled, or the train frequencies were 

reduced, due to the decrease of the trade volume. As example, we 
could mention the trains Szeged (Hungary)-Ljubljana (Slovenia). 

8.Optimal distance for Ro-la trains seems to be 300-400 km. 

Distances longer than 1000 km corroborated with travel times of 
18-20 hours are not attractive for the truck drivers. 

9. Rolling highway could develop when the loading profile of 
the railway lines allows trucks with the height of 4 m.  

10. On the successful routes in Austria and Switzerland, the 
average train capacity use has been 85 - 90%. 

11. The road transport companies have to cope with the risk to 
see experimented drivers migrating to their competitors, if they 

impose the use of the Ro-la services. This happens when drivers‟ 

revenues are based on performances measured in kilometres 
recorded in driving processes. 

12. Statistics reveals that the truckers from the new EU member 
countries are no more interested in accompanied combined 

transport, the actual users being from Western countries, 
respectively from Turkey and other non-EU states. 

An important issue is that, in the countries members of the 

European Union, the subsidization programmes need, previously, 
the approval of the European Commission [24]. This one checks 

and analyses the compliance with the provisions in the European 
treaties, in the competition regulations and in the „Community 

guidelines on State aid for railway undertakings‟, a communication 
imposing the maximal values for the aid intensities, as below [24]: 

 „for aid for rail infrastructure use, 30 % of the total cost of rail 

transport, up to 100 % of the eligible costs‟. The notion of „aid for 
rail infrastructure use‟ has an ambiguous definition and the 

Commission practice is to take into consideration the rail 
infrastructure use charges and the terminal fees. 

 „for aid for reducing external costs, 30 % of the total cost of 

rail transport, up to 50 % of the eligible costs‟; 

 Higher intensities than those above, if the interested national 

or local authorities come with further justifications and after longer 

procedures. 

The Austrian Government and Italian authorities in the regions 
Trento and Friuli-Venezia Giulia have kept the aid intensities at 

levels compliant with the standard intensities, even though the 
differences between the cost of the Ro-La services and the cost of 

the road transports are higher. On the other hand, the French and 
Italian Governments got approvals for intensities overcoming 30% 

from the total cost for the Alpine Rolling Highway [24]. 
Austria also provides an example for the fact that it is not 

possible to adopt any measure for the protection of the environment 

and supporting the rolling highways. A decision of the European 
Court of Justice that followed an infringement procedure initiated 

by the European Commission forced the authorities in this state to 
remove the bans imposed on the A12 motorway, in the Inn Valley 

(Tirol) for heavy vehicles carrying waste, stones, earth, logs, cork, 
ores, steel, marble, and ceramics. 

All these facts indicate that the European competition rules 

could delay, break or jeopardise the programmes having the aim to 
shift the traffic from roads to other less polluting transport modes, 

including the Ro-La transport. 
 

5. Ro-La services in Romania 
In 1993, Romanian Railways organised in cooperation with the 

Bulgarian Railways the first rolling highway services, between the 
Romanian terminal Bucureşti Progresu and the Bulgarian one in 

Kapichan, using Bulgarian flat wagons in the series Rgs, modified 
in order to accommodate trucks. The respective Ro-La trains took 

benefit from the problems encountered at that time by the trucks at 

the passage of the Romanian – Bulgarian border. When these ones 
were solved, the interest for such services disappeared and the 

services were abandoned. Later, the two railways had a new attempt 
to organise Ro-la trains from Bradu de Sus to Kaspichan and vice 

versa, but the services were also cancelled after a short period [23]. 
Traffic volumes recorded in the relation Bucuresti Progresu-

Kaspichan are presented in table no. 5. 

 
Table 5: Bucureşti Progresu – Kaspichan traffic volumes [23] 

Parameter 1993 1994 

Number of trucks 1945 4515 

Tonnes carried 73910 171000 

 

In 1998, trains were put in circulation from Sopron (Hungary) 

to Glogovăţ. The project was unsuccessful, only 87 trucks being 
carried on this route. 

Despite the wrong experience, but having as arguments the 
growth registered by the Ro-La services in Central European 

countries in the period 1995–2000, the limited number of transit 
permits given by the old members of the European Union to the 

Romanian road companies and the custom procedures at the 

Romanian-Hungarian border, the national freight railway operator 
purchased 160 Saadkkms wagons, representing an investment of 

USD 31.2 million, of which USD 12 million came from a loan 
given by European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 

Services were organised as in the table no. 6 below. 
 
Table 6: Ro-La trains in Romania, in the period 2002–2006 [23] 

Relation 
Distance 

[km] 
Composition 

Frequency 
[trains / week 

and direction] 

Transit 
times 

 

Glogovăţ - 

Wels 
732 

21/22 Saadkkms  

1 cuchette car 

initially 3  

Maximum 12 

18 h 41 min. 

–20 h 2 min. 

Episcopia 

Bihor - 

Wels 

713 
21/22 Saadkkms  

1 cuchette car 
6 20 h 

 

In time, the services recorded the performances in figure 3 [5, 23]. 

 
Figure 3: Ro-La traffic volumes, in Romania 

 
Trains running from Glogovăţ to Wels had serious competitors 

in the services from Szeged to Wels, because the Szeged terminal is 

located at only 70 km from Romanian - Hungarian border and both 
services served the same market formed from Romanian, Bulgarian 

and Turkish trucks This fact lead, for a period, to the cancelation of 
the Szeged–Wels trains and to the provision by the Hungarian 

railway operator of traction services having poor quality for the 
trains from / to Romanian terminals. 
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Unfortunately, in 2007, after the accession of Romania and 
Bulgaria to the European Union, the phenomenon observed in the 

case of the Lovosice – Dresden trains also occurred in the case of 
the Ro–La trains from and to Glogovăţ or Episcopia Bihor. 

Movement liberalisation for Romanian and Bulgarian trucks within 
the European Union, as well as the disappearance of the custom 

procedures at the Romanian – Hungarian border made the Ro-la 

services totally unattractive.  
In fact, according to the statements in different publications, the 

Romanian road companies did not appreciate the Ro-la services. 
Romanian users of the services organised both in Romania and 

Hungary claimed that: 

 Services were being inflexible, because the organisers had 

imposed the presence of the truck with 2 – 5 hours before the train 

departure and an eventual delay on the route or at loading was 
leading to the loss of the place in train and penalties; 

 Transport duration were being very high in comparison with 

those recorded on roads and highways; 

 Ro-La trains have registered important delays in comparison 

with the official timetable, producing losses to the road carriers; 

 The restrictions imposed to the trucks have not brought 

benefits for the road companies, this fact also characterising the 
drivers‟ programme; 

 On the Szeged – Wels route, taking into account the Diesel 

fuel consumption, the road transport was being even cheaper that 
the rolling road system by 50 – 75 euro /truck; 

 Drivers have not appreciating the Ro-La system, because their 

revenues were depending on the distance covered on roads 
(minimal salary plus a supplement depending on their 

performances). This aspect generated, especially before the 

economic and financial crisis, the risk of migration of the 
experienced workforce to the competitors, having negative effects 

in services and performances of the road transport firms. 
The national railway operator in Romania made efforts to revive 

the Ro-la traffic in Romania and performed experiments on 2 
relations: București Progresu – Glogovăț, in 2008, respectively 

Dornești – Episcopia Bihor, in 2018. 
Taking into account the legal limit of 150 km imposed to the 

initial and final road legs, the Ro-la trains running between 

Bucureşti Progresu and Glogovăţ could traffic from the relations: 

 Bucharest to Arad region or vice versa ; 

 Bucharest to Timişoara region or vice versa; 

 Bucharest to Oradea region or vice versa; 

 Giurgiu to Nădlac or vice versa, representing transit traffic. 

For these trains, the figure no. 4 presents the comparison 
between the total costs specific to the accompanied combined 

transport and those related to the road transport. This costs have the 
status of “business secret”, so that they could not be revealed.  

In both cases, the analysis reveals the following aspects: 

 There is a real demand that could be attracted by the Ro-La 
services if they come with real benefits for the truck companies. 

 The infrastructure status in Romania generates transit times 

much greater than those on roads. For this reason, the possible 

customers claimed that the services did not bring them real benefits. 

 Romanian authorities have developed un unfair policy 

materialised in a huge discrepancy between the rail infrastructure 

use charges and the tolls (price of the vignettes of 1200 euro/year, 
kept unchanged). For comparison, in Austria, the tolls related for 

the normal roads (not for Brenner motorway) are 41 times greater 
than the tolls in Romania (0.01 euro/km in Romania versus 0.41818 

euro/km in 2021), while the Romanian rail infrastructure charge is 
higher than on Austrian railways (3.16 euro/train-km in Romania 

versus 2.44 euro/train-km, in Austria [33], in 2018, for trains with 
gross tonnage of 1000 tonnes). 

 The operation of the Ro-La trains needs subsidies with 

intensities much higher than those in the European regulations. 

 A hilarious fact is that the price of the Diesel Fuel paid by the 

rail carriers includes an excise that is partially used to finance the 

road maintenance. 

 
Fig. 4: Comparison between the total costs in accompanied combined 

transport and road transport 
 

 The total deadweight generated by the tares of the road 

vehicles increase the operating cost of the Ro-La services. 

 There is no exception or reduction from the full payment of 

the vignette price for the use of the rolling highway.  

 There is no tax payment exception or reduction for road 

vehicles used in combined transport; 

 There were limited ways to decrease the different railway cost 

articles. Thus: 

– Rail Infrastructure charges need political will for a 

structural change. According to the legislation into force, 
they must cover the maintenance and periodical repairs, as 

well as the cost for train planning and monitoring. A 
favourable approach could be the taxation at the level of the 

social marginal costs. 
– Fuel and power cost could be decreased if the locomotives 

in the fleet would be replaced with new ones, characterized 

by lower consumptions. Unfortunately, the market price of a 
modern locomotive is about 2.5 – 4 million euro, generating 

higher depreciations costs. 
– Wagon depreciation cost could be reduced to the half of the 

value included into the total cost only if their turnround 
cycle would be significantly improved through go and back 

trips in the same day. Taking into consideration the times 

spent in departure and arrival terminals (at least 3 hours), 
the goal will be achieved if the trains will be able to cover 

both distances in less than 9 hours. This also means that the 
commercial speed should increase from the actual value of 

35 km/h to 70 km/h. Unfortunately, this cannot happen in 
the next years, because modernisation works are planned 

and performed only on the itinerary of the Bucuresti 
Progresu – Glogovaț trains, between Simeria and Arad. 

– Human resources are characterised by a high and costly 

specialisation, by different formation requirements for the 
different positions and by different salaries. At the same 

time, as proved in other countries and in the private sector, 
the same person could perform more tasks than in the actual 

job description specific for his / her position. Therefore, it is 
necessary to review the railway specialisations and the 

requirements for them, respectively to develop formation 

programmes according to the actual requirements on the 
transport market, so that the railway staff could be used in a 

more efficient manner. 

 The development of the rolling highways is not sustained 

through traffic bans, as in Austria. Restrictions are imposed only on 

a limited number of road segments and for limited periods of time. 
While the first experiment tested merely the technical and 

operational issues, the second one was also focused on the effects of 
different regulations on the market demand. Thus, the Ro-La train 

from Dornesti to Russe was organised in a context in which the 
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Environment Fund Administration initiated and launched, in 2017, a 
programme granting subsidies with the intensity of 60% from the 

total costs for rolling highways [34]. The respective programme 
came with a requirement imposing to the rail carriers to calculate, 

invoice and perceive from the road transport companies the value-
added tax (VAT) at the level corresponding to the unsubsidised 

price. Obviously, the potential customers had negative reactions. 

Therefore, the Dornesti–Russe relation was seen as having potential 
to attract demand excepted from the payment of the VAT (VAT rate 

of 0%), respectively trucks running between countries that are not 
member of the European Union, in transit through Romania.  

Initially, the intention was to load and unload the lorries on the 
wagons in the area of the Ukrainian border station Vadu Siret, but 

this idea was abandoned due to the legal framework for the 
performance of custom procedures at a EU border.  

Consequently, in the final solution, the trucks entered in 

Romania through the road border point in Siret, ran on a distance of 
16 km and rolled on the wagons in Dornești station. The trip 

between the border point and the loading station was not excepted 
from the payment of the toll, because the Romanian legislation does 

not allow this. In Bulgaria, the lorries rolled off in a terminal in the 
Port of Russe, then they had to go to the Road Border Point for 

checks, weighting and recording in the computer system of the 

Bulgarian Road administration.  
The main finding from the experiment is that the 

implementation of support measures must always come with a 
strong coordination with all entities that could have influences in 

the customers‟ behaviour and with amendments favourable to the 
rolling highways in the regulations related to the fiscality, road use 

charging and custom procedures. 
On the other hand, Ro-La trains generate savings of the 

emissions of air pollutants, reductions of the external costs and 

decrease of the road congestion. The savings of the emissions of 
greenhouse gases are results of the analyses done on a Tank-to-

Wheels (TTW) and Well-to-Wheels (WTW) basis, with the 
EcoTransIT software tool (compliant with the European Standard 

EN 16258:2012). On the other hand, the reductions of the external 
costs were calculated using the methodology developed for the EU 

Marco Polo Programme. 

The values of the different parameters specific the the 
experimental trains are presented in the Table no. 7. 

 
Table 7: Parameters specifics to the experimental trains [23, 34] 

Parameter 
București 
Progresu - 

Glogovăț 

Dornești - 
Giurgiu Nord fr. 

(Russse) 

Experiment Date 28/07/2008 27/07/2018 

Route 

București 
Progresu - 

Chiajna-Craiova- 
Filiași -Livezeni-

Simeria Triaj-
Glogovăț 

Dornești-Suceava-
Adjud-Buzău-

Ploiești Est- 
Chitila-Chiajna- 

Videle-Giurgiu 
Nord Fr. 

Alternative road route 
București-Pitești-
Ramnicu Vâlcea-

Sibiu-Deva-Arad 

Siret-Suceava-

Adjud-Bacau-
Buzău-Urziceni-

București-Jilava-
Giurgiu 

Distance on Diesel 
traction 

23 km 103 km 

Distance on electrical 

traction 
588 km 482 km 

Total Distance 611 km 
585 km (RO) + 

12 km (BG) 

Distance on alternative 

road route 
545 km 565 km (RO) 

Train composition 
21 Saadkkms +  

1 couchette car 

20 Saadkkms + 

1 couchette car 

No. of trucks 19 19 

Transit time on rail 
16 hours and  
40 minutes 

16 hours 

Transit time on alternative 
road route 

10-12 hours 10-11 hours 

Rail infrastructure use 

charge 
113 €/truck 97 €/truck 

Road toll 
6.05 euro/km 

11 euro/day 

11 euro/day 

 

Deadweight 247 tonnes 247 tonnes 

Increase of the 

infrastructure use charge 

due to the deadweight 

+2.5% +1.9% 

Increase of the Diesel fuel 

consumption due to the 
deadweght 

+18,5% +12.63% 

Increase of the power 
consumption due to the 

deadweght 

+11.2% +12.76% 

Neccesary State aid 
intensity 

50-55% 60% 

Reduction of CO2 
WTW 6570 t/year 7734.3 t/year 

TTW 8395 t/year 7373.00 t/year 

Reduction of 
emissions of NOx 

 

WTW 20440 kg/year 18490.90 kg/year 

TTW 19710 kg/year 15914.00 kg/year 

Reduction of 

emissions of SO2 

WTW -9490 kg/year -3759.50 kg/year 

TTW 55,48 kg/year 54.02 kg/year 

Reduction of 

emissions of Non-
methane hydro 

carbons 

WTW 2920 kg/year 2365.20 kg/year 

TTW 0 kg/year -175.20 kg/year 

Reduction of 

emissions of 
particulate matters  

WTW -803 kg/year -206.59 kg/year 

TTW 219 kg/year 109.50 kg/year 

Reduction of the external 

cost, of which 
4007575.90 €/year 3812965.20 €/year 

 Air pollution 2322662.90 €/year 2145470.00 €/year 

 Climate changes 1147268.00 €/year 1260038.40 €/year 

 Noise 208619.40 €/year 123282.40 €/year 

 Accidents -65189.00 €/year -228724.60 €/year 

 Traffic congestion 394214.60 €/year 512898.00 €/year 

6. Conclusions 
The best characterisation of the rolling highway system is given 

in the prestigious Encyclopaedia Britannica, respectively a “costly 

intermodal technology”. If the trends and evolutions in Central and 
Eastern Europe or on the Alpine Rolling Highway are taken into 

account, the Ro-La services prove to be controversial solutions, 
being simultaneous: 

a) Very attractive for the environmental activists and for the 
large public not involved in transport; 

b) Popular for many public authorities;  

c) Costly and inefficient for the traditional railway operators; 
d) Not interesting for the new entrants on the rail freight 

transport market; 
e) At least indifferent for the road transport firms; 

f) Unpopular for the truck drivers. 
Despite that the rolling highways come with interesting 

technical solutions that could contribute to the sustainable 

development of the society, their commercialization and progress 
are possible only if the road transport companies would really 

benefit from their implementation. Otherwise, it is utopic to think 
that the road carriers would prove civic attitude, taking into 

consideration the scarf competition on the transport market.  
Attractiveness of the Ro-la services could be increase through: 

 Financial support (direct grants) for operations; 

 Financial support for construction for construction or / and 
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development of terminals and for purchasing of equipment 
(specialised wagons, trucks, computer systems, etc.); 

 Fiscal measures (excepting from the payment or reducing the 

different taxes and charges); 

 Policy regarding the charging for the use of the rail 

infrastructure, respectively for the use of roads; 

 Introduction of circulation bans for heavy road vehicles; 

 Severe limiting the number of the transit permits for heavy 

road vehicles registered in countries that are not members of the 
European Union; 

 Bonuses for the use of the Ro-la services; 

 Recognition of the time spent in Ro-la trains as rest time for 
the drivers; 

 Internalization of the external costs. 

Consequently, actions for amending and updating the provision 
of the European regulations (especially those in „Community 

guidelines on State aid for railway undertakings‟) and national 

legislation in many countries become a necessity. 
Moreover, a „must‟ seem to be a debate in connection with the 

competition principles and rules, so that these one would not 
embarrass or delay the implementation of different policies and 

programmes of sustainable development, for which the rolling 
highway represent a real solution. 
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1. Introduction 

In Romania, one of the most used filler for the preparation of 

asphalt mixtures are limestone filler. This is due to the limited 
requirements of the Romanian standards which impose precisely 

what kind of materials should be used to prepare asphalt mixtures, 
compared to the European standards who tempt to request physical-

mechanical characteristics of the designed material. Its components 

can be chosen based on required specification. Considering these 
conditions, the usage of bf slag filler seems as good as the usage of 

limestone filler to obtain the same characteristics of asphalt 
mixtures. Bf slag filler and limestone filler has similar properties 

and behaves similarly in asphalt mixtures. The study presents the 
similarities between these two types of filler, an artificial one 

obtained at the Liberty Galati steel plant, and a natural one, 
obtained in Arsita - Iacobeni quarry. Both can be used as a 

construction material in Romania, but the usage of artificial material 

is not quite common yet. This study presents the characteristics of 
fillers, both as a potential use in asphalt mixture formula.  To 

declare de values, bf slag was crushed in laboratory. The same tests 
were performed on filler and the obtained values were declared in 

accordance with the SR EN 13043:2008 standard. 

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the 

problem. 

The bf sludge has the ability to be used as construction material 

in Romania, considering the specifications of Directive 89/106/EEC 
on the harmonisation of the laws, technical regulations and 

administrative specifications of the Member States relating to 

products for constructions, the considerations of Ordinance 
20/18.08.2010 on the establishment of measures for the uniform 

application of EU legislation harmonising the conditions for the 
marketing of products, as well as the specifications of HG 622/2004 

with amendments and subsequent additions on the establishment of 
the conditions for placing construction products on the market. BF 

sludge is produced in the Liberty Galati plant and meets the 

characteristics of building materials according to specifications of 
SR EN 13043:2002/AC:2004. BF sludge is an artificial aggregate 

that can replace natural aggregates in the process of obtaining raw 
materials for construction industry. It is very commonly found at 

foundation works of various infrastructure works. As for the source 
of provenance, the bf sludge is obtained in the metallurgical 

industry, at the SC Liberty Galati steel plant, located in south-
eastern Romania, in the city of Galati. The product obtained is 

temporarily stored; in the context of the current environmental 

issues, the need to capitalize this material, considered a waste, led to 
a much closer analysis of the physic-chemical properties of the bf 

sludge in terms of the standards mentioned above, studying the 

ability to use this material as well as the domain in which it can be 

used. Currently, the bf slag storage dump of the plant is in Galati 
municipality, on its own storage platform. SC Liberty Galati 

exploits the bf sludge, performing the processes of extraction, 
selection of sludge from storage dump, loading in crushing and 

sorting plants, sorting in different size fractions, storage of the 
materials of different size fractions obtained until revaluation. The 

crushed stone material is used mainly as granular raw material, as 

components of different material used in construction. Favourable 
effects of the use of bf sludge as building material includes reducing 

or even removing the dimensions of the storage dump, conservation 
of natural resources by limiting their use in industry (natural 

aggregates from quarries) and by redesigning the materials 
commonly used in construction works infrastructure, inclusion in 

the waste management plans of the sludge new methods for 
revaluation. So far, the ability to use bf sludge as filler has not been 

investigated in research of asphalt mixes formulas for bituminous 

layer.  

The characteristics of the bf sludge obtained at SC Liberty 
Galati, from which it is desired the processing and obtaining of 

filler in the laboratory are stated in the certificate for factory 
production control, this being elaborated on different sorts. As raw 

material for obtaining filler it was used artificial aggregate sort 0/4 
mm, which was obtained from blast furnace sludge, crushed, and 

sorted; the raw material is suitable for use in obtaining bituminous 

mixtures used in the construction of roads, airports, and other traffic 
areas, in accordance with the provisions of SR EN 13043: 2002 / 

AC: 2004, as it is stated in the certificate for factory production 
control. In this sense, on the aggregate of origin, laboratory tests 

were performed according to the current, and the values of the 
characteristics were determined by laboratory tests. Below are the 

characteristics of the sludge, relevant for demonstrating the ability 

to be used as a filler (not all the characteristics were determined on 
the 0/4 mm fraction). 

Table 1: Characteristics determined on blast furnace slag. 

No. Characteristics of bf slag Test values 

obtained bf slag 

1 Volumetric mass of bulk 
(for fraction 0/63 mm) 

1,51 Mg/mc  

2 Pre-dried volumetric mass 
for fraction 0,063 / 31,5 mm 

2,58 Mg/mc  

3 Freeze-thaw resistance 

- for fraction 4/8 mm 
- for fraction 8/16 mm 

- for fraction 16/31,5 mm 
- for fraction 31,5/63 mm 

 

2,6 % 

1,9 % 

0,7 % 
0,9 % 

4 Chemical composition  
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- calcium oxide, CaO 
- silicon dioxide, SiO2 

- aluminium oxide, Al2O3 
- iron oxide, FeO 

- magnesium oxide, MgO 

- manganese oxide, MnO 
- sulphur in the form of 

sulphides, S 

34,0...46,0 % 
31,0 ... 39,0 % 

11,00 ... 21,00 % 
0,2 ...0,7 % 

≤ 8 % 

0,1…1,9 % 
0,4…1,0 % 

5 Chemical character 

(determination made by SC 

Liberty Galati supplier) 

the raw material is 

chemically inert, it 

is 100% ecological, 
it has no negative 

impact on the 
environment 

6 Disintegration of granulated 
sludge from the furnace, made 

on the 0/63 mm lot, cooled in 

air from the dump 
(determination made by the SC 

Liberty Galati supplier) 

after immersion in 
water, no piece 

shows cracks or 

disintegrations 

Visually analysing the raw material that will be processed in the 

laboratory by grinding as a filler, we declare the following 
characteristics found through visual observations: the raw material 

is homogeneous, with a compact granular appearance, crystalline, 

without any impurities of any kind (such as: earth bulbs, coal, clays, 
etc.). The granules have a polyhedral appearance, are crushed, and 

have different dimensions included in the 0/4 mm granulation. To 
use the filler in the preparation of asphalt mixtures, the conformity 

check with the requirements of the standard, through initial type 
tests, must be carried out. These initial tests will be the starting 

point for the control of the future output. In the following, 

according to SR EN 13043, chapter 5, "Characteristics of fillers", 
we can find out what are the characteristics imposed on the 

supplemental fillers used in the preparation of the asphalt mix. In 
this sense, to identify the characteristics on the filler obtained from 

the bf sludge, we will determine the followings. 

3. Solution of the examined problem.  

3.1. Characteristics regarding granularity. 

The granularity of the filler added to the mixture improves the 
granularity of the total mineral aggregate, in the way of reducing the 

volume of voids. Due to its fineness, the filler occupies part of the 
holes of the aggregates (fine, medium, and large), contributing to 

the creation of a more compact and more resistant mineral skeleton. 

The filler added to the asphalt, besides the granulometric role, also 
has the role of increasing the compaction of the mixture of natural 

aggregates, therefore an optimum granulation will be finally 
reflected in the degree of compaction of the mixture. The 

granularity is determined by gravimetric sifting through sieves, 
initially determining the fraction left on the sieves, after which were 

calculated the passes through those certain sieves, after which those 

passes were converted to percentages of the total analysed content. 
According to the tests carried out in the laboratory, the following 

values were obtained. 

Table 2: Granularity of blast furnace slag filler sample. 

No Sieve dimension, in mm Results, in % 

1 Passing through sieve of 2 
mm 

100,00 

2 Passing through sieve of 
0,125 mm 

87,90 

3 Passing through sieve of 

0,063 mm 

76,30 

3.2. Harmful fine particles (test using methylene 

blue). 

The defect that can appear in the bituminous road layers due to 
the presence of impurities or water in the mineral aggregates, is the 

surface with pits; they represent holes with a diameter of about 20 

mm, on small thicknesses or that can even extend all the thickness 
of the layer. Pits occurs either due to impurities in aggregates, or the 

presence of soft or altered rocks in the preparation of the asphalt 
mixture, or because of the presence of water in mineral aggregates. 

The laboratory tests were performed on the filler, which revealed 
the content of harmful fine particles as well as the moisture of the 

filler. According to the SR EN 13043 and AND 605 norms, the 

following limits were imposed as: for harmful fine particles: 
methylene blue value VBF 10 g / kg (category ≤ 10); humidity: max 

1%. 

 Table 3: Methylene blue test of blast furnace slag filler sample. 

No Test carried out Results, in % 

1 Methylene blue test, on 0/2 
mm fraction 

0,40 

3.3. Water content. 

The moisture of the mineral aggregates plays an important role 
in the final mixing because a water content can lead to the 

formation of clods, to the uncomplete coating of the granules 

respectively to the formation of pits in the wear layer. Such a 
mixture put in place favors the infiltration of water into the layer. 

The humidity was determined by drying in the ventilated oven. 

In this phase of analysis of the filler in the laboratory, due to the 
possibility of drying the material up to the constant mass, it is 

considered that the humidity is 0%, subject to the fact that it will be 
considered that when preparing the mixture, the humidity of the 

filler should not be less than 1%. 

3.4. Pre-dried volumetric mass. 

Pre-dried volumetric mass is a characteristic of the granular 
material that serves to further determine the actual volumetric mass 

of the asphalt mixture. Also, this spreads over other characteristics 

of the asphalt mixture in which the filler is used, and which will be 
analyzed later, determinations that are: the volume of voids in the 

mineral structure, the volume of voids in the asphalt mixture, the 
volume of voids filled with bitumen. Due to the influence on the 

pre-dried volumetric mass of the future mixture and implicitly of 
the volume of voids, this will be reflected in the degree of 

compaction, in the behavior of the mixture in the layer under the 
action of traffic. 

Table 4: Pre-dried volumetric mass of blast furnace slag filler sample. 

No Test carried out Results, in 
Mg/cm3 

1 Pre-dried volumetric mass 2,589 

3.5. Porosity. 

The porosity of the filler has a great influence on the asphalt 
mixing behavior. Due to the micropores in the composition of the 

filler granules, they can have a reduced hardness, which is 

expressed by the high porosity. The high porosity filler can change 
the bitumen properties. The high porosity of the filler is mainly 

given by the content of impurities in the form of clay (determined 
by the methylene blue value method) as well as the compounds 

Fe2O3 and Al2O3. 

Table 5: Relevant compounds for porosity of blast furnace slag filler 

sample 

No Characteristics 

determined 

Results, in %  

1 Clay content 
(methylene blue test 

method), VBF 

0,40 grams of 
methylene blue solution 

/ kg of fraction 0/0,2 
mm 

2 Content of Fe2O3 

compounds 
0,20 ...0,70 % 

3 Content of Al2O3 

compounds 

11,00 ... 21,00 % 

3.6. Water solubility. 
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For the determination, a filler sample was prepared, with a mass 
of 25 grams, after which it was dried to a constant mass at 110 

degree Celsius. The test samples were placed in two 500 ml 
Erlenmeyer glasses, weighed together with the contents and their 

weigh was recorded. The mass of the dry filler from each glass 
resulted from the difference. In each glass a quantity of water equal 

to half the mass of the test tube was added. The coated specimens 

were stirred continuously to avoid sedimentation for 24 h. After the 
time expired, the liquid was filtered from above, leaving the residue 

in the glasses. The residue left in both the glass, the funnel and the 
filter paper were dried and cooled to room temperature and then 

weighed again. 

Table 6: Water solubility of blast furnace slag filler sample. 

No Test carried out Results, in %  

1 Water solubility 0,60 

3.7. The specific surface of filler by Blain test. 

The specific surface of the filler represents the total surface of 
the filler particles contained in its mass unit. The surface of the 

filler always contains cracks, pores, bumps of microscopic 
dimensions. The granules are porous, the pores being both on the 

surface and closed, labyrinthine, connected between them. The 
closed porosity does not contribute to the adsorption phenomenon 

in the filler-binder mixture, while the open porosity, specially the 

one with dimensions up to 100 μ, represents a relatively large 
surface compared to the total surface of the granule, which will 

influence the bitumen absorption phenomenon at the top of the filler 
granules. Due to the phenomena that appear at the filer- bitumen 

interface, the knowledge of the specific surface of the filer 
constitutes an appreciation of its quality. The larger its specific 

surface, the more the influence of the structure of the filler on the 

bitumen is manifested. In the asphalt mixture, the influence of the 
specific surface correlated with the fineness of the filler granules 

can be negative, because the exceptionally fine granules can lead to 
particle agglomerations in the mixture. These agglomerations have 

the effect of reducing the compactness of the asphalt mixture. In 
practice, these effects have been found predominantly in the asphalt 

mixtures used in the wear layer, especially at the high dosage of 
filler of the mineral mixture, between 7 ... 12%. The other granular 

materials in the composition of the asphalt mixture have 

extraordinarily little influence regarding the specific surface, the 
predominant being this characteristic of the filler. 

On the analyzed sample, the specific surface was determined by 

Blaine test, determining the fineness. 

Table 7: Finesse by Blaine test on blast furnace slag filler sample. 

No Test carried out Results, in 

cm2/g 

1 Finesse (Blaine method) 5086 

3.8. Emissions of radioactive substances. 

The material is chemically inert, 100% ecological, does not 

have a negative impact on the environment.  

4. Results and discussion. 

The results of the two materials, one – bf slag filler and one  - 
natural rock filler existing on the market, are comparable, and 

because the filler obtained from bf sludge complies with the 
requirements of the standard on which it was verified, SR EN 

13043, we can conclude that it can be used in the preparation of 
asphalt mixtures, to be analyzed the way of his behavior in 

interaction with bitumen, as well as in the total compounds of 

asphalt mixture.  

Table 8: Comparative analysis on blast furnace slag filler sample and 

limestone filler 

No Characteristics  Values on 

bf sludge / limestone 
filler 

1 Pre-dried volumetric 2,589Mg/mc 2,750Mg/mc 

mass 

2 Granularity 

- passing through sieve 

of 2 mm 
- passing through sieve 

of 0,125 mm 
- passing through sieve 

of 0,063 mm 

 

100,00% 

87,90% 
 

76,30% 

 

100,00% 

93,20% 
 

80,21% 

3 Harmful fine particles 
content (VBF) 

0,40% 2,00% 

4 Water content 0,00% 0,40% 

5 Blain test. Specific 

surface 

5086cm2/g 4276cm2/g 

6 Water solubility 0,09% 0,17% 

7 Chemical composition: 

- calcium oxide, CaO 
- silicon dioxide, SiO2 

- aluminum oxide, 

Al2O3 
- iron oxide, FeO 

- magnesium oxide, 
MgO 

- manganese oxide, 
MnO 

- sulfur in the form of 

sulfides, S 

 

34 – 46 % 
31 – 39 % 

11,0 - 21 % 

0,2 ...0,7 % 
≤ 8 % 

 
0,1… 1,9 % 

0,4…1,0 % 

 

51,54% 
4,25% 

1,67 % 

0,47 % 
0,10% 

 
- 

0,09% 

8 Chemical character the raw 

material is 
chemically 

inert, it is 
100% 

ecological, it 

has no 
negative 

impact on the 
environment 

 

 
 

limestone 
rock 

Like the other components of asphalt mixtures, the filler is 

dosed in precise quantities. When the dosage is correctly chosen, 
the filler increases the specific surface of the natural aggregate, 

increases the mixture compactness, and by the filler- bitumen 
mixing mixture which is made when mixing, the resistance of the 

asphalt mixture is increased (the stability) and reduces the 
deformation of the mixture at high temperatures. The role of the 

filler in asphalt mixtures is given both by the physical, mechanical, 
and chemical characteristics of the filler as well as by its dosage in 

the mineral skeleton and by the ratio between the filler and bitumen. 

As the ratio is at the upper limit imposed, both the physical-
mechanical strengths of the mix as well as durability, increase. The 

thickness of the bitumen film that covers the filler particles, 
thickness which is determined by the bitumen dosage in the total 

mixture, influences the characteristics of the mixture.  

From the tests carried out directly on filler, its characteristics 
are expressed, which refers strictly to the material and by 

determining the characteristics of the asphalt mixtures it can be 

deduced if the filler has fulfilled its role in the mixture. Dosed 
correctly, the filler performs its role in asphalt mixtures, but the 

excess filler can be harmful, as follows: very often it is possible to 
be formed in the composition of asphalt mixture clod of filler, or the 

mixture itself can be exceedingly difficult to work with; this can 
lead to insufficient compaction of the layer which favors the 

infiltration of water into the gaps between the granules, and 
consequently their disassembly. In any case, granules of mineral 

aggregate must be coated with a thin film of bitumen. The thicker 

the film, the more deformed the mixtures and the shear resistance 
decreases. Obtaining a fine bitumen film can be done by filing.  

Known assumptions regarding the influence of fillers on the 

asphalt mix are the stability and creep of the asphalt mixtures vary 
significantly with the filler dosage, the filler improves the binder 

viscosity, because of its granularity, reduces the volume of voids in 
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the asphalt mixture, the filer - bitumen interaction (the filer - 
bitumen ratio) has a significant influence on the physical-

mechanical properties of the asphaltic mixtures. If the filler-bitumen 
ratio is increased, keeping the percentage of binder constant, then 

the mixture obtained will be more rigid, will have a high stability 
and low deformation, and during the paving process the mixture 

will require mixing and a more energetic compaction. The increased 

rigidity is given by increasing the softening power of the filamented 
bitumen and reducing the volume of apparent voids. The excess 

filler generally leads to a difficult to work mix, possibly even with 
uncoated granules, which favor water penetration. If the ratio of 

filler-binder decreases keeping the percentage of binder constant, 
then the mixture will be more elastic, will have a low stability and a 

high deformation. The mixture will deform at the action of a low 
force, especially at high temperature. Also, a low content of filler 

favors the leakage of the binder from the surface of the granules due 

to its low viscosity. 

Therefore, it can be easily concluded that both the physical-
mechanical and chemical properties and the filler dosage will have 

an influence on the characteristics of asphalt mixtures. Due to the 
comparable test results on natural and artificial filler, we expect that 

both types of fillers will fulfil their role in operation. 

5. Conclusions 

The possibility of using a material from the metallurgical 
industry, material that is currently stored in dumps in the SC Liberty 

Galati space, will offer future advantages such as: the guarantee of 

the elimination of these deposits, introduction in the life cycle of 
some products from warehouses, avoiding environmental problems 

and including penalties for deposits. By using the steel waste 
obtained from the steelworks, favorable results can be obtained both 

in terms of economic development as well as the valorization of a 
material that, if is not being used, is treated as waste.  

Currently, there is a tendency to exploit bf sludge waste, due to 

its ability to be used as an artificial aggregate in the construction 
industry, bf sludge being processed (crushed and sorted) in different 

dimensions and used as granular material, especially in foundations. 

Blast furnace sludge is the result of the technological process of 
obtaining castings, by granulation. During the technological 

process, the sludge is liquid and has a temperature of approximately 
1480 degrees Celsius. The sludge granulation process is obtained by 

hydrodynamic shock resulting in the granulated sludge product. 
Also, the granulated sludge can be crushed and sorted later to obtain 

the sorts. After granulation in the water of the sludge, it is removed 

from the basin with the excavators and stored on platforms, to drain 
water.  

For the bf sludge filler producer, the possibility of using this 

material as a raw material gives it the opportunity to: partially 
substitute the fuels used to support the raw material (stone 

quarrying), to be actively involved in the procedures for the 
protection of the environment. For the society, the possibility of 

using the granulated sludge will bring benefits amount: 

conservation of natural resources (quarry rock, the most used rock 
in Romania in the production of filler), reducing the impact on the 

environment, by removing the dumps from the deposits, avoiding 
overcrowding of the material in deposits.  

As it results from the tests carried out and from the theoretical 

considerations described in this chapter, the filler plays an important 
role in the construction of asphalt mixtures. The fineness properties 

and the inert character of the filler highlight the process of inertial 

interaction in the mixture. Therefore, it is important to establish the 
characteristics of the filler before placing it in the mixture, in order 

not to compromise the quality of the mixture made. We can 
conclude after this study, the role that the filler has in mixtures and 

the effect of its characteristics on the prepared mixture, as follows: 
it leads to the improvement of the granularity of the mineral 

mixture, it leads to the delay of the aging phenomenon of the 
bitumen, it leads to the increase of the stability of the asphalt 

mixture and to the decrease of the deformation, it improves the 

adhesive of the binder, the porosity of the filler influences the 
binder dosage and the mixing behavior; if necessary, in order to 

decrease the porosity of the filler, it is possible to use activating 
substances in its grinding process (in production), the porosity of 

the particles is affected by their shape; the particle shape also 
influences the adhesive bonding to the granule surface 
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1. Introduction 

Traffic is an organized movement of transport units on a 
common network and it is a consequence of applied technologies 

and the need for transportation (transport). Traffic is an independent 
economic activity that deals with the transfer of material goods, 

people and news from one place to another, with the aim of 
enabling the movement of goods and meeting social needs in 

transport. Traffic aims to enable the realization of the social use 

value of goods, to enable the process of social reproduction. 

According to the mode of transport and means of transport by 
road, it is possible to distinguish: road traffic, rail traffic, water 

traffic, air traffic, and telecommunication traffic.  

As far as road traffic is concerned, it can be said that in the 
modern period it has managed to secure a leading position in 

meeting the transport needs of both goods and especially 

passengers. [1] 

2. Traffic policy in the European Union 

As early as 1992, the European Commission approved the 
common transport policy contained in the White Paper. Based on 

the experience from traffic planning based on demand (unbalanced 
development by traffic branches, etc.), and taking into account the 

planning at the system level, the objectives are applied [1]: 

1. Forming a trans-European network 

2. Fair pricing in traffic  

3. Environmental protection 

4. Traffic safety 

5. Social responsibility 

6. Strengthening the internal market 

7. Strengthening the external dimension of the single market. 

The presented common transport policy of the EU serves to 
shape the transport system of both the EU and the candidate 

countries for EU membership, and thus Montenegro. 

 

3. Passenger transport 

Passenger transport performs passenger transport. In passenger 
transport, passengers require comfort, safety, regularity, accuracy, 

frequency, speed and economy. Passenger vehicles can be intended 

for urban, interurban and tourist transport. The technical and 
operational characteristics of the vehicle for each of these purposes 

differ significantly. Passenger transport is carried out in accordance 
with international and domestic legal norms. It can be: public, for 

own needs, domestic, international, transit, border, bilateral, line 
and free. Passenger transport is done individually and collectively, 

and the purposes of travel in all areas of travel can be very different. 

4. Status and characteristics of passenger transport 

in Montenegro 

Passenger traffic in Montenegro is realized through 4 types of 

transport (rail, road, water and air). The traffic infrastructure and the 

development of traffic in general in Montenegro are bad. 
Montenegro lags behind the countries of the region, but especially 

behind the EU countries. This situation is the result of insufficient 
efficiency and investments in traffic and traffic infrastructure. The 

results in this chapter are presented based on statistical reports [2-
8]. 

4.1 Railway traffic 

The actual length of the railway in Montenegro is 250 km. The 
entire line is single-track with a single-phase power supply system 

of 25 KV, 50 Hz. The statistical survey was conducted in 
accordance with Regulation (EC) no. 91/2003 and No. 2018/643.  

Passenger traffic (in thousands), as well as passenger kilometers (in 
thousands) in railway traffic in Montenegro for the period from 

2013 to 2019, are shown in Table 1, and the graph in Figure 1.  

Table 1: Passenger traffic and passenger kilometers in railway traffic in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019. 

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
Passenger transport in the thousands 922 1122 1236 1284 927 992 986 

Passenger kilometers in the thousands 73439 76142 80590 83897 59864 66755 66485 
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Fig. 1 Passengers transported by rail in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019. 

 

Figure 1 and Table 1 clearly show that in the period from 2013 to 

2016 we have an increase in transported passengers. In 2017, we 
have a large decline in passenger transport (27.8%). The reason for 

the relatively large decline is that from 2013 to 2016 there were 

promotional tickets for a large number of routes in passenger 
railway traffic in Montenegro. In 2018, there was an increase in 

transported passengers compared to the previous year. If the number 
of transported passengers in Montenegro for the period from 2013 

to 2019 were compared with the number of transported passengers 
to the EU for the same period [8], oscillations in the number of 

transported passengers in some EU countries would be noticed. 

According to the data from [8], for the period from 2013 to 2018, 
there was a constant increase in the number of passengers 

transported by rail in the following EU countries: the Czech 
Republic, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Spain, Italy, Austria, Portugal 

and Slovakia. A constant decline in the number of passengers 
transported by rail for the period from 2013 to 2018, was recorded 

in Denmark. In other EU countries, smaller oscillations were 
recorded in the number of transported passengers for this period. It 

should be noted that data for Belgium, Cyprus, Malta, the 

Netherlands and Hungary are not available in the source [8].  
 

 

4.2 Road traffic 

The length of roads in Montenegro changed from year to year 

for the observed period from 2013-2019. An overview of road 

length depending on the type is shown in Table 2 and the number of 
registered and first registered road motor vehicles and trailers is 

shown in Table 3.From Table 2 it can be seen that in Montenegro 
for the period from 2013-2019 we have a constant increase in road 

length.  

The most dominant type of road is the modern road (asphalt), 
which also records an increase in length from year to year for the 

observed period from 2013 to 2019. The number of registered 

vehicles also records a constant increase in Montenegro from year 
to year for the period from 2014-2019, which can be seen from 

Table 3.The number of transported passengers (in thousands) and 
the number of passenger kilometers of vehicles (in thousands) in 

road traffic in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019 are 
shown in Table 4 and Figure 2. From Table 4 and Figure 2 it is clear 

that we have a constant increase in passengers transported by road 
in the observed period. 

 

Table 2: Road lengths depending on the species in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Modern road (asphalt) 5 576 5 776 6 136 6147 6274 6296 6333 

Gravel road 1 505 1 483 1673 1664 1654 1744 1839 
Dirt uncategorized roads 884 886 805 814 822 998 1077 

Total 7 965 8 145 8614 8625 8750 9038 9249 
 

 

Table 3: Number of registered and first registered road motor vehicles and trailers in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Number of registered vehicles 203266 196059 198772 209098 219378 235385 249301 

Number first registered vehicles 14654 15233 16283 18897 21878 25099 23687 
 
 

Table 4: Passenger traffic and passenger kilometers in road traffic in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Transported passengers in the thousands 6220 6889 6987 7544 7575 7618 7680 
Passenger kilometers in thousands 108802 107537 109621 113798 114196 115333 114223 
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Fig. 2 Passengers transported by road in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019 

 

4.3 Maritime traffic 

As far as maritime traffic is concerned, only data for the period 
from 2013 to 2016 are available, because Monstat has not been 

collecting this data since 2016. [8] 

Montenegro does not have a developed internal maritime traffic, but 
the data refer only to international maritime traffic. Maritime 

transport is the most underrepresented type of passenger transport in 
Montenegro. There are two large passenger ports in Bar and Kotor. 

For this period, the transport of passengers by sea is shown in Table 

5. 

Table 5: Passengers transported by sea in Montenegro for the period from 

2013-2016 

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 

Transported passengers 43097 42489 39198 35925 

 

It can be clearly seen from Table 5 that the number of transported 

passengers decreases from year to year for the observed period. 

 

4.4 Air traffic 

The statistical survey was conducted in accordance with Regulation 
(EC) no. 437/2003 and from 2016 No. 437/200. [2-8]  

There are only two airports in Montenegro where passengers are 

transported, in Podgorica and Tivat. The transport of passengers by 
air in Montenegro is characteristic for that reason because only 

international traffic is realized. Table 6 and Figure 3 show the 

number of passengers transported by air in Montenegro for the 
period from 2013 to 2019. 

 

 

 

Table 5: Passengers transported by sea in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2016

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Passengers carried 1 558 940 1 612 130 1 643 905 1 855 837 2 184 859 2 454 524 2 652 801 
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Fig. 3 Passengers transported by plain  in Montenegro for the period from 2013-2019 
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5. Conclusion 

The characteristic of passenger transport in Montenegro is that road 

and rail transport is used for domestic and international passenger 

transport. Air and sea transport is used exclusively for international 
passenger transport. The presented data on the number of 

transported passengers in railway traffic for the observed period 
show that the number of transported passengers increased from 

2013 to 2016, and then fell sharply in 2017. In 2018 and 2019, there 
was a slight increase compared to 2017. Regarding road traffic, in 

the period from 2013 to 2019, there was a constant increase in 

transported passengers. Also, a constant increase in passengers at 
the airports of Montenegro was recorded in the entire observed 

period (2013-2019). The reason for this increase in the number of 
passengers at airports is the great growth of Montenegro as an 

attractive tourist destination. As far as maritime traffic is concerned, 
there is no data on transported passengers in the last few years, so 

the analysis of passenger transport by this type of traffic would not 
be correct. Data on the number of transported passengers by 

different types of traffic are necessary due to the development of the 

traffic planning strategy, but also the forecasting of the direction of 
passenger traffic in the country itself. Passenger transport is a very 

important activity of every country and it is necessary for each 
country to work on improving passenger transport. 
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1. Introduction 

Freight transport technology is different from passenger 
transport technology. It is characterized by numerous processes that 

can be complex but also long. The length and complexity of these 

processes depends on the type of items being transported, the mode 
and type of transport, the means of transport and the length of the 

transport itself. The essence of the technology of transporting goods 
is the processes by which goods are transported from one end to the 

other. In the process of transporting goods, classical and modern 
technologies are applied. Classical technology means a 

technological process with all phases without the establishment of a 
transport chain with several different branches of traffic and without 

the use of transport devices. Classical technology includes three key 

phases of the technological process: loading, transport and 
unloading. Modern transport technologies imply that goods or 

passengers are not transported by only one means of transport, but 
the overall functioning of the transport chain is observed. Modern 

technologies are characterized by the establishment of a transport 
chain in continuity in traffic, which is performed by moving goods 

from source to destination. Appropriate loading units are used and 
in this way higher speeds are achieved, but also favorab le economic 

effects. A significant part of freight transport is realized by a 

combination of means of transport of different modes of transport. 
Combined transports are necessary in certain cases, because it is not 

possible to use only one mode of transport on the entire transport 
route due to the lack of infrastructure. The combination of transport 

achieves lower transport costs. Transport time is also reduced 
compared to cases where one mode of transport is used. When 

transporting cargo, it is necessary to ensure the optimal use of all 

resources used to produce transport services. [1]  

2. Traffic policy 

The European Commission approved a common transport 
policy in 1992. This transport policy is contained in the White 

Paper. The following objectives apply: the formation of a trans-
European network, fair prices in transport, environmental 

protection, traffic safety, strengthening the internal market, 
strengthening the external dimension of the single market. This 

transport policy serves to shape the transport system of the 

European Union, but also the candidate country for membership. 

 

3. Freight transport in Montenegro and 
comparison with the EU 

Data related to statistical surveys were collected from [2,8]. 

This chapter provides an overview of transported goods in 
Montenegro and EU countries for: rail, road, sea and air transport. 

3.1 Freight transport by rail 

The statistical survey in railway traffic is conducted according to 

Regulation (EC) no. 91/2003. The current length of the railway in 

Montenegro is 250 km. It is a single-track railway with a single-
phase power supply system of 25 KV, 50Hz. Table 1 and Figure 1 

show the turnover of goods (in thousands) for Montenegro. 

Table 1: Goods transported (in thousands) by rail in 

Montenegro for the period from 2014-2018 

 Year 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Transported goods 
in thousands of tons 

903 988 1395 1603 967 

 

 

Fig 1 Traffic of goods by rail in Montenegro for the period from 2013 to 2018 
 

From Figure 1 it can be seen that from 2014 to 2017 there was a 

constant increase in the turnover of goods by rail in Montenegro. 
While in 2018 I have a decline compared to 2017, but also 2016 and 

2015. 

3.2 Freight transport by road 

Changes in the methodology for conducting the survey on road 

freight transport have been made in order to achieve alignment with 
the acquis. Surveys on road freight transport have been conducted 

since 2014 according to a new survey, which was prepared 
according to regulations (EC) no. 1172/98 and 70/2012. This 

research differs significantly from the research conducted until 
2014. The research is conducted on a sample, and the data are 

collected by the survey method. Trucks for the transport of goods 
with a payload of 3,500 kg and more are observed, as well as 

tractors. The source of data are legal and natural persons who are 

owners or users of vehicles. The selection of the sample was made 
on the basis of data on registered vehicles obtained from the 

Ministry of Interior of Montenegro. Data on transported goods in 
thousands of tons are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. 
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Table 2: Goods transported by road in Montenegro 

 Year 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Internal transport 548 636 753 739 744 

International transport 91 132 99 100 66 

Total 639 768 852 839 810 

 

 

Fig 2 Traffic of goods by rail in Montenegro for the period from 2013 to 2018 
 

Goods transported by road in EU countries (with available data) for 

the period from 2014 to 2018 are shown in Table 3. Data for Malta 

but also data for Belgium (2018) were not available.  

 
Table 3: Goods transported by road in EU countries (except Malta for which no data are available)

 

 Year 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Belgium 299 476 295 057 291 521 300 121 ... 

Bulgaria 153 077 161 567 146 636 151 479 143 199 

Czech Republic 386 243 438 907 431 889 459 433 479 235 

Denmark 178 146 181 232 184 726 179 062 167 534 

Germany 3 052 628 3 035 329 3 111 858 3 161 837 3 200 925 

Estonia 27 358 28 162 34 581 28 969 28 494 

Ireland 112 825 117 090 140 743 146 543 148 765 

Greece 403 327 420 005 419 222 388 898 361 947 

Spain 1 184 586 1 258 261 1 285 164 1 409 090 1 474 486 

France 1 918 572 1 796 755 1 727 611 1 714 292 1 806 476 

Croatia 66 157 66 503 72 516 72 343 74 009 

Italy 963 056 957 006 901 503 885 451 920 732 

Cyprus 14 585 14 402 19 682 25 595 29 308 

Latvia 62 239 62 569 63 389 68 013 76 701 

Lithuania 57 591 58 601 63 571 76 980 89 105 

Luxembourg 58 723 45 715 50 824 47 292 48 846 

Hungary 193 112 198 744 197 759 188 250 206 669 

Netherlands 639 777 641 538 656 428 666 069 680 065 

Austria 349 544 351 068 376 399 386 858 393 313 

Poland 1 300 382 1 264 960 1 313 657 1 501 811 1 390 184 

Portugal 149 829 150 358 147 792 157 924 156 650 

Romania 190 938 198 824 216 107 226 345 237 157 

Slovenia 74 143 70 509 75 033 86 212 85 406 

Slovakia 142 608 147 225 156 179 176 750 177 131 

Finland 280 131 271 912 278 957 280 744 274 346 

Sweden 381 263 422 891 433 065 455 480 481 319 

United Kingdom 1 348 887 1 468 144 1 450 280 1 417 482 1 425 178 

 
As for the EU countries for the period from 2014 to 2018, some 

countries have a constant growth of goods transported by road, 
while other countries have smaller or larger oscillations in the 

amount of goods transported by road. Countries that have a constant 
growth of goods transported by road are: Ireland, Spain, Latvia, 

Lithuania, the Netherlands, Austria, Romania, Slovakia and 

Sweden. Other EU countries have more or less fluctuations in the 

amount of goods transported for the observed period. When it 
comes to the amount of goods transported by road in Montenegro, 

we have an increase from 2014 to 2016, after which there is a 
constant decline, which can be clearly seen in Figure 1. Montenegro 

is characterized by the fact that in the total transported goods has 
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the largest share internal traffic. The quantity of goods transported 
by domestic road transport is higher than that transported by 

international road transport. 

3.3 Transport of goods by sea 

Transported goods by sea in montenegro for the period from 2013 
to 2016 are shown in Table 4. From 2016, these statistics are not 

taken anymore. 

Table 4: Goods transported by sea in Montenegro for the period 

from 2013 to 2016 

 Year 

2013 2014 2015 2016 

Transported goods in tons 51000 54640 52441 41668 

 

3.3.1. Traffic of goods in ports 

The statistical survey is conducted in accordance with Directives 
(EC) No 2009/42 and No. 2012/186. Ports are places of 

embarkation and disembarkation of passengers and cargo on the 
coast, which are specially built for this purpose. Table 5 and Figure 

3 show the turnover of goods in ports in Montenegro for the period 
from 2014-2018. 

Table 5: Goods transported in ports in Montenegro for the period 

from 2014 to 2108 

 Year 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Export 533780 837470 809559 1210380 776425 

Import 705991 649747 807571 883448 1179686 

Total 1241431 1488399 1645797 2095122 1963204 

 

 

Fig 3 Transport of goods in ports in Montenegro for the observed period 

 

3.4 Transport of goods by air 

Data on goods traffic at airports are the result of regular quarterly 
and annual surveys. Statistics Statistics on the transport of goods at 

airports are partially in line with Regulation (EC) no. 437/2003. 
Statistics of goods transport at airports from 2016 are harmonized 

with Regulation (EC) no. 437/200. The data do not include non-
commercial general aviation operations as well as state flights 

(army, customs, police). 

Table 6 shows the data related to the amount of transported goods at 

the airports of EU countries and Montenegro. Figure 4 shows a 
graphical interpretation of the turnover of goods at the airports of 

Montenegro for the period from 2014 to 2018.  

 

 

Table 6: Goods transported (in tons) at the airports of the EU countries and Montenegro

 Year 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Belgium 1 014 586 1 126 234 1 088 734 1 251 173 1 416 428 

Bulgaria 23 073 31 520 32 977 34 807 29 867 

Czech Republic 58 312 58 445 77 704 89 279 90 526 

Denmark 208 590 210 570 200 133 235 937 242 068 

Germany 4 336 163 4 325 665 4 467 022 4 773 359 4 842 716 

Estonia 19 432 16 034 13 868 11 233 11 475 

Ireland 138 203 148 714 145 769 163 123 156 265 

Greece 60 324 62 332 69 949 69 074 96 889 

Spain 593 902 594 393 639 237 742 443 806 518 

France 2 361 510 2 380 931 2 401 593 2 450 326 2 407 878 

Croatia 6 908 7 189 7 691 9 510 11 934 

Italy 876 495 916 755 991 688 1 077 874 1 066 221 

Cyprus 28 095 27 626 28 430 30 880 32 186 

Latvia 31 439 16 809 17 922 21 204 24 628 

Lithuania 13 210 14 904 14 245 15 064 16 779 

Luxembourg 707 150 736 880 801 058 892 660 895 004 

Hungary 61 970 65 783 77 535 87 277 101 411 

Malta 15 602 16 405 15 690 16 194 17 677 

Netherlands 1 727 455 1 712 031 1 831 792 1 865 106 1 854 272 

Austria 217 785 216 621 223 421 227 643 237 701 

Poland 84 386 92 690 1 307 600 121 303 134 673 

Portugal 134 982 133 416 136 578 164 732 173 493 

Romania 31 113 33 399 37 456 41 692 45 310 
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Slovenia 8 563 8 891 8 970 12 025 12 337 

Slovakia 18 498 21 216 23 028 27 188 24 565 

Finland 190 586 182 089 186 471 188 722 196 810 

Sweden 141 887 146 287 147 214 159 130 158 632 

United Kingdom 2 406 673 2 405 225 2 511 011 2 738 784 2 748 539 

Montenegro 862 889 910 876 931 

 

 

 

Fig 4 Goods transported at EU airports and in Montenegro for the 

observed period 
 

4. Conclusion 

Teretni saobraćaj u Crnoj Gori nije na zavidnom nivou. Stanje u 
kojem se nalazi teretni saobraćaj u Crnoj Gori posledica je 

nedovoljno efikasnih strategija za transport, nedovoljnog ulaganja u 
saobraćajno transportnu infrastrukturu, ali i geografski položaj Crne 

Gore kao netranzitne zemlje. Analizirajući prethodne podatke 

teretni drumski saobraćaj je u konstantnom porastu, dok željeznički, 
pomorski i vazdušni imaju oscilacije. Prevoz tereta drumskim 

saobraćajem ima konstantan rast zahvaljujući unutrašnjem 
drumskom saobraćaju. Konstantan rast u prevozu robe primjećen je 

i u vazdušnom saobraćaju (izuzev 2017 godine). Imajući u vidu sve 
navedeno potrebno je obratiti posebnu pažnju na poboljšavanje 

teretnog saobraćaja u Crnoj Gori, kroz izbore adekvatnih 
(efikasnijih) strategija i dovoljnog ulaganja u saobraćajnu 

infrastrukturu i saobraćajnu mrežu. Strateški interes Crne Gore 

trebao bi biti razvoj drumske i željezničke infrastrukture na relaciji 
Bar-Beograd-Budimpešta jer uz ogromni potencijal i dobar 

geografski položaj luke Bar, Crna Gora bi se pozicionirala kao 
atraktivna tranzitna zemlja za mnoge transporte tereta, ka Istočnoj 

Evropi. 
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1. Introduction 

Georgia is located at the crossroads of Europe and Asia, serving 
such countries as Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, 

Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kirgizstan and Afghanistan where strategic 
cargo transportation takes place. Every day, goods worth millions of 

dollars are transported through the south-Caucasian transport 

corridor and its vital part - Georgia.  

 

Fig.1. South Caucasian region  

Despite sectors quite successful performance in case of 
volumes, it faces a considerable range of issues, amongst which can 

be included unsystematic road haulage, road accidents, traffic, 
number of problems related to security including cargo and 

equipment theft. Currently in Georgia there are no facilities that 
enable safe and secure parking of trucks and that also provide a 

minimum level of services to cater for the social well-being of the 

drivers.     

By establishing of network of safe and secure parking areas in 

Georgia all mentioned above problems might be solved. Drivers, 
transport companies, forwarders, shippers, insurers and the society 

as a whole will benefit from an adequate supply of these facilities 
via protection of drivers, cargo and transport equipment. 

Furthermore, road safety, through well rested and stress-free 
drivers, is also an area in which such facilities can have a 

considerable positive impact. [1]       

2. Benefits of creation of safe and secure parking 
areas for trucks in Georgia  

Based on a best European experience we can presume that 
creation of mentioned above areas will solve number of problems 

which are topical issues for Georgia at the moment. 
Safe and secure parking area for trucks should be a protected 

territory where drivers would be able to accommodate vehicles 
safely. As per existing statistics almost all facts of cargo theft 

happen while trucks are parked at unappropriated areas without 
video monitoring or supervising due to lack of appropriate 

infrastructure. Creation of safe parking areas will definitely solve 

this problem.  

Another serious problem we face now in Georgia is a big 
number of road accidents caused by driver’s fatigue. Parking areas 

should be equipped with appropriate infrastructure for driver’s 
recreation. The minimum comfort services at parking area should 

include: 
 

- Toilets (Male and female) 

- Showers (Male and female) 
- Waste bins 

- Snacks and drinks available to purchase for 24/7 
- Internet connection 

- Electricity connection for personal use 
 

As a best alternative a motel for night stay should be a part of 
parking area or located next to it. Adequate rest for the drivers for 

sure will significantly reduce a number of road accidents caused by 

fatigue. 

 Other common reason of road accident is technical 

malfunction of trucks. For the driver who is a part of international 
cargo handling is very difficult to arrange normal technical 

maintenance in a foreign country, especially for the laden and heavy 
vehicle. Safe and secure parking area can be a solution. Aside to 

other infrastructure technical maintenance center can exist at each 
big parking area where drivers would be able to receive adequate 

service.  

 

Fig. 2. Model of safe and secure parking area 

Road freight in Georgia is affected by congestions due absence of 

general traffic control system. Road police actions are intended to 
prevent congestion at particular places or roads critical points, but 

they are reacting, not preventing. So, their efforts cannot be enough. 
The long convoy of trucks along the highways waiting for the 

permission to move is very common picture in Georgia. The 
situation is especially difficult near to the border checkpoints where 

bottleneck effect exists. Truck drivers are often forced to wait 2-3 

days for the crossing of border having parked a vehicle at the side 
of the road, without normal possibility of rest and in mountain 

regions even unable to purchase food and beverage while waiting. 
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Fig.3. Traffic congestion at Georgian-Russian border 

System of parking areas might be a solution. Each parking area can 
have a traffic operator service which will be a part of national road 

traffic control system and monitor truck movements in real-time. 
Being coordinated from one side with road police department and 

from another side with authorities at border checkpoints these 

operators would be able to provide to the drivers detailed 
information about the condition at roads and give a green light for 

departure from the parking area at most optimal time to prevent the 
possible congestions. To monitor the vehicle status in real-time also 

would be helpful for shippers, expeditors and transporters. They 
will have the possibility of better and most optimal planning of their 

routes, being able to cut the costs, attract extra cargoes and 

minimize idle staying time of equipment.         

3. Optimal dislocation of safe and secure parking 
areas in Georgia 

The dislocation of safe and secure parking areas mostly depends 

on road traffic flow intensity levels, but based best European 
experience we can presume that such an area could be created in 

every 120-150 km from each other, near to biggest cities in about 
15-20kms and near to each border checkpoint in about 10-15 kms. 

Based current road freight volume it could be argued that 7 main 
safe and secure parking areas would be enough for Georgia.  

 

1. Sarphi (Georgian – Turkish border) 
2. City of Kutaisi suburb  
3. City of Khashuri suburb  
4. City of Tbilisi suburb  
5. Lars (Georgian – Russian border) 
6. Sadakhlo (Georgian – Armenian border) 
7. Red bridge (Georgian – Azerbaijanian border) 

 
Creation of parking areas at mentioned above points with presence 

of road traffic operators will make possible to establish national 
road traffic control system which in fact will cover whole country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Financial benefits of safe and secure parking 

system creation 

The parking areas system can generate a big income in 
comparison with the expenses necessary for their creation. As 
mentioned, such an area to be located in suburbs and less populated 

places where real estate costs are not high. Infrastructure also is not 

expensive or complicated so it will be possible generate 
considerable direct income from parking and other provided service 

from the very beginning. Indirect effect from cutting of road freight 
costs, optimization of road flow, deduction in number of thefts and 

road accidents would be even bigger. 

5. Conclusion 

The system of highways in Georgia is currently in the middle of 
the process of formation. Yet to be created many kilometers of 

highways, tunnels, road forks and other elements of infrastructure. 
Now is the best time for establishment of safe and secure parking 

areas system, as it can be organically implemented into the future 
road system without big extra expenses and efforts, being planned 

as it’s part from the very beginning.  
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Abstract. Tourism is one of the engines for the regional economic development.  The management of the development of the tourism potential 

of the region should be provided primarily through the development of tourism infrastructure. It is especially important to study the existing 

tourism transport infrastructure and introduce new innovative technologies in its management. We have studied several tourist  facilities in 

the western region, among other issues, studied the tourism infrastructure and set the ways to increase the tourism potential in the region, 
which will contribute to the development of tourism in Georgia and the wider region and attract the visitors to the region.           
 KEI WORDS: TOURIZM, SYNERGIZM, TRANSPORT SERVICES, TRANSPORT SERVICES MARKET, TOURIST ROUTES. 

 

1.         Introduction    
 

Georgia, due to its geopolitical situation and available natural, 
historical or cultural resources, has superb opportunities for tourism 

development. Today, when tourism is recognized as one of the 
priorities of economic development of Georgia and contributes to 

the socio-economic development of the country, it is especially 

important to study the existing tourism transport infrastructure and 
introduce the innovative technologies in its management.  

Tourism is one of the engines for the regional development. 
As can be seen from the analysis of the main regularities of the 

Georgian Development Program, numerous problems that restrain 
growth of tourist flows include underdeveloped and, in a number of 

regions, outdated tourist infrastructure, and the most important 

among them are [1]:  

 Underdeveloped and, in a number of regions, outdated 

engineering infrastructure (including transport network); 

 Overburdened and inadequate transportation system, including 
poor roads and underdeveloped roadside facilities; 

 Problems with sanitary stops, acute shortage; 

 Insufficient funding for equipping and reconstruction of 

demonstration tourist sites, specially protected natural territories 
of tourist-recreational type; 

 A medium level of tourism infrastructure development; 

 Poor quality of service in some facilities of the tourism industry 

due to poorly trained staff; 

 Incompatibility of tourism services with their cost; 

 The imperfect social tourism support mechanism; 

 Lack of infrastructure for travel and leisure for people with 

disabilities, today, when tourism is recognized as one of the 

priorities of economic development of Georgia and contributes 
to the socio-economic development of the country, it is 

especially important to lay the foundation for the development 
of inclusive tourism. Not only people with disabilities living in 

Georgia and foreign tourists, but also many other members of 
society will benefit from tourism services; 

 Transportation of patients by modern special medical vehicle 

designs is a high-tech process, which allows to carry out the 
necessary procedures promptly and correctly, depending on the 

type and severity of the patient's illness/injury. Of particular 

interest is the analysis of the process of transporting the patient 
in extreme conditions, when unpredictable external factors such 

as health deterioration processes caused by intense external 
vibratory loads on the patient's body and the difficulty of 

managing them. There has been very limited research on the 
biomechanics of occupant safety in the ambulance environment 

in regards to random vibrations during transportation in extreme 
road conditions. Occupant protection or safety standards in that 

direction for these unique vehicles are still lacking. The 

ambulances are identified as high-risk passenger transport 
vehicles. Involving factors such as random vibrations induced 

by rough road surfaces or other external factors could result 
serious health deterioration for already critically injured 

patients. This study was conducted to identify some of the 
occupant safety hazards because of the induced random 

vibrations in the ambulance environment and to determine the 
efficacy of some countermeasures to mitigate further ambulance 

occupant injury [2]; 

 This experimentation is carried out to study effects of vehicle 

vibration on patient’s health deterioration in ambulance 
environment through vibration analysis. So far, based on the 

study the following conclusions are drawn: 

 As road condition varies from rough to smooth the acceleration 

level decreases. 

 As speed increases acceleration level also increases up to 

certain limit (i.e. from 40 to 60 km/h) then the acceleration level 
decreases (from 60 to 80 km/h) 

 For rough road the acceleration levels subsequently the 

vibration levels are higher, therefor the risk of getting additional 
health problems increases. 

 For rough roads if the patient is exposed to vibrations for 25 to 

35 minutes the chance of health deterioration is high. 
(Depending on type of injury and its severity) 

 For smooth roads if the patient is exposed to vibrations for more 

than 90 to 120 minutes, he will feel uncomfortable. 

 On the human body, the random vibrations have harmful 

effects, leading to the occurrence of discomfort, fatigue, pain 

and in some cases serious health problems. The body vibration 
sensitivity depends on the direction and on nature of the 

oscillatory movement. The vibrations produced by the vehicle, 
in different directions, have different frequencies and 

amplitudes, even in the case of simple sinusoidal excitation. The 
style of driving of the vehicles, the experience of the driver is 

another crucial criterion related to the movement and to the 

driving comfort. The reduction of speed, while time is valuable 
resource for the injured patient, might not be the best solution in 

every situation [4]; 

 The shortage of available tourist buses; 

 The imperfect statistical accounting system for data on the state 

of tourism development and its multiplier effect on the economy 

of the region; 

 The lack of awareness of the opportunities of the region among 

potential tourists; 

 Uncoordinated work of tourist market participants (the absence 

of synergy); 

 Hotels, transport infrastructure and most tourist facilities require 

large capital investments. 
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2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem 

 
Tourist transport services are one of the main bases of 

tourism infrastructure [5]. The importance of a study on tourism 
transport infrastructure is conditioned by the changing role of 

transport in tourism, and transport not only allows tourists to travel, 

but also provides access to tourism resources, transport is a factor in 
the development of tourism as one of the main sectors of the 

economy of Georgia. The study on tourism transport infrastructure 
in Georgia is a new direction in the area of scientific research. 

Tourism infrastructure includes traffic routes (roads, 
stations, airports, ports, etc.), communications (water supply, 

electricity and gas networks, heating systems, sewerage, 
communications, etc.), an aggregate of tourist resources, 

demonstrative tourist facilities, accommodation, food, trade, 

medical institutions and other objects necessary for the development 
of the tourism industry. The tourism industry is primarily a 

combination of hotels and other accommodation facilities, vehicles, 
entertainment, shopping, catering and other facilities, organizations 

that perform the functions of tour operators and travel agents, and a 
range of other services necessary for travel. consider Transport 

infrastructure is considered by recognized scientists to be the basis 

of a transport complex and is a real transport network used to 

transport cargo and passengers, as well as an organizational 
structure that ensures the efficient use of vehicles. Tourism is 

therefore closely linked to shipping arrangement and the use of 

vehicles. Transport and transport infrastructure are an integral part 
of the tourism industry and tourism infrastructure [3].  

The peculiarity of the tourism transport infrastructure 
lies in the fact that it is used in many cases not only by tourists but 

also by the ordinary citizens to address their daily social and 
economic challenges: personal travel, cargo transportation and other 

purposes. However, we cannot gloss over the special tourist 
vehicles and tourist routes. For a more detailed study of tourism 

transport infrastructure, it is necessary to formulate its definition 

and develop a system classification. Based on various existing 
scientific definitions and tourism practices, tourism transport 

infrastructure can be defined as follows: “Tourism transport 
infrastructure is a complex that includes vehicles, transport 

facilities, transport routes, services provided on the tourist routes, 
and the service and tourist facilities. Tourism transport 

infrastructure is presented schematically in Figure 1.  

 
 

 
Fig.1. Tourism transport infrastructure 

 

In order to better understand the tourism transport infrastructure, we 

have developed a classification of tourism transport infrastructure in 
several directions: 

 1. By status 

 International (located in several countries); 

 National (located within the borders of a single State); 

 Regional (located within the borders of a single region). 

 2. By form of ownership 

 State property (State is a sole proprietor); 

 Private (owned by private structures); 

 Private - state (owners are State and private structures). 

 3.     By applications 

 For mass tourism (charter flights, buses, trains, cruise ships, 

tourist buses, etc.); 

 For individual tourism (private planes, individual yachts, 

yachts, etc.); 

 For tourism using public services (public transport, trains, 

regular flights, airports, stations, etc.). 

 4.      In terms of development 

 Developed (all conditions are created for the development of 

tourism, minibuses are regulated, the roads are in good 
condition, there is a sufficient number of international, 

regional, local airports, railway junctions and stations, bus 

stations); 

 Developing (they exist, but are not enough); 

 Undeveloped (there are no unfavorable conditions for tourism 

development). 

 5.       In terms of functional purposes 

 Vehicles (buses, cars, trains, river and sea vessels and other 

means of transportation); 
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 Transport facilities (bus stations, airports, stations, ports, 

petrol stations, stopping points); 

 Traffic roads (air, river, sea, railway, bicycle, and walking 

roads); 

 Transport routes (sea, river, rail, road, bicycle, walking 
roads); 

 Transport services; 

 Means of information; 

 Tourist and service centers in transportation facilities, 

vehicles and in the vicinity of traffic 
roads. 

In fact, tourism transport infrastructure can cover almost 
the entire transport complex and solving the problems of this 

complex will allow to meet many challenges related to the 

management of tourism transport infrastructure development and of 
course the management of tourism development.  

According to the Kutaisi Tourism Information Center, 
currently six travel agencies are officially registered in the tourism 

service market of Imereti region. Surveys show that the existing 
travel agencies do not have any means of transport for tourists, they 

rent vehicles or have contracts with transport companies operating 
in Kutaisi, which greatly reduces the quality of tourist services. We 

have studied several tourist sites in the western region, among other 

issues (we studied the tourism infrastructure), the main focus was 
on the description of the traffic roads to the tourist destination, with 

a view to point the means of transport we were recommended for a 
particular tourist route. The studies revealed that of the six tourist 

sites, such as Kutaisi - Bagrati Cathedral; Kutaisi - Motsameta - 
Gelati; Kutaisi - Tskaltubo - Kumistavi (Prometheus Cave); Kutaisi 

- Terjola - Tkibuli - Shaori Lake - Nikortsminda; Kutaisi - Chiatura 
- Sachkhere - Skhvitori (Akaki Tsereteli House Museum) - Katskhi 

Pillar, all tourist routes are original and due to the characteristics of 
the road, the use of the same type of transport is not recommended 

for tourist services. As for the transport services market in the 

western region, in particular in Kutaisi, there is a lack of modern 
type of transport services that would provide comfortable transport 

services to tourists at this or that tourist facility. We offer 
cooperation to these firms, and after conducting research, we can 

work out recommendations, that is, provide them with tourist 
passports to the main tourist facilities in the western region where 

along with many other interesting information, there will be 
recommended the types of vehicles that can be used for particular 

tourist facility, and these recommendations can also be used for 

raising the qualification of drivers employed in the field of tourist 
transport services. Imereti region has a great tourist potential, has 

the best geographical situation, and combines well natural resources 
and cultural-historical heritage. 

Even in the case of good enough conditions for the 
realization of tourism potential, the sector has a number of 

problems. First of all, they are caused by the lack of effective tourist 

infrastructure in the region. The main problem in the development 
of tourism infrastructure in the Imereti region is its outdated and 

worn out facilities. The development of tourism infrastructure in the 
region has a negative impact on underdeveloped transport, energy 

and communication infrastructure.  

3. Conclusion 
 
To enhance the image of tourism potential (in terms of 

transport services), it is necessary to create: 

1. The regional tourist transport service center, which will be 
aimed at: 

 creating an integrated tourist transport network in the 

regions of Georgia; 

  ensuring high quality tourist transport services by 

developing a new information-logistics system; 

 using the environmentally friendly specialized vehicles; 

 providing transport scheme for people with disabilities, 

type of train rolling stock and operating modes that are 
particularly suited to the needs of wheelchair users: 

determining the direction of movement, travel time and 
transportation reliability.  

Today, when tourism is recognized as one of the priorities for 
the development of the economy of Georgia, and itcontributes to the 

socio-economic development of the country, it is especially 

important to lay the foundation for the development of inclusive 
tourism. Not only people with disabilities living in Georgia and 

foreign tourists, but also many other members of society will 
benefit from the tourism services. 
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Abstract: The crowning of the historic aspirations of European integration, means that the Tirana-Durrës region should be able to compete 

as equal with other regions in Europe. So, on the one hand, the opportunities for its economic development will increase, but  on the other 

hand, competition will intensify with other regions. This will require economic sophistication in the Tirana - Durres area, which will also be 
a challenge for the next decade. On the road to becoming one of the Balkans Hub, among the main objectives remain: improving 

infrastructure and mobility in the Region, increased competition, improving the quality of life, protection and rational utilization of natural 
resources. Although competitive advantage at national level has been enormous compared to other regions, at the Balkan and European 

levels, this advantage is lesser and controversial. Consequently, it is necessary to create a platform on which it is based d evelopment and 
increase the competitiveness with the regions around our country. Seeing that road networks have heavy traffic, other modes of transport 

and their coordination need to take on a growing role. An efficient policy in this regard would be the construction of a Freight Transport 

Interport, with a contemporary logistics and integrated with Intelligent Transport Systems[1]. This would be a new junction in the supply 
chain and would provide a solution to transport systems, developing in full harmony the interaction of Road, Rail and Maritime Transport 

infrastructure. In addition to the study of the respective legal framework that would support the planned interventions for the realization of 
ITMTD, this paper presents the results of the SWOT analysis as a recognized way of identifying, comparing and evaluating the advantages, 

weaknesses, opportunities and risks of a project.  
Keywords: INTERPORT, HUB, SUPPLY CHAIN, INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS, SWOT ANALYSIS. 

 
1. Introduction 

 Building an Interport is a wide-ranging operation with 

significant socio-economic effects in the life of a Region[2]. 
Especially when it comes to the Tirana-Durrës region, which 

represents nearly one third of the number of businesses operating in 
Albania and the residency of about 34% of the population.Among 

other advantages, its construction will avoid:  

 Increasing the number of blockages in road transport,  

 Increasing environmental pollution; 

 Increasing overall transport costs; 

 Increasing the total costs of industrial production; 

 Increasing the de-industrialization process; 

 Reducing the competitiveness of the industrial sector. 

From this point of view, ITMTD would be a very good opportunity 

to connect to Corridor X, VIII and the EGNATIA Highway, which 
would further establish a link with the entire European Transport 

Network, (Fig. 1).  
 

 

Fig.1 General structure of the design algorithm of the traffic light regulation 

 The Durrës, Vlora and Shengjin Cities Development Plans (WB 

Project) have developed the idea of building miniInterports, to 

increase the efficiency of using existing ports.  
Therefore, based on these development plans, it may be 

recommended to build an FTI [3], (according to the European 
concept of "Industrial Intermodal Transport Freight Parks").  

 As we will see below, this could be in an area of the Region 

(near “Mother Teresa” International Airport) near Kamza. It could 

be incorporated into the Master Plan of Albanian Governments for 
Albania's return to the Hub for Transport in the Balkans and 

Southeast Europe (Fig. 2). 
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Fig.2MiniInterports connection with FTI 
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2. Advantages of FTITD as a logistical  

Located in an area near the airport, in the northern part of 

Kamza (Figures 3, 4), Interport would have the ability to connect 
quickly and easily to:  

 The central road network of Albania through "Kamza Ring";    

 North-South corridor (Hani i Hotit- Kakavijë);  

 Kosovo, through the Durrës-Kukës-Morinë corridor;  

 “Arber Street” with North Macedonia;  

 National Rail Network;  

 “Mother Teresa” airport;  

 The Kamza ring, and via Tirana ring road, will connect to 
Tirana - Elbasan road as part of Corridor VIII.  

On the other hand, the construction of this FTI would serve as 
an intermodal logistic platform and it:  

 Will increase storage capacity (containers) of Durrës port and 

improve the possibilities of transporting freights from and to 
Tirana; 

 will improve the local economy and generate employment in 
the area; 

  will be a logistic platform in the metropolitan area of Tirana 

and along Corridor VIII, including intermodal infrastructure 
to increase cross-border cooperation; 

 will develop freight transport by rail lines thereby reducing 
the blocking of roads; 

 will promote initiatives for the transport of freights without 
causing environmental pollution; 

 will support the development of logistics initiatives for the 

urban distribution of goods; 
 will integrate and optimize the use of infrastructure for the 

carriage of goods and passengers, including the development 
of innovative technologies such as Intelligent Transport 

Systems, to increase safety and efficiency. 

 

Fig.3 FTIPlanning 

 
Fig.4 FTIconnection map with the rail line 

3. FTI Infrastructure and Services 

 Freight Transport Interport, as a large-scale enterprise, will have 

a complex infrastructure and will provide a wide range of 
services[4]. 

Infrastructure: 

 Warehouses for road-rail exchange (Fig. 5); 

 Large and medium warehouses for handling, packaging 
and classification of goods; 

 Special warehouses for storing frozen and fresh food;  

 Creation of a modern ITS control center with the use of 
modern technologies to provide, control and monitor 

containers and goods via satellite GPS devices; 

Services: 

 District Customs along with veterinary laboratories and 

services for inspection and health control;  

 ITS along with Post Office / Public Telephony / Bus 
Service;  

 Parking areas (beside this platform is predicted a "Parc 

and ride" area);  

 Loading and unloading technologic equipment;  

 Supply Station and Washing Equipment for Vehicles. 

 All the necessary services for the comfortable stay of the 

operators, (bar, restaurant, internet, etc).  

 

 

Fig.5FTI-s infrastructure 

4. FTI Infrastructure and Services 

Logistic centers in which operations of transferring goods are 

carried out in planned interventions should be supported by the 
respective legal framework and financial means. They are intended 

to realize the interoperability and freedom of movement in Europe 
throughout its network. 

In our country there is generally no legal framework in this 

area. Over the last 20 years, the National Transport Plan has been 
drafted and upgraded twice, with International Assistance, but 

almost nothing is provided in this plan for the Industrial Freight 
Interportions. 

For this reason, it is imperative that, taking advantage of the 

best European experience, work on the drafting of Albanian 
legislation in this field, by accepting European norms as reference 

norms. 

5. FTI Infrastructure and Services 

At the end of this paper, let's look at the results of the SWOT 
analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunity and Threats 

Analysis), a known way of identifying, comparing and evaluating 
the advantages, weaknesses, opportunities and risks of a project [5]. 
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Strengths  

 There is a National Transport Plan; 

 Development of the Tirana-Durres Region is a national 

priority; 

 All classic modes of transport are carried out in the region: 
road, sea, rail, air; 

 There is basic transport infrastructure: the most important port 

of Albania-Durres, Rinas International Airport, Tirana-Durres 
railway, good road network; 

 Increase processing capacity and quality of services at Rinas 
Airport and Port of Durres; 

 The intersection of the two most important national corridors: 

North-South and East-West; 

 Connecting of these corridors to Pan-European transport 
corridors; 

 Increasing Mobility in the Region; 

 Increase private sector participation in all modes of transport; 

 Expanding interurban and urban bus lines; 

 Large number of shipping and land transport companies.  

Weaknesses  

 Lack of a Regional Transport Plan and Authority to 

implement; 

 The unsatisfactory management of urban traffic and signaling; 

 The poor state of rural and urban roads and their maintenance; 

 Lack of parking spaces in the second row; 

 Partial absence of pedestrian and bicycle routes for bikers; 

 The inefficiency of cargo carriers with trucks, vans and 

trucks; 

 Low standards of road safety, relatively large number of 

accidents, medium level pedestrian running skills, pedestrians 
in vehicle passageways; 

 Limited access of rural areas to public transport; 

 Education at low levels with the rules of road traffic; 

 Small number of modes of transport exchanges; 

 High degree of environmental pollution from old and heavy 
vehicles; 

 High and unnecessary heavy equipment in urban areas. 

Opportunitys 

 Better combination of types of transport (road, sea, rail, air);  

 Improvement of links between the main elements of transport: 
port-rail, airport-highway; 

 Improve traffic management at all levels; 

 Introducing transport plans into new urban plans; 

 Realization of high-speed public transport between Tirana and 
Durres and between them of the Rinas Airport; 

 Improve public transport at all levels; 

 Removal of unnecessary heavy equipment from urban areas; 

 Motor vehicle insurance policies to consider the extent of 
environmental pollution and the encouragement of more 

ecological means and ways; 

 Trainings on traffic management and road safety; 

 Better combination of modes of transport; 

 Improvement of financial management of public transport 

(price-subsidization); 

 Increase private business participation in transport 
investments; 

 Use of Intelligent Transport Systems to coordinate different 

modes of transport. 

Threats  

 Increasing the number of traffic jams; 

 Lack of plans and their implementation; 

 increase the number of vehicles by about 30% per year; 

 Insufficient parking; 

 Failure to improve safety, reduce accidents, fuel quality, 

pollution levels (health costs); 

 Failure to improve the road network; 

 Failure to improve public transport (in quantity and quality), 

abandonment of rail transport; 
 Investments in transport may not be in line with development 

plans; 

 Increase the number of unnecessary heavy vehicles in urban 
areas. 

 

6. Conclusions. 

Based on the above, in conclusion, we can list some of the key 
factors for successful transport development in the Region: 

 Improving public transport between cities and municipalities, 
particularly the high-speed lines Tirana-Durres-Aeroport. 

 Discouraging the use of heavy vehicles that increase 
environmental pollution. 

 Reducing the road network by shortening the main internal 

and external lines and relocating heavy vehicles traffic outside 
urban areas. 

 Better integration of traffic management by improving the 

utilization of existing transport networks by introducing 
Intelligent Transport Systems technologies. 

 Improving road safety and community education related to it.  

 Improvement of urban parking. 

 Improving road maintenance. 

 Improving the links between different modes of transport. 

 Improvement of rural roads. 
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Abstract: At the top of the atmosphere there several ultraviolet emissions are observed. The most important are the emissions in UVC: 

Lα at 121.6 nm and the oxygen emissions OI 130.4 nm and 135.6 nm. A new method with the use of  three independent channels for 

synchronous measurement of each of these lines is proposed. As a sensor for measuring such weak light fluxes high performance 
Photomultiplier (PMT) R10825 is used. The photon counting method is used to amplify and process very weak light signals. The intensity of 

the light is proportional to the measured photons number. 
  

Keywords: ULTRAVIOLET EMISSIONS, PHOTOMULTIPLIER, COUNTING PHOTONS. 

 

1. Увод 

В горните слоеве на атмосферата се наблюдават 

няколко ултравиолетови емисии. За по-задълбочен анализ на 
процесите, които протичат там, е необходимо да се  измерва 

едновременно интензитета на няколко емисии.  Използван e 
нов метод за измерване, който представлява система, 

съдържаща три независими канала за синхронна регистрация 

на всяка една от спектралните линии.  Измерването на L 

емисията с дължина 121.6 нм, заедно  с кислородните емисии 

OI 130.4 nm  и OI 13.5.6 nm дава важна информация за 

протичащите физични и химични процеси във високата 
атмосфера на Земята. Като най-външен слой на атмосферата, 

геокороната е подложена на интезивна слънчева радиация и 
космически лъчения. Резонансният преход 2P-2S на атомния 

водород (L емисия с дължина 121.6 нм) е най-силната и 

открояваща се емисия в слънчевия FUV спектър. Измерването 
на емисиите в UVC (100-280 nm) може да е полезно при 

изучаване на връзката им с измененията в междупланетната и 
геомагнитна активност. 

2.Спектрална характеристика на 

геокороната и общи изисквания за измерване. 

На фиг. 1 е показана като пример моделиран ултравиолетов 
аврорален спектър на горните слоеве на атмосферата.  

 

Фигура 1. Аврорален спектър на геокороната.  

Радиационният поток  на L емисията се състои от 

директна L емисия от слънчевия спектър, както и от L, 

получена от резонансното разсейване от водородните атоми в 

атмосферата. Освен това значителен интерес предизвикват и 

излъчените от кислорода емисии на  OI 130.4 nm и 135.6 nm. 

Едновременното наблюдение на трите емисии дава 
допълнителна информация за протичащите процеси в 

геокороната, както и възможност за моделиране на 
пространствено изображение. Целта на изследванията е да се 

разбере как заредените частици, магнитните и електрически 
области си взаимодействат едни с други и как това 

взаимодействие е промодулирано от външното влияние като 
например слънчевия вятър и магнитните полета.  

Измерването на слаби потоци светлина, особено в 
ултравиолетовия диапазон е свързано с решаването на много 

проблеми. Един от най-важните е  разработването или 
намирането на висококачествен фабричен сензор за 

преобразуване на светлината в електрически сигнал. Този 
сензор трябва не само да е извънредно чувствителен, но в 

същото време тази чувствителност трябва да е разположена в 
ултравиолетовия диапазон. Внимателният подбор на подобен 

сензор е една много деликатна задача поради противоречивите 

изисквания към параметрите на прибора и високата му цена. 
Друг важен проблем е доставката на оптичен филтър за 

разделяне на емисиите OI 130.4 nm и 135.6 nm.   

3. Уред за измерване на светлинни потоци с 
много нисък интензитет. 

Уредът съдържа 3 електронни фотоумножителя 
(photomultiplier tube), които се използват като сензори за 

първично преобразуване на L радиацията и емисиите OI 130.4 

nm и 135.6 nm в електрически сигнал. Eлектронните 

фотоумножители (ФЕУ) са подбрани със спектрална 
чувствителност в диапазона 115 - 190 nm, която съответства на 

изброените по-горе спектрални емисии. На входа на всеки от 
електронните фотоумножители е поставен оптичен филтър за 

отделяне на съответните емисии. 

Подобни идеи са имали и авторите на проекта “TWINS-
LAD mission” 2005 г.[6]. Тъй като доставката на оптични 

филтри с много тясна лента на пропускане е много трудна 

задача, в този проект са изпозвани 2 Лайман алфа детектора 
(LAD) за измерване на Лайман алфа емисията и 

спектрофотометър с микроканална пластина (MCP) за 
измерване на OI 130.4 nm и 135.6 nm. Днес обаче, 

високотехнологичните фирми проивеждат нови, по-модерни 
електронни елементи и оптични устройства, при това на по-

ниски цени, които позволяват по-ефективни решения в 
областта на измервателната техника.  
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Електронните фотоумножители се използват за да 
превърнат светлинния поток в електрически сигнал – ток или 

напрежение. Когато светлинният поток е много слаб и върху 
катода падат единични фотони, в изхода на ФЕУ се получават 

импулси, отдалечени един от друг. Тогава падащото 
количество светлина е директно пропорционално на броя на 

импулсите получени в изхода на ФЕУ за единица време. Тази 

техника е известна като Метод на броене на фотони. [5]  

Един от най-важните параметри на ФЕУ, когато се използва 
метода за броене на фотони, е квантовата ефективност (QE). 

Това е вероятността определено количеството фотоелектрони, 
да бъдат емитирани, когато на фотокатода, попадне 1 фотон. 

При положение, че на фотокатода попадне един фотон, числото 
на емитираните първични фотоелектрони може да бъде само 1 

или 0. Тогава квантовата ефективност се отнася за коефициента 

на средния брой на емитираните фотоелектрони от фотокатода 
за единица време, към средния брой фотони, попадащи върху 

фотокатода за същото време. 

Амплитудата в изхода на електронния  фотоумножител  в 
режим на броене на фотони е извънредно малка. Това изисква 

усиването на изходния импулс да стане със специален 
усилвател – импулсен, с голямо усилване и нисък собствен 

шум. На фиг. 2 е показана блок-схемата за измерване на 

светлинни потоци с използване метода на броене на импулси.  

 

Фигура 2. Блок-смема за измерване на слаб светлинен поток 

по метода на броене на фотони.  
 

В края на всеки блок на фиг. 2 са дадени сигналите, които 
се получават в изхода му. Тъй като сигнала от изхода на 

електронния  фотоумножител  е много слаб той трябва да се 

усили от импулсен предусилвател. Така усиления импулс се 
подава на Дискриминатор. Дискриминаторът сравнява входния 

импулс с две опорни напрежения  и  ги разпределя на две 
групи. Едната група импулси е с по-ниска, а другата с по-

висока амплитуда от опорните напрежения. Импулсите с по-
ниски амплитуди се елиминират от по-ниското референтно 

ниво на дискриминатора (LLD)  и в повечето случаи импулсите 

с по-високи амплитуди се елиминират от по-високото 
референтно ниво на дискриминатора (ULD). Импулсите  по-

ниски от нивото  (LLD) трябва да се отстранят, защото те са 
възникнали в резултат на шум. От  компаратора намиращ се в 

изхода на Дискриминатора излизат импулси с ниво TTL.  Тези 
импулси допълнително се преобразуват от Формирователя на 

импулси като правоъгълни за да бъдат правилно прочетени от 
брояча. 

4. Изисквания към сензора за измерване на 

слаби светлинни потоци, използващ метода на 

броене на импулси. 

4.1.Спектрален отклик и квантова ефективност. 

Спектралният отклик на електронния фотоумножител 
трябва максимално да съответства на дължината на вълната на 

светлинния поток в случая 121.6 nm, 130.4 nm и 135.6 nm.  

Квантовата ефективност трябва да бъде максимално висока, 
особенно при по-слабите сигнали.  

4.2.Чувствителност на катодното излъчване. 

Чувствителността на катодното илъчване влияее върху 
квантовата ефективност и затова тя трябва да е максимално 

висока. 

4.3. Ефективност на събирането (CE). 

Тази характеристика е много важна ако се използва метода 

на броене на фотони. Колкото величината е по-голяма, толкова 
е по-малка загубата на сигнал. Ефективност на събирането 

зависи от формата на фотокатода, динодната структура и 

разпределението на напрежението между самите диноди. 

4.4. Шум 

В електронния фотоумножител могат да възниктат 

различни шумове, дори когато той се намира в пълна тъмнина. 
Могат да се предприемат различни мерки, така че тези шумове 

да се минимизират. 

5. Избор на Електронен фотоумножител. 

За първичен преобразовател на светлина в импулси 
избираме електронния фотоумножител  R10825, производство 

на фирмата Hamamatsu. Той се използва за измервания на 
ултравиолетова радиация. Електронният фотоумножител  

R10825 има  следните по-важни характеристики: 

- Sprectral Response от 115 до 195 nm,  

- Maximum  Response 130 nm,  

- Quantom Efficiency при 121 nm 23,5%,  

- Усилване 4х106,  Anode Dark Current 0.3 nA,   

- Operating Temperature from -30 to + 50 oC, 

Електронния фотоумножител  R10825 отговаря на всички 

изисквания съгласно точка 4. 

6. Избор на предусилвател. 

Усилвателят C5594, производство на фирмата Hamamatsu, 
е разработен като най-подходящо устройство за усилване на 

сигнали от електронен фотоумножител, работещ в режим на 

броене на фотони. Той е от неинвертиращ тип, има усилване от 
36 dB или 63 пъти, а широчината на честотната лента е от 50 

kHz до 1.5 GHz. 

7. Избор на устройство за броене на фотони.  

Устройството за броене на фотони С3866, производство на 
фирмата Hamamatsu е проектирано да преобразува единичните 

фотонни импулси от електронния фотоумножител в импулси с 
амплитуда 5 V подходящи за работа с ТТЛ логика. В самото 

устройство има вградени схеми на усилвател и дискриминатор, 
формировател на импулси и делител на честота. Изходът на 

устройството за броене на фотони, което притежава високо 

съотношение на сигнал/шум може директно да се присъедини 
към стандартен брояч, работещ с ТТЛ логика.  

8. Захранване. 

8.1 Високоволтово захранване. 

Устройството C4900-51, производство на фирмата 

Hamamatsu, представлявава модулен високоволтов блок 

предназначен за захранване на електронни фотоумножители. 
Той осигурява изходно напрежение променящо се от +200 V до 

+1250 V и изходящ ток – 0.5 мА.  

8.2 Нисковолтово захранване. 

Уредът се захранва с напрежение от 28 V, чийто източник е 

бордовата батерия. Отделните модули се нуждаят от 
нисковолтово захранване както следва:  +12V / 95 mA, +5.2 V / 

150 mA и -5V / 300 mA.   
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Зa получаване на тези захранвания се използуват чиповете 
от типа DC/DC на фирмата АIMTEC. Te  преобразоват 

напрежението от 28 V, чийто източник е бордовата батерия във 
вторично като са избрани чиповете АМ3ТW2407DZ  и  

АМ3ТW2415DZ. Чиповете съдържат в корпуса си 
високочестотни трансформатори с високо изолационно 

съпротивление, които развързват входното и изходното 

напрежение. 

9. Разчет на електрическата схема на уреда 

за измерване на лъчението L . 

Блок схемата за един канал на уреда  е показана на фиг. 3. 

 

 

Фигура 3. Блок схема на канала за измерване на лъчението L. 

 

От спектъра в ултравиолетовата част на геокороната знаем, 

че на височина от около 100 км спектралната линия   Lyman 
alpha е много тясна, а освен това, близо до нея има и други 

спектрални излъчвания с кореспондиращ интензитет. Поради  

тази причина Лайман-алфа лъчението влиза в колиматор  през 
оптичен интерференчен филтър с лента на пропускане около 10 

nm (FWHM) центрирана приблизително на 120 nm. 
Колиматорът е направен от почернен алуминий със 

шестоъгълни клетки материал (порест) с дължина 2.54 см и 
стъпка на клетката 1.53 мм, определяща почти цилиндрично 

зрително поле. След това Лайман-алфа лъчението се детектира 

с електронен фотоумножител (ФЕУ) и се усилва от 
предусилвател. Същата схема се използва и за другите 2 канала 

на 130.4 nm и 135.6 nm.  

Използването на предусилвател се налага поради ниския 
изходен сигнал от ФЕУ и съгласуване на импеданса. Изходния  

сигнал от  фотоумножителя в режим на броене на фотони се 
пресмята по следния начин: 

Единичния фотоелектрон, който се емитира от фотокатода 

има заряд q=1.6х10-19[C]. Тъй като усилването на ФЕУ е  

μ  = 4х106 , анодния изходен заряд се дава от: 

(1)   ][104.6104][106.1 13619 CCqQ      

 
Ако широчината на изходния импулс на изхода на ФЕУ е 

t=100 ns, тогава за пика на изходния ток Ip се получава: 

(2)   ][104.6
][10100

][104.6 6

9

13
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Като се вземе в предвид посоката на потока от електрони 

получаваме:  Ip = -6.4х10-6 [A]. 

Ако товарното съпротивление или входния импеданс на 

прилежащия усилвател е 50 Ω , то входният импулс има пиково 
напрежение : 

(3)   ][10320][50][104.6 66 VARinIpVin    

При коефициент на усилване на импулсния предусилвател 

30 (максималния е 63), получаваме в изхода му: 

(4)   ][6.9][10960030][10320 66 mVVVVout     

Дискриминаторът в броячното устройство работи с нива на 
дискриминация от -0,5mV до  -16 mV. Изходното напрежение 

на предусилвателя е -9.6 mV, и се намира точно в необходимия 
диапазон. От изхода на броящото устроство на фотони излизат 

формирани импулси с ТТЛ ниво, подходящи като вход на 

всеки стандартен брояч. 

Изходната честота, която се определя от брояча на цифрови 
импулси е пропорционална на интензивността на светлинното 

лъчение.  

10. Заключение.  

Съвременните технологии дават на разположение на 
дизайнерите все по-модерни елктронни елементи с нови 

физически характеристики и нови принципи на работа, което 
улеснява до голяма степен решаването на трудните задачи в 

измерителния процес. По този начина става възможно 

едновременното  измерване и на трите емисии, което дава 
допълнителна информация за протичащите процеси във 

високата атмосфера. Освен това може да се разбере как 
заредените частици, магнитните и електрически области си 

взаимодействат едни с други и как това взаимодействие е 
промодулирано от външното влияние като например слънчевия 

вятър и магнитните полета. 
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Abstract: Patents for inventions in the field of measures for preventing and combating the freeze-thaw phenomenon of roads address a topic 

related to the evolution of technology. Of particular importance is the stabilization of the substrate of the road transport route. An invention 

(J. Hornegger, N. Zanfir, M. Alupoaie, 2012) relates to a mixture used for the substrate of access roads and / or platforms.  This invention 
relates to another invention (Y. Kadono, T. Nakazato, E. Miura, T. Kitamura, 1975) about a paved roadbed composed of a lower roadbed 

layer, an intermediate layer made of sulfur, an upper roadbed layer and a surface top layer. Another invention (D. Lee, K. Hong-joo, 2016) 

relates to a repairing and reinforcing ultrarapid hardening mortar composition, and to a method for repairing and reinforcing a road 
surface. Another invention (M. Radu, F. Radu, L. V. Pasăre, I. A. Buzuriu, P. Pârvu, C. G. Mudreţchi, C. Răcănel, A. Burlacu, V. Tiron, 

2018) relates to a process for preparing ecological composite asphaltic mixtures to be used as road structures.  
Keywords: ROAD, FROST, FREEZE, THAW, DEFROST, PATENT, INVENTION 

 

1. Introduction 

Road complexes are affected by the freeze-thaw phenomenon. 

At temperatures of 0˚C free water passes from liquid to solid state, 
through the phenomenon of freezing. Freezing of water from the 

pores leads to changes in the physical and mechanical properties of 
the road layers, among them we can mention: important volume 

variations, increases of mechanical strengths (by increasing 
cohesion) during frost, decrease of permeability and decrease of 

mechanical strengths during thawing. These changes can be 
explained by the increase in water volume of approx. 9% by frost. 

By increasing the volume of water by freezing there is a swelling of 

the bituminous coatings due to ice crystals that tend to dislodge the 
particles from the initial position, destroying the structure of the 

road layer. 
In the case of the non-rigid road system, the following effects 

may occur due to the freeze-thaw phenomenon: 
- irregular swellings (bellows), possibly accompanied by cracks 

and fissures, of the bituminous coatings; 
- cracks, fissures, faience, cracks and local deformations during 

the thawing period. 

Patents in the field of measures to prevent and combat the 
phenomenon of freeze-thaw roads address a multiple and complex 

issue, closely related to the current evolution of technology. The 
following are examples of some of the most representative patents 

in this field. 
 

2. Results and discussion 

Of particular importance is the stabilization of the substrate of 
the road transport route. The substrate of the track is that layer of 

non-cohesive material placed between the track prism and the upper 
face of the embankment. An invention (J. Hornegger, N. Zanfir, M. 

Alupoaie, 2012) [1] relates to a mixture used for the substrate of 
access roads and / or platforms. The mixture for the track substrate 

which is the subject of the invention is intended to replace the 
ballast distribution layer at the access roads, providing protection to 

the track bed. The mixture according to the invention consists of 

70% recycled crushed stone or new crushed stone, crushed and 
sieved, and 30% natural aggregates, such as gravel and sand. 

The technical problem solved by the invention consists in 
protecting the track bed by increasing the frost resistance and 

improving the distribution of the efforts from permanent loads and 
from payloads. The mixture for the track substrate that is 

constituted in proportion of minimum 30% natural aggregates and 

maximum 70% recycled crushed stone, crushed and sifted, the 
mixture having a well determined granulometry, a homogeneous 

composition with a content of fine particles with diameter d <0.05 
mm less than 3% and the organic matter content less than 1% by 

weight. 

The mixture for the track substrate has a particle size 
determined by sieving through sieves of different sizes, shown in 

Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Granulometry of the roadway substrate. 

Sieves diameter 
[mm] 

Mixture of recycled crushed stone 

and natural aggregates 
[%] 

63 100 

45 80-100 

32 70-95 

16 50-73 

8 37-60 

4 26-48 

2 18-40 

1 14-32 

0,5 8-25 

0,25 4-18 

0,12 0-10 

0,06 0-3 

0,02 - 

 

The mixture for the track substrate according to the invention 
consists of a mixture of 11 natural aggregates having the non-

uniformity coefficient Un > 15, the equivalent diameter d85 > 10 

mm, the permeability coefficient K < 1 x 10-6 m/s for the degree of 
compaction Proctor D = 95%. 

By applying the invention, the following advantages are 
obtained: 

- the mixture offers protection to the track bed, being made of 
frost-resistant granular materials; 

- provides a good distribution of efforts from permanent loads 
and payloads; 

- creates a good load-bearing capacity; 

- achieves a uniform elastic environment on the entire road 
platform. 

This invention relates to another invention (Y. Kadono, T. 
Nakazato, E. Miura, T. Kitamura, 1975) [2] about a paved roadbed 

composed of a lower roadbed layer, an intermediate layer made of 
sulfur, an upper roadbed layer and a surface top layer, the overall 

thickness of the upper roadbed layer and surface top layer being 
greater than about 8 inches and the sulfur layer being positioned 

atop the existing water table and being about 4-12 inches thick. 

Fig. 1 represents a longitudinal sectional view illustrating an 
example of a paved roadbed according to the present invention.  

The roadbed comprises a lower roadbed layer 1 which consists 
of a roadbed base 2 formed by leveling the natural ground and an 

overlying layer 3 of any conventional roadbed material such as 
sand. As an alternative, the layer 3 may be formed by rolling 

directly the roadbed base 2 without using a roadbed material. 

Atop the lower roadbed layer there is a layer 4 formed 

substantially of sulfur. Sulfur used therein is solid sulfur such as 
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grainor flake-shape. The sulfur layer 4 is not always percent sulfur, 

but may be made substantially of sulfur.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Longitudinal sectional view of a paved roadbed. 

 
The sulfur layer 4 is positioned atop the water table or 

underground water level 5. 

Atop the sulfur layer 4 there is provided an upper roadbed layer 
6. It is preferable that the upper roadbed layer 6 be formed of 

conventional roadbed material, or a material of small particles. 
Over the layers 7, 8 and 9 there is a surface layer 10, the upper 

surface of which corresponds to the so-called road surface 11. 

This invention contemplates therefore an improvement in paved 

road surface, by utilizing two known but heretofore unexploited 

properties of sulfur. It has been proven through experiments that the 
paved roadbed according to this invention undergoes no adverse 

influence under the severe weather condition existing in the 
extremely cold regions, and no frost heaving phenomenon, with the 

result of a notably longer service life.  
Another invention (H. Sang-il, J. J. Woo, 2017) [3] relates to an 

asphalt concrete admixture for road pavement which is improved in 
the effect of suppressing ice formation in the asphalt concrete 

mixture used for road pavement by mixing the same. 

This invention relates to an asphalt concrete admixture for road 
pavement which is capable of reducing the risk of freezing, and an 

asphalt concrete admixture containing the same. The slip accident 
can be prevented by reducing the phenomenon of freezing of the 

road surface due to snow or rain during the winter season. In 
addition, it does not contain chloride as an additive, so it prevents 

corrosion of metal and concrete due to chloride ion (Cl -), and can 

prevent environmental pollution such as soil pollution and water 
pollution. The present invention also provides an asphalt concrete 

improved in slip resistance performance while maintaining the 
inherent physical properties of asphalt concrete even when the 

asphalt concrete admixture for road pavement, in which the 
inorganic salt, the porous body and the organic acid in the asphalt 

concrete mixture are embedded. 
This invention proposes a multifunctional road pavement 

coating material which is excellent in absorbing power of snow 

removing agent, effectively prevents freezing of the road pavement 
surface and temperature rise, and has high ultraviolet stability.  

The present invention relates to an asphalt concrete additive for 
road pavement which is improved in the effect of suppressing ice 

formation. The additive may include 4 to 17 parts by weight of the 
porous material and 7 to 23 parts by weight of the organic acid 

based on 100 parts by weight of the inorganic salt. 
Another invention (D. Lee, K. Hong-joo, 2016) [4] relates to a 

repairing and reinforcing ultrarapid hardening mortar composition, 

and to a method for repairing and reinforcing a road surface, a 
runway surface, and an L-shaped side gutter deteriorated part by 

using the same. More specifically, when the surfaces of a road, a 
runway, and the like and a deteriorated part and a damaged part of a 

road side gutter are repaired and reinforced, durability and adhesive 
strength are improved, so repairing and reinforcing effects can be 

maintained for a long time. At the same time, repairing and 
reinforcement can be stably completed in a short time, so excellent 

economical feasibility can be ensured. Also, the repairing and 
reinforcing ultrarapid hardening mortar composition can be directly 

used on the spot, so usage convenience is excellent. Moreover, 
excellent resistance is ensured against freezing, thawing, and salt 

damage. 

The repair or reinforcement composition according to the 
present invention comprises the following six components: 

a) A mixture composed of 65 to 80 wt% blast furnace slag 
having a specific surface area of 6000 to 7000 cm2/g, 10 to 20 wt% 

of lime, 5 to 15 wt% of anhydrous gypsum or high, 50 to 100 parts 
by weight of a mixture having a specific surface area of 6,500 to 

7,500 cm2/g through a mechanochemical activation treatment by 
mixing and pulverizing, 0,5 to 10 parts by weight of clinker, 0,5 to 

10 parts by weight of plaster, to 10 parts by weight of silica fume, 

0,1 to 5 parts by weight of fumed silica, 0,01 to 5 parts by weight of 
fly ash, 0,1 to 5 parts by weight of red mud, 0,01 to 10 parts by 

weight of calcined pomolane and 0,01 to 10 parts by weight of 
micro silica, 10 to 70% by weight of a component; 0,05 to 0,2 parts 

by weight of a viscosity enhancer; 0,3 to 1,1 parts by weight of a 
fluidizing agent; 0,05 to 0,3 parts by weight of a curing accelerator; 

0,1 to 0,4 parts by weight of a retarding agent; 2 to 7 parts by 

weight of a siliceous waterproofing agent; 1,5 to 3 parts by weight 
of a CSA, and 42 to 64 parts by weight of silica sand and 30 to 90% 

by weight of a second powder component comprising 100 parts by 
weight of the powder component. 

b) One or more powder or liquid rubber selected from ethylene-
vinyl acetate (EVA) resin, NR (natural rubber) resin, NBR (natural 

rubber-butadiene rubber) resin and SBR 1 to 20 parts by weight of a 
modified latex component obtained by mixing carbon black and 

fibers in a resin; 

c) 1 to 7 parts by weight of methyl methacrylate, 5 to 20 parts 
by weight of styrene monomer, 1 to 10 parts by weight of n-butyl 

acrylate, 0.1 to 10 parts by weight of methyl acrylate, 0,1 to 10 parts 
by weight of isobornyl acrylate, 0,05 to 5 parts by weight of an 

initiator and 0,05 to 5 parts by weight of an emulsifier; 
d) 1 to 10 parts by weight of a hydrophilic polyvinyl alcohol 

short fiber component; 

e) 1 to 5 parts by weight of an additive component comprising a 
mixture of a preservative, an antifoaming agent and a humectant; 

f) 10 to 50 parts by weight of water. 
Another invention (A. V. Lăzărescu, H. Szilagyi, C. Baeră, A.C. 

Hegyi, V. Meiţă, 2021) [5] relates to a process for making an 
alkaline-activated geopolymer microconcrete without cement 

content and to prefabricated elements such as pavers, slabs and 
street curbs made with this microconcrete, these being used for 

arranging pedestrian roads, bicycle lanes, parking lots, roads, 

highways, industrial spaces, docks and ports, airstrips and the like.  
The process according to the invention for making the 

geopolymer microconcrete consists in mixing the following raw 
materials: maximum 40% class F power plant ash existing in 

Romania, with fineness characterized as a residue on a 0,045 mm 
sieve, an alkaline activator based on Na2SiO3 and NaOH and natural 

aggregates of river with a maximum granulation of 8 mm, the mass 
ratio between the Na2SiO3 solution and the NaOH solution used for 

the preparation of the alkaline activator being between 0,5 - 2,5, and 

the mass ratio between the alkaline activator and the power plant 
ash is between 0,5 - 1,0. The pavers according to the invention have 

a length between 200 - 250 mm + 2 mm, a total width of 80 - 110 
mm + 2 mm, a height of 60 - 80 mm + 3 mm and have a strength 

after 7 days of casting at splitting of at least 3,6 MPa. The tiles 
according to the invention have a length between 200 - 1000 mm + 

5 mm, a variable width, a height between 30 - 100 mm + 5 mm and 

have after 7 days from casting a tensile strength by bending of 
minimum 3,5 MPa. The edges according to the invention have a 

length between 500 - 1000 mm ± 3 mm, a width of at least 200 mm 
+ 3 mm, a height of at least 200 mm + 3 mm, and have a tensile 

strength at 7 days after casting, bending of at least 3,5 MPa, all 
these prefabricated pavement elements having a density of 1600 - 

1900 Kg/m3, water absorption of max. 6%, Bohme wear resistance 
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of maximum 20000 mm3/5000 mm2 and mass loss after freeze-thaw 
of max. 1 Kg/m2. 

Another invention (M. Radu, F. Radu, L. V. Pasăre, I. A. 
Buzuriu, P. Pârvu, C. G. Mudreţchi, C. Răcănel, A. Burlacu, V. 

Tiron, 2018) [6] relates to a process for preparing ecological 
composite asphaltic mixtures to be used as road structures. 

According to the invention the process consists in that it is 

carried out at a temperature of 165 - 170°C by mixing the mineral 
aggregates bitumen and additions resulting from industrial wastes 

by using a mobile preparation station placed close to the place of 
using to finally obtain a mixture having a water-absorption level of 

0,18 - 0,57% an optimal behaviour at the freezing phenomenon and 
stability within the thermal range of use from -40°C up to 70°C. 

The technology which is the object of the invention represents a 
succession of operations optimized in terms of the materials used, 

the duration of these operations, the temperature at which the 

process takes place and the working parameters of the equipment 
used, as follows. 

It starts with the preparation of the materials that make up the 
composition of a batch of mixture. The natural aggregates used are 

dosed according to the following particle size composition: 
- Chip 16-25 mm: 27,0 – 30,7 % 

- Chisel 8-16 mm: 9,0 – 11,5 % 

- Chippings 4-8 mm: 10,0 – 19,1 % 
- Crushed sand: 15,0 – 16,3 % 

- Natural sand: 14,0 – 15,3 % 
- Filer: 2,7 – 2,9 % 

Except for the filler (which is added directly to the mixer), these 
aggregates are placed in an oven for drying and heating to a 

temperature of 165 - 170 °C, the process being carried out in a 
continuous flow, in a mobile station. The heated aggregates are then 

transferred with a conveyor belt to the mixer of the mixture 

preparation station, batchwise, in the amount corresponding to a 
batch. A quantity of hot bitumen is introduced into the mixer, in a 

proportion of 4,2 % in total (of which about 1 % will be used for 
melting and homogenizing high density polyethylene and sulfur 

required for crosslinking) in the case of mixtures intended laying 
the connecting layers of road pavement and in proportion of 6% in 

total in the case of mixtures prepared for the wear layer (of which 

about 1 % will be used in this case for melting and homogenization 
of high density polyethylene and sulfur needed for crosslinking).  

Granulometric sieve sorters can be partially replaced with 
recycled steel slag, which is cheaper and has superior mechanical 

strength. Their weight, cumulated for the three particle size classes, 
is optimally in the range of 15,0 – 18,0 %, a higher weight of slag 

leading to high water absorption coefficients, requiring additional 
additions of high density polyethylene, with correspondingly higher 

costs. 

Of the amount of bitumen prepared for introduction into the 
mixer, a part (about 1 %) is used for melting and homogenizing the 

thermoplastic addition consisting of high density polyethylene in 
the form of granules, in a proportion of 0,1 % to the mass of a 

batch, as well as for the dispersion of sulfur in proportion of 
0,0005% to the mass of a batch. Said process, lasting one hour, is 

carried out in a reaction vessel provided with a stirrer, at a 
temperature of 165 - 170 °C, the sulfur powder being introduced 10 

minutes before being introduced into the mixer. A bitumen pump is 

used to transfer the mixture of bitumen, polyethylene and sulfur to 
the mixer. In addition to the main role in the road pavement in 

which the asphalt mixture (waterproofing and elastomer) will be 
integrated, the addition of high density polyethylene also has the 

secondary role of ensuring an optimal viscosity of the mixture, by 
crosslinking with all components, especially with synthetic rubber 

powder (butadiene-a-methylstyrene copolymer), recycled from used 

tires, with a grain size of 0 – 0,5 mm and with steel slag, which 
makes it less absorbent for water, by its external filming.  

Rubber powder plays a key role in ensuring the elasticity of 
asphalt pavement. It is pneumatically dosed and inserted directly 

into the mixer, in a proportion of 0,2 – 0,3 % of the mass of a batch. 
The crosslinking between the thermoplastic component consisting 

of high density polyethylene and the elastomeric component, 

consisting of powder, is performed using a small amount of 
technical sulfur 99,5 % used in the vulcanization mixtures of 

elastomers, in proportion of 0,0005 % to the mass of a charges. 
Other additives are also introduced in the mixer to improve the 

performance of asphalt pavements. Thus, in a proportion of 0,1 - 
0,5% compared to the mass of a batch, polyacrylonitrile fibers with 

dimensions of 4 - 20 mm and fineness of 20 - 200 Tex are added, to 

reinforce the composition of the mixture, having as effects the 
increase of stability. road layer and its compressive strength, but 

also increased water absorption, to counteract which increases the 
proportion of high density polyethylene to the value of 0,15 – 0,2%. 

0,18 % cationic polyelectrolytes are also added to increase adhesion 
and elastic recovery. 

Kneading takes about 10 minutes. After the complete 
homogenization of the asphalt mixture, it is transferred, using dump 

trucks, in the equipment provided for its asphalting in order to 

achieve some layers of wear and connection of the road pavements, 
for all categories of roads. The sizing and compaction technology is 

the classic one. 
The invention has the following advantages: 

- it is energy efficient, by substantially shortening the period in 
which the bitumen and then the asphalt mixture are heated and 

maintained at the process temperature, as well as by reducing this 

temperature to the value of 165 - 170 °C; 
- it is economically efficient, in addition to reducing energy 

consumption and reducing costs, by using additives prepared from 
cheap raw materials, obtained from waste and by avoiding long-

distance transport of mixture and mixture components, as well as by 
avoiding considerable time deaths and, in this way, the increase of 

labor productivity; 
- ensures a superior quality of the asphalt mixture, primarily in 

terms of mechanical strength and durability in operation, of about 

15 years, due to the fact that all interactions between components 
take place at a temperature (165 - 170 °C) at which the fluidity the 

homogeneity is also optimal, avoiding some separations in time of 
the crosslinked components, with unfavorable effects on the 

characteristics of the asphalt pavement; 
- the technology ensures a mixture whose water permeability is 

considerably reduced, having as an effect an optimal behavior to the 

phenomenon of frost and the increase of the thermal range of safe 
use (from - 40 °C to + 70 °C), due to the addition high density 

polyethylene and rubber powder; 
- the technology is environmentally friendly, without the use of 

solvents that, by evaporation, lead to harmful emissions; 
- does not require a special expensive installation, such as a 

colloidal mill; 
- the costs and energy consumptions for the modification of the 

bitumen before the preparation of the mixture are avoided, in order 

to improve its performances. 
Another invention (J. Jeong, 2002) [7] relates to an ice melt 

injection device for preventing freezing of roads. 
This invention provides a meteorological observation unit, a 

central control unit for receiving an output value of the 
meteorological observation unit by wire or wireless, comparing the 

reference value with a reference value, and outputting a control 
signal according to the output value.  

A pump station having a control panel for operating a pump 

connected to a melt liquid storage tank for pressurizing the melt 
liquid in accordance with an output signal while connected to the 

output side of the central control unit. It consists of a melt ice 
injection section installed on both sides of the road surface, and a 

solenoid valve provided in the pipeline connecting the pump station 
and the melt liquid injection section, so that the frozen road surface 

can be thawed in winter to prevent traffic accidents caused by 

slipping. In summer, by reducing the temperature of the road 
surface to reduce the shrinkage and inflation length of roads, roads, 

bridges, etc. due to thermal expansion, to prevent damage, clean the 
road surface to provide a clean road environment will be. 
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3. Conclusion 

Research for patenting in the field of preventing and combating 
the freeze-thaw phenomenon of roads includes the following steps: 

identification, selection of technology or application of technology.  
Technology transfer is a process that is influenced by the 

development and changes of science-based technologies, with 

references in the fields of advanced technologies. Depending on the 
intention of the technology provider, this transfer falls into two 

categories: unintentional transfer (in which the innovator has no 
profit) and intentional transfer (in which the provider has benefits). 

Patents for preventing and combating the freeze-thaw 
phenomenon of roads are brought to the attention of those interested 

in this field and through popularization in international scientific 
conferences and congresses, as well as the publication of articles 

and papers belonging to the technical and scientific literature.  
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Abstract: This paper deals with Dynamic analysis of Scissor Lifts during the Load Lifting to determine their dynamic behavior, find the 

nature of oscillations, and the regulation of lifting to minimize these oscillations and optimize the work process. During the motion 

processes, the lift and its main parts undergo heavy forces, moments, and oscillations. The method of research is acquiring results through 
design, modeling, and simulations, comparing them with analytic calculations, and looking for the optimal motion regulation of the Load 

Lifting. The analysis will be acquired when the Scissor lift is carrying maximum Load. The study will be concentrated in the finding the 

nature of dynamic forces and stresses that acts on the main parts of the lift and the extent and the form of oscillations. Results will be shown 
in the form of diagrams and contour views as the solution results of the tested system. Modeling and simulations will be carried using 

software SimWise 4D, based on the type of the Scissor Lift taken from Standard Manufacturer. Conclusions of these analyses are useful for 
design considerations, dynamic behavior, and safety of these types of lifts. 

Keywords: SCISSOR LIFT, DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, LOAD LIFTING, OSCILLATIONS, REGULATION, MODELING, 
SIMULATIONS 

 

1. Introduction 

Scissor Lifts are Material Handling Machines, mainly used in 

warehouses and industrial facilities. Their primary use is lifting and 
lowering loads, and short horizontal traveling with or without load. 

The Scissor Lift taken for study is a type of Hydraulic Lift. The 
name comes from the form of bar‟s (Fig.1). It is an elevated work 

platform that consists of many parts used to lift people and other 
loads. Working with Scissor Lifts can lead to problems with load 

lifting due to the occurring oscillations, which can result in safety 

issues. It is important to find optimal scenario of lifting to minimize 
the oscillations. To do this, main kinematic and dynamic parameters 

of the motion must be found, which is difficult with 
instrumentation. The model of the Scissor Lift is designed and 

modeled with software SimWise 4D [2] (Fig.2). In Fig.1 is shown 
the Scissor Lift in the working environment.  

 

 

Fig.1. Scissor Lift at the highest position and lowest position [1] 

Until now, authors have studied scissor lifts, with suggestions 
about design [4], [6], [7], dynamic stability [5], [13], motion control 

and regulation [3], [11], [12], multibody dynamics [9],[10], 

oscillations [8], and simulations [3], [13]. 

Scissor Lift is modeled based on the Lift Type Genie® GS™-

4390 RT (Fig.1) [1].  It is used in one Local Factory near Prishtina 

City. Main parts of the Lift are: Chassis on 4 wheels, scissors bars, 

joints, hydraulic cylinders, and at the top is platform. Dimension of 
the Chassis are 4 m Length x 2.2 m Width. Total mass of the Lift is 

mL = 5849 kg. Max lifting capacity is Qmax = 6670.8 N ≈ 680 kg. 
Max lifting Height: Hmax = 13.1 m. Lifting velocity: v = 0.35 m/s. 

Diameter of the wheels Dw = 380 mm. Other dimensions are given 

in Fig.3 & Fig.4. Type of the Motor: Ford MSG 425 4-cylinder 
gas/LPG 75hp (56 kW) [1]. There are 2 hydraulic cylinders that lifts 

the load, mounted between the scissor bars. During this process, the 
lift is not moving horizontally. (Fig.2) 

 

2. Modelling and simulations of Scissor Lift 
 

Lift is modelled based on the Data from manufacturer [1] and 
then assembled to make the functional model. In Fig.2 is shown the 

model of the Scissor Lift created with software [2]. For the 
simulation purposes, flat ground is also modelled, where lift stands 

[3].  

 
Fig.2. Model of Scissor Lift in the software environment, at the 

highest position, created in the software SimWise 4d [2] 

 
Fig.3. Main dimensions (mm) of the Scissor Lift at its lowest and 

initial position (Left View) 
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Fig.4. Main dimensions (mm) of the Scissor Lift at its lowest and 

initial position (Top View) 
 

Load Q has prismatic form with dimensions 0.8m x 0.8m x 1m, 

laying on the platform. We consider that the best results will be 
achieved if the study is done with maximum loading capacity Qmax 

= 680 kg = 6670.8 N [13]. 

Before starting the simulations, lift stands in the position of 

relative rest, where platform and scissors are at initial lowest 

position (Fig.3 & Fig.4). 

Simulation scenario of lifting is programmed close to real 

motion, which is important for achievement of reliable results. 
Platform (with Load Q) will start lifting from its initial lowest 

position (stowed) H1 = 1.8 m up to the height H2 = 4.6 m. This 
means that platform will lift for ΔH = H2 – H1 = 2.8 m.  Simulation 

has three phases [3],[13] (Fig.5):  

First phase – initial position of relative rest with no lifting of 
Scissor Lift. Starts at time 0 s < t < 0.5 s. Used to identify startup 

occurrences with no lifting. 

Second phase – The process of lifting with the speed vl = 0.35 
m/s up to max height H2 = 4.6 m. Starts after first phase and occurs 

between time 0.5 s <t < 8.5 s. Time of lifting is t = 8 s. 

Third phase - motion stoppage. Lifting will stop, but load Q, 

platform, bars, and other parts will continue to oscillate. Starts after 

second phase, between time sequence 8.5 s < t < 9.5 s. Important 
for evaluation of the results after motion stoppage. 

Only one kinematic data of lifting we have from manufacturer 

for the lifting purpose, and that is the speed of lifting vl = 0.35 m/s 
[1]. Regulation of lifting is done with the adjustment of hydraulic 

power given from two cylinders to have the required lifting speed vl 
= 0.35 m/s. For this purpose, a step function is implemented to 

represent a real scenario of lifting simulation (Fig.5). The value of 

piston speed in cylinders that accurately represents required lifting 
speed of platform is vcyl = 0.077 m/s. This is determined through 

numerous simulations (iterations). Definition of this function and its 
form was done to enable „smooth‟ lifting and minimize oscillations 

in the lift. This is the most important process of motion regulation 
of scissor lifting in this paper [3],[13]. 

 

Fig.5. Step function of the lifting speed  

Dynamic and kinematic parameters investigated for results are: 

forces, oscillations as part of acceleration, motion length, stresses 
that act in main parts of the lift. Results will be achieved using 

Numerical methods (Kutta-Merson) and Finite Elements Method 
(FEM), supported by software, in order to achieve accurate results 

[2], [13].  

3. Results on the lifting cylinders   
 

Hydraulic cylinder (actuator) is the device that lifts and lowers 
the load using hydraulic power of fluid. There are 2 cylinders 

mounted inside Scissors. Main parameter for analysis is finding the 
Force Fcyl acting on cylinder while it lifts the Load and upper parts 

of the lift. The force on cylinders depends on the dimensional and 
positional parameters of scissor bars and pistons (Fig.6|). 

3.1. Calculation of Forces acting on the cylinders 

Weight of parts lifted by cylinders is:  

Qu = 20∙Qb + 2∙Qcyl + Qpl + Q = 20∙100 +2∙ 100 + 750+860 = 

3710 [kg] = 36395.1 [N] 

Where: 

Qu – Weight of upper parts of the lift, 

Qb = 100 kg = 981 [N] – Weight of one scissor bar, out of twenty, 

Qpl = 750 kg = 7357.5 [N] – weight of the platform, 

Qcyl = 100 kg = 981 [N] – weight of one cylinder, out of two,  

Q = 860 kg = 8436.6 [N] – maximal carrying load. 

Force acting on the cylinder is based on the position of cylinder 

as in Fig.6 and referred to the literature [6], [7], and will be 

calculated considering the forces and reactions in two bars, where in 
the Bar1 is connected (mounted) the cylinder.  

 

Fig.6. Parameters of force acting on cylinders 

According to the diagram (Fig.6), we have [6], [7]: 

Dy = Ey =
2

barsG G
    [1] 

G = Qpl + Q  ; Gbars = 20∙Qb + 2∙Qcyl  [2] 

Fx = F∙ cosβ   ;   Fy = F∙ cosβ  - Force components in cylinder 

α – Angle between the scissor bar and chassis, 

β - Angle between the cylinder(s) and chassis. 

C - Reaction force in the center of the bar‟s connections, 

Equations of equilibrium in Bar1: 

∑Xi = 0  ;  Cx - Fx = 0  → Cx = Fx = F∙ cosβ 

∑Yi = 0 ; -G/2 + Fy – Cy - Gbars/2 + Dy = 0 

-G/2 + Fy – Cy - Gbars/2 + (G+Gbars)/2 = 0  → Cy = Fy = F∙ sinβ 

∑MD = 0 ; G/2∙L∙ cosα+ Gbars/2∙ (L/2)∙cosα - Fy∙ cosα∙(L/2+a) +  

Cy∙ L/2 ∙cosα + Fx∙ sinα∙(L/2+a) – Cx∙ L/2 ∙sinα = 0 

Using factorization and trigonometry identities, we get: 

G/2∙L∙ cosα+ Gbars/2∙ (L/2)∙cosα - F∙ sinβ ∙ cosα∙(L/2+a) +  

+Cy∙ L/2 ∙cosα + F∙ cosβ ∙ sinα∙(L/2+a) – Cx∙ L/2 ∙sinα = 0 

→    L∙ cosα ∙ (G/2+ Gbars/4) - F∙ sinβ ∙ cosα∙(L/2+a) +  

+F∙ sinβ∙ L/2 ∙cosα + F∙ cosβ∙ sinα∙(L/2+a) – F∙ cosβ∙ L/2 ∙sinα = 0 
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→    L∙ cosα ∙ (G/2+ Gbars/4) + F∙[sinβ ∙ cosα∙(-L/2-a+ L/2) +  

+ cosβ∙ sinα∙(L/2+a- L/2)] = 0 

→    L∙ cosα ∙ (G/2+ Gbars/4) + F∙[-a ∙sinβ ∙ cosα+ a ∙ cosβ∙ sinα] = 0 

→    L∙ cosα ∙ (G/2+ Gbars/4) - F∙a∙[sinβ ∙ cosα - sinα∙ cosβ] = 0 

→    L∙ cosα ∙ (G/2+ Gbars/4) - F∙a∙sin(β –α) = 0 

→ F = 

bars pl b cylGG
L cosα +L cosα +

2 42 4
=

a sin(β-α) a sin(

Q + Q 20 Q + 2 Q

β-α)

         
   

 
 

For our task, the parameters are: 

L = 1.515 [m] – Length of one scissor bar (Fig.3 & Fig.6), 

a = 0.745 [m] – Distance between the center of scissor bars joint (C) 
and restraint point of the cylinder (F) (Fig.6) 

n = 2 – Number of cylinders. We assume that power is distributed 

equally between two cylinders. 

Finally, force in the cylinder(s) is calculated by the formula: 

Fcyl = 

bars pl b cylww
L cosL cos

2 42 4

n a sin( ) 2 a sin

Q  Q 20 Q  

)

2

(

Q


   

          
   

   









 

 

Calculations of the Force are done for three positions of lifting 

height: 

Position 1 – Lowest position of the platform. Height is H1 = 1.8 m. 

Parameters, as in Fig.6, are: α= 4.42° , β = 14.896° , a = 0.745 m , L 

= 3.03 m. Time t = 0.2 s. Value of the Force in the cylinders is: 

Fcyl1 = 

750 860 20 100  2 1
3.

00

14.8

03 cos(4.42 )
2 4

2 0.745 sin( 496 .42 )

 
   

 

 





  

 = 15177.92 

[kg] = 148895.38 [N] 

Position 2 - Middle height of the platform. Height is H2 = 3.36 m. 

Parameters are (Fig.6): α= 10.367° , β = 32.827° , a = 0.745 m , L = 
3.03 m. Height of platform H2 = 3.36 m. Time t = 4.5 s. Value of 

the Force in the cylinders is: 

Fcyl2 = 

750 860 20 100  2 1
3.

00

32.827

03 cos(10.367 )
2 4

2 0.745 sin( 10.367 )

 
   

 

  

   

 = 7094.97 

[kg] = 69601.7 [N] 

Position 3 - Highest position of the platform. Height is H3 = 4.6 m. 

Parameters are: α= 15.258°, β = 44.04°, a = 0.745 m, L = 3.03 m.  
Time t = 8.4 s. Value of the Force in the cylinders is: 

Fcyl3 = 

750 860 20 100  2 1
3.

00

44.04

03 cos(15.258 )
2 4

2 0.745 sin( 15.258 )

 
   

 

  

   

 = 5526.4 

[kg] = 54214.05 [N] 
 

Results of these calculations will be compared with graphical 

result for accuracy and validity of results. 
 

3.2. Graphical results of the Force acting on cylinders 

In Fig. 7 is given the graph of acting Force Fcyl1 in the 

Hydraulic Cylinder 1. The process of lifting ends in time t = 8.5 s. 

Based on the graph in Fig.7, we can conclude that force in the 
cylinder is close to the calculated values from the paragraph 3.1, 

which are shown with red dots. This validates the graphical results 
with simulations. Force Fcyl is dynamic in nature. At the start of the 

lifting process, in the interval 0.2 s< t <1 s, it shows high 
frequencies up to υ ≈ 11 Hz and amplitudes λ ≈ 78000 [N]. 

Maximum value of force is achieved in time t = 0.3 s, with the 

value Fcyl1 = -149000 [N]. Negative values denote pressure. After 
time t=1 s, oscillations are low, until the start of phase 3, when 

there are more oscillations after stoppage, but with lower 
amplitudes. 

This is important part of regulation, where oscillations are high 

at the beginning of the lifting, but later they decrease significantly.  

 
Fig. 7. Force Fcyl1 in the hydraulic Cylinder 1 

 
In Fig. 8 is the graph of the linear incerasing length of the 

cylinder‟s piston during the process of lifting. Cylinder will extend 
from 1.84 m to 2.4 m. 

 
Fig. 8. Length of hydraulic piston in Cylinder 1 during lifting 

 

 
Fig. 9. Force Fcyl2 in the hydraulic Cylinder 2 

 

In Fig. 9 is given the graph of the Force Fcyl2 in the Hydraulic 
Cylinder 2. The values are similar that of Cylinder 1, but the 

dynamic occurrences are intense, with more oscillations and 

frequencies than in Cylinder1, particularly in the time period 2.5 s 
<t< 6 s.  

 

4. Oscillations in the Lifts Platform and Chassis 
 
In the Fig. 10 is given the graph of acceleration a (m/s2) in the 

platform of the lift. This is the parameter used to define the 
oscillations during the lifting.  

Based on Fig. 10, we can conclude that platform undergoes 

heavy oscillations with high amplitudes up to λ ≈ 3.3 (m/s2) and 
frequencies up to υ ≈ 13 Hz at the start of the lifting to time t = 2 s. 
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After time t = 5.7 s, amplitudes and frequencies tend to decrease. 
Based on the graph, medium value of acceleration is a ≈ 2.5 (m/s2). 

Maximal value is amax ≈ 6.5 (m/s2) at time t = 5.7 s. 

 
Fig. 10. Oscillations on the platform, measured through 

acceleration (m/s2) 

 

 

Fig. 11. Oscillations on the chassis, measured through acceleration 

(m/s2) 
 

In Fig. 11 is given the graph of acceleration a (m/s2) in the 

chassis of the lift. We can conclude that chassis undergoes heavy 
oscillations, similarly to the platform, but intensity of accelerations 

is lower. Based on the graph, medium value of acceleration is a ≈ 
1.2 (m/s2) and maximal value is amax ≈ 3.3 (m/s2) at time t = 0.8 s. 

 

5. Results of the Scissor bars 
  
Scissor bars are the part of the lift that passes the force from 

cylinders to the raise of the platform. They are one of the heaviest 
loaded parts. We will present the forces that act on their joints, and 

stresses. For this case, we will take one Scissor bar (Fig.14), 
considering that other bars will undergo similar forces and stress. 

In the Fig.12 is shown the joint of Scissor bar: Bar1, taken for 

analysis, which is a revolute joint. In Fig.13 is given the result of 
Resultant Force in this joint. Medium value of resultant force (close 

to static) in the Bar1 is Rb1 ≈ 140000 [N], and maximal force 

(dynamic force) is Rb1max ≈ 250000 [N] (t = 1.5 s). Value of 
dynamic Force is for 78% higher, which is a matter of concern. 

Based on the curve of Resultant Force, we can conclude that Scissor 
bars undergo heavy dynamic loads, with high amplitudes and 

frequencies until time t ≈ 7 s. After that, dynamic occurrences 
decrease significantly. 

 

In the Fig.15 is given the graph of stresses in the Bar1. Stress 

result is the type of Von Misses Stress. Stress curve changes in high 
dynamic oscillations, with high frequencies and amplitudes. 

Dynamic occurrences are intense at the start of the process, and 

after t=3 s start to decrease. Maximal value of stress is σ ≈ 476 MPa 
= 4.76 ·108 at time t ≈1.4 s. 

 

 
Fig.12. Scissor Bar Joint taken for force calculation. 

 

Fig.13. Resultant Force acting on one of Scissor bars, m/s2 

In Fig.14 is shown the Contour spread of Stresses in Scissor 
Bar1. In this figure we can see the discretization of Bar1 in FEM 

volume Elements. Based on the contour colors, we can conclude 

that highest value of stress is in the right joint of the bar. 

 

Fig.14. Contour spread of Stresses in one of Scissor Bars - Bar 1 

 
Fig.15. Stress in one of Scissor Bars - Bar 1, MPa 

6. Forces in the Wheels 
 
Wheels of the lift are connected in chassis and enables travel of 

the lift. In Fig.16 is given the graph of the Resultant Force Rw in the 
joint of front-left wheel. Based on the curve of Resultant Force, we 

can conclude that forces on the wheels are heavy dynamic in nature, 

with changes in amplitudes and frequencies until time t ≈ 5 s. After 
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that, dynamic occurrences decrease significantly. Medium value of 
the resultant force (static force) after time t=1 s is Rw ≈ 31000 [N] s, 

and maximal value of the dynamic force is Rwmax ≈ 42000 [N] (t = 
1.5 s). This is a difference of 35%, which is a matter of concern. As 

a conclusion, during the lifting there should be additional outriggers 
from the chassis to the basement to increase the stability of the lift.  

 
Fig.16. Resultant Force acting on one of the Wheels.  

 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper we have analyzed a Scissor Lift in the process of 

lifting to determine its dynamic behavior during load lifting, and the 
methodology to implement motion regulation through modeling and 

simulations with software. Modelling and simulations helps 

determining lift‟s behavior and its main parts. For the proper 
analysis and motion regulation it is important to develop accurate 

models to describe the lift dynamics [10], [12]. This can help also in 
further analysis for lifts regulation and optimization.  

Dynamic analysis was carried after modelling and simulation of 

the scissor lift. The analysis proved the dynamic nature of the 
process and showed importance for the regulation to have less 

oscillations. Results of the forces in cylinder(s) are calculated 
analytically to determine the acting forces, then presented 

graphically using simulations, and then compared. Other results of 
kinematic and dynamic parameters in other parts of lift are 

presented graphically, analyzed, and commented.  

Main issues in the lifting process are oscillations that are 
intensive in some parts of the lift. Their occurrence is irregular, with 

high amplitudes and frequencies. The form and influence of 

oscillations in the scissor lift can explain causes of parts failures, 
materials fatigue, and stability problems [8], [10]. These oscillations 

are difficult to be measured with actual instruments, so the 
methodology of analysis with simulations and comparison with 

analytical calculations helps to identify the dynamic occurrences in 
the scissor lift during the load lifting and leads to actions to be taken 

to minimize them and increase the safety of working with such a 
device. 

Conclusions in this paper are important for safety and design 

considerations of these types of hydraulic lifts [3] and similar ones. 
They can be used also for analysis of other work processes, like lift 

travel in stowed or raised position. 
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Influence of the different brands of braking pads in performance of vehicle braking system  
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Abstract: In the Republic of Kosovo, the unemployment rate has an increasing trend, the average monthly income is still low, which 

makes it impossible to buy a new vehicle, so they are forced to buy vehicles imported from European countries, which have a h igh rate of 
amortization. 

Citizens who own used vehicles are obliged to perform services that cost less by avoiding quality equipment and replacing them with 

non-know manufactures for spare parts which cost cheaper compared to manufacturers of well-known and guaranteed brands. The use of 
such spare parts is directly affecting the increase in the number of accidents in the territory of the Republic of Kosovo. 

In this paper is study the efficiency of brake pads from different manufacturers – brands in the term of the braking system in passenger 

vehicles such as: braking time, maximum deceleration and braking distance. The tests were done with used vehicles equipped with the ABS 
system, on roads with dry asphalt. The used tires are from radial construction with summer characteristics. Depending on the treated 

methodology, the adequate equipment such as Xl meter, video cameras and meter are used. The obtained results through the decelerometer 
device (Xl meter) for deceleration of the vehicle and other indicators of the efficiency of the braking system has done with the case of 

emergency braking. Prior to each test, the predicted used vehicle has performed also technical inspection of the vehicle braking system in the 
Licensed Centers for technical inspection of the vehicle. 

Keywords: DISK BRAKE, BRAKE PADS, ROAD, TIRES, FRICTION, DECELERATION, BRAKING DISTANCE, VEHICLES. 

 

1. Introduction 

Most of the vehicles circulating in the territory of the Republic of 

Kosovo are used and imported from various European countries. 
Statistics that are public on the official website of the Police of the 

Republic of Kosovo show that the number of accidents with 

material damage and fatalities is increasing from year to year. 

The vehicle's braking system is one of the main elements of 

active vehicle safety. Citizens lack awareness of the role of the 

braking system and the consequences in the event of its failure. The 
actuating elements of the brake system, such as brake discs and 

brake pads have a certain service life and should be replaced with 
new ones.  

In the Republic of Kosovo, the unemployment rate has a 

growing trend, the average monthly income is still low, drivers 
provide the necessary services in unauthorized workshops and at the 

same time supply parts - equipment of dubious origin and 
unverified or certified that do not provide information on their 

composition and effectiveness. 

If even regular services are applied, they are made in cheaper 
forms, and then cheap parts-equipment are applied. These devices 

can also be used, dismantled by a wrecked vehicle or waste, or they 
can be a new second or third class, but from manufacturers who are 

cheaper and more present in the market. 

There are different types of brake pads, the friction layer is 
treated with a combination of different materials that are bonded to 

the metal plate. Usually, three main categories of materials are used 
for the friction layer: semi-metallic, organic and ceramic. Each 

material has its advantages and disadvantages with respect to the 
driver rating. 

Different materials are combined for maximum possible vehicle 

braking efficiency. Brake pads and disks can be found in car shops, 
garages and other places that can be ordered online.  

The aim of the research is the influence of different brand of 

brake pads such us SCT, BREMBO, COMELINE, TEXTAR and 
brake disc from brands FEBI on the performance of the brake 

system. 

2. Motion Equations that Describe Vehicle Braking 
Process 

Depending on how braking force is transmitted to tires, the vehicle 

braking system may be: 

 Mechanic, 

 Hydraulic, and 

 Pneumatic. 

The hydraulic and the pneumatic systems are the most used ones. 
In these systems, the pressure is proportional to the force of the 

brake pedal. The moment of braking is proportional to the pressure 
of the braking system, which mathematically can be expressed as 

follows [1-4]: 

b p bM =K p                         (1) 

The proportional coefficient Kb is a function of a large number 
of factors. However, the value of this coefficient can be considered 

constant in passenger cars. 

The moment of braking by the force Fb which acts on the 
contact surface of the tire with the road, is: 

b
b

d

M
F =

r
                        (2) 

The braking force Fb can be increased up to the value of the 
tangential reaction of the path, i.e., until it does not reach its 

maximum value for given conditions; the value of the force of 

adhesion is: 

bmax xF = φ G                         (3) 

When moving on dry paved or concrete roads, modern passenger 

cars' braking systems can realize moments (braking forces) that are 
significantly greater than the frictional force. As a result, the wheels 

are often stuck and slip on the road during rapid braking. Fig. 1 
shows the most important forces that act on the vehicle during 

vehicle braking.  

 

Fig. 1. Forces that act on vehicles 
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The horizontal components in relation to the road plane are  
[1-2, 5]: 

b1 b2 b1 b2 α v tm xx aF + F + R +R + R + R + F + F - R = 0      (4) 

b ψ tm xx v aF + R + F + F + R - R = 0              (5) 

If engine is disconnected, braking is carried out only by the 
braking system, thus allowing the cancellation of the traction force 

on the wheels or Ftm = 0. Since the drag resistance effect is minimal 

when the speed of motion braking process is reduced, the drag 
resistance's overall impact can be discounted, resulting in Rv = 0. 

The magnitude of the friction force of Fxx transmitters compared to 
the overall braking force is also quite small or negligible allowing 

for  
Fxx = 0 [1-5]. After considering the assumptions made above, 

equation (5) can be written as: 

b ψ aF + R - R = 0              (6) 

x

a
φ G + ψ G - δ G = 0

g
                 (7) 

From equation (7), the maximum deceleration can be calculated, 
which is: 

 max x

g
a = φ + f

δ
                (8) 

It is considered that: δ = 1 and g = 9.81 [m/s2] which is 
significantly greater than the roll friction coefficient. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the highest or maximum value of deceleration 
that can be realized with all-wheel braking would be: 

max xa = 9.81 φ                  (9) 

3. Methodology of Measurement of the Braking 

performances with the "XL METER" 

The place where the tests were performed is located in the outskirts 

of the city of Pristina, ie in the village of Shkabaj, the road leading 

to the facility where the fairs are held. At this point the road is at a 
sufficient distance to perform tests. The part of the road used for the 

tests has a length of 500 meters (Fig. 2), a width of 7 meters and a 
longitudinal slope <1%. The condition of the road is new asphalt.  

 

Fig. 2. Orthophoto of the location and space where  

the tests were performed 
XL Meter ™ Gamma Pro is designed to measure 

acceleration/deceleration in two axes (longitudinal and transverse). 
The main purpose of the XL Meter device is to make the evaluation 

of the braking system performance as easy and accurate as possible. 
The rules for measuring braking efficiency are described in ECE 

regulation R13. According to this regulation, "The efficiency of the 
braking system is determined by the braking distance or the average 

deceleration during braking". 

Then, the braking distance (Sf) is calculated from the double 
integration of the acceleration data in the braking interval. The 

Successful evaluation gives the following results:  

 distance in the time of braking Tbr  (Sf [m]), 

 initial vehicle speed at the time of braking (V0 [km/h]), 

 time from the start till the end of braking (Tbr [s]), and 

 averaged maximal vehicle deceleration (MFDD [m/s2]). 

The deceleration (MFDD = a2) is calculated as the average 
deceleration of the vehicle motion distance in the range from speed 

Vb to speed Ve according to the following formula: 

 

22

b e

e b

-
MFDD =

25.92 S - S

vv


             (12) 

According to ECE R13 regulation, the vehicle's deceleration 

accuracy with XL Meter during braking should be within the range 
± 3%. For the testing of any vehicle, the braking performance 

should be measured during vehicle braking under the conditions 

specified in ECE Regulation R13 [12]. 

In Figure 3 are presented equipment for measuring vehicle 

braking performance: a) process of controlling the quality of the 

brake fluid before performing the vehicle braking tests; b) tire tread 
depth gauge; c) XL meter device fixed in front vehicle windshield; 

d) smartphone camera for recording vehicle speed in vehicle 
odometer fixed to the steering wheel; e) brake pedal force gauge – 

dynamometer; f) tyre pressure gauge – manometer; g) strip meter;  
h)  Golf IV dashboard; i) measurement of the braking distance by 

strip meter. 

Braking distance is the distance from the point of braking up to 
the front end of the front-wheel tires. 

    

    

 

a) b) 

c) 

d) 
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Fig. 3. Equipment for measuring vehicle braking performance [3]  

4. Measuring results from test drive  

Type of the vehicle used to test braking performance [3] has been 

Golf IV, 1998 model year, breaking system with ABS, and test 

drives have been performed in the testing polygon (Fig. 2). The 
evaluation of the braking performance has been carried out with an 

XL Meter device.  

       New brake discs of the Febi brand are installed in the car, 
which have not been replaced, while brake pads have been replaced 

with new ones, after each test (Fig. 4). The following brands are 
used for this work: SCT, BREMBO, COMELINE, TEXTAR [3]. 

The tire brand is FULDA, with size 205/55 R16 for 

summer season. The asphalt is dry and new.  

 

Fig. 4. Installation of new brake discs Febi brand  

and new brake pads at the Golf IV 

4.1. Test drive with new brake pads brand SCT 

In Fig. 5 are presented the new brake discs brand FEBI and brake 

pads brand SCT: a) braking discs for front axles brand FEBI; b) 
braking discs for rear axles brand FEBI; c) front axle brake pads 

brand SCT and d) rear axle brake pads brand SCT. 

e) 

f) g) 

h) 

i) 
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Fig. 5. New brake discs brand FEBI and brake pads brand SCT 

During the test drives, the following parameters have been 

maintained: air temperature 26 °C and dry asphalt. Tires 
characteristics have been as follows: tire brand Fulda for summer 

season, size 205/55 R16. Vehicle with brake disks FEBI brand and 
brake pads brand SCT. 

The results of the test as illustrated in Figure 6 indicate that: 

 initial vehicle speed at the time of braking: V0 = 78.4 [km/h], 

 time from the start till the end of braking: Tbr = 2.52 [s],  

 distance in the time of braking: Sf  = 29.1 [m] and  

 averaged maximal vehicle deceleration: MFDD = 8.78 

[m/s2]. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Diagrams of measured braking performance performed with 
XL Meter for the "Golf IV" with brake pads brand SCT at initial 

vehicle speed at the time of braking V0 = 78.4 [km/h] 

4.2. Test drive with new brake pads brand BREMBO 

During this test drives, is used new brand of brake pads BREMBO 

(Fig. 7) and the following parameters have been maintained: air 
temperature 28 °C, dry asphalt. Tires characteristics have been as 

follows: tire brand Fulda for summer season, size 205/55 R16. 
Vehicle Golf IV with new break disks FEBI brand and brake pads 

brand BREMBO.  

    

 

Fig. 7. Installation of new brake pads brand BREMBO  
in the Golf IV 

The results of the test as illustrated in Figure 8 indicate that: 

 initial vehicle speed at the time of braking: V0 = 81 [km/h], 

 time from the start till the end of braking: Tbr = 2.93 [s],  

 distance in the time of braking: Sf  = 31.82 [m] and  

 averaged maximal vehicle deceleration: MFDD = 8.35 

[m/s2]. 
 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Fig. 8. Diagrams of measured braking performances performed 

with XL Meter for the "Golf IV" with brake pads brand BREMBO at 

initial vehicle speed at the time of braking V0 = 81 [km/h] 

4.3. Test drive with new brake pads brand COMELINE  

During this test drives, is used new brand of brake pads BREMBO 
(Fig. 9) and the following parameters have been maintained: air 

temperature 28 °C, dry asphalt. Tires characteristics have been as 
follows: tire brand Fulda for summer season, size 205/55 R16. 

Vehicle Golf IV with break disks FEBI brand and new brake pads 
brand COMELINE.  

   
Fig. 9. Installation of new brake pads brand COMELINE  

in the Golf IV 

The results of the test as illustrated in Figure 10 indicate that the: 

 initial vehicle speed at the time of braking: V0 = 82 [km/h], 

 time from the start till the end of braking: Tbr = 3 [s],  

 distance in the time of braking: Sf = 29.8 [m] and  

 averaged maximal vehicle deceleration: MFDD = 8.67 

[m/s2]. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Measured  diagrams of braking performances performed 

with XL Meter in the "Golf IV" with brake pads brand COMELINE 

at initial vehicle speed at the time of braking V0=82 [km/h] 

4.4. Test drive with new brake pads brand TEXTAR 

During this test drives, is used new brand of brake pads TEXTAR 
(Fig. 11) and the following parameters have been maintained: air 

temperature 27 °C, dry asphalt. Tires characteristics have been as 
follows: tire brand Fulda for summer season, size 205/55 R16. 

Vehicle Golf IV with break disks FEBI brand and new brake pads 
brand TEXTAR.  

    
Fig. 11. Installation of new brake pads brand TEXTAR  

it the Golf IV 

The results of the test as illustrated in Figure 12 indicate that the: 

 initial vehicle speed at the time of braking: V0 = 81 [km/h], 

 time from the start till the end of braking: Tbr = 3 [s],  

 distance in the time of braking: Sf = 32.71 [m] and  

 averaged maximal vehicle deceleration: MFDD = 8.40 

[m/s2]. 

 

Fig. 12. Diagrams of measured braking performances performed 
with XL Meter for the "Golf IV" with brake pads brand TEXTAR at 

initial vehicle speed at the time of braking V0 = 81 [km/h] 

5. Result discussion  

The used brake pads for this research have been new. After their 

installation, the vehicle covered about 200 km and then continued 
with testing. The presented tests were done at a speed of about 80 

[km/h]. Prior to each test, the predicted used car Golf IV has 
performed also technical inspection of the vehicle braking system in 

the Licensed Centers for technical inspection of the vehicle. After 
the tests made for each brake pads brand, these results were 

obtained. 

SCT brand brake pads have a large contact surface with the 
surface of the braking disc with a vertical channel for dust removal. 

During braking the averaged maximal vehicle deceleration is  
MFDD = 8.78 [m/s2] and the braking forces of the left and right 

wheel on the same axle have a small difference (front axle 2% and 
rear axle 6%). Weakness which is presented during the testing is the 

creation of noise during the braking process. These tiles are 

characterized by low consumption. 
Brembo brand brake pads has a smaller contact area with the 

disc surface compared to SCT brake pads. During the braking 
process does not create noise, the results of braking forces the left 

and right wheel on the same axle have a small difference (front axle 
5% and rear axle 4%). Also during the braking process the average 

maximum deceleration is achieved: MFDD = 8.35 [m/s2].  
Comline brand brake pads which in their structure contain 

metal elements that negatively affect the consumption of the brake 
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disc and a large increase in temperature during the application of 
frequent braking on long slopes. Their weakness are that it makes 

noise, heats up quickly and the large difference in braking forces 
left and right wheels of the same axle (front axle 20% and rear 

axle2%). During the braking process, the average maximum 
deceleration of the vehicle is MFDD = 8.54 [m/s2]. 

Textar brand brake pads offer good grip with the brake disc. 

They have good properties during the braking process because not 
create noise, do not heat up during the application of long braking 

and the braking forces of the left and right wheel on the same axle 
have a small difference (front axle 1% and rear axle 4%). During 

the braking process, the average maximum deceleration of the 
vehicle is MFDD = 8.40 [m/s2]. 

6. Conclusions 

Obtained results from this research are important for traffic safety. 

From the braking system is required a large value of maximum 
average deceleration and a small difference of braking forces on the 

right and left wheel of the same axle.  

SCT and COMELINE brand brake pads have a low price on 
the market of Republic of Kosova, but they make high level of 

noise during braking process. Therefore, when choosing brake pads, 
drivers should pay attention to BREMBO and TEXTAR brands, 

which have higher prices on the market of Republic of Kosova but 
provides better performances.  
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Abstract: The impact of vibration loads on the strength of reinforced polymer material was evaluated. The operating frequency range is 

determined in this case by the frequency of free oscillations of the investigated sheet elements made of reinforced polymer coating. Known 

dependencies are used for approximate determination of the frequencies of free vibrations of sheet elements that are rigidly embedded along 
the entire contour. For the conducted vibration tests of sheet elements made of reinforced polymer material, a research method was 

developed and an experimental installation was made on the basis of an existing vibration electrodynamic stand. 
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1. Введение 

При эксплуатации транспортных средств их 
конструктивные элементы подвергаются воздействию 

интенсивных вибрационных нагрузок.  
Одним из эффективных методов снижения влияния 

ударных и вибрационных нагрузок на работоспособность 

транспортных средств является применение конструктивных 
элементов из композитных материалов [1–9]. 

В процессе эксплуатации композитных конструктивных 
элементов транспортных средств вероятнее всего ожидать 

проявления следующих возможных последствий 
вибрационных нагружений [2, 9–12]:  

1. разрушение элемента конструкции, выражающееся в 

появлении выходящих на поверхность элемента макротрещин, 
заметных при внешнем осмотре, расслаивание стеклоткани, 

растрескивание клеевой композиции;  
2. изменение физико-механических характеристик 

материала, определенных по стандартным методикам. 

Цель настоящего исследования – оценка влияния 

вибрационных нагрузок на характеристики прочности 

армированного полимерного материала.  

2. Испытательная установка и проведение 
эксперимента 

Для выбора типа и параметров испытательной установки 

существенным является диапазон рабочих частот, который 

обусловлен в данном случае частотой свободных колебаний 

исследуемых листовых элементов из армированного 

полимерного покрытия. 

Для приближенного определения частот свободных 

колебаний листовых элементов, жестко заделанных по всему 

контуру, использованы известные зависимости. 
В первом случае частота свободных колебаний первого 

тона определяется выражением [13]: 
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В качестве исходных данных приняты: размеры листового 

элемента ba  =750 мм; коэффициент K =0.58; удельный вес 

материала  =0.0017 кг/см3; толщина элемента  =4 мм; 

ускорение силы тяжести g =9.81 м/с2.  

В результате расчетов по формулам (1) и (2) получили 

1eN 1.92·103 кол/мин  32 Гц и 2eN 2.16·103 кол/мин  36 

Гц.  
Для проведенных вибрационных испытаний листовых 

элементов из армированного полимерного материала была 
разработана методика исследования и изготовлена 

экспериментальная установка (рис. 1). 
 

 

Рис. 1. Схема установки для испытания листовых элементов на 

вибрационную нагрузку 

 
Для имитации жесткой заделки всех четырех кромок 

листовой элемент 1 помещали между верхней 2 и нижней 3 
опорными рамами, стянутыми по контуру болтами. При 

размерах рабочей части листового элемента 4x750x750 мм 
масса рамы с элементом составляет 600 Н.  

Установить раму непосредственно на подвижный стол 4 
электродинамического вибратора 5 не удалось, так как 

максимально допустимая статическая нагрузка на стол – 450 Н. 

Такая нагрузка была достигнута благодаря тому, что опорная 
рама с элементом подвешивалась на упругих подвесках 6 к 

внешнему каркасу. 
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На подвижном столе 4 укреплена крестовина 7, 
соединенная при помощи шпилек 8 с опорной рамой 3. 

Окончательно раму соединяли с крестовиной после 
вывешивания ее на упругих подвесках 6 (резиновых жгутах). 

Упругие подвески 6 крепились на стойках 9, соединенных с 
вибропоглощающим фундаментом 10. 

Размеры упругих подвесок выбирали из двух основных 

условий:  
1. резиновые жгуты должны работать в линейной области; 

2. частота колебаний системы резиновые жгуты-рама 
должна быть существенно ниже cобственной частоты 

свободных колебаний листового элемента. 
После ряда экспериментов остановились на упругой 

подвеске, тарировочный график которой показан на рис. 2.  
На основании этого были приняты: длина резиновых 

жгутов L =170 мм; число резиновых волоконв каждом из 

четырех жгутов n =230 шт.; диаметр волокна d ≈1 мм. 

 

Рис. 2. Тарировочная кривая упругой подвески 

 

В этих условиях коэффициент динамичности для системы 
резиновые жгуты-рама (по отношению к заданному 

вибрационному воздействию) оказался ничтожно малым 
(  0.003), то есть практически вся подводимая энергия 

расходовалась в прямых целях. 

Для контроля уровня деформаций листового элемента был 
использован комплекс измерительной аппаратуры, состоящий 

из усилителя и осциллографа.  
В качестве первичного прибора применены тензодатчики 

сопротивления, наклеенные с обеих сторон по 12 штук на 
каждый элемент [14]. Тензодатчики присоединялись к входным 

устройствам усилителя, выходной сигнал которого подавался 
на вход осциллографа. 

На первом подготовительном этапе испытаний проведена 

тарировка измерительного комплекса. Для определения цены 
деления на экране осциллографа было изготовлено 

тарировочное устройство (рис. 3). 
 

 

Рис. 3. Схема тарировочного устройства 

 
Основная часть тарировочного устройства – балка 4 с 

наклеенными на ней тензодатчиками 5. Балка 4 опирается на 

ролики 3 (для предотвращения стеснения продольных 
перемещений). Ролики укреплены на стойках 2, которые 

приварены к опорной плите 1. На концах балки  прикреплены 
подвески 6 для груза. 

Из материала листового элемента вырезали (в направлении 
по основе) балку размером 6x20x320 мм. Листовой элемент 

формировался с использованием стеклоткани марки Т-11-ГВС-
9, пропитанной клеевой композицией типа «Спрут-9М». 

Деформации, которые возникают в крайних волокнах 
средней части тарировочной балки определяются выражением 

WE

Fl
 ,                                               (3) 

где F  – нагрузка, F =1Н; l  – длина консольной части балки, 

l =120 мм; E  – модуль нормальной упругости (в направлении 

по основе), E =1.9·104 МПа; W  – момент сопротивления 

сечения балки. 

Момент сопротивления определяли по формуле 

6

2bh
W  ,                                           (4) 

где b  – ширина поперечного сечения балки, b =20 мм; h  –

высота поперечного сечения балки, h =6 мм. 

Расчетами по формулам (3) и (4) было определено W =120 

мм3 и  =0.5·10-3. Усиление сигнала было выбрано таким 

образом, что десять делений на экране осциллографа 

соответствовали деформации в тарировочной балке  =0.5·10-3. 

Отсюда следует, что одно деление на экране осциллографа 

соответствует деформации  =0.5·10-3. 

На вибрационную нагрузку было испытано пять листовых 

элементов из армированного полимерного материала. Каждый 
из которых был подвергнут соответственно 6.0·106, 7.0·106, 

8.0·106, 9.0·106, 10.0·106 циклам нагружения. 
Для обеспечения получения максимального значения 

амплитуды колебаний листовых элементов при существующей 

схеме установки и мощности вибростенда необходимо, чтобы 
задаваемая источником колебаний (вибростендом) частота 

совпадала с низшей частотой свободных колебаний элемента. 
Частота свободных колебаний была практически одинакова 

для всех испытаний листовых элементов и равнялась 34 Гц, что 
удовлетворительно совпадает со значениями, определенными 

аналитическим по формулам (1) и (2). Амплитуда колебаний 

частот находилась при этом в пределах 6…8 мм, что 
соответствовало величине напряжений на контуре листовых 

элементов ( x = 14 МПа, y = 6.4 МПа). 

Через каждые 1.0·106 циклов перемен нагрузок 

производился контроль уровня деформаций в листовых 
элементах. Затем установку останавливали и производили 

визуальный осмотр материала элементов для обнаружения 
возможных трещин, расслаивания стеклоткани и 

растрескивания клеевой композиции. 
Для оценки возможного изменения характеристик 

прочности материала листовых элементов в результате 

вибрационных испытаний определялся предел прочности 
материала на основании испытаний на разрыв 

образцов, вырезанных из «отработанных» элементов. 
Испытания на растяжение для определения предела 

прочности при разрыве производились на образцах с гладкой, 
ровной поверхностью без видимых дефектов, имеющих форму 

двусторонней лопаточки. Разметку заготовок образцов на 
листовых элементах выполняли по карте раскроя (рис. 4). 

Кромки образцов обрабатывались на фрезерном станке. 

Перед испытаниями рабочую часть образцов обмеряли в трех 
сечениях. По результатам измерений подсчитывали средние 

значения толщины и ширины образцов и определяли площадь 
поперечного сечения. Испытание образцов на разрыв 

производилось на испытательной машины типа УТС-110М. 
Так как участки листовых элементов из армированного 

полимерного материала, прилегающие к опорному контуру, 

практически не подвергались вибрационному нагружению, 
испытания вырезанных из этих участков образцов дали 

возможность определить предел прочности «неработавшего» 
материала элементов. 
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Рис. 4. Схема раскроя листовых элементов для испытания на 

разрыв: 1-8 – по основе, 1*-8* –по утку 

3. Экспериментальные результаты и 
дискуссия 

В табл. 1 и 2 показано влияние числа циклов нагружений на 
предел прочности материала листовых элементов из 

армированного полимерного материала.  
 

Таблица 1: Влияние числа циклов нагружения на предел прочности 

материала по основе. 

Тип материала 

Предел прочности (МПа) при числе циклов 

нагружения 

6·106 7·106 8·106 9·106 10·106 

Отработавший 227 242 261 273 305 

Неработавший 239 259 278 298 327 

 
При испытаниях наблюдалось, что армированное 

полимерное покрытие способно поглощать вибрацию за счет 
явления внутреннего деформирования, то есть материал 

покрытия поглощает энергию путем  преобразования ее в тепло 

за счет внутреннего трения. Демпфирование оказывает 
непосредственное влияние на характер вибрации материала – 

значительно уменьшает частоту собственных колебаний и, что 
более важно, снижает амплитуду колебаний при частотах, 

близких к зоне резонанса. 
 

Таблица 2: Влияние числа циклов нагружения на предел прочности 

материала по утку. 

Тип участка 

Предел прочности (МПа) при числе циклов 

нагружения 

6·106 7·106 8·106 9·106 10·106 

Отработавший 160 152 144 140 132 

Неработавший 171 162 159 152 146 

 
Вследствие того, что листовые элементы подвергались 

воздействию вибрационных нагрузок в направлении, 
нормальном к плоскости элемента, под действием сил тяжести 

развивались остаточные прогибы, которые в центре элемента к 
концу испытаний не превышали 10 мм. 

Результаты испытаний образцов на разрыв, вырезанных из 

участков листовых элементов, свидетельствуют: 
1. при увеличении числа нагружений наблюдается 

одновременный рост предела прочности материала по основе 
(на 25…27 %) и его снижение (на 17…21 %) по утку. 

2. предел прочности материала «отработавших» участков 
меньше в сравнении с «неработавшими» на 4.9…6.7 % и 

6.8…9.3 % по основе и утку соответственно. 
Визуальный осмотр материала листовых элементов показал, 

что после их испытания на вибрационную нагрузку не было 

обнаружено трещин, расслаивания стеклоткани и 
растрескивания клеевой композиции, а также нарушения связи 

между стеклянными волокнами и клеевой композицией. 

4. Выводы 

Экспериментально подтверждена способность 
армированного полимерного покрытия поглощать вибрацию за 

счет внутреннего деформирования. Показано, что 

демпфирование значительно уменьшает частоту собственных 
колебаний и снижает амплитуду колебаний при частотах, 

близких к зоне резонанса. 
После испытания образцов на вибрационную нагрузку не 

было обнаружено дефектов, влияющих на их 
работоспособность (трещин, разрушение стеклоткани и 

клеевой композиции и др.) 

В связи с увеличением прочности материала по основе 
необходимо проведение дальнейших исследований при числе 

циклов нагружения превышающих 10·106. 
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Abstract: In this paper the traction force and traction efficiency of an agricultural type tire were evaluated, using a semi-empirical 

traction model of the driving wheel of a Romanian tractor; the model is based on Bekker's pressure-sinkage relationship and on the ASAE 

equations for traction force and traction efficiency. 

Tire deformation under vertical load was taken into account by the means of tire volume stiffness; three variants were considered in 

terms of tire cross-section: elliptical shape, spherical segment shape and toroidal shape. 

Experimental data, obtained when ploughing operations were performed, were used in order to validate the results predicted by the 

models, using goodness-of-fit analysis. 

It was concluded that the model based on the spherical segment shape of the tire cross section provided acceptable results for both 

traction force and traction efficiency in comparison with the experimental values; the other two models were more accurate in relation with 

the traction force, but proved to be less precise when referring to traction efficiency. 

Keywords: TRACTION MODEL, TRACTION FORCE, TRACTION EFFICICENCY, AGRICULTURAL TIRE, TIRE CROSS-SECTION 

 

1. Introduction 

The agricultural tractor is rather a heavy machine and is used 

for a variety of operations, from tillage to haulage, under diverse 

conditions. The understanding and prediction of tractor performance 

has been a major goal of many researchers as it is necessary to 

understand the traction process in order to predict tractor 

performance in the field. In this context, computer models and 

simulation programs for predicting tractor performance help 

researchers to determine the relative importance of many factors 

affecting field performance of tractors, without conducting 

expensive and time consuming field tests. 

The traction process has a significant effect over fuel 

consumption, yield and soil compaction [1].  

Soil compaction is one of the main dangers threatening the 

agricultural land [2] and one of the most importance processes 

affection crop production [3]. This is why accurate prediction of tire 

traction may be an important tool for the management and control 

of soil compaction.  

The models concerning tire-soil interaction may be divided into 

three main categories [1, 4]: 

 empirical models, which relate vehicle and terrain 

characteristics by the means of experimental tests; these are 

simple models, but their predictions are difficult to extrapolate 

for other conditions then the ones in which the respective model 

was developed. 

 numerical models, which take into account the mutual 

deformation of tire and soil in order to predict the traction 

parameters; these models use the Finite Element Method (FEM) 

in order to describe the tire-ground interaction and are expected 

to provide the most accurate results, but they require accurate 

values for a great number of tire and soil parameters. Moreover, 

the high variability of the soil material makes the accurate 

measurement of its parameters difficult. Other models, like the 

ones based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) require a 

large number of experimental data for the formulation, training 

and validation of the respective model; in the meantime, there is 

no certainty that the model is adequate for other field conditions 

than the initial ones. 

 semi-empirical models improve the empirical models by 

modelling some of the physical processes connected to tire-soil 

interaction. The basis for this type of models was laid by Bekker 

in 1956 [5]; the pressure-sinkage relationship that he developed 

describes soil properties. 

Semi-empirical models are a reasonable compromise between 

the simpler empirical models, for which the range of applicability is 

limited to the cases having similar conditions to the ones from 

which the models were derived, and the analytical models, which 

require in situ evaluation of a large number of soil and tire 

properties [6].  

Although many semi-empirical models for the estimation of 

models tire-soil contact process were developed, they generally do 

not take into account tire volume and tire stiffness [2]. 

In this study a semi-empirical model for predicting the traction 

force and traction efficiency for a 2WD agricultural tractor was 

considered, assuming that the shape of the tyre–ground contact area 

is a super ellipse; tire deformation under vertical load was taken 

into account by the means of tire volume stiffness; three variants 

were considered in terms of tire cross-section geometry: elliptical 

shape, spherical segment shape and toroidal shape. 

2. Basic model 

The model is based on the one presented in a previous paper [6] 

– fig. 1; it is assumed that, under the vertical load G, the wheel 

sinks into the soil, reaching the depth zc and the load induces tyre 

deflection zp. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1 Wheel soil interaction model 
a) wheel and soil deformation; b) contact surface 
 

The basic equation of the model is: 

(1) G = p·A = qp · Vp, 

where p is the tire-ground contact pressure, A is the area of the 

contact patch, qp is the tire volume stiffness and Vp is the volume 

change of the tire in the contact area. 

The tire-ground pressure was connected to the sinkage depth 

(zc) using the Bekker pressure-sinkage relationship: 

(2) 
nzkp  , 

where k and n are soil constants. 

Tire deflection zp is affected by the volume change  Vp, which 
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will be addressed in the next section. 

The traction force was calculated assuming that it is limited 

only by the soil shear strength, based on the Mohr– Coulomb 

equation (Maclaurin, 2007) for the maximum shear stress:  

(3)  tgpcmax
 

where c is soil cohesion [kPa], p is the vertical pressure [kPa] and  

is the internal friction angle. 

The traction force and traction efficiency were calculated using 

the formulae given in the ASAE S296 standard [7]: 

(4) Ft,ef = Ft – Rr 

(5) 
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where Ft is the traction force due to the shear stress at the tire-soil 

interface, Rr is the rolling resistance of the wheel, Bn is the wheel 

numeric and s is the wheel slip. 

3. Tire deformation 

In order to evaluate the volume change of the tire in the contact 

area, due to vertical load, three cases were taken into account: 

 elliptical shape of the tire cross-section; 

 spherical segment shape of the tire; 

 toroidal shape of the tire. 

3.1. Elliptical shape of the tire cross-section 

For this variant the shape of the tire cross-section was 

considered to be an ellipse [8]; under vertical load, the cross-section 

is deformed (Fig. 2), with the minor axis decreasing from h to h-zp 

and the major axis increasing from b to lw. 

 

Fig. 2. Elliptical 

shape of tire cross-

section 

b-tire width 

(unloaded state); 

h – tire section height 
(unloaded state). 

The major axis of the ellipse was calculated assuming that the 

perimeter remained the same: 

(7) 2

pp

2

w zzh2bl   

The tire volume change Vp was calculated as the cross-section 

area multiplied by the length of the contact patch: 

(8)   pwd0p zhlrhbr5,0V  , 

with the terms of the equation defined according to Fig. 1 and Fig. 

2. 

3.2. Tire as a spherical segment 

In this variant the tire was considered as a spherical segment, 

delimited by two symmetrical vertical planes and by the rim (Fig. 

3). 

The tire volume change due to vertical load was calculated with 

the formula: 

(9) 
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Fig. 3. Tire as a spherical 

segment (unloaded state) 
 

di – rim diameter; 

b-tire width; 
h – tire section height; 

r0 – tire free radius. 

3.3. Tire as a toroid 

In this case the tire was considered to be a toroid, as shown in 

Fig. 4; in the loaded condition, the tire section height has decreased 

from h to h-zp and tire radius in the contact area has increased from 

r0 to rd (see also Fig. 1). This assumption was also addressed by 

other authors [9]. 

 

Fig. 4. Tire as a toroid 

 
a) unloaded state 

dimensions; 

b) loaded state 
dimensions. 

The tire volume change for this case was given by the formula: 

(10) 
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4. Experimental data and goodness-of-fit analysis 

Experimental tests were performed in order to obtain data 

regarding the traction force and traction efficiency; the values 

predicted by the models were then compared with the experimental 

data based on a goodness-of-fit analysis. 

The traction tests were performed during ploughing with the 

P2V variable width plough, using the Romanian 2WD tractor U-

650; the tractor was fitted with a dynamometric frame and an 

electronic dynamometer. The main characteristics of the tractor, and 

drive tyre are summarized in Table 1.  

Soil characteristics on the test field are shown in Table 2. 

Table 1:  Characteristics of the U-650 tractor and drive wheels 

Item Value 

Load on the drive tire [kN] 11.75 

Type of drive tire 14.00 – 38 

Overall diameter of tire [m] 1.58 

Tire width [m] 0.367 

Lug width [m] 0.04 

Lug length [m] 0.24 

Lug height [m] 0.025 

Distance between lugs [m] 0.195 

Transversal radius of the under tread 

[m] 
0.3 

In order to evaluate the goodness-of-fit between model and 
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experimental data the following criteria were considered [10]: 

 mean absolute deviation (MAD) – represents the mean of the 

absolute value of the deviation between each model prediction 

and its corresponding data point: 

Table 2: Characteristics of the test soil 

Item Value 

Soil deformation modulus, K [m] 0.05 

Coefficients for the sinkage 
equation 

k 55 

n 1.3 

Soil cohesion, c [kPa] 25 

Angle of internal friction,  [0] 32 

Average cone penetrometer index, CI [kPa] 970 

 

(11) 
n

dm

MAD

n
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where mi is the model mean for point i, di is the data mean for each 

point i and n is the number of points being compared; 

 root mean squared deviation (RMSD): 

(12) 
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 mean scaled absolute deviation (MSAD): 

(13) 
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where mi is the number of values contributing to each 

experimental data mean di (in our case mi = 4) and si is the 

standard deviation for each data mean. A MSAD value of 1.5 

shows that, on average, the model was 1.5 standard errors off 

from the experimental data. 

 Pearson correlation coefficient r2; 

 percentage of points within 95% confidence interval of data 

(Pw95CI) – represents the percentage of model predictions that 

lie within the 95% confidence interval of each corresponding 

experimental data point 

The analysis was applied to both traction force and traction 

efficiency data. 

5. Results and discussion 

Fig. 5 and 6 present the results concerning the traction force and 

traction efficiency of the tire, for the three variants taken into 

account; the experimental data is also shown in the respective 

charts. 

 

Fig. 5. Model and experimental results for traction force 

The data in Fig. 5 shows that the variants for the elliptical shape 

of the tire cross-section and the toroidal shape of the tire predicted 

quite similar values for the traction force for wheel longitudinal slip 

lower that 30%; the values provided by the respective models were 

generally lower than the ones obtained during field tests. 

On the other hand, the model based on the spherical segment 

shape of the tire has provided significantly higher values for the 

traction force in comparison with experimental data. 

Table 3 presents the results of the goodness-of-fit a between the 

experimental data and the model data; from this point of view the 

best goodness-of-fit is achieved for the first and third model. 

Nevertheless, the Pearson correlation coefficient r2 is only 5.6% 

lower for the spherical segment model in comparison with the other 

two models. 

Table 3: Goodness-of-fit analysis for traction force 

Item 

Model 

elliptical cross-

section 

spherical segment 

shape 
toroidal shape 

r2 0.952 0.897 0.951 

MAD 0.6927 1.3617 0.7502 

MSAD 4.195 6.785 4.391 

Pw95CI 

[%] 
66.7 22.2 66.7 

RMSD 0.8613 1.4163 0.8899 

Fig. 6 presents the results concerning the traction efficiency 

data; the chart clearly shows that the model based on the spherical 

segment shape of the tire best fits with the experimental results. 

This assumption was confirmed by the results of the goodness-of-fit 

analysis, which are summarized in Table 4. 

 

Fig. 6. Model and experimental results for traction efficiency 

Table 4: Goodness-of-fit analysis for traction efficiency 

Item 

Model 

elliptical cross-

section 

spherical segment 

shape 
toroidal shape 

r2 0.013 0.657 0.013 

MAD 0.1087 0.0241 0.1104 

MSAD 1.861 0.454 1.888 

Pw95CI 
[%] 

77.8 100 77.8 

RMSD 0.1746 0.0333 0.1742 

Thus, for the above mentioned model, all the items addressed 

by the goodness-of-fit analysis were more favourable in comparison 

with the other two models (higher r2, lower MAD, MSAD and 

RMSD, all the model points within the 95% confidence interval of 

the experimental data). 

6. Conclusions 

A modified semi-empirical model for the prediction of traction 

performance of a tractor driving wheel is presented in this study. 

The model took into account three variants for the shape of the tire:  

 elliptical shape of the tire cross-section; 

 spherical segment shape of the tire; 

 toroidal shape of the tire. 

Each of the above mentioned variants led to a different equation 

for calculation the volume changes of the tire in the contact area, 
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due to vertical load. 

Experimental results from ploughing tests were used in order to 

validate and verify the applicability of the model, by the means of a 

goodness-of-fit analysis.  

The goodness-of-fit analysis showed that, when considering the 

traction force data, the Pearson coefficient r2 was comprised 

between 0.897 and 0.952, depending on the model taken into 

account; when referring to traction efficiency, only the model based 

on the spherical segment shape of the tire provided reliable results 

(r2=0,657, compared to 0.013 for the other two models. 

Overall, it was concluded that the model based on the spherical 

segment shape of the tire could be considered as the best 

compromise for predicting reliable data for both the traction force 

and traction efficiency. 

However, it should be mentioned that the models were 

confronted with experimental data collected for one type of soil and 

a certain soil condition; further tests, performed on different soils 

and in different conditions, have the potential to improve the 

accuracy of the model.  
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Abstract: In this paper is performed exergy analysis of three cylinder steam turbine from the supercritical coal-fired power plant. Exergy 

analysis parameters were calculated for the whole turbine and each cylinder for the ambient temperature range between 5 °C and 45 °C. 

The dominant mechanical power producer of all the cylinders is a low pressure cylinder (LPC) which produces 262.06 MW of mechanical 

power. An increase in the ambient temperature increases exergy destructions and decreases exergy efficiencies of the whole turbine and 

each cylinder. Exergy analysis shows that LPC is a cylinder with the highest exergy destruction (between 24.67 MW and 28.24 MW) and the 

lowest exergy efficiency (between 82.27% and 84.16%) in comparison to the other cylinders. Exergy destruction of the whole observed 

turbine is between 67.85 MW and 77.62 MW, while the whole turbine exergy efficiency ranges between 89.47% and 90.67%. Inside the 

observed steam turbine, LPC is the most influenced by the ambient temperature change, therefore future research and possible optimization 

should be specifically based on this cylinder. 
KEYWORDS: EXERGY ANALYSIS, THREE CYLINDER STEAM TURBINE, SUPERCRITICAL POWER PLANT, THE AMBIENT 

TEMPERATURE VARIATION 

 

1. Introduction 
 

     The dominant function of steam turbines worldwide is electrical 

generator drive and electrical power production [1-3]. Steam 

turbines can today be found in various power plants, such as 

conventional, cogeneration, combined, marine, as a part of energy 

systems in various industries, etc. [4-10]. 

     Improvement of steam power plants is today obtained in various 

different ways [11, 12]. One of important improvements is steam 

superheating on the temperatures and pressures above the water 

critical point parameters. Such steam power plants are named 

supercritical and ultra-supercritical power plants [13, 14]. Due to 

steam high temperature and pressure, steam turbines in such power 

plants (especially high pressure steam turbine cylinders) must be 

carefully designed and maintained with an aim to minimize all the 

possible losses [15]. Supercritical and ultra-supercritical steam 

power plants have various disadvantages, but its highest benefit is 

much higher overall plant efficiency in comparison to conventional 

steam power plants [16].  

     From the exergy viewpoint, in this paper is analyzed three 

cylinder steam turbine, which operates in supercritical coal-fired 

power plant. Along with calculation of produced mechanical power, 

it is analyzed exergy destruction (exergy power loss) and exergy 

efficiency of each cylinder and the whole turbine during the 

ambient temperature change. A special attention is paid to finding 

of the component which is the most influenced by the ambient 

temperature change. 
 

2. Description and characteristics of the analyzed 

three cylinder steam turbine 
 

     Scheme and operating points required for the exergy analysis of 

three cylinder steam turbine from supercritical coal-fired power 

plant are presented in Fig. 1. Nominal mechanical power produced 

by the whole turbine, according to [17], is 660 MW. 

     High Pressure Cylinder (HPC) is a single flow cylinder which 

consists of one steam extraction. After HPC, a small part of the 

steam mass flow rate is delivered to high pressure feed water 

heating system (operating point 4), while the remaining steam mass 

flow rate is delivered to steam reheater. Steam reheater in the power 

plant is mounted in the steam generator (due to better visibility, in 

Fig. 1 reheater is shown as an independent component). 

     After steam reheating (increasing of steam temperature), steam 

expands through Intermediate Pressure Cylinder (IPC) which also 

has one steam extraction (identical to HPC). As HPC, IPC is also a 

single flow cylinder. After IPC, a certain steam mass flow rates are 

delivered to deaerator and Main Feed water Pump Turbine (MFPT) 

[18], operating points 7 and 8, while the remaining steam mass flow 

rate (operating point 9) is delivered to Low Pressure Cylinder 

(LPC). 

     LPC is a dual flow steam turbine, which means that the steam 

mass flow rate enters in the middle of the cylinder, one half expand 

through the left part (LPC-1), while the other part of the steam mass 

flow rate expand through the right part (LPC-2). In Fig. 1 LPC is 

divided in two parts, but all the considerations related to LPC will 

be performed by using only one part of LPC (the same results will 

be obtained if considering LPC-1 or LPC-2). The only attention is 

required during the calculation of LPC produced mechanical power 

– it will be calculated for LPC-1 and multiplied by two.  After 

expansion in LPC, remaining steam mass flow rate from both parts 

of the LPC, is delivered to steam condenser for condensation [19]. 

     The scheme shown in Fig. 1 is the most common arrangement of 

multi-cylinder steam turbines in thermal power plants [20]. Such 

arrangement is especially beneficial from the viewpoint of steam 

axial force self-balancing [21]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Three cylinder steam turbine from coal-fired supercritical 

power plant along with operating points  
 

3. Exergy analysis equations 
 

3.1. General exergy equations, balances and principles 
 

     Exergy analysis of any component or a system is based on the 

second law of thermodynamics and it takes into consideration 

parameters of the ambient in which component or system operates 

[22, 23]. From this viewpoint, exergy analysis has the advantage 

over the energy analysis, which is based on the first law of 

thermodynamics and which did not take into consideration 

parameters of the ambient in which component or a system operates 

[24, 25]. Therefore, energy analysis will provide the same results if 

any component or a system operates at the ambient temperature of 5 

°C or at the ambient temperature of 45 °C, while exergy analysis 

will show clear differences in the obtained results. 

     While disregarding kinetic and potential energies, which have a 

small impact on the overall balance, the overall exergy balance 

equation, valid for any component or a system, can be written 

according to recommendations from [26] as: 
 

𝑋 HEAT + 𝑃INLET +  𝐸𝑥 INLET = 𝑃OUTLET +  𝐸𝑥 OUTLET + 𝐸 𝑥D. (1) 
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     In Eq. (1), P is used or produced mechanical power in (kW), 

while 𝐸 𝑥D  is exergy destruction (exergy power loss) in (kW). Other 

two undefined variables from Eq. (1) are firstly 𝑋 HEAT  - the exergy 

transfer by heat at the temperature T in (kW), defined as [27]: 
 

𝑋 HEAT =  (1 −
𝑇0

𝑇
) ∙ 𝑄 , (2) 

 

     where T is temperature in (K), 𝑄  is an energy transfer by heat in 

(kW) and 0 is the index related to the ambient state. 𝐸 𝑥 is a total 

exergy power of fluid flow in (kW) defined by an equation [28]: 
 

𝐸 𝑥 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝜀. (3) 
 

     In Eq. (3) 𝑚  is the fluid mass flow rate in (kg/s), while 𝜀 is fluid 

specific exergy in (kJ/kg), defined according to [29] as: 
 

𝜀 =  ℎ − ℎ0 − 𝑇0 ∙ (𝑠 − 𝑠0). (4) 
 

     In Eq. (4), ℎ is fluid specific enthalpy in (kJ/kg) and 𝑠 is fluid 

specific entropy in (kJ/kg∙K). The overall definition of any 

component or a system exergy efficiency is: 
 

𝜂𝑥 =
CUMULATIVE  EXERGY  OUTLET

CUMULATIVE  EXERGY  INLET
, (5) 

 

     but is should be highlighted that for any component or a system, 

the proper exergy efficiency definition varies according to operating 

characteristics and type. In a standard operation, fluid mass flow 

rate leakage did not occur in any component or a system, so the 

valid mass flow rate balance is [30]: 
 

 𝑚 INLET =  𝑚 OUTLET . (6) 
 

     These equations, balances and principles will be used in exergy 

analysis of the whole observed steam turbine and each cylinder. 
 

3.2. Exergy analysis equations of the whole observed turbine 

and each of its cylinders 
 

     Markings in all of the equations from this subsection are 

performed in relation to Fig. 1. 
 

High Pressure Cylinder (HPC) 
 

- Produced mechanical power: 
 

𝑃HPC = 𝑚 1 ∙  ℎ1 − ℎ2 +  𝑚 1 −𝑚 2 ∙  ℎ2 − ℎ3 . (7) 
 

- Exergy destruction: 
 

𝐸 𝑥D,HPC = 𝐸 𝑥1 − 𝐸 𝑥2 − 𝐸 𝑥3 − 𝐸 𝑥4 − 𝑃HPC . (8) 
 

- Exergy efficiency: 
 

𝜂𝑥HPC =
𝑃HPC

𝐸 𝑥D ,HPC +𝑃HPC
. (9) 

 

Intermediate Pressure Cylinder (IPC) 
 

- Produced mechanical power: 
 

𝑃IPC = 𝑚 5 ∙  ℎ5 − ℎ6 +  𝑚 5 −𝑚 6 ∙  ℎ6 − ℎ7 . (10) 
 

- Exergy destruction: 
 

𝐸 𝑥D,IPC = 𝐸 𝑥5 − 𝐸 𝑥6 − 𝐸 𝑥7 − 𝐸 𝑥8 − 𝐸 𝑥9 − 𝑃IPC . (11) 
 

- Exergy efficiency: 
 

𝜂𝑥IPC =
𝑃IPC

𝐸 𝑥D ,IPC +𝑃IPC
. (12) 

 

Low Pressure Cylinder – left part (LPC-1); the same for right 

part (LPC-2) 
 

- Produced mechanical power: 
 

𝑃LPC −1 =
𝑚 9

2
∙  ℎ9 − ℎ10 +  

𝑚 9

2
−𝑚 10 ∙  ℎ10 − ℎ11 +

 
𝑚 9

2
−𝑚 10 −𝑚 11 ∙  ℎ11 − ℎ12 +  

𝑚 9

2
−𝑚 10 −𝑚 11 −𝑚 12 ∙

 ℎ12 − ℎ13 +  
𝑚 9

2
−𝑚 10 −𝑚 11 −𝑚 12 −𝑚 13 ∙  ℎ13 − ℎ14 . 

 (13) 

 

- Exergy destruction: 
 

𝐸 𝑥D,LPC −1 =
𝐸 𝑥9

2
− 𝐸 𝑥10 − 𝐸 𝑥11 − 𝐸 𝑥12 − 𝐸 𝑥13 − 𝐸 𝑥14 − 𝑃LPC−1. (14) 

 

- Exergy efficiency: 
 

𝜂𝑥LPC −1 =
𝑃LPC −1

𝐸 𝑥D ,LPC −1+𝑃LPC −1
. (15) 

 

Whole Turbine (WT) 
 

- Produced mechanical power: 
 

𝑃WT = 𝑃HPC + 𝑃IPC + 2 ∙ 𝑃LPC −1. (16) 
 

- Exergy destruction: 
 

𝐸 𝑥D,WT = 𝐸 𝑥D,HPC + 𝐸 𝑥D,IPC + 2 ∙ 𝐸 𝑥D,LPC −1. (17) 
 

- Exergy efficiency: 
 

𝜂𝑥WT =
𝑃WT

𝐸 𝑥D ,WT +𝑃WT
. (18) 

 

4. Steam parameters required for the exergy analysis 
 

     Required steam parameters in each operating point from Fig. 1 

(steam temperature, steam pressure and steam mass flow rate) are 

found in [17] and presented in Table 1. Other steam parameters 

required for the exergy analysis (steam specific enthalpy, steam 

specific entropy and steam quality) in each operating point of Fig. 

1, are calculated from the parameters presented in Table 1, by using 

NIST REFPROP 9.0 software [31]. 

     From Table 1 can be seen that HPC and IPC of the observed 

steam turbine operates with a superheated steam, while the last few 

stages of both LPC parts (LPC-1 and LPC-2) operates with wet 

steam (steam under the saturation line – operating points 13 and 

14). Steam quality of, for example 0.97, means that in that operating 

point exist 97% of steam and 3% of water droplets. 

     Steam specific exergies in each operating point from Fig. 1 are 

calculated by using Eq. (4). The defined ambient parameters for 

steam specific exergies calculation are always the same ambient 

pressure equal to 1 bar, while the ambient temperature is varied 

from 5 °C up to 45 °C, in steps of 10 °C. 
 

Table 1. Steam operating parameters for the exergy analysis 

O.P.* 
Mass flow 

rate (kg/s) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Pressure 

(bar) 
Quality 

1 532.00 566.0 242.000 Superheated 

2 35.50 367.2 67.970 Superheated 

3 448.40 315.1 45.670 Superheated 

4 48.10 315.1 45.670 Superheated 

5 448.40 566.0 41.100 Superheated 

6 20.10 457.0 20.580 Superheated 

7 25.40 362.9 10.650 Superheated 

8 27.90 362.9 10.650 Superheated 

9 375.00 362.9 10.650 Superheated 

10 13.15 253.6 4.374 Superheated 

11 6.55 128.8 1.333 Superheated 

12 8.70 88.2 0.655 Superheated 

13 6.60 60.9 0.208 0.970 

14 152.50 35.8 0.059 0.940 

15 305.00 35.8 0.059 0.940 

      *O.P. = Operating Point (according to Fig. 1) 
 

5. Results and discussion 
 

     Produced mechanical power for the whole analyzed turbine and 

each cylinder is presented in Fig. 2.  

     LPC of the analyzed turbine produces the highest mechanical 

power of 262.06 MW (each part of the LPC produces 131.03 MW), 

while the lowest mechanical power is produced in IPC (180.77 

MW). HPC produces mechanical power of 216.57 MW. 

     The whole analyzed turbine produces mechanical power of 

659.40 MW. As the nominal mechanical power of the whole 

analyzed steam turbine is 660 MW, it can be concluded that data 

from Table 1 are given for the nominal turbine operating conditions. 
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Fig. 2. Produced mechanical power of the whole analyzed turbine 

and each cylinder 
 

     Exergy destruction (exergy power loss) of the whole analyzed 

steam turbine and each cylinder at the various ambient temperatures 

is presented in Fig. 3. 

     By observing turbine cylinders, it can be seen that the highest 

exergy destruction is observed in LPC (between 24.67 MW and 

28.24 MW), while the lowest exergy destruction is observed in IPC 

(between 6.11 MW and 6.94 MW). The whole analyzed steam 

turbine has exergy destruction between 67.85 MW and 77.62 MW. 

     From the ambient temperature viewpoint, it can be concluded 

that an increase in the ambient temperature results with increase in 

the exergy destruction of the whole turbine and each turbine 

cylinder. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Exergy destruction of the whole analyzed turbine and each 

cylinder at the various ambient temperatures 
 

     For the most components from steam power plant, exergy 

destruction and exergy efficiency are reverse proportional during 

the ambient temperature change. The same reverse proportionality 

can be seen for the analyzed steam turbine and all of its cylinders by 

comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  

     When observing exergy efficiency of the whole turbine, Fig. 4, it 

can be noted that the whole turbine has a much higher exergy 

efficiency than LPC, regardless of much higher exergy destruction, 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, at any ambient temperature. 

     In the considered ambient temperature range, exergy efficiency 

of HPC varies between 93.85% and 94.58%, of IPC between 

96.30% and 96.73%, while exergy efficiency of the LPC varies 

between 82.27% and 84.16%. The whole turbine, in the considered 

ambient temperature range, has an exergy efficiency between 

89.47% and 90.67%, what is expected exergy efficiency range of 

the whole steam turbine from supercritical steam power plant. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The exergy efficiency of the whole analyzed turbine and 

each cylinder at the various ambient temperatures 
 

     The final goal of this paper is to investigate which cylinder of 

the observed steam turbine is the most influenced by the ambient 

temperature change. Therefore, the average percentage change in 

exergy destruction and in exergy efficiency of the whole analyzed 

turbine and each cylinder between ambient temperatures 5 °C and 

45 °C is presented in Fig. 5.  

     While observing turbine cylinders during the ambient 

temperature change, it should be noted that the average percentage 

change in exergy destruction is the highest for HPC and LPC 

(3.16%), while average exergy destruction percentage change of 

IPC is much smaller (3.02%). Therefore, from the exergy 

destruction viewpoint, HPC and LPC are the most influenced by the 

ambient temperature change. 

     Average percentage change in exergy efficiency of each cylinder 

shows that LPC exergy efficiency is much more influenced by the 

ambient temperature change (0.56%) in comparison to HPC 

(0.19%), while the IPC is the lowest influenced by the ambient 

temperature change also from the exergy efficiency viewpoint 

(0.11%). 

     During the ambient temperature change, average exergy 

destruction change of the whole analyzed turbine is equal to 3.15%, 

while the average exergy efficiency change is equal to 0.33%. 

     Therefore, the conclusion which can be derived from Fig. 5 is 

that in the whole observed steam turbine, LPC is the most 

influenced by the ambient temperature change. 

     Further analysis of the observed steam turbine and all of its 

cylinders will be performed by using various artificial intelligence 

methods already developed by our research team [32-34]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Average percentage change in exergy destruction and in 

exergy efficiency of the whole analyzed steam turbine and each 

cylinder between ambient temperatures 5 °C and 45 °C      
 

6. Conclusions 
 

     In this paper is performed an analysis of three cylinder steam 

turbine from the supercritical coal-fired power plant. Exergy 

destruction (exergy power loss) and exergy efficiency of each 

cylinder and the whole turbine during the ambient temperature 

change were analyzed. The most important conclusions from the 

performed analysis are: 

- Considering all the cylinders, LPC produces the highest 

mechanical power equal to 262.06 MW (each part of the LPC 

produces 131.03 MW), followed by HPC (216.57 MW), while the 

lowest mechanical power is produced in IPC (180.77 MW). 

- Exergy destruction and exergy efficiency of turbine cylinders are 

reverse proportional. LPC has the highest exergy destruction 

(between 24.67 MW and 28.24 MW) and the lowest exergy 

efficiency (between 82.27% and 84.16%). IPC has the lowest 

exergy destruction (between 6.11 MW and 6.94 MW) and 

consequentially the highest exergy efficiency (between 96.30% and 

96.73%). 

- The exergy destruction of the whole observed turbine is between 

67.85 MW and 77.62 MW, while the whole turbine exergy 

efficiency ranges between 89.47% and 90.67%, what are expected 

values for steam turbine from supercritical steam power plant. 

- Inside the whole observed steam turbine, LPC is the most 

influenced by the ambient temperature change, followed by HPC, 

while IPC is the cylinder which exergy efficiency and exergy 

destruction will be the lowest influenced by the ambient 

temperature change. 
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Abstract: Since the fuel-saving idea was introduced in the 20th century, energy efficiency has gained attention in the transport industry. 

Ground vehicles (military, agricultural, and construction) usually operate on unprepared ground and need to overcome very com plex and 
difficult ground obstacles, such as steep grade and very soft ground. The electrification of conventional vehicles, ranging from passenger 

vehicles and trucks to ground vehicles such as agricultural tractors, construction equipment and military vehicles, can poten tially offer 
improvements in fuel economy and emissions. Applied new systems reduce the amount of mechanical energy needed by the thermal engine by 

recovering the vehicle kinetic energy during braking and then assisting torque requirements. Energy management strategies for  off-road 

vehicles are studied in this paper. With heavily fluctuating fuel prices, the total cost of ownership of loaders, excavators,  and other classes of 
ground vehicles is nowadays strongly influenced by the fuel costs and there is growing concern about CO2 emissions as well as about the 

long-term availability of fossil fuels. 
Keywords: ENERGY EFFICIENCY, REGENERATIVE BRAKING, ELECTRIFIED, HYDRAULIC, BRAKING SYSTEM 

 

1. Introduction 

The global energy landscape is changing. Traditional centers of 
demand are being overtaken by fast growing emerging markets. The 

energy mix is shifting, driven by technological improvements and 

environmental concerns. A central feature of the energy transition is 
the continued gradual decarbonization of the fuel mix. Rapid 

improvements in the competitiveness of renewable energy mean 
that increases in renewables, together with nuclear and hydro 

energy, provide around half of the increase in global energy out to 
2035. Natural gas is expected to grow faster than oil or coal, helped 

by the rapid growth of liquefied natural gas increasing the 

accessibility of gas across the globe. Oil demand continues to 
increase, although the pace of growth is likely to slow as vehicles 

become more efficient and technological improvements, such as 
electric vehicles, autonomous driving and car sharing, potentially 

herald a mobility revolution.  

The Fig. 1 shows the pattern of oil discovery, listing all of the 
major plays that have dominated oil production. Hybrid vehicles are 

just one of a number of solutions suggested by the transport 

industry to reduce dependency on oil and harmful GHG emissions. 
“Hybrid” has its origin in the Greek language and means: “Mixture 

or combination of two things.” The most common hybrid 
technologies are electric and hydraulic hybrids. The number of 

electric cars rises significantly, from 1.2 million in 2015 to around 
100 million by 2035 (6% of the global fleet). Around a quarter of 

these electric vehicles (EVs) are Plug-In Hybrids (PHEVs), which 
run on a mix of electric power and oil, and three quarters are pure 

Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) [1].  

 

Fig. 1 Actual and projected worldwide discovery, extraction and demand 

for conventional oil (From 1930 to 2050 in billions of barrels)[2]. 

Hybrid vehicles are called hybrids because they use both an 

internal combustion engine (ICE) and an electric motor to obtain 
maximum power and fuel economy with minimum emissions. What 

all hybrids have in common is the ability to generate electric 
current, store it in a large battery, and use that current to help drive 

the car. Hybrids have regenerative braking systems that generate 

electric power to help keep the batteries charged. When the driver 

applies the brakes, the electric motor turns into a generator, and the 
magnetic drag slows the vehicle down. For safety, however, there is 

also a normal hydraulic braking system that can stop the car when 

regenerative braking isn’t sufficient. There’s no difference in 
maintenance or repair except that the brake pads tend to last much 

longer because they don’t get used as much. The big difference is 
that regenerative brakes capture energy and turn it into electricity to 

charge the battery that provides power to an electric motor. Hybrids 
can also conserve energy by shutting down the ICE when the 

vehicle is in Park, idling at a light, or stopped in traffic, or when the 
electric motor’s energy is sufficient to drive the vehicle without 

assistance from the ICE [3]. 

Regenerative braking has many advantages: emission of carbon 

dioxide is reduced in the environment; overall performance of the 
system is increased; during braking most of the heat is converted 

into useful mechanical energy; engine life enhances; wear of engine 
is reduced; due to reduction in brake wear, the life span of the 

friction braking system increases, but has also limitations: 
regenerative braking system is more complexes; overall weight of 

the vehicles increases due to the assemble of extra components; 

higher maintenance is required; for safety purpose friction brake is 
necessary, in case failure of the regenerative brake system; the size 

of energy stores mainly depend upon size of vehicles. 

It is important to analyze the efficiency of power trains of 
electric and hybrid electric powered land vehicles to compare them 

with canonical combustion engines, both in a tank-to-wheels basis 
and a well-to-wheels basis. One of the question formulations is if an 

electric or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle charged by public 

electricity generated by a fossil plant will result in any 
environmental alleviation at all, in excess of reducing the local 

tailpipe pollution [4]. 

An off-road vehicle is any ground vehicle which does not, in 
general, use normal roads for its operation. Examples of such 

vehicles include predominantly construction vehicles and 
equipment, mining vehicles, agricultural vehicles like tractors, and 

so on. Some military vehicles also fall into this category. Off-road 

vehicles to be discussed in this section have quite different drive 
cycles and speed–torque demands, compared to a regular 

automobile [2]. 

With heavily fluctuating fuel prices, the total cost of ownership 
of loaders, excavators, and other classes of ground vehicles is 

nowadays strongly influenced by the fuel costs. Moreover, there is 
growing concern about CO2-emissions caused by the burning of 

fossil fuels as well as about the long-term availability of these fuels. 
The fuel economy and efficiencies of the drive train and the 

hydraulic implements have therefore become extremely important 

parameters in the design of future ground vehicles. Hybrid 
transmissions are now considered to be a solution for ground 

vehicles. Furthermore, hybrid electric vehicles need sophisticated 
electric transmissions with delicate and expensive inverters, 
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converters, and batteries. Taking the extreme power transients in 
mobile machinery and the rough operational conditions of off-road 

drive trains into account, it is questionable whether the delicate 
hybrid electric drive trains can be considered a viable, inexpensive, 

and robust option for ground applications. Yet, there is still the 
alternative of the hydraulic hybrid drive train-a full series hybrid 

system with an in-wheel motor in each wheel and hydraulic 

transformers for efficient power control. For military vehicles, the 
drivers for hybrid electric vehicles are quite different; although the 

fuel economy remains a desirable feature for both the commercial 
and military sectors. The military needs for hybrid electric reside in 

their ability to generate significant level of electric power onboard 
the vehicles to meet the demand of the warfighter thus expanding 

his mission capabilities in terms of mobility, survivability and 
lethality. However, the fielding of hybrid electric military vehicles 

has been much slower than the commercial vehicles due to the 

technical challenges that must be overcome before the hybrid 
technology can be considered viable for military applications [5]. 

EVs have penetrated the market of off-road vehicles 

successfully over the years for clean air as well as for cost 
advantages. Examples of such applications are airport vehicles for 

passenger and ground support; recreational vehicles as in golf carts 
and for theme parks, plant operation vehicles like forklifts and 

loader trucks; vehicles for disabled persons; utility vehicles for 

ground transportation in closed but large compounds; etc. There are 
also EVs that run on tracks for material haulage in mines. There is 

potential for EV use for construction vehicles. The locomotives that 
run on tracks with electricity supplied from transmission lines are 

theoretically no different from other EVs, the major difference 
being in the way energy is fed for the propulsion motors [6]. 

This paper presents different configurations of hybrid vehicles 

to improve the braking energy regenerated potential and engine 

work efficiency. From the results obtained we try to draw a 
conclusion on the difference in energy recuperation level in the 

major strategies with consistent pedal feel in mind. 

2. Fuel savings for ground vehicles 

Ground vehicles (military, agricultural, and construction) 
usually operate on unprepared ground and need to overcome very 

complex and difficult ground obstacles, such as steep grade and 

very soft ground. Depending on the functional requirements, 
different criteria are used to evaluate the performance of various 

types of ground vehicles. For tractors, their main function is to 
provide adequate draft to pull various types of implement and 

machinery: drawbar performance is of primary interest. This may be 
characterized by the ratio of drawbar pull to vehicle weight, 

drawbar power, and drawbar efficiency. For ground transport 
vehicles, the transport productivity and efficiency are often used as 

basic criteria for evaluating their performance. For military 

vehicles, the maximum feasible operating speed at two specific 
points in a given area may be employed as a criterion for evaluation 

of their agility [7]. 

2.1. Mechanical regenerative braking 

Improvements of truck fuel economy are being considered 
using a flywheel energy storage system concept (KERS-Kinetic 

Energy Recovery System). This system reduces the amount of 

mechanical energy needed by the thermal engine by recovering the 
vehicle kinetic energy during braking and then assisting torque 

requirements. The benefits of flywheel based KERS are similar to 
hydraulic regenerative braking but with the advantage of reduced 

complexity, less space needed and simpler construction and 
operation. The cost as well as the packaging and weight of a KERS 

for truck are not an issue as in passenger car applications. Two 
counter rotating flywheels could possibly solve the stability issue 

due to the increased rotating mass required for braking vehicles of 

considerable weight. 

The energy boost by KERS may be beneficial more to help 
trucks climbing hills rather than for engine downsizing, also 

providing a better road safety. KERS will also collect considerable 
energy braking down hills reducing the need for engine brakes and 

thus noise. Boretti [8] summarizes the computed fuel economy 
benefits of KERS. 

2.2. Hybrid-electric ground vehicles  

The idea of hybrid-electric drive is based on maximizing the 

energy efficiency of fuel. In the classical drive the energy 

disappears by transforming into the heat in all drive components 
from the fuel tank to the drive wheels of vehicles, and most in the 

internal combustion engine that converts chemical energy of fuel 
into useful work. The causes of this are numerous, but one of the 

biggest is that the engine is running in a very wide range of number 
of revolutions and loads while working with varying degrees of 

efficiency ratio. 

  

Fig. 2 Diagram of the relative fuel consumption of a typical internal 

combustion engine and the paths of energy through a typical gas-powered 

vehicle in city driving [9]. 

Figure 2 shows the relative fuel consumption of a typical ICE 
and the paths of energy through a typical gas-powered vehicle in 
city driving. If, for example, the engine delivers 100 kWh of energy 

from areas of least fuel consumption, it will be spent 22 liters of 
fuel, and if that same energy draws out from the area of the engine 

works at low load, it will be spent up to two or even three times 

more fuel. If the engine could keep the regimes of minimum 
consumption, which means a load of more than 50% and the 

number of rotation around the maximum torque, then you could 
save a considerable amount of fuel for the same usable energy. This 

is not possible in a classical drive chain (motor-transmission-
wheels). It is necessary, therefore, to separate the engine physically 

from the drive wheels and to establish a completely different 
structure of the propulsion system, in order to achieve full control of 

engine operating modes according to the number of rotation and 

load [9]. 
There are three basic types of hybrid-electric drive: serial, 

parallel and plug-in (Fig. 3). A series hybrid uses a gasoline or 
diesel ICE, coupled with a generator, to generate electricity but not 

to drive the car. The engine can send the electric current directly to 
the electric motor or charge a large battery that stores the electricity 

and delivers it to an electric motor on-demand. The electric motor 

propels the vehicle, using its power to rotate a driveshaft or a set of 
drive axles that turn the wheels.  

 

Fig. 3 The basic structure of serial, parallel and plug-in hybrid-electric 

drive. 

A parallel hybrid uses both an electric motor and an ICE for 
propulsion. They can run in tandem, or one can be used as the 

primary power source with the other kicking in to assist when extra 
power is needed for starting off, climbing hills, and accelerating to 

pass other vehicles. Because both are connected to the drive train, 
they’re said to run “in parallel.” Because plug-in hybrids feature 

larger batteries that can be charged at any ordinary electrical socket, 
they have the capacity to extend the ability of the electric motor to 
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drive the car farther without the need for starting the ICE and 
therefore substantially increase the vehicle’s fuel efficiency. 

Estimates have ranged as high as 100 mpg! 

2.3. Hydraulic hybrid ground vehicles  

Hydraulic hybrid technology has the advantage of high power 
density and the ability to accept the high rates/high frequencies of 

charging and discharging, therefore it is well suited for off-road 

vehicles and heavy-duty trucks. Relatively lower energy density and 
complicated coordinating operation between two power sources 

require a special energy control strategy to maximize the fuel saving 
potential. Kumar [10] has presented a new configuration of parallel 

hydraulic regenerative vehicle (PHRBV) to improve the braking 
energy regenerated potential and engine work efficiency. Based on 

the analysis of optimal energy distribution for the proposed PHRBV 
over a representative urban driving cycle, a fuzzy torque control 

strategy based on the vehicle load changes is developed to real-time 

control the energy distribution for the proposed PHRBV.  

The HRB Hydrostatic Regenerative Braking System helps meet 
increasingly strict environmental regulations and reduces operating 

costs by saving fuel. The HRB system will provide superior return 
on investment. The HRB stores a vehicle’s kinetic energy, which 

would otherwise be lost during mechanical braking operation. This 
energy is then available for powering the vehicle and reducing 

primary energy use. HRB, the hydraulic hybrid of Rexroth, reduces 

fuel consumption and CO2 emissions from heavy commercial 
vehicles with a high stop & go frequency by up to 25 percent and 

brake wear by up to 50 percent. This helps to reduce environmental 
pollution and the total cost of ownership for the operator. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Characteristics of an electric hybrid and hydraulic hybrid [11]. 

Characteristics of electric hybrid: Excess motor power is 
continuously accumulated in a battery over a longer time period 
(blue) and accessed as needed (light blue); High energy density and 

low power density: The battery can absorb a great deal of energy, 

but the charge time is relatively long, so it is not possible to fully 
recapture the braking energy; Energy is stored in batteries; 

Typically found in passenger cars. 

 

Fig. 5 A comparison of electric and hybrid regeneration. 

Characteristics of hydraulic hybrid: The kinetic energy from 
braking is fed to a hydraulic accumulator (blue) and immediately 

reused for starting (light blue). Hydraulic hybrids are ideal for 
vehicles with frequent, short start-stop cycles, such as public transit 

buses, refuse trucks, forklifts, pneumatic tire rollers, telehandlers, 
swap body movers and much more; High power density and low 

energy density: there are limits to the amount of energy the system 

can accumulate. However, it takes less time to collect and store this 
energy, which can be called upon as needed. The full braking 

energy is then fed to a hydraulic accumulator and stored. 

There is a common consensus that hybrid drive trains can 
strongly increase the efficiency of a drive train. However, the 

increased efficiency does not by itself result in a reduction of the 

fuel consumption or the cost of ownership. The electric drive train 
components result in an increased vehicle weight, which increases 

the fuel consumption of the vehicles. Moreover, the added cost for 
the electric components gives doubt about the cost-benefit-

relationship, especially of the full hybrid drive train concepts. 
Nevertheless, the trend of hybrid electric transmissions has also 

come to the ground vehicles market. Achten & Innas [5] have 
proposed “Hydrid” drive and control system that enables the design 

of a new generation of off-road vehicles with a strongly reduced 

fuel consumption, while maintaining (or even improving) the 
productivity. The “Hydrid” completely eliminates the mechanical 

drive train, thereby creating extra degrees of freedom for the 
suspension and traction control of the vehicle. The “Hydrid” has 

hydraulic accumulators for energy storage and power management, 
hydraulic transformers for efficient power control, and highly 

efficient and compact in-wheel motors. 

2.4. Military Applications of Hybrid Cars and Trucks  

Implementing HEV technology in military vehicles offers a 

number of potential advantages. The possibility to generate an 
increased amount of electric power is one important advantage that 

addresses the immediate demand for ever more electric power 
onboard modern military vehicles. Other advantages may become 

equally important with time. There are, however, technical 
challenges related to specific subsystems (components) in a HE 

drivetrain and to the overall system and vehicle design.  

The great interest in military HEVs suggests that it is an 

important technology for future military vehicles. Compared to a 
legacy military vehicle, a military HEV will be more complex and 

an increasingly multidisciplinary system. Given also the large 
variety of military vehicles, tracked or wheeled, from unarmed to 

heavy armed, and the relatively immature HE technology, no two 
systems are alike. It is therefore difficult to draw simple and 

universally valid conclusions. The relevant time frame also 

becomes very important. The most viable solution in the short term 
(5-7 years) might not be the same one as in the long term.  

Model-based systems development for military ground vehicles 

is a key enabler for rapid prototyping and design optimization. 
Batteh & Tiller [12] have described flexible, modular vehicle model 

architecture in Modelica to support a range of systems engineering 
analyses of conventional and hybrid vehicle architectures 

throughout the product development process. The models and 
sample simulation results highlight the flexibility of the model 

architecture and the wide range of engineering analyses that can be 

supported. 

In August 2007, the U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research, 
Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC) began full-load 

integration testing of the military’s first hybrid electric drive 
propulsion system designed for combat vehicles [13]. Milner et al. 

[14] developed and validated a high-fidelity six-degree-of-freedom 
model to use in a trade study for the development of a prototype 

autonomous vehicle. The model was developed with extensive 

capabilities for evaluating both on-road and off-road vehicle 
performance while allowing the user to modify the components and 

simulation setup as desired. The model enables the user to assign 
any desired modifications to virtually all of the major vehicle and 

simulation parameters. 

However, there are important technical challenges that need to 
be solved before we will see the successful fielding of a mass 

produced military HEV. A number of military HEVs have been 

successfully demonstrated, but there are still important limitation 
related to key technologies such as electric motors, power 
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electronics and energy storage systems (e.g. batteries). The maturity 
of the technology depends on the vehicle type (role, weight, tracked 

or wheeled etc.) and the HEV drivetrain architecture opted for 
(series, parallel etc.) [15]. 

Combat vehicles can also have benefit from the hybrid-electric 

drives. Some of the most important are the following: Fuel savings-

As with civilian vehicles and in combat and other vehicles for 
military purposes, narrowing the area of combustion engines can 

contribute to significant fuel savings (in some driving conditions 
even more than 50%). Fuel savings in military vehicles is important 

not only because of the fuel but also because there are other 
repercussions: simplifying and reducing costs of logistics, 

increasing the autonomy of the vehicles and so on. The issue of 
environmental protection is also not unimportant-lower fuel 

consumption means lower emissions and other toxic substances. 

Low acoustic signature of the vehicle-Hybrid-electric drive reduces 
the possibility of observing the vehicle through a lot of elements. 

One of the most important is that within the limits of available 
energy in batteries, the vehicle can be powered purely electrically 

powered, which means no noise, heat radiation and no emission 
gases. This ride can be of crucial importance in military operations. 

But even when the vehicle is driven in a combined operation, 
observing of the vehicles has been reduced because: 

• IC engine runs at lower numbers of rotation, and there is 
no sudden changes, which means less noise, 

• hydraulics for propulsion of the auxiliary systems to 
power the vehicle can be completely eliminated, thereby 

eliminating the noise of hydraulic pumps and motors, which is 
usually considerable, 

• reduced noise from cooling fans and others. 

  

 

Fig. 6 Hybrid Electric Combat Systems. 

With hybrid-electric drive, vehicle has electricity available in 
unlimited quantities that can be used to drive auxiliary devices, and 

other needs of the dome cars, and even for purposes outside the 

vehicle. New technologies of electric weapons and electromagnetic 
protection (EM shielding) are useless without a strong source of 

power supply. There are many other benefits of hybrid-electric 
drive as: modularity of the system easier to maintain, complete 

automation and control reduce the human factor and provide a 
better diagnosis, flexibility in the design of the propulsion system 

enables better use of space, and others [16]. 

3. Conclusion 

Automotive engineers may be further ahead in applying hybrid 

technologies, but some of the most exciting hybrid innovations 
these days target off-road OEMs and makers of military, 

agricultural and construction vehicles. Regenerative braking is a 
major means of hybrid vehicle to reduce consumption of fuel and 

lower the environment pollution. Comparison of different solutions 

of hybrid ground vehicles in terms of the percentage of recuperated 
energy during the regenerative braking phase is done in this paper. 

The proposed hybrid drive and control system enables the design of 
a new generation of ground vehicles with a strongly reduced fuel 

consumption, while maintaining the productivity. Militaries 
worldwide are also interested in realizing the potential energy 

savings associated with hybrid vehicles. It is important to note that 

there are other potential payoffs associated with military hybrid 
vehicles: the ability to idle and possibly move without the acoustic 

and thermal signatures of an internal combustion engine. 
Regenerative braking that incorporates a hydraulic system has the 

advantage of high power density and the ability to accept the high 
rates/high frequencies of charging and discharging. This makes 

hydraulic regenerative braking technology well suited for off-road 
vehicles and heavy-duty trucks.  

This paper was realized within the researching project “The 

research of vehicle safety as part of a cybernetic system: Driver-
Vehicle-Environment” ref. no. 35041, funded by Ministry of 

Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic 
of Serbia. 
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Abstract: The hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) are promising vehicles with low exhaust emissions and increased autonomy of movement 

including internal combustion engine (ICE) and electric motor (EM) which is powered by the battery (B) . The main advantage of HEV over 

classic cars is the reduced fuel consumption, especially in urban traffic [1]. This is a prerequisite for good energy efficiency of HEV, which 
is determined by the fuel consumption and consumption, respectively the regeneration of electricity of HEV. These values depend on many 

factors such as speed, mileage, acceleration, mass, drag, climatic conditions and more. The modelling of the energy efficiency of HEV is 
related to the study and structuring of the factors that determine the fuel consumption and electricity consumption and the dependencies 

between them and their connection and construction in a model. The model of energy efficiency of HEV gives a quantitative assessment of 

the fuel consumption and the consumption (regeneration) of electricity of HEV, according to the main influencing parameters. In addition, 
the HEV energy efficiency model indicates the influencing parameters and their analytical or experimental determination. The correct 

modelling of energy efficiency is related to the correct determination of energy parameters and their logical connection in a selected model. 
The optimal model of energy efficiency of HEV is built from these factors that can be directly measured or calculated, which increases the 

accuracy and reliability of the results. This article discusses building an energy efficiency model of a hybrid electric vehicle.  
Keywords: HYBRID, VEHICLE, MODEL, EFFICIENCY 

 

1. Introduction 

Modeling is the study of the studied objects with the 

construction of models - approximations, reflecting certain aspects 
of the objects [1]. 

Analytical modeling, also called mathematical modeling [2,3] is 

the process of building a model using a priori knowledge of the 
object of study, available before conducting an experiment with the 

object. Analytical modeling has the advantage that it is based on the 
specific patterns in the studied processes [4]. The models obtained 

in this way are usually too complex. On the other hand, it is not 

always possible to analytically specify the class, the appropriate 
structure of the model, the significant factors influencing its 

outcome, etc. 

Therefore, the experimental modeling is applied, which is based 
on the processing of input-output data for the studied system or 

object. 

In modeling the HEV energy efficiency (HEVEE), it is 

appropriate to combine theoretical dependencies with experimental 
research to achieve reliable results [5]. 

2. Factors 

According to the accepted approach and the a priori 

information, the structure of the HEVEE model is chosen, presented 
in Fig.2.1. 

 

Fig.1. Structure of the HEVEE model 

The structure of the HEVEE model consists of input factors and 
output indicators which designations is as follows: 

 B – basic factors; 

 O – operational factors; 

 R – road factors; 

 T – traffic factors; 

 D – driver select factors; 

 A – ambient factors; 

 S – subjective factors; 

 F – fuel indicators; 

 E – electrical indicators. 

The input factors influencing the studied object are represented 
by the vectors of: basic factors, operational factors, road factors, 

traffic factors, driver selected factors, ambient factors, and 
subjective factors. The input factors are described in detail in table 

1. 
Table 1. Structure of the input factors of the HEVEE model 

№ Factors Parameters Desig-

nation 

Dimen-

sion 

1 
Base 

factors 

1.ICE volume VICE m3 

2.ICE power PICE W 

3.ICE torque MICE Nm 

4.EM power PЕM W 

5.EM torque MЕM Nm 

6.Battery capacity CB Ah 

7.HEV kerb mass m0 kg 

8.Gear box ratios i1…n  

9.Final drive ratio i0  

10.Tyre sizes: 
Rim diameter 

Tyre width 
Tyre height 

 
D 
B 
H 

 
m 
m 
m 

11.HEV dimensions: 
Length 

Width 
Height 

 
LHEV 

BHEV 

HHEV 

 
m 

m 
m 

12.Gravity center height hg m 

2 

Opera-

tional 
factors 

1.ICE speed nICE min-1  

2.EM speed nEM min-1 

3.ICE load LICE % 

4.EM load LЕM % 

5.HEV load mL kg 

6.HEV maximum design 
total mass 

mHEV kg 

7.Battery state of charge SOC % 

8.ICE coolant temperature Тcool  
0C 

9.Tyre inflate pressure Рinfl bar 

3 
Road 
factors 

1.Tractive effort coefficient φ  

2.Rolling resistance 

coefficient 

f  

3.Road inclination  i % 

4.Road turn radius R m 

4 
Traffic 
factors 

1.Driving distance L m 

2.Driving speed υd m/s 

3.Average speed  υA m/s 

4.Driving time td s 

5.Stay time ts s 

6.Total time tt s 

7.Day time interval   
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5 
Driver 
selected 
factors 

1.Manual or automatic gear 
shifting 

  

2.Economic, sport or 
standard driving mode 

  

3.Switching the consumers   

6 
Ambient 
factors 

1.Ambient temperature Тa 
0С 

2.Weather conditions   

3.Variable and occasional 
events 

  

7 
Subjectiv
e factors 

1.Driving habbits   

2.Driver psychological and 
physiological condition 

  

3.Driving aim   

The output indicators of the studied object are presented by the 

vectors of the fuel indicators and the electrical indicators (table 2). 
Table 2. Structure of the output indicators of the HEVEE model 

№ Indicato

rs 

Parameters Desig-

nation 

Dimen-

sion 

1 
Fuel 
indicators 

1.Fuel consumed Qf l 

2. Time rate of fuel 
consumption 

Gh kg/s 

3.Road fuel consumption GL l/m 

2 
Electrical 
indicators 

1.Battery voltage at idle ЕB  V 

2.Battery voltage under load UB V 

3.Discharging current Idisch A 

4.Recharging current Irech A 

5.Regenerating current Iregen A 

6.Discharging time tdisch s 

7.Recharging time trech s 

8.Regenerating time tregen s 

9.Electricity consumed Qdisch Ws 

10.Electricity regenerated Qregen Ws 

11.Electricity recharged Qrech Ws 

3. Parameters 

According to the fore mentioned structure of the HEVEE model 
and the analysis of the input factors and the output indicators and 

the related parameters, a parametric model of HEVEE is presented, 
shown in fig.3. 

 

Fig.2. Parametric model of HEVEE 

The input HEVEE parameters are variable parameters which can be 

measured or calculated [5]. The output parameters depend on the 
input parameters and determine from them by the mathematical 

equations. Therefore, the mathematical description of the output 

parameters represents the whole HEVEE model.  

4. Mathematical description of the HEVEE 

The mathematical description of the HEVEE model is 

connected to the mathematical equations, by which the input and 

output parameters are determined. 

4.1.Determining the input parameters 

The HEV maximum design total mass mHEV is determined by: 

(1)  0 0HEV L P PLm m m m m m n     , kg.                                        

Where mP is the passenger mass, kg; mPL is the passenger 

luggage mass, kg; n is the passenger’s number. 

The HEV driving distance L is a basic parameter on which its 
energy efficiency depends. There are various methods and methods 

for determining the L, which are used according to the goal. In the 
present study, it is assumed that the mileage is determined by three 

methods: 

1) Cartographic method 

In this method, the driving distance L is assumed to be equal to 

the mileage Lm determined on the terrain map. 

(2) 

1

m

k

k

L L



 , m.                      

Where m is the number of distances. 

2) Indicator method 

In this method, the driving distance L is assumed to be equal to 

the mileage LIND determined by the HEV indicator instruments: 

(3) ,

1

m

IND k

k

L L



 , m. 

The indicator devices measuring the HEV driving distance can 
be 1) Mileage indicator; 2) On-board computer; 3) Diagnostic 

interface. 

3) Navigation method 

In this method, the driving distance is assumed to be equal to 

the mileage LGPS determined using a meter (on-board or special) via 
the global GPS positioning system: 

(4) ,

1

m

GPS k

k

L L



 , m. 

Driving distance L is assumed to be equal to the arithmetic 
mean of the results obtained by the three methods. 

The driving time td is the time during which the HEV is in 
motion. The stay time ts is the time during which the HEV does not 

move, but stays in place due to waiting at intersections, crossings 
and other reasons related to the organization of traffic. The stay 

time ts does not include the time spent in parking lots and garages. 
The total run time tt is the sum of the driving time td and the stay 

time ts. In the present study, it is assumed that the determination of 
the above times should be performed by indicator (3) and 

navigation (4) methods. 

The driving speed υd is determined by: 

(5) d
d

L

t
  , m/s. 

The ICE speed nICE can be determined by the expression [6]: 

(6) 
30

1

2 100

d n o
ICE

sr

i i
n

D H
C B

B




 

 
 

 , min-1. 

Where Csr is the converter speed ratio which is take from HEV 
converter specifications. In case of manual gear box, the Csr = 1. 

The EM speed nEM can be determined by [6,7]: 

(7) 
,30

1
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Where it,m is transmission ratio from the EM the driving wheels. 
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The battery SOC instantaneous capacity of the battery [6,8]. 

The battery SOC can be represented as a percentage of the full 

state-of-charge SOCmax: 

(8) 
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4.2.Determining the output parameters 

The fuel consumed Qf is calculated according [5]: 

(9) 
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Where ρf is the fuel density, kg/m3. 

The value of the brake specific fuel consumption ge comes from 
the HEV internal combustion engine fuel economy characteristic 

and corresponds to the required power PICE from the ICE plotted 
against the ICE speed nICE. The PICE is equal at the expression in 

brakes in the (9): 

(10) 
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The electricity consumed Qdisch is determined by [5]: 
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Where Qadd is the electricity consumed from the additional HEV 

consumers (heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, servo-steering 
etc.), Ws. 

As HEV batteries is a DC sources so for the determination of 
the Qdisch can be used also the formulae for the direct current power 

through the combination of the Ohm law and Jaul-Lenz law [9,10]: 

(12)   disch B disch dischQ U I t  

When (12) is substituted in (11) is obtained: 
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The equation (13) gives the calculation of the discharging 

current Idisch in dependence of the voltage under load UB for certain 
time tdisch, and then by (12) the HEV electricity consumed Qdisch can 

be obtain. 
After the calculation, the value of the Qdisch can be transformed 

to kWh. 
The HEV electricity regenerated Qregen is determined by the 

Jaul-Lenz law [9,10]: 

(14)   
disch regen regenQ Р t  

Where Pregen is the power regenerated, W. 
The HEV regeneration of the electricity is realized during its 

inertia movement or during its regenerative braking. The 
regeneration of the electricity is performed by the grade resistance 

at descending and inertia resistance at coasting. In this case the 

equation (11) is changed: 

(15)
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The regeneration is useful only when the state of charge of the 
HEV battery SOC0 is lower than SOCmax, i.e., there is regeneration 

current Iregen [11] flow which is equal to the recharging current Irech. 
This is explained at the next dependance: 

(16)   
max 0

0

( )

regent

regenI t dtSOC SOC    

Therefore, is made the limitation of the regenerative current 

Iregen: 

(17)   
max 0

0

( )

regent

regenI t dt SOC SOC   

When (17) is not fulfilled, i.e., at higher Iregen there are 

undesirable overcharging processes in the battery which decrease its 
time life. 

According to above mentioned, the HEV electricity regenerated 
Qregen can be determine by the combination of the Ohm law and 

Jaul-Lenz law [9,10]: 

(18)   
regen B regen regenQ E I t  

Hence the regenerative current Iregen can be obtained: 

(19)   
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The obtained value of the Iregen from the (19) is verifying by the 
(17), hence the permissible regenerative time tregen is obtained: 
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After the calculation, the value of the Qregen can be transformed 
to kWh. 

The obtained data from the mathematical calculations must be 
evaluated according to the corresponding criteria. Such evaluating 

criteria is proposed in [7]. 

5. Conclusion 

The structure of the hybrid electric vehicle energy efficiency is 

established, which is consists of input factors and output indicators. 

The mathematical description of the parameters of the input 
factors and output indicators is made and include twenty basic 

mathematical equations. 
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Abstract: Bipedal, four-legged and humanoid robots are rapidly increasing in our lives. The design and development of robots continue in 

similar. For this reason, the importance of studies on bipedal robots is also increasing. In this study, the design of a biped robot, forward and 

inverse kinematics computation were made. Bipedal robot walking pattern and joint angle changes were determined according to the kinematic 

model of the robot and the power of the motors to rotate the joints. As a result of the walking pattern, center of mass and zero moment point 

change were tracked. As a result of the study, the stepping style, walking motion, gait analysis, changes in joint angles were determined of a 

bipedal robot.  

  
Keywords: BIPEDAL ROBOT, FORWARD- INVERSE KINEMATIC OF ROBOT, WALKING PATTERN,  

 

1. Introduction 

Studies on the controlled and computing of bipedal and 

humanoid robots have been continued by many researchers for the 

last 70 years, according to the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) 

and different design[1] [2]. The main aim of the designs is to improve 

the robot's movement abilities, and it is desired that robots have the 

attributes of thinking, moving, and making decisions with artificial 

intelligence. Kinematic methods are used for joint movements in the 

control methods of bipedal robots[3][4]. In many studies, the walking 

motion of the robot has been created according to forward and inverse 

kinematic solutions. In addition to kinematic movement, the center 

of mass (COM) must be followed and kept within certain limits in 

order for the robot to remain in balance in the walking pattern[5][6]. 

Tracking the (COM) with the zero-moment point (ZMP) is another 

important control factor. The position and power information of the 

motors that provide joint movements constitute another control part. 

The movement structures of bipedal and humanoid robots require a 

multidisciplinary study[7]. This study, it is aimed to design a biped 

robot, determine the joint movements required for walking 

movement and to establish the walking control loop. 

In this paper, robot design, forward inverse kinematic 

calculations and joint movement of bipedal robot explained in section 

2. In section 3, the motion control walking pattern is explained, it is 

completed with the conclusion and references. 

2. Bipedal Robot Design and Kinematic Parameters 

Kinematic solutions are essential for the control of biped 

robots[8]. The positions of the robot joints can be solved in two 

different ways using forward kinematic or inverse kinematic 

calculations via D-H (Denavit and Hartenberg) parameters[9]. With 

kinematic calculations, joint angles, target positions, singularities 

(singularity) and working area boundaries can be determined.  

Forward kinematics is obtained by determining joint 

transformation matrices with the orientation of robot joint angles and 

positions from the main to lower end. This equation is the type of 

calculation in which the position angle motion relationship is 

determined. For the forward kinematic computation of the biped 

robot, the axis, angle and length values of the robot joints should be 

determined. In the study, the 3D model of the bipedal robot, the 

positions of the 6 axes on a single leg of the robot and the lengths of 

the joints are determined in figure 1. Based on this information, a 

table of DH parameters has been created and shown to obtain the 

transformation matrices of the joints in table 1. DOFs are shown in 

figure 1. Joint transformation matrices according to DH parameters 

are given in equations 1-5. The angle and positions change of the 

limbs during the walking locomotion can be determined with the 5th 

equation. 

 

Table 1:Six DOF Left Leg D-H parameters. 

 

 

int 𝑖 𝜃𝑖  𝛼𝑖 𝑎𝑖 𝑑𝑖 

0-1 0 90° 0 0 

1-2 𝜃1 -90° 0 0 

2-3 𝜃2 0° 𝐿1 0 

3-4 𝜃3 0° 𝐿2 0 

4-5 𝜃4 90° 0 0 

5-F 𝜃5 0° 0 0 

[ 𝑇1
0 ] = [

cos 𝜃𝑖 −sin 𝜃𝑖 0 𝑎𝑖−1

sin 𝜃𝑖 cos 𝛼𝑖−1 cos 𝜃𝑖 cos 𝛼𝑖−1 − sin 𝛼𝑖−1 − sin 𝛼𝑖−1𝑑𝑖

sin 𝜃𝑖 sin 𝛼𝑖−1 cos 𝜃𝑖 sin 𝛼𝑖−1 cos 𝛼𝑖−1 cos 𝛼𝑖−1𝑑𝑖

0 0 0 1

] (1) 

[ 𝑇1
0 ] = [

c 𝜃3 −s 𝜃3 0 0
0 0 −1 0

s 𝜃3 c 𝜃3 0 0
0 0 0 1

] [ 𝑇2
1 ] = [

c 𝜃4 −s 𝜃4 0 0
0 0 0 0

−s 𝜃4 − c 𝜃4 0 0
0 0 0 1

] (2) 

[ 𝑇3
2 ] = [

c 𝜃5 −s 𝜃5 0 𝐿1

s 𝜃5 c 𝜃5 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] [ 𝑇4
3 ] = [

c 𝜃6 −s 𝜃6 0 𝐿2

s 𝜃6 c 𝜃6 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] (3) 

Fig. 1  Bipedal robot and coordinate frames  
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The inverse kinematics is used for the computation of joint 

positions satisfying desired relative positions and orientations 

between the body center and foot[10]. This method to base on 

determining the joint variables in terms of the end-effector position 

and orientation. 

The inverse kinematic computation of the designed bipedal robot 

is calculated by using the trigonometric approach[11].  According to 

figure 2(a), joint angles and leg position information are obtained to 

calculate the changing during the walking motion of the bipedal robot 

via equations 6-11. Joint angles and positions of the robot leg are 

computed in the equations 6-8, from right-side view in figure 2(b). 

Figure 2 (c) shows the angle between the wrist and hip joints also the 

total length of the leg this relationship is explained by the equation.9. 

In figure 2(d), the position information is shown as a result of the 

robot leg rotating and its expressed in equation 11. 

[ 𝑇5
4 ] = [

c 𝜃7 −s 𝜃7 0 0
0 0 0 0

s 𝜃7 c 𝜃7 0 0
0 0 0 1

] [ 𝑇𝐹
5 ] = [

c 𝜃8 −s 𝜃8 0 0
s 𝜃8 c 𝜃8 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] (4) 

[ 𝑇𝐹
0 ] = [ 𝑇1

0 ][ 𝑇2
1 ][ 𝑇3

2 ][ 𝑇4
3 ][ 𝑇5

4 ][ 𝑇F
5 ] (5) 

𝛾 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝐿2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

𝑅2
)     𝛽 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑥1

𝑅2
) (6) 

𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝐿1

2 + 𝐿2
2 − 𝑅2

2

2𝐿1
2𝐿2

2 ) (7) 

𝜃2 = 𝛼 + 𝛽    𝜃3 = 𝜋 − 𝛾      𝜃4 = 𝜃2 − 𝜃3 (8) 

𝜃1 = 𝜃5 (9) 

𝑅0 = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2  𝜑 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑦

𝑥
) − 𝜃0 (10) 

𝑥1 = 𝑅0𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑     𝑦1 = 𝑅0𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 (11) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 2 Bipedal robot DOF views 

Fig 3. 10 DOF motor rotation angle in walking pattern 
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Figure 3 shows the joint angles of the bipedal robot according to 

the walking pattern. The walking cycle is determined according to 

inverse kinematic calculations, torque limits of motors and friction. 

3. Locomotion Control and Walking Tracking  

The walking pattern of biped robots consists of one leg and 

double leg phase. In order for the robot to move without tipping over, 

it must create a reaction moment against the overturning moment 

caused by COM[12] [13]. This reaction is created by the reaction 

force between the ground and the foot base. The position where the 

reaction force occurs on the foot is called the zero-moment point 

(ZMP)[14]. This position changes according to the single and double 

leg phases. In figure 6, the oscillation in the walking process of COM, 

ZMP reference trajectory and steps of the robot are shown. The ZMP 

location is limited by the distance between the robot's two-legs. 

When this limit value is exceeded due to COM, the robot can topple 

over[15][16]. In order not to exceed this limit, it is requisite to control 

the joint movements of a bipedal robot that cause the change of COM. 

We can show this relationship with the diagram in the figure. 

In the control diagram in Figure 4, the control software of the 

servo motors is designed and controlled on the OpenCM card. When 

the joint movements in Figure 3 are applied to the dynamixel mx64 

servo motors, a walking pattern is obtained as in figure 6. in the steps 

pattern, the ZMP oscillation and COM trajectory information 

obtained from the gyro sensor appear in figure 7. When the projection 

of COM is examined, it is seen that it stays between the legs and 

walks on balance. The walking pattern in bipedal robots is similar to 

the walking pattern in humans. The human walking pattern appears 

in figure 5 [17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure 6 (a) shows the walking phase of moving the right foot 

of the bipedal to forward steps. in the figure (b) movement of moving 

the left foot to forward.  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4 ZMP COM control diagram 

Fig. 5 Human walking cycle phases 

Fig. 6 Bipedall robot walking phases 

Fig. 7 COM and ZMP oscillation of bipedal robot in walking pattern 
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4. Conclusion 

In this study, a bipedal robot is designed. Forward and inverse 

kinematic models are calculated. A walking style for ZMP and COM 

values were determined for gait and balance control. Walking styles 

in bipedal robots were wanted to be likened to be human walking 

styles, but due to motor torque values, angle limits were imposed on 

some joints. This angle limit also caused the walking style to be 

different. Better walking performances can be obtained with more 

powerful motors or smaller designs. The next study, it is aimed to 

expand the external factors that disturb the balance and the joint angle 

limits. In addition, it is aimed to perform locomotion trajectory 

control by measuring with sensors for ZMP tracking. As a result, an 

experimental bipedal robot that can walk at a speed of 4 cm/sec has 

been applied. 
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Abstract: Modern trends in the movement of freight rail cars are associated with improved technical and economic movement of rolling 

stock. GSKBV (Mariupol, Ukraine) in collaboration with the branch institutes of Ukraine and the Ukrainian Railways are developing 

promising models of freight cars. One of these cars is a thermos car. The technical solutions used made it possible to create a thermos car 

with improved technical and economic capabilities. The obtained scientific and technical groundwork for the creation of this car allows us to 

carry out further work on the creation on the basis of the presented design - a car with an autonomous cooling system. 

KEYWORDS: freight cars; innovative design; thermos car; spring suspension, structural strength 

 

1.Introduction 

Modern trends in the development of cargo transportation by rail 

are associated with an increase in the technical and economic 

characteristics of rolling stock. Therefore, the direction of research 

is relevant, which involves the improvement of the designs of 

freight cars.There are several ways to solve this scientific and 

technical problem [1],[2]. One of these ways is the creation of 

innovative designs of freight cars. This implies the use of more 

durable materials and advanced engineering technologies, which 

allows us to create designs of freight cars with better quality 

characteristics. 

 

2. Problem discussion 

The deterioration of rolling stock is currently one of the acute 

problems of the railways of Ukraine. The wear and tear of the fleet 

of freight cars intended for the carriage of perishable goods and 

other goods requiring compliance with the temperature regime 

during their transportation is no exception. In addition, enterprises 

that previously produced isothermal rolling stock ceased to exist, or 

ceased to produce rolling stock of this type. 

 

3. Objective and research methodologies 
GSKBV (Mariupol, Ukraine) in collaboration with the branch 

institutes of Ukraine and the Ukrainian Railways are developing 

promising models of freight cars. One of these cars is a thermos car 

model 16-1807-04 (Fig. 1). In this car, steels of increased strength 

are used, which made it possible to create a structure with a 

relatively low ratio of the car's tare weight and carrying capacity 

(tare ratio). In addition, a number of technical solutions were used 

in the car design, which made it possible to maximally break the 

cold bridges and obtain a car design with a lower heat transfer 

coefficient of the body guard. The design of the car allows 

extensive use of mechanization and automation of technological 

processes in its manufacture. The same applies to the main layer of 

thermal insulation material applied in the body structure, applied by 

spraying (Fig. 2). Bogies with bilinear spring suspension, polymer 

linings in friction units were used as running parts, which made it 

possible to improve the dynamics of the car, remove the impact on 

the track and increase the turnaround time and service life in 

general for this type of cars from 22 to 32 years [3], [4],[5]. A 

number of technical solutions used in this car are protected by the 

patents of Ukraine and the Russian Federation. 

 
Fig.1. Thermos car model 16-1807-04 

The car was created using modern design tools and assessment of 

the stress-strain state. At the same time, the key point was a 

preliminary assessment of the thermal properties of the body. 

The calculation is based on the determination of the total heat 

transfer coefficient of the body guard [6]. The heat transfer 

coefficient of individual zones of the fence is determined as for a 

multilayer wall by the formula: 
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where:  δi and λi- are the thickness and thermal conductivity of the 

i-th element; 

           αВ - heat transfer coefficient from product to metal 

sheathing; 

            αH - heat transfer coefficient from metal sheathing to outside 

air. 

The average heat transfer coefficient of the body guard is 

determined by the formula: 

 

 

 

 

where: Ki - heat transfer coefficientof the i-th element; 

           Fi - surface areaof the i-th element. 

As a result, in order to improve the accuracy of the calculation, the 

body structure was divided into 18 zones (elements), different in 

their heat-conducting characteristics. 

At the same time, the overall heat transfer coefficient of the body 

guard was 0.25 W/(m2K). At the same time, thermal engineering 

tests of a full-scale sample showed an exact coincidence with the 

results of theoretical studies. 
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a)                                         b) 

Fig.2. Car frame (a) and Car body (b) spray-applied insulation 

 

The assessment of the structural strength of the car body was 

carried out by the finite element method. For this, its design model 

was used, created in the program of three-dimensional parametric 

modeling SolidWorks, which is an approximate representation of a 

real structure. The calculation was performed using the ANSYS 

software package. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the result of 

calculating the strength of the end wall and frame of a car upon 

impact. 

 

 
Fig.3. Stress-strain statebody elements in the design mode impact. 

 

The key task in the creation of the car was to confirm the declared 

service life of the car - 32 years. For this, a theoretical and 

experimental assessment of the fatigue strength of the car body was 

carried out. According to the calculation performed, on the basis of 

the obtained stresses from the action on the structure of the car of 

the vertical (from the load and its own weight) and longitudinal 

tensile and compressive forces. Taking into account the effective 

body vibration frequency of 2.6 Hz, car frame deflection in the 

middle part (Fig.4.) 5.0 mm and the statistical distribution of the 

amplitudes of the longitudinal forces for one year, the minimum 

fatigue safety factor for the service life of a carriage of 32 years was 

2.1 with its allowable value according to the accepted assessment 

method of 1.8. 

When conducting fatigue tests, to create vertical vibrations of the 

body, pneumatic pulsators were used (Fig. 5, а) installed in the 

cantilever part of the car, one on each side. In this case, the friction 

wedges of the spring suspension of the bogies were dismantled. The 

vertical load was created by loading the body with sandbags (Fig. 4, 

b) 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig.4. Car tests to determine the fatigue safety factor 

 

The overall size of the car allows this car to be operated along the 

entire 1520 mm rail network and along the main and a number of 

other railways - members of the Organization for Cooperation 

between Railways (OSJD) with a gauge of 1435 mm used for 

international traffic. 

According to the Unified Tariff Statistical Nomenclature of cargo, 

this car can carry almost 500 different types of cargo. Currently, 

more than one hundred cars of this model are in operation. n 

comparison with analogues, this car allowed to increase the 

transportation time for perishable goods from 3-6 to 10 days. 

Some of them have already undergone scheduled repairs. At the 

same time, there were no complaints from the car owners. Taking 

into account the high (more than 90%) deterioration of the fleet of 

isothermal cars, the presented model, in terms of its technical and 

economic parameters, is one of the most promising models for 

replacing cars of this type retired due to the end of their service life. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The technical solutions used made it possible to create a thermos 

car with improved technical and economic parameters. The car 

allows you to transport a wide range of perishable food cargo in the 

required temperature range for a longer distance. 
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Thus, the problem of creating a car with improved technical and 

economic parameters that meets the needs of the freight transport 

market has been solved. 

The obtained scientific and technical groundwork for the creation of 

this car allows further work to be carried out on the basis of the 

presented design - a car with an autonomous cooling system, which 

will further expand the capabilities of carriers. 
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Abstract: Normally, maritime, air and surface transport assets powered by internal combustion engines are the major sources of chemical, 

biological and physical pollution of the environment. In the meantime, oil shortage and world oil prices are rising every year, which raises 

questions on the use of alternative energy sources that are not fossil fuels.  
At the present time, natural gas as one of the types of fuel is widely and successfully used in surface transport owing to the availability of 

their sufficient reserves and good thermophysical characteristics. The article deals with the prospects for natural gas production in the sea 
and the possibilities of utilizing its energy source in small-capacity marine and river transport equipment in both diesel-cycle and directly 

converted to natural gas-powered diesel engines. 
KEY WORDS: DIESEL ENJINE, HIDROGEN SYLFIDE,  METHANE, MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY.  

 

1. Introduction 

At the present time, the energy-environmental parameters of 

the internal combustion engines of vehicles depend to a great extent 

on fuel type used, because the maritime, air and surface transport 
assets that are the consumers of oil obtained from oil processing are 

the major sources of chemical, biological and physical pollution of 
the environment. In the meantime, oil shortage and world oil prices 

are rising every year, which raises questions on the use of 
alternative energy sources that are not fuels obtained from oil 

processing.  
An important direction for the development of maritime 

transport is increasing fuel efficiency, energy efficiency and 

environmental safety of its energy equipment. Typically, these 
parameters in internal combustion engines are determined by the 

organization of the work process and the type and composition of 
fuel used. Therefore, it is important to convert the energy equipment 

of small-capacity naval vessels to the gas-diesel cycle or directly to 
the natural gas cycle. 

 

1. Preconditions and means for resolving 

the problem 
Depending on primary raw materials, alternative fuels are of 

various types, of which at the present stage natural gas, as one of 

the forms of fuel, is widely and successfully used in road transport, 
which is due to its reserves and good thermophysical characteristics. 

In particular, the use of this type of fuel has the following 

advantages: 

 High-octane rating allows to increase the degree of 

compression, which increases the capacity and saves fuel; 

 Toxicity and acoustic performance of combustion products are 

reduced, which significantly improves the state of the 
environment; 

 It is possible to use the principle of quality regulation, which 

allows us to increase fuel efficiency; 

 High-octane rating ensures efficient and fault-free performance 

of gas diesel at high compression degree. It should be noted that 
in this case smoke opacity is reduced by 2-3 times (which is 

typical for diesels) and almost no soot particles are formed; 

 It is possible to convert diesel directly to compressed natural 

gas. From an environmental perspective, such an engine is more 

efficient than the base diesel and gas diesel variants, because no 
solid particles are produced in the form of soot and the smoke 

opacity is reduced to zero; 

 The degree of wear of the piston cylinder parts decreases and 

the service life of the oil increases. 

Thus, natural gas as an energy source can be successfully 
used in small-capacity maritime and river transport, as well as in 

gas-diesel cycle power equipment and diesel converted directly to 

natural gas. 
The question is: why have we brought this problem to the 

forefront and conducted studies? 
Georgia is known to be a country with limited reserves of 

fuel and energy resources, but the energy potential of the Black Sea 
can be widely used in transport energy equipment and primarily in 

low-capacity maritime transport. 
Hydrogen sulfide and methane existing in the deep waters 

of the Black Sea attracted the attention of scientists immediately 

after their discovery as a virtually inexhaustible raw material for the 
production of alternative energy and with a view to addressing the 

lack of fuel and energy raw materials. 
One of the main problems in determining the environmental 

status of the Black Sea today is the presence of methane and 
hydrogen sulfide in the lower water layers, the content of which is 

increasing every year due to pollution. Studies conducted at the end 
of the last century revealed that the main source of methane 

dissolved in water (75%) is the shallow (700 m) sedimentary 

volcanic layers, where the existing thermobaric conditions are 
favorable for the formation of solid methane carbohydrates, which 

decompose with an increase in sea-water with emission of large 
quantities of methane.  

The significant amount of methane in the deep waters of the 
Black Sea leads to an increase in the percentage of its use as an 

alternative energy source in transport power equipment, since 

natural gas (CHn) is more environmentally friendly than traditional 
fuel, because carbon mass fraction is 74 ÷ 75%, while the same 

indicator for gasoline is 85,6% and for diesel fuel - 86%, which 
leads to a decrease in the CO and CO2 concentrations in combustion 

products. 
The question arises: how can methane be obtained from the 

deep-sea waters? To solve this problem, we used the method of 
membrane separation of the gaseous mixtures based on the use of 

porous, non-porous and composite selective-penetrating 

membranes. The advantages of the membrane separation processes 
are continuity, low energy consumption, process control, and 

compatibility with other separation processes. At present, 
importance among the various methods of cleaning the gaseous 

systems, the adsorption methods are becoming increasingly 
important, as they provide practically complete capture of waste and 

cleaning of several components simultaneously.  

To extract a mixture of hydrogen sulfide, methane and other 
components from the deep waters of the Black Sea, a technological 

scheme of the device was developed, which is designed to ensure 

the processes of separation the gaseous mixtures extracted from the 
depths of the sea, as well as their decomposition through the use of 

the membrane technologies and sorption methods. In particular, in 
our case, the membrane-zeolite module for methane adsorption was 

studied. 
The study revealed that methane practically does not adsorb 

on undried zeolites, but the study of methane adsorption was carried 
out on locally produced pre-dried natural clinoptilolite and synthetic 

zeolites of Khekordzula (CaA, cationite KY-2-8) modified with Ni. 

The experiment studied the adsorption rate of CH4 on zeolites with 
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dependence on the delay time (Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1. The adsorption rate of CH4 on zeolites. 

 ----------    CaA 
- - - -          modified with Ni.   

 
The study revealed that synthetic zeolite CaA is 

characterized by high adsorption capacity towards methane. 

Productivity of Khekordzula’s zeolite modified with Ni is much 
smaller, while methane KY-2-8 is not adsorbed at all on cationite, 

although the rate of adsorption in both cases is almost not 
dependent on the delay time, that is, natural zeolites and synthetic 

CaA can be used as highly-efficient adsorbents towards CH4 in the 
deep waters of the Black Sea. 

In the case of gas diesel, it differs from the base engine in 
terms of both the mixture production and mixture ignition. In 

particular, in this type of engine, the mixture of air and fuel gas is 

compressed, the self-ignition of which at the end of the compression 
is not carried out due to the high self-heating temperature of natural 

gas (680-750 0C) and the so-called “ignition dose” of diesel fuel 
(the diesel fuel self-ignition temperature – 3200 – 380 0C)  is used to 

generate a combustion source at the end of the compression. In 
modern engines, the value of the ignition dose is 15-20% of fuel 

cyclic supply of the base diesel engine and depends on the load 
mode. In this type of engines, the fuel mixture is prepared and 

delivered to the cylinder in the fuel supply system of gas-powered 

vehicle, while the ignition dose of diesel fuel is injected at the end 
of the compression from the base diesel nozzle. In our case, the 

study covers a four-stroke two-cylinder diesel engine (9.5 / 11) with 
combustion chamber in the piston. The data of the pilot studies for 

both base diesel and gas-diesel cycle engines in nominal conditions 
are given in Table 1, while Figure 1 illustrates the external service 

indicators.  

 
 

 

 
  

 
Table 1. Characteristics of the diesel and gas-diesel engines operating cycle 

Characteristics  
Type of engine 

Gas-diesel Diesel 

Effective power, kW  9,78 10,1 

Mean effective pressure, MPa  0,486 0,502 

Effective torque, n.m.  58,6 60,2 

Diesel fuel consumption per hour, kg/h  0,651 2,322 

Gaseous fuel consumption per hour, kg/h  0,409 - 

Diesel fuel effective consumption, g/kWh   0,74 225 

Gaseous fuel effective consumption, g/kWh   46,5 - 

 

2. Conclusion 
 
Studies have demonstrated that the effective power and 

torque of the gas-diesel and its base diesel engines are practically 

are substantially the same. However, in the case of diesel engine, 
the cost-effectiveness of diesel fuel is reduced by almost 3 times. It 

should be also noted that the gasoline-diesel engine has better 
environmental performance than the base engine. In particular, 

smokiness of combustion products decreases by 2-3 times and the 
noise level - by 3-8 dB. At the same time the reduction in carbon 

oxides and hydrocarbons is observed in the combustion products, 
but nitrogen oxides are increased. Studies in this direction are 

ongoing on the engine operating in load mode. Work is underway to 

convert the diesel engine directly to natural compressed gas. This 
type of engine is an engine operating by carburation and forced 

ignition that is more economically and environmentally efficient 
than the base diesel and gas-diesel engines. 

The next stage of the research involves exploring the 
possibilities of using methane as an energy source in the low-power 

gas-diesel-cycle engines, as well as in the diesel engines directly 

converted to natural gas. 

Based on the results of the conducted studies, we can 

implement in practice the conversion of the small-power diesel 

engines to natural gas, which will allow us to successfully use 
methane extracted from the Black Sea basin as fuel in small cargo 

ships. This will contribute to the creation of small-capacity ports 
within the country's territorial sea and further intensification of 

small and medium-sized businesses. 
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Abstract: The article presents a description of the mathematical model of the curvilinear movement of a tracked vehicle with a complex 

steering mechanism, which contains a control hydrostatic branch and an additional hydrodynamic branch for unloading the first. The 
adequacy of the presented mathematical model was verified by calculating the characteristics of the turn in place of the Leop ard-2 tank. The 

resulting tool can become the basis for parametric optimization of similar steering mechanisms for tracked vehicles.  
KEYWORDS: HYDROSTATIC STEERING MECHANISM OF A TRACKED VEHICLE, FILLABLE HYDRODYNAMIC COUPLINGS, 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL. 

 

1. Introduction 
Modern military tracked vehicles (TV), as a rule, have two-

line hydrostatic steering mechanism (TLHSM), which make it 
possible to obtain a stepless change in the turning radius and 

provide the ability to turn the vehicle on the spot. The turn of the 
track vehicle on the spot mode is the most difficult for a two-line 

steering mechanism. This is due to the fact that in this mode, all 

engine power goes through the steering mechanism, and the main 
gearbox is simply locked. For heavy military TV, the weight has 

long exceeded 50 tons, and the power of the main engine has long 
exceeded 1000 hp. These vehicles have a width limitation due to the 

need to transport them by rail, which means that their length 
increases with increasing weight. This significantly increases the 

resistance to both turning and turning on the spot these vehicles. 

This means that the hydrostatic unit, which provides turning of the 
vehicle, with the classical approach to design, should significantly 

increase in size and weight. Back in the second half of the last 
century, an effective technical solution was found, which makes it 

possible to significantly relieve the hydrostatic unit (HSU) of the 
steering mechanism due to the fillable hydrodynamic couplings 

(HDU) [1, 2]. However, the design process for such steering 
mechanisms has always involved a large amount of complex 

engineering calculations. The problem of the optimal solution is 

associated with finding the ratio of the HSU and HDU parameters, 
which simultaneously provides the minimum volume and weight of 

the control system and good controllability of the vehicle. 

2. Materials research.  

2.1 Formulation of the Problem 
In this paper, the authors set themselves the task of developing 

a mathematical model and software product that would allow to 

adequately simulate the process of turning a TV on horizontal 
terrain and at the same time be able to control all kinematic and 

power parameters in the transmission, including the pressure in 

HSU. The model should take into account slipping and skid of the 
tracked mover and be able to set different intens ities and the law of 

rotation of the control wheel.  

2.2 The Description of the Mathematical Model of 

the TV and the Calculation Assumptions 
Assumptions and Simplifications that was Accepted. 

– The movement of the TV is considered on horizontal terrain. 
– The coordinate system associated with the TV has a 

beginning in the center of mass of the TV and axes: OX – forward, 
OY – to the left, OZ – up. 

– The entrance to the turn and the movement in the turn are 

considered in the selected gear without switching in the gearbox. 
– The engine is considered running on an external 

characteristic with full fuel supply.  
– The ductility and resilience of shafts and other transmission 

elements is not taken into account due to the consideration of only 
low-frequency transients in the system without taking into account 

torsional vibrations. 

– When the clutch in the base transmission are turned on, a 

linear increase in the friction torque is assumed from zero to the 

maximum value in 0.5 s. 
– A turn is always viewed in one direction (to the left) and, 

accordingly, not the right and left, but the running and lagging sides 
are considered. 

Initial data for modeling 
TV parameters used for simulation: 

– weight or mass of the TV;  
– track width of the TV; 

– length of the bearing surface of the TV; 

– drive wheel radius; 
– the height of the mass center; 

– maximum cross-sectional area of the TV; 
– the moment of inertia of the TV during rotation about a vertical 

axis passing through the center of mass; 
– the external characteristic of the engine (the dependence of the 

value of free torque on the frequency of rotation of the crankshaft at 
full fuel supply); 

– moment of inertia of the engine with a flywheel; 

– kinematic transmission scheme indicating the number of teeth on 
all gears; 

– the diameter and dependence of the torque on the turbine wheel 
on the frequency of its rotation during engine operation in 

maximum power mode; 
– the diameter and dependence of the torque on the HDU on the 

frequency of rotation of its turbine wheel at various levels of filling 

with the working fluid; 
Terrain parameters used for modeling: 

– The coefficient of resistance to movement of the machine f; 

– The coefficient of friction of track with the road ; 

– The coefficient of resistance to turning max. 

 

№ Type of terrain (road) f  max 

1. 
Dry soddy loamy soil 
(humidity <8%) 

0,08 0.9 0,9 

2. Dry loamy dirt road 0,065 0,8 0,8 

3. Loam plowing 0,1 0,7 0,7 

4. Wet road on loam 0,125 0,6 0,35 

5. Deep loose snow 0,25 0,3 0,3 

6. Asphalt 0,045 0,8 0,8 

 
Structure of the Mathematical Model. 

The mathematical model for studying the turn entry and the 

curved motion of the TV is based on the integration of differential 
equations describing the perturbed movement of the system and 

containing 6 generalized velocities (coordinates) [3, 4]: 
– the longitudinal velocity of the TV, taking into account the skid 

(slipping) – Xv ; 

– lateral sliding speed (drift) of the TV – Yv ; 

– the angular speed of rotation of the body of the TV relative to the 

vertical axis passing through the center of mass – Z ; 
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– angular speed of rotation of the crankshaft of the engine and the 
associated pump of the hydrostatic steering control (HSU) and 

pump wheels of the HDU – E ; 

– angular speed of the turbine wheel of the torque converter, 
gearbox and epicycles of the summing planetary gear sets (steering 

epicyclic – SE) – T ;  

– angular speed of rotation of the HSU hydraulic motor and the 

associated turbine wheels of the HDU and solar gears of the SE – 

HSU . 

For each of the generalized velocities, a differential equation is 

compiled, which are grouped into a system:  
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Here the variables are:  

1DP  and 2DP  – traction (braking) forces on the lagging and 

running sides taking into account the sign, calculated by the slip or 
skid coefficients; 

1FP  and 2FP  – the forces of resistance to movement on the lagging 

and running sides taking into account the redistribution of normal 

reactions between the sides due to centrifugal force YP ; 

YP  – centrifugal force arising from the curvilinear movement of the 

TV; 

1P  and 2P  – cohesion (friction) force of the caterpillar mover 

with the soil in the transverse direction (the value 21  PPPY   

can be positive or equal to zero – the friction force cannot be 
driving); 

RRM  – the moment of resistance to turning, depending on the 

geometric characteristics of the machine, its weight,  turning radius 
and the characteristics of the soil (road); 

EM  – engine torque; 

ERM  – carried over to the crankshaft of the engine moment of 

resistance of the pump wheels of the torque converter and HDU, as 

well as the pump HSU; 

TM  – torque on the turbine wheel of the torque converter; 

TRM  – carried over to the turbine wheel moment of resistance to 

movement of the TV; 

HSUM  – torque on the shaft of the HSU hydraulic motor; 

HDUM  – torque on the HDU turbine wheel; 

HSURM  – the drag moment, transmitted from the sun gears of the 

SE, carried over to the shaft of the HSU hydraulic motor. 

Constants: 

MG  – weight (gravity) of the TV; 

B  – track width of the TV; 

ZI  – the moment of inertia of the TV during rotation (turning) 

about a vertical axis passing through the center of mass; 

EI  – moment of inertia of the engine with a flywheel; 

ETRI  – carried over to the engine crankshaft moment of inertia of 

the pump wheels of the torque converter and HDU, as well as the 

HSU pump; 

TTRI  – carried over to the turbine wheel of the torque converter the 

moment of inertia of the rotating parts of the transmission from the 
SE epicycles to the turbine wheel of the torque converter and part of 

the moment of inertia of the rotating parts of the transmission from 
the drive wheels to the SE carriers (levers); 

HSURI  – carried over to the shaft of the HSU hydraulic motor, the 

moment of inertia of the rotating transmission parts from the SE sun 

gears and from the turbine wheels of the HDU to the HSU hydraulic 

motor shaft. 
Model of curved motion of a tracked vehicle on the terrain. 

Input parameters of the “The turning” module. 
“The turning” module as input parameters at each integration 

step uses the current values of the following generalized speeds: 
– the longitudinal velocity of the TV, taking into account the skid 

(slipping) – Xv ; 

– the angular velocity of rotation of the body of the TV relative to 

the vertical axis passing through the center of mass – Z ; 

– angular speed of the turbine wheel of the torque converter, 

gearbox and epicycles of the SE – T ; 

– angular speed of rotation of the HSU hydraulic motor and the 

associated turbine wheels of the HDU and solar gears of the SE – 

HSU , 

as well as the gear number and all the constants characterizing the 
TV and the condition of the road (ground) on which the traffic is 

carried out. 
The algorithm of work “The turning" module.  

Given the linear Xv  and angular Z  speeds of movement of 

the machine body, the actual longitudinal speeds of movement of 
the chassis of the lagging and running sides relative to the 

supporting surface are calculated: 

2
1

B
vV ZX    and  

2
2

B
vV ZX  . 

Further, the turning radii are determined for 0Z  – central 

and along the sides: 

Z

X
C

v
R


 ,   

2
1

Bv
R

Z

X 


   and   
2

2
Bv

R
Z

X 


. 

Knowing the radius of turning of the machine, we can 

determine the actual coefficient of resistance to turning   on a 

given road (terrain) and the centrifugal force YP  that occurs when 

turning: 

BR /15,085,0 2

max





 , 

where max  – maximum turning resistance coefficient 

corresponding to turning around a stopped side. 

C

XM
Y

R

vG
P

2

 . 

Knowing the centrifugal force YP  and the actual coefficient of 

resistance to turning  , we determine the absolute   and relative 

0  displacement of the pole of turning: 

M

Y

G

P


      and    

L




2
0  . 

If we get 10  , then we equating 10   and recalculate the 

actual coefficient of resistance to turning  : 

M

Y

G

P
 . 

Having finally decided on the coefficient of resistance to 

rotation  , we find the moment of resistance to rotation: 

 2
0125,0   LGM MRR . 

Taking into account: the rotation speeds of the turbine wheel of 

the torque converter T  and the shaft of the HSU hydraulic motor 
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HSU , current gear number and all gear ratios, we find the driving 

speeds of the driving wheels on the lagging and running sides: 

1DW  and 2DW . 

Accordingly, the linear speeds of rewinding of tracks on the 
sides will be: 

DWDWT RV 11     and   DWDWT RV 22  , 

where DWR  – drive wheel radius. 

Knowing the speed of rewinding the tracks, we find the 

efficiency of the caterpillar mover separately on the sides ( 1cat  

and 2cat ) and the slip coefficients (skid) 1  and 2 : 

11 018,095,0 Tcat V ;   22 018,095,0 Tcat V ;  

  
1

11
1

T

T

V

VV 
    and   

2

22
2

T

T

V

VV 
 . 

Knowing the centrifugal force YP , we determine the 

longitudinal component of the centrifugal force XP  and the actual 

normal reactions under the sides 1N  and 2N , taking into account 

the redistribution of weight due to the force YP : 

C

Y
X

R

P
P


 ;   

B

hPG
N CYM 

2
1    and   

B

hPG
N CYM 

2
2 . 

Here Ch  – the height of the mass center. In the process of 

calculating the values 1N  and 2N , it is necessary to control that the 

conditions 01 N  and MGN 2 , that are responsible for the 

absence of the tipping of the machine are fulfilled. 

Knowing the actual normal reactions under the sides 1N  and 

2N , we determine the maximum adhesion forces 1P , 2P  and the 

total resistance to movement under the sides 1FP , 2FP : 

 11 NP  ;    22 NP  ;    

2

65,0 2
max

11
XX

F
PvF

fNP


  and 

2

65,0 2
max

22
XX

F
PvF

fNP


 . 

Here   and f  – accordingly, the coefficients of adhesion of 

the mover to the road (terrain) and resistance to movement; maxF  – 

maximum cross-sectional area of the TV. 

Knowing the slipping (skid) coefficients 1  and 2 , we can 

determine the traction (braking) forces on the lagging 1DP  and 

running 2DP  sides taking into account the sign: 

1
1

1
3,0




RPD  ,  if  3,01  ,  than  11 RPD  ,  if  3,01  ,  than  

11 RPD  ; 

2
2

2
3,0




RPD  , if 3,02  ,  than  22 RPD  ,  if  3,02  ,  than  

22 RPD  . 

Knowing the traction (braking) forces on the lagging 1DP  and 

running 2DP  sides, the direction of the power flows and all the gear 

ratios, we determine the load moments on the turbine wheel of the 

torque converter TRM  and the HSU hydraulic motor HSURM . 

Output parameters of “The turning" module. 

1DP  and 2DP  – traction (braking) forces on the lagging and 

running sides taking into account the sign; 

1FP  and 2FP  – forces of resistance to movement on lagging and 

running sides; 

YP  – centrifugal force arising from the curvilinear movement of the 

machine; 

1P  and 2P  – adhesion forces of the caterpillar mover with the 

soil in the transverse direction; 

RRM  – turning resistance torque; 

TRM  – carried over to the turbine wheel torque resistance to 

movement of the TV; 

HSURM  – the drag moment carried over to the shaft of the HSU 

hydraulic motor transmitted from the sun gears of the SE. 

The remaining modules of the model. 

The «Engine» module. 
The «Engine» module uses the speed of rotation of the 

crankshaft E  as an input parameter. The output parameter of the 

module is the engine torque EM , calculated for the full fuel supply 

mode. 
The «Torque Converter» module. 

The «Torque Converter» module uses the crankshaft E  and 

turbine wheel T  speed of rotation as input parameters. The output 

parameters of the module are the torques on the turbine wheel of the 

torque converter TM  and on the pump wheel of the torque 

converter (part of the torque ERM ).  

The «HSU» module. 
The «HSU» module uses the speed of rotation of the shafts of 

the HSU hydraulic motor HSU  and the engine crankshaft E , the 

HSU control parameter in fractions of unity (relative steering angle) 
as input parameters. The output parameters of the module are the 

torques on the HSU hydraulic motor HSUM  and on the HSU pump 

(part of the torque ERM ), as well as the pressure difference p . 

The «HDU» module. 

The “HDU” module uses the speed of rotation of the HSU 

hydraulic motor HSU  and the crankshaft of the engine E  as 

input parameters, as well as the pressure difference p  in the HSU. 

The output parameters of the module are the torques on the HDU 

turbine wheel HDUM  and on the HDU pump wheel (the part of the 

torque ERM ). 

Central integration unit. 

The central integration unit is a classic solver module for 
integrating a system of differential equations using the Runge-Kutta 

method with constant or variable pitch. In this module, the right-
hand sides of differential equations are formed that describe the 

behavior of a dynamic system taking into account changes in its 

structure during operation. As the initial data in the described 
module are entered: 

- counting time; 
- integration step in fractions of a second and the desired accuracy; 

- a list of print options in the file of calculation results; 
- gearbox operating mode (gear number); 

- type of terrain (road) along which the VC is moving; 
- initial conditions for each of the differential equations; 

- cyclogram rotation of the helm. 

From the central block in the required sequence, all previously 
described blocks are called up for the correct formation of the right-

hand sides of the differential equations. Then, taking into account 
the accepted initial conditions, the differential equations are 

integrated and the counting results are written to disk. Processing of 
calculation results and construction of the necessary graphs is 

performed in the MS Exel program. 

2.3. Calculations results 
Parameters used for simulation: 

- vehicle weight GM = 55 t; 
- vehicle track width B = 2,785 m; 

- length of the supporting surface of the tracks L = 4,73 m; 
- radius of the driving wheel RDW = 0,32125 m; 

- the height of the center of mass hC = 1,15 m; 
- maximum cross-sectional area of the vehicle e Fmax = 5 m2; 

- moment of inertia of the vehicle when rotating about the vertical 

axis passing through the center of mass IZ = 196200 kgm2; 
- moment of inertia of the engine with a flywheel IE = 78,48 kgm2; 
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- a kinematic diagram of the transmission with an indication of the 
number of teeth on all elements (Fig. 1) [2]; 

- the external characteristic of the engine, the dependence of the 
torque on the turbine wheel of the torque converter on the frequency 

of its rotation when the engine is operating at maximum power, the 
dependence of the torque on the turbine of HDU on the its rotation 

frequency at different levels of filling with the working fluid, 

characteristics of HSU are taken from [1, 6]. 

 
 

Figure 1 – Kinematic diagram of the transmission 

 
When turning the vehicle on a horizontal asphalt surface, in the 

case of turning the steering wheel to the maximum position in 1 s, a 

90 degree turn is completed in 3,6 s, 180 - in 6 s and 360 - in 

10,7 s. At the same time, all transient processes in the engine and 

transmission completely calmed down in the first 2.5 seconds. 

Below (fig. 2-5) are the graphs of the main transient processes 
characterizing the distribution of power flows in the transmission 

when the vehicle turns in place. 
In fig. 3-5, number 1 designates the parameter at the input to 

the device, and 2 - at the output from the device. 

 
Figure 2 – Pressure drop in HSU 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
In accordance with the goals and objectives set for the results 

of the work done, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1) The calculated turn in place time of the Leopard-2 tank on a 

horizontal asphalt site using rubber asphalt pads when turning the 
steering wheel from the neutral position to the maximum in 1 

second with an accuracy of 3% corresponds to those stated in the 
tactical and technical characteristics of this vehicle [1, 6]. This 

testifies to the adequacy of the developed mathematical model for 
this mode of motion. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Angular speeds in main units of transmission 

 
 

Figure 4 – Torque in main units of transmission 
 

 
 

Figure 5 – Power in main units of transmission 
 

2) The developed mathematical model and the software 
product that implements it make it possible to efficiently 

numerically study any planetary transmissions of tracked vehicles 
with TLHSM and hydrodynamic unloading in order to optimize 

their parameters at the design stage.  

3) When designing TLHSM with hydrodynamic unloading for 
tracked vehicles, the power ratio of HDU and HSU should be 

approximately 3 to 1. This allows, on the one hand, to significantly 
relieve the HSU and, on the other hand, without disturbing the 

stability of the control system, to use the HSU as a link directly 
controlling the turning process. 
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Abstract: The putting in motion of machines and aggregates, including in the chemical industry, is often realized by a chain gear. The 

most frequently used constructions chains about chain gear drive are analyzed. The aim of the present article is the forces’ and kinematics’ 
research of roller chain for chain gear drive. This research includes the operative forces determination, kinematical and mechanical 

resistance study of roller chain. The analysis is using for dimensioning of chain gear. 
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1. Въведение 

При задвижване на машини и агрегати в химическата 
промишленост много често се използват верижни предавки. 

Предимствата им в сравнение с останалите задвижващи 
предавки са анализирани подробно в специализираната 

литература [1,5] . 
От направеното проучване се установи, че най-голямо 

приложение в практиката намират ролковите вериги [4]. 
Целта на статията е изследване на силите и кинематиката 

на ролкова верига за верижна предавка. Той се състои от 

определяне на действащите върху ролковата верига сили, 
кинематичен анализ и анализ на механичното съпротивление 

на ролковата верига. 
 

2. Конструкция на ролкова верига 

Конструкцията на ролкова верига се състои от две 
редуващи се, взаимно свързани едно върху друго различни 

звена - вътрешни и външни звена (Фиг.1) . 
Една затворена верига се състои от еднакъв брой вътрешни 

и външни звена. Ако броят на тези звена е различен, то тогава 
между тях се слага т.нар. свързващо (колянно) звено. 

Подробно конструкцията на ролкова верига е разгледана в 

предишна публикация [3]. 
 

 

 

Фиг. 1. Конструкция на ролкова верига 

 

3. Изследване на силите и кинематиката на 

ролкова верига 

3.1. Анализ на действащите сили 

При верижните предавки връзката между водещото и 

водимото зъбно колело се осъществява посредством веригата, 
чиито ролки последователно влизат в междузъбията. Веригата, 

в един отделно взет момент, може да се разложи на няколко 
участъка, а именно (Фиг. 2) [2] : 

 Обтегнат участък – звената му нямат никакво 

относително движение, но всяко от тях е подложено на 

силата Pt , която е равна на сумата от силите :  

- на опън Рu , резултантна на предавания въртящ момент ; 
- центробежната сила Рс ; 

- свързващата сила Рр , включваща и теглото на веригата. 

Тя е пренебрежимо малка в сравнение с предните две 
сили. 

 Отпуснат участък – звената му също не осъществяват 

относително движение, а са подложени само на силата Рm , 

която е сума от силата Рр и центробежната сила Рс . 

 Звена в зацепване – при тях натоварването се изменя 

прогресивно от Pt до Рm за звената в зацепване с водещото 

зъбно колело и от Рm до Pt за водимото зъбно колело (Фиг. 
2). 

(1)  Рu = N / V 
(2)  Pp = m.g (L2/f + f) 

(3)  Pc = m . V2, 
където: 

m – маса на веригата, кg 
V – линейна скорост на веригата, m/s 

L – междуцентрово разстояние между двете зъбни колела, m 
f – провисване, m. 

 

 
Фиг. 2. Участъци и сили при ролкова верига 

 

3.2. Ефект на многоъгълника 

Зъбно колело с брой зъби z може да се разглежда като 

многоъгълник, чиито z на брой върха (А, С) са разположени в 
центъра на междузъбията, в които влизат ролките (Фиг.3).  
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Така например ролката А в момента на зацепване има 
скорост V, която е допирателна към описаната около 

многоъгълника окръжност – т.е. делителната окръжност на 
зъбното колело. 

Тази скорост може да се разложи на : 

- надлъжна скорост Vх , която достига максимална стойност 

V в точка В ; 

- напречна скорост Vу , която се променя от (+ рω / 2) в 

точка А до (- рω / 2) в точка С (р е стъпката на зъбното колело). 
 

 
 

Фиг. 3. Скорости при ефекта на многоъгълника 

 

Тези промени на скоростта и напречното движение на 

ролковата верига с амплитуда  
 

(4) Н = (р / 2) . tan (b /4) 
 

се наричат ефект на многоъгълника. 
Смущенията в работата на ролковата верига са по-

значителни само при малък брой зъби – например промяната на 

скоростта Vх е 5% при зъбно колело с 10 зъба, 1,7%  при 17 зъба 

и 0,2 % за 50 зъба. 

 

4. Якостен анализ на ролкова верига 
Ролкова верига за верижна предавка трябва да отговаря на 

следните 4 принципни критерия за качество : 

1. Съпротивление на скъсване при опън – зависи от 

избора на стомана, метода за производство и термично 
обработване на всеки от детайлите, съставящи ролковата 

верига. 

2. Съпротивление на износване – то е в резултат на 
въртенето на втулката около оста. Износването е по-значително 

в първоначалния период на работа на ролковата верига 
(сработването), което води до увеличаване на стъпката й и 

оттам се увеличава дължината на веригата. 
Допълнителното обработване на осите на веригата и подбора 

на подходящ метод за производство на втулките позволяват да 

се сведат до минимум последиците от износването. 
3. Съпротивление на ролките – при зацепване ролките се 

удрят в дъното на междузъбието на зъбното колело. Тези 
периодично повтарящи се удари  предизвикват пукнатини и 

разрушаване. В зависимост от конкретния случай ролките се 
произвеждат чрез валцоване, струговане, щамповане, 

екструдиране и др., което с последващото им допълнително 
обработване води до повишаване на тяхното съпротивление. 

4. Съпротивление на “твърдите” точки – твърда точка 

представлява шарнирно съединение, което не се върти свободно 
около ос. Това е предизвикано от заклинването на шарнирното 

съединение и/или от хлабината между вътрешните и външните 
звена на ролковата верига, както и от отклонението от 

равнинност на зъбните колела. Прецизното оразмеряване на 
детайлите и начинът на свързване между втулката и пластините 

позволяват да се увеличи връзката на тези детайли. 
Различните видове напрежения, действащи върху ролките и 

пластините на ролковата верига и конкретните им стойности, 

установени експериментално, са представени графично на Фиг. 
4. 

 

 
 

Фиг. 4. Напрежения в детайлите на ролковата верига 

 

5. Поведение на ролкова верига при работа 

При зацепване на веригата със зъбното колело ускорението 

в нормално направление е  

(5) аn = V2 / R, 
осигуряващо промяната на посоката на вектора на скоростта : 

(Фиг. 5) 
 

 
Фиг. 5. Ефекти при излизане на веригата от зацепване 
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При излизане на ролковата верига от зацепване се 
наблюдават следните два ефекта : 

- аn(С) не се анулира моментално доколкото веригата за един 
къс отрязък от време все още е в зацепване (докато аn(С) се 

анулира напълно) ; 

- след това, за получаване вектора на скоростта в т. Е - , е 

необходимо ускорението аn(D) и направляващата на 

центробежната сила, стремяща се да продължи още малко 
намотаването на веригата около колелата. 

Наслагването на тези два ефекта предизвикват т.нар. ефект 
на всмукване при излизане на веригата от зацепване със 

зъбните колела. 
 

6. Честота на възбуждане на ролкова верига 

При работа на ролковата верига се наблюдават следните 
честоти, свързани с : 

- ефекта на многоъгълника и износването 

(6) f1 = ω . z / 2π 
 

- отклоненията в зъбните колела : 

(7) f2 = ω / 2π 
 

Необходимо е да се направи проверка дали посочените 
честоти на възбуждане на ролковата верига не са твърде близки 

до честотите на собствено колебание на верижната предавка : 

- в надлъжно направление : 

(8)   

- в напречно направление : 

(9)  , 

където : 

к и λ – ред на хармоничните съставящи, 
В – дължина на обтегнатия участък, m 

Рmax – сила на разкъсване на веригата, N 

Рt – сила на опън по време на работа, N 

m – маса на веригата, kg. 
 

7. Оразмеряване на верижното зъбно колело 

Размерите на зъбното колело за верижна предавка с ролкова 

верига са следните (Фиг. 6): 

Делителен диаметър : 

(10) d = p / sin (180° /z) 
Ъгъл между върховете на делителния многоъгълник : 

(11) β = 360° / z 
Диаметър на петовата окръжност : 

(12) df = d – d1 
 

Форма на зъбите – формата на зъбите трябва да е такава, че 

да се намира в минимална и максимална граница. Конкретните 
стойности на границите, в които се намират параметрите, 

определящи формата на зъба : ri , re , da , α са дадени в 

специализираната литература [5]. 

Напречен профил на зъба – ширината на зъба е bf1 при 

допуск h14. 

(13) ba = 0,13 p 

(14) rx = p 

(15)       dg = p . cotg (180° / z) – (1,04 . h2) – 0,76 

където h2 е ширината на вътрешните пластини.  

Всички тези размери са валидни при брой зъби  9 ≤ z ≤150. 

Препоръчителният брой зъби е : 17 – 19 – 21 – 23 – 25 – 38 – 
57 – 76 – 95 – 114. 

 

 

 
 

Фиг. 6. Размери на зъбното колело 

 

Изводи 
1. Определени се участъците при работа на ролковата верига 

и са изследвани действащите върху тях сили. Анализиран е и 
ефектът на многоъгълника. 

2. Разработени са якостните критерии, на които трябва да 
отговаря ролковата верига за верижна предавка и са 

представени графично експериментални стойности на 
действащите напрежения за различни типове пластини. 

3. Изследвана е кинематиката и е установено поведението на 

веригата в процеса на работа, изведени са зависимости за 
честотата на възбуждане и са представени зависимостите на 

геометричните параметри за оразмеряване на зъбното колело. 
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Abstract: Mean value models are essential for developing control engineering methods, e.g., speed control concepts, failure monitoring 

features. This work briefly summarizes the main parts of such a second-order mean value model, suitable for control engineering purposes. 

The nonlinear model is linearized around one operating point, and a linear state controller is designed, both for single-input and multiple-
input, without and with an integral component to eliminate steady-state deviations. Limitations of the proposed linear control concepts, 

potential advantages of nonlinear flatness-based control concepts, and possible extensions of the model for fuel identification are discussed 

in the outlook. 
Keywords: MEAN VALUE MODELS, LINEAR STATE CONTROL CONCEPTS, PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

 

1. Introduction 

The European Union (EU) has agreed to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions by 55 percent by 2030 compared to 1990 levels. To 

achieve this ambitious reduction, it is inevitable to drastically 

reduce CO2 emissions from transport. In addition to the further 
development of novel drive concepts, e.g., electromobility or 

hydrogen-powered vehicles, it is required to reduce the emission of 
pollutants from conventional combustion engines. Lower Emissions 

can be achieved on the one hand by developing more intelligent 
engine management and control concepts, and on the other hand by 

using synthetic, means CO2 neutral, fuels. However, one must 
adapt the engine control systems to the different fuel types to 

operate in the optimum range, e.g., low emissions. For such 

intelligent control concepts of modern combustion engines, 
mathematical models with reduced complexity but considering 

essential system dynamics with sufficient accuracy are crucial. 
Mainly when used in the low-cost segment or less computationally 

powerful ECUs, the models and algorithms used must be resource-
efficient. Standard computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation 

models or characteristic curve fields are unsuitable for this purpose. 
For just such requirements, so-called mean value models have been 

developed, representing the essential system behavior as a function 

of time. The term mean value model was probably introduced by [1] 
and applied to internal combustion engines by [2]. A detailed 

overview of mean value engine models is given in [3, 4]. Such 
mean value models form the basis for developing linear and 

nonlinear control concepts, which serve as a fundamental tool for 
more in-depth analysis, e.g., for identifying the fuel characteristic. 

In [5–7], for example, the ethanol content of the fuel is estimated. 

Section 2 briefly summarizes the main subsystems of a mean 

value model of a spark-ignition engine with port injection described 
in detail, e.g., [8]. Based on the linearized resulting nonlinear 

model, a linear state controller is designed in Section 3 for both the 
single-input and the multiple-input cases, which is then extended to 

include an integral component to suppress steady-state errors. 
Simulation results in Section 4 show the effectiveness of such 

control schemes. Finally, Section 5 gives a short outlook on 

nonlinear flatness-based control concepts. 

2. Mean Value Model 

Both highly complex CFD motor models and frequently used 
characteristic maps are not suitable for control engineering tasks. 

For the development or implementation of state-of-the-art control 

engineering methods, abstracted dynamic models reduced to the 
essentials are necessary. Usually, these mathematical models 

consist of a set of differential equations. So-called mean value 
models average over one engine cycle. For this reason, the 

independent parameter is also time and not the crankshaft angle, as 
is usually the case. Typically, mean value models have lumped 

parameter models, specified by nonlinear differential equations, 

often even ordinary differential equations. Such models are suitable 
for ECU implementation and offer online (real-time) monitoring 

functionalities, e.g., online parameter estimation, or provide 
adaptive control features. 

The mean value model presented here is a physics-based 

control-oriented model. It models the input-output behavior with a 

reasonable precision but with low computational complexity, 
suitable for ECUs. We assume a four stoke port injection engine, 

consisting of two dynamical systems, namely air path and 
mechanical system with the subsystems: 

 Airpath (intake manifold pressure) 

o Air mass flow throttle valve 

o Air mass flow cylinder 

o Intake manifold 

 Mechanical system (engine speed) 

o Torque generation 

o Engine speed 

One finds an abstracted overview diagram in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a mean value engine model.  

The essential subsystems with their fundamental mathematical 

relationships are presented and finally combined to form the 
complete engine model. For a better overview, the essential model 

parameters are listed in Tab. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the incoming airflow 𝑚 𝛼  depends on the 

opening area or the opening angle of the throttle. It applies 

(1) 𝑚 𝛼 ≈ 𝐴𝛼
𝑝𝑎

 2𝑅𝛽𝑇𝑎
 

where 𝐴𝛼  is the opening area of the valve, 𝑝𝑎 ambient pressure, 𝑇𝑎  

ambient temperature, and 𝑅𝛽  is the specific gas constant of fresh air. 

The cylinder is modeled as a volumetric pump, resulting in an 
approximated speed-dependent engine mass flow 𝑚 . One can use a 

pressure- and speed-dependent efficiency parameter 𝜆𝑙 𝑝,𝜔  to 

describe the deviation of the behavior from an ideal volumetric 

pump. One obtains 
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(2) 𝑚 =  𝑚 𝛽 + 𝑚 𝜑 ≈
𝑝

𝑅𝛽𝑇𝛽
𝜆𝑙 𝑝,𝜔 

𝑉𝑑
𝑁

𝜔

2𝜋
 

where 𝑚 𝛽 is the air mass flow into the cylinder, 𝑚 𝜑  is the fuel mass 

flow into the cylinder, and 𝑅𝛽  denotes the specific gas constant of 

fresh air with the corresponding air temperature 𝑇𝛽 . Additionally, 

𝑉𝑑  is the displaced cylinder volume, and 𝑁 is the number of 

revolutions per cycle, e.g., 𝑁 = 2 for four-stroke engines. 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the mass flow into the cylinder.  

One can split the efficiency parameter into two main factors 

(multilinear formulation), namely a speed-dependent part 𝜆𝑙,𝜔(𝜔) 

and pressure-dependent part 𝜆𝑙,𝑝(𝑝), resulting in 

(3) 𝑚 =  𝑚 𝛽 + 𝑚 𝜑 ≈
𝑝

𝑅𝛽𝑇𝛽
𝜆𝑙,𝜔𝜆𝑙,𝑝

𝑉𝑑
𝑁

𝜔

2𝜋
 . 

To become independent of fuel type, for the specific gas constant 
and temperature, we assume air instead of the unknown air-fuel 

mixture, for example, 𝑅 → 𝑅𝛽 . Literature, e.g., [8], shows that this 

approximation results in an error of about 5% for pure gasoline. 

Obviously, for other fuels or fuel mixtures, it can be more 
significant. 

Using the relationship between the air-fuel equivalence ratio 𝜆 and 

the actual 𝐴𝐹𝑅 

(4) 𝜆 =
𝐴𝐹𝑅

𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇
 

where 𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇 denotes the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, for the air 

mass flow into the cylinder applies 

(5) 
𝑚 𝛽 = 𝑚 

1

1 +
1

𝜆𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇

= 𝑚 𝜎  . 

Furthermore, we assume the intake manifold to be a receiver, i.e., a 

fixed volume with constant thermodynamic states but dependent on 
time. With the simplifications or assumptions 

 no changes in kinetic energy, 

 no heat transfer via walls, 

 constant volume, 

 frictionless mass transport, 

 no work brought in through the walls, 

one can use the isothermal formulation of the ideal gas law to obtain 

(6) 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 𝑝 =

𝑅𝑇

𝑉𝑚
 𝑚 𝛼 −𝑚 𝛽  

suitable for lower speed or load torque. Parameter 𝑉𝑚 denotes the 

manifold volume, R and T, the mixture gas constant, and 

temperature. Again, assuming pure air instead of the air-fuel 
mixture for simplification, for (6) applies 

(7) 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 𝑝 =

𝑅𝛽𝑇𝛽

𝑉𝑚
 𝑚 𝛼 −𝑚 𝛽  . 

The second central part of the provided control-oriented model 
deals with the mechanical part, i.e., the mechanical torque 

generation and engine speed. Literature, e.g., [8], shows that the 
mechanical torque is a highly nonlinear function of many variables, 

e.g., fuel mass, air-fuel ratio (AFR), engine speed, ignition timing, 
etc., but not suitable for control purposes. To reduce the complexity, 

[8] suggests introducing the fuel mean effective pressure (FMEP) 

(8) 𝑝𝜑 =
𝐶𝑙𝑚𝜑

𝑉𝑑
 

where 𝐶𝑙  is the lower calorific value of the fuel, and the brake mean 

effective pressure (BMEP) or mean effective pressure 

(9) 𝑝𝑒 =
4𝜋𝑇𝑞 ,𝑐

𝑉𝑑
 

where 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑐 denotes the torque generated by the combustion process. 

With 

(10) 𝑚 𝜑 = 𝑚𝜑

𝜔

4𝜋
 

and  

(11) 𝜆 =
𝑚 𝛽

𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇𝑚 𝜑
 

one can express (9) by 

(12) 𝑝𝑒 =
4𝜋

𝜆𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇

𝐶𝑙
𝑉𝑑

𝑚 𝛽 𝑡 − 𝜏𝑖𝑝𝑠 

𝜔 𝑡 − 𝜏𝑖𝑝𝑠  
 

where 𝜏𝑖𝑝𝑠  describes the time delay from fuel injection to ignition. 

The relationship between theoretical mean fuel pressure and actual 

mean effective pressure is given by 

(13) 𝑝𝑒 = 𝑒 𝜔, 𝜆, 𝜁,… 𝑝𝜑  

where 𝑒 is the so-called efficiency constant, including all 

thermodynamic properties. Joining (8), (9), and (13), one obtains a 

formulation for the generated torque 

(14) 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑐 = 𝑝𝑒
𝑉𝑑
4𝜋

= 𝑒𝑝𝜑
𝑉𝑑
4𝜋

= 𝑒
𝐶𝑙𝑚𝜑

4𝜋
 . 

Taking into account friction losses 

(15) 𝑝𝑒 ,𝑓 =  𝑑0 + 𝑑1𝜔 
4𝜋

𝑉𝑑
 

where 𝑑0 and 𝑑1 describes the friction coefficients and gas 

exchange losses 

(16) 𝑝𝑒 ,𝑔 = 𝑝𝑒𝑥 − 𝑝 

with assumed constant exhaust manifold pressure 𝑝𝑒𝑥, one obtains 

the mechanical moment available for use 

(17) 𝑇𝑞 =  𝑒𝑝𝜑 − 𝑝𝑒 ,𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒 ,𝑔 
𝑉𝑑
4𝜋

= 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑐 − 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑓 − 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑔 

where 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑓 is the friction moment and 𝑇𝑞 ,𝑔 is the gas exchange 

moment (losses). Usually, there are two adjusting screws, i.e., input 

variables, to influence the generated torque and speed or velocity. 
On the one hand, via a change in the air mass flow, i.e., the position 

of the throttle valve (throttle angle) 𝑢𝛼 , and via the ignition timing. 

While the influence of the throttle valve is rather sluggish due to the 

dynamics of the air path (indirect input quantity), the change of the 

ignition angle ∆𝑢𝜁 can directly influence the combustion and thus 

the mechanical torque. To incorporate the ignition angle delay, one 
splits the efficiency constant into a speed-dependent part 𝑒𝜔  and an 

ignition angle-dependent part 𝑒𝜁 . Other thermodynamic properties 

are neglected due to simplicity. One can write 

(18) 𝑒 ≈ 𝑒𝜔 ∙ 𝑒𝜁 =  𝜂0 + 𝜂1𝜔 ∙  1 − 𝑘𝜁∆𝑢𝜁  𝑡 −
𝜏𝑠𝑒𝑔

2
 

2
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where 𝜂0, 𝜂1 and 𝑘𝜁  are model coefficients need to be estimated, 

and 𝜏𝑠𝑒𝑔  describes the time constant for torque generation. Finally, 

assuming constant moment of inertia, one obtains 

(19) 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 𝜔 =

1

𝐽
 𝑇𝑞 − 𝑇𝑞,𝐿  

where 𝐽 is the engine’s moment of inertia and 𝑇𝑞 ,𝐿 describes the 

external load torque. 

Equations (7) and (19) describe the dynamic system behavior. By 
inserting the presented parts, one finally obtains a nonlinear model 

of the form 

(20) 
𝒙 = 𝒇 𝒙,𝒖  

𝒚 = 𝒈 𝒙,𝒖  

with state vector 𝒙, input vector 𝒖, output vector 𝒚, and vector 

fields 𝒇,𝒈. 

Neglecting time delays, for the mean value engine model applies 

 

 

(21) 

𝒙 = 

 

 
 
−
𝑉𝑑
𝑉𝑚

𝜔

4𝜋
𝜎 𝜆𝑙,𝜔𝜆𝑙,𝑝𝑝+

𝑅𝑇𝑚 𝑝𝑎

𝑉𝑚 2𝑅𝑇𝑎
𝛼0

1

𝐽
 − 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝜔 −

𝑉𝑑
4𝜋

 𝑝𝑒𝑥 − 𝑝  

  

 

 
+

𝑅𝑇𝑚𝑝𝑎

𝑉𝑚 2𝑅𝑇𝑎
𝛼1𝑢𝛼

 + 𝜂0 + 𝜂1𝜔  1− 𝑘𝜁Δ𝑢𝜁
2 

𝐶𝑙𝑚 𝛽

𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇𝜆𝜔
− 𝑇𝑞 ,𝐿 

 

 
 

 

𝑦 = 𝜔 

with state vector 𝒙𝑇 =  𝑝 𝜔 , input vector 𝒖𝑇 =  𝑢𝛼 Δ𝑢𝜁 , and 
output 𝑦 = 𝜔. For a more detailed survey on mean value engine 

modeling, the kindly reader is referred to, e.g., [8]. 

Unknown model parameters have to be estimated using 
measurement data to fit the model to the real engine system. 

Depending on the form of the parameters in the equations, different 
methods are suitable. For example, parameters that occur linearly in 

the equations can be determined using least squares. A detailed 

survey about parameter estimation of continuous-time systems is 
given in [9]. For real-time application, Poisson Moment Functional 

(PMF) approach is suitable, e.g., [10]. 

3. Control Concepts 

In general, speed control can follow arbitrary transient speed 
trajectories (not only stationary or step functions), with the 

significant advantage is that it becomes possible to fulfill the user’s 

speed request and execute some fault monitoring applications. For 
example, it should be possible to follow any arbitrary transient 

speed trajectory, suitable for estimating specific parameters, maybe 
for fuel identification. 

3.1. Equilibrium Point Linearization 

The linearized model equations often describe the nonlinear 

model with sufficient accuracy for small deflections from a rest 
position or equilibrium position. According to this, it is possible to 

apply the sufficiently known and proven methods for analysis and 

synthesis, e.g., linear state controllers. One possible equilibrium 
state is the engine idle. 

Assuming sufficiently small deviations Δ𝒖 from 𝒖𝑠  and Δ𝒙0 

from 𝒙𝑠, it applies  

(22) 
Δ𝒙 = 𝑨Δ𝒙 + 𝑩Δ𝒖 Δ𝐱 𝑡0 = Δ𝒙0 

Δ𝒚 = 𝑪Δ𝒙 + 𝑫Δ𝒖  

 

where 

(23) 

𝑨 =  𝜕

𝜕𝒙
𝒇 𝒙,𝒖  

𝒙=𝒙𝑠 ,𝒖=𝒖𝑠

 𝑩 =  𝜕

𝜕𝒖
𝒇 𝒙,𝒖  

𝒙=𝒙𝑠 ,𝒖=𝒖𝑠

 

𝑪 =  𝜕

𝜕𝒙
𝒈 𝒙,𝒖  

𝒙=𝒙𝑠 ,𝒖=𝒖𝑠

 𝑫 =  𝜕

𝜕𝒖
𝒈 𝒙,𝒖  

𝒙=𝒙𝑠 ,𝒖=𝒖𝑠

 

are the matrices of the linearized model.  

3.2. Linear State Control (Fixed Setpoint Control) 

Linear state controllers have been an essential tool in modern 

control for many years. In contrast to classical input/output 

controllers, the eigenvalues of the closed-loop dynamic matrix are 
specified by weighted feedback of all system states to achieve the 

desired dynamic.i In nonlinear models, these must be linearized 
around an operating point to design the control law around this 

operating point. Because all state variables are used in the control 
law, all system states must also either be measured or estimated by 

state observers. 

 

Fig. 3 Linear state control (SISO).  

The linear state model for single-input single-output (SISO) reads 

(24) 
𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙+ 𝒃𝑢 

𝑦 = 𝒄𝑇𝒙 + 𝑑𝑢 

where 𝑨 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛, 𝒃 ∈ ℝ𝑛×1, 𝒄𝑇 ∈ ℝ1×𝑛, and 𝑑 ∈ ℝ. With the 
control law 

(25) 𝑢 = −𝒌𝑇𝒙+ 𝜅𝑟𝑟 

one obtains 

(26) 

𝒙 =  𝑨− 𝒃𝒌𝑇 𝒙+ 𝒃𝜅𝑟𝑟 = 𝑨𝑒𝑥 + 𝒃𝑒𝑟 

𝑦 =  𝒄𝑇 − 𝑑𝒌𝑇 𝒙+ 𝑑𝜅𝑟𝑟 = 𝒄𝑒
𝑇𝒙+ 𝑑𝑒𝑟 

where the feedback vector 𝒌𝑇 =  𝑘0 ⋯ 𝑘𝑛−1  is used to set the 
eigenvalues of the extended dynamic matrix 𝑨𝑒 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛  properly. If 

the model is in controllable canonical form, i.e., 

(27) 

𝑨𝑒 = 

 

0 1 ⋯ 0
0 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

−𝑎0 − 𝑘0 −𝑎1 − 𝑘1 ⋯ −𝑎𝑛−1 − 𝑘𝑛−1

  

and 

(28) 𝒃𝑒 = 𝒆𝑛 =  0 ⋯ 0 1 𝑇 

one can quickly build the characteristic polynomial  
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(29) 
𝑝 𝑠 = −𝑎0 − 𝑘0 +  −𝑎1 − 𝑘2 𝑠 + ⋯

+  −𝑎𝑛−1 − 𝑘𝑛−1 𝑠
𝑛−1 + 𝑠𝑛  

and obtains a calculation rule for the choice of the feedback vector. 
If the model is not in control canonical form, it must be 

transformed. Provided that the system is fully reachable, i.e., 

(30) rank 𝑴𝑒 = rank 𝑩 𝑨𝒃 ⋯ 𝑨𝑛−1𝒃 = 𝑛 

the eigenvalues of the extended dynamics matrix can be placed 

arbitrarily, and the feedback vector can be calculated with 
Ackermann’s formula, i.e., 

(31) 

𝒆𝑛
𝑇 = 𝒕1

𝑇𝑴𝑒 = 𝑡1
𝑇 𝑩 𝑨𝒃 ⋯ 𝑨𝑛−1𝒃  

𝒌𝑇 = 𝒕1
𝑇𝑝 𝑨 = 𝛼0𝒕1

𝑇 + 𝛼1𝒕1
𝑇𝑨+ ⋯ 

 +𝛼𝑛−1𝒕1
𝑇𝑨𝑛−1 + 𝒕1

𝑇𝑨𝑛 

where 𝑝 𝑠 = 𝑎0 + 𝛼1𝑠+ ⋯+ 𝛼𝑛−1𝑠
𝑛−1 + 𝑠𝑛. 

To achieve stationary accuracy for step input 𝑟 = 𝜎(𝑡), i.e., 

(32) 𝑦𝑠 = lim
𝑡→∞

𝑦 = 𝑟𝑠  

for parameter 𝜅𝑟  applies 

(33) 𝜅𝑟 = −
1

 𝒄𝑇 − 𝑑𝒌𝑇  𝑨− 𝒃𝒌𝑇 + 𝑑
 . 

 

 

Fig. 4 Linear state control (MISO).  

Equations (31) and (33) can be extended to multiple-input single-

output (MISO) models 

(34) 
𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙+ 𝑩𝒖 

𝑦 = 𝒄𝑇𝒙 + 𝒅𝒖 

where 𝑨 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛, 𝑩 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑚 , 𝒄𝑇 ∈ ℝ1×𝑛, and 𝒅 ∈ ℝ1×𝑚. Using a 
dyadic control approach, e.g. [11], one introduces 𝑢 ∈ ℝ, 𝒒 ∈ ℝ𝑚, 

and substitutes 

(35) 𝒖 = 𝒒𝑢  

resulting in the equivalent SISO model 

(36) 
𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙+ 𝒃 𝑢  

𝑦 = 𝒄𝑇𝒙+ 𝑑 𝑢  

with 𝒃 = 𝑩𝒒 and 𝑑 = 𝒅𝒒. 

The feedback vector 𝒌 𝑇 is computed using (31), and one obtains the 

feedback matrix for the MISO withii 

(37) 𝑲 = 𝒒𝒌 𝑇  . 

 

3.2. PI - State Control 

To eliminate permanent (steady-state) deviations, the state 
control law can be extended by an integral component. Literature 

shows several approaches for the selection of the weights or the 
feedforward control gain. In [12], an approach is presented, making 

it possible to take over the existing control law and design only the 

integral part anew. This has the additional advantage of switching 
the integral component on and off in real-time. According to [12], 

the extended control law reads 

(38) 
𝑥 𝐼 = 𝑦 − 𝑟 

𝑢 = −𝒌𝑇𝒙− 𝜅𝐼 𝑥𝐼 + Δ𝒌𝑇𝒙 + 𝜅𝑟𝑟 

with  

(39) Δ𝒌𝑇 = − 𝒄𝑇 − 𝑑𝒌𝑇  𝑨− 𝒃𝒌𝑇 −1 . 

 

 

Fig. 5 Linear state control with integral part (SISO).  

 

For a general multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system 

(40) 
𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙 + 𝑩𝒖 

𝒚 = 𝑪𝒙 + 𝑫𝒖 

where 𝑨 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛, 𝑩 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑚 , 𝑪 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑦×𝑛, and 𝒅 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑦×𝑚, one can 

extend the control law and end up with 

(41) 
𝒙 𝐼 = 𝒚− 𝒓 

𝒖 = −𝑲𝒙− 𝜿𝐼 𝒙𝑰 + Δ𝒌𝑇𝒙 + 𝜿𝑟𝒓 . 

 

 

Fig. 6 Linear state control with integral part (MIMO).  
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Table 1: Mean value engine model parameters. 

Abbreviation Description 

𝑚 𝛼  air mass flow through throttle valve  

𝐴𝛼  
valve opening area 

(coefficients 𝛼0 ,𝛼1) 

𝑝𝑎 ambient pressure 

𝑅,𝑅𝛽  specific gas constant, 𝛽 denotes fresh air 

𝑇𝑎  ambient temperature 

𝑚  engine mass flow 

𝜆𝑙 𝑝,𝜔 , 𝜆𝑙,𝜔 ,𝜆𝑙,𝑝  volumetric pump, efficiency parameters 

𝑚 𝛽  air mass flow into cylinder 

𝑚 𝜑  fuel mass flow into cylinder 

𝑝 (intake) manifold pressure 

𝑇𝛽  fresh air temperature 

𝑉𝑑  displaced cylinder volume 

𝑁 number of revolutions per cycle 

𝜔 engine speed (model output) 

𝜆 equivalence air-to-fuel ratio 

𝐴𝐹𝑅,𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑇  (stoichiometric) air-to-fuel ratio 

𝑉𝑚 (intake) manifold volume 

𝑝𝜑  fuel mean effective pressure (FMEP) 

𝐶𝑙  Lower heating value 

𝑚𝜑  fuel mass burnt per combustion cycle 

𝑝𝑒 brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) 

𝑇𝑞 ,𝑐  torque generated by combustion 

𝜏𝑖𝑝𝑠  time delay from fuel injection to ignition 

𝑒, 𝑒𝜔 , 𝑒𝜁  
thermodynamic efficiency constant 

(coefficients 𝜂0 , 𝜂1 ,𝑘𝜁) 

𝑝𝑒 ,𝑓/𝑇𝑞 ,𝑓  
friction losses pressure/torque  

(coefficients 𝑑0 ,𝑑1) 

𝑝𝑒 ,𝑔/𝑇𝑒 ,𝑔 gas exchange losses pressure/torque 

𝑝𝑒𝑥 exhaust manifold pressure 

𝑇𝑞  mechanical torque 

𝜏𝑠𝑒𝑔  time constant for torque generation 

𝑢𝛼  throttle angle (model input) 

∆𝑢𝜁  ignition angle delay (model input) 

𝑇𝑞,𝐿  load torque 

𝐽 moment of inertia (engine) 

 

4. Results & Discussion 

To obtain the equilibrium system states for linearization, the 

nonlinear model is simulated with arbitrarily chosen constant model 
inputs 𝒖𝑠  

(42) 𝑢𝛼 = 2.3% Δ𝑢𝜁 = −20° 

resulting in rest position 𝒙𝑠 

(43) 𝑝𝑠 = 2.12 ∙ 104 Pa 𝜔𝑠 = 118.74
rad

s
 . 

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of the SISO and MISO state 
controller without an integral component applied to the nonlinear 

model. Both controllers react to a sudden load torque at time 𝑡 =
2s, and equilibrium is reached. As expected, a stationary deviation 

remains due to the unknown load torque. Due to the faster 
intervention of the ignition angle delay, this is smaller with the 

MISO controller than with the SISO controller.  

 

Fig. 7 Linear state control SISO vs. MISO. Operating point 

control with step-wise load change, where green-dashed is the 
setpoint.  

If an integral component is added to the controllers, even these 
steady-state deviations can be controlled to zero, see Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8 Linear state control with integral part (SISO vs. MISO). 

Operating point control with step-wise load change, where 
green-dashed is the setpoint.  

5. Conclusion & Future Work 

In this work, on the one hand, the derivation of a second-order 
control engine model was shown. On the other hand, the operating 

point linearization and the concept of the linear state controller were 
explained. Simulation results show the functionality of the linear 

state controller on the nonlinear model, both for the single- and 

multi-variable case. Such control concepts are well suited for 
operating point control but not for the specification of arbitrary 

speed characteristics over an extensive speed range. This is because 
the linearized model is only valid in a small environment around the 

rest position. A change of the operating point is not trivial since the 
linearized model, and the state controller must be recalculated for 

each new operating point. Nonlinear flatness-based control concepts 
provide a remedy. With the help of exact linearization and a 

trajectory-following control, it is possible to specify arbitrary speed 

curves that can be followed precisely. 

Other useful extensions of this work include implementing a wall 
film model, e.g., [5, 13], a multi-component fuel model, e.g., [5], 

and the exhaust path. By implementing the exhaust gas path, a 
lambda control can be implemented, for example. One can estimate 

specific characteristic fuel parameters (online) based on the 
introduced or planned control concepts with a fuel model, thus 

ensuring permanent engine tuning to the fuelled fuel, e.g., [7]. 
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Abstract: The paper presents the design and construction process of a series of four multipurpose ships for SME shipyard with some 

restrictions in production facilities. This process is based on software that is available free or the some tasks could be subcontracted by 

SME. The main dimensions are optimized by the system “Expert” and hull forms are generated by PolyCAD. Due to the restriction  in the 
production facilities the ships are with the same breadth and for additional unification the depth is also equal. Three different hull structure 

topologies are evaluated by MARS2000 software and modeled by AVEVA Marine design software. The analysis includes evaluation of man-
hours for construction of parallel mid-body of the all variants. The analysis takes into account the restricted preassembly space and human 

recourse, lifting capacity of building crane, geometry of building slipway etc.  Some conclusions for labor intensity and influence of series 
function are made based on the presented data.  
Keywords: CONCEPTUAL DESIGN, MULTIPURPOSE SHIP, MIDSHIP SECTION, PARALLEL MID-BODY PART, SME, RESTRICTED 

PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

 

1. Introduction 

Restricted production facilities are mainly characteristic of 

small and medium sized shipyards (SME). The restrictions can be 
geometrical and functional. The geometrical are connected with 

dimensions of production hall, length and breadth of slipway while 
functional production restriction are mainly connected with lifting 

capacity of assembly and building cranes, lifting capacity of 

floating docks service slipways. The authors in [ 1]analyzed 
possibilities of shipbuilding in restricted production facilities. The 

authors presented two option of building technology. Option 1- ship 
hull will be performed on the building berth of the floating dock and 

option 2 ship hull will be performed on building berth which is part 
of launching complex. Additional analyses [ 2] of ship performance 

accounting for SME shipyard building limitations shown that the 
designed ships with a constrained breadth, due to shipyard build ing 

limitations, don’t lead to a considerable reduction of the ship 

performance, and in some cases the ship performance may be even 
better than the one of the ships with unrestricted breadth.  The 

recently finished study     [ 3] analyzes the influence of the equal 
depth and breadth of a series of four multipurpose ships on the ship 

features and how this changes the productivity of the SME. The 
positive and negative effects of additional steel weight, increased 

cargo volume and gross tonnage and improved intact stability are in 

the range of less than 5%. 

The present study evaluates the series effect at construction of a 
series of ships with the same midship section and different length of 

the parallel mid-body (PMB) that could lead to a more significant 
increase in the productivity of SMEs. The study is presented as a 

part of the overall ship design and construction process in 
conditions of SME. 

2. Conceptual design 

The ship design process together with the used software is 
presented on Fig. 1. During the conceptual design two free available 

computer programs could be used. The “Expert” system [  4] is 
designed to determine the main dimensions and main characteristics 

of the ship after optimization of CAPEX, OPEX or RFR. The 
PolyCAD (https://www.polycad.co.uk/) provides surface modelling 

capability for hull forms using mathematical curve and surface 
entities and parametric hull generation. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the design process 

The “Expert” system was used to determine the main 
dimensions of a series of multipurpose ships with deadweight 5000 

– 8000 tDW= The ships are with restricted breadth (B) equal to 16 
m due to limitation of production facility of SME.Table 1 presents 

the main dimensions of the ships. 

Table 1. Main dimensions of series of multipurpose ships 

DW, t 5000 6000 7000 8000 

L, m 88.63 106.6 120.62 135.06 

B, m 16 16 16 16 

d, m 7.08 6.88 6.67 6.57 

D, m 8.81 8.93 9.03 9.17 

L/B 5.54 6.66 7.54 8.44 

B/d 2.26 2.33 2.4 2.44 

L/D 10.06 11.93 13.36 14.73 

Cb 0.69 0.721 0.772 0.812 

Lp, m 3.0 7.7 33.0 61.7 

 

The hull forms are generated by the parametric hull generation 
module of PolyCAD with the same depth (D) equal to 9.17 m. The 

PMB of the ship is adjusted to obtain the volume displacement of 

the ship. The values of PMB  (Lp) are shown in the Table 1 and hull 
forms in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Generated hull form o50000 tDW (up) and 8000 tDW (down) 
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3. Steel structure 

The structural assessment is carried out by MARS2000 software 

(also free available from BV1) and based on [ 5]. Design 

characteristics of ship construction are related with providing of 
ship strength thoughtout ship life cycle. The software offers 

calculation of geometric properties, evaluation of hull girder 
strength, ultimate strength and local strength and assessment of 

transverse cross‐sections and transverse bulkheads throughout ship 

length. 
Three ships are so-called “box shaped” shop type with double 

side. Three different structures scheme are developed and evaluates 

by MARS 2000: 

 Scheme 1: girder frame system in double bottom and flat 

strip in side sections (Scheme 1 of midship section in 

MARS2000Fig. 3); 

 Scheme 2: bulb frame system in double bottom and flat strip 

in side section 

 Scheme 3: bulb frame system in double bottom and  side 
section   

 

Fig. 3. Scheme 1 of midship section in MARS2000 

 

Fig. 4. Midship section with girder frame system in double bottom and flat 

strip in side section 

                                                             
1 https://marine-offshore.bureauveritas.com/mars-2000-2d-ship-

structural-assessment-software 

 

Fig. 5. Midship section with bulb frame system in double bottom and flat 

strip in side section 

 

Fig. 6. Midship section with bulb frame system in double bottom and  side 

section 

 

The detailed design of ship structure is carried out by AVEVA 
Marine. Fig. 4 to Fig. 6 present a part of PMB with three of the 

considered schemes. 

The most important operations for steel structures are cutting 
and welding. Comparison of the characteristics of a block length of 

7.8m according to the three schemes of structure are shown in  

Table 2. 

Table 2. Cutting and welding length and total weight 

Item Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 

Cutting length, m 1505.56 1067.8 1041.41 

Welding length, m 2041.02 1552.59 1087.52 

Weight, t 108.68 105.14 97.67 

 

At Scheme 1 the floors are located every three spacing in 

double bottom stopped at each one girder. In this system is 
absolutely necessary girders plate to be cutted in small pieces and 

fitted in appropriate place in ship construction. This is the reason for 

high value of cutting and welding length respectively. In other two 
schemes of construction the cutting is applied to the bulb profile 

cut-out and openings in bottom and double side. The welding length 
is about 35-45% longer than the cutting length. The reason is 
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obvious, the welding in ship construction is done on both side of 
construction elements. 

Comparing the all mentioned characteristics the most suitable 

one is presented in Scheme 3. This scheme is considered in the next 
analysis. 

4. Estimation of man-hours for parallel mid-body 

for series of ships 

Taking into account the Scheme 3 of midship hull structure the 
man-hours for construction of PMB  of the series of four MPV in 

the above mentioned range are estimated. The unit mass of the hull 

structure is 12.209/t.m, calculated by AVEVA model. 

The length (Lp) and weight (Wp) of PMB as man-hours for its 
construction (MHp) for four ships (variants) are presented in Table 

3. The value of MHp is calculated taking into account coefficient of 
productivity (k) that depends on technological level of shipyard, and 

it is adopted to be 0.12 mh/t.  

Table 3. Characteristics of parallel mid-body for the ships 

Var DW, t Lp, m Wp, t MHp,mh 

1 5000 3.00 36.626 4.395 

2 6000 7.70 94.007 11.281 

3 7000 33.00 402.889 48.347 

4 8000 61.70 753.280 90.394 

 

Construction of PMB with the same breadth, depth and 
geometry of structure elements (although the sheets can be of 

different thicknesses) could be considered as can be considered as 
high- volume production and for it to apply the series function (fs) 

defined in the shipbuilding  [ 6]. The function is defined as: 

(1) 𝑓𝑠 = −0.1483𝐿𝑛 𝑛 + 0.9995  ,  

where: n = number of the ship in the series.  

The man-hours for ship series are reduced by function fs. 

For estimation of man-hours for construction of PMB of a ship 
from the analyzed series MPV, we propose the following formulas: 

(2) ∆𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑝 − 𝐿𝑝
(0)

 

where:  Lp = length of PMB of the ship under the estimation; 𝐿𝑝
(0)

 = 

the length of the PMB of the first ship in the series; 

(3) if ∆𝐿𝑝 ≤ 0   then     𝑀𝐻𝑝
(𝑠)

=  𝑀𝐻𝑝
(𝑖)

∗ 𝑓𝑠(𝑟)  r>1 

where: 𝑀𝐻𝑝
(𝑠)

=  = man-hours for construction of PMB for the ship 

considered as a series ship; 𝑀𝐻𝑝
(𝑖)

  = man-hours for construaction as 

individual ship (last column of Table 3); 𝑓𝑠(𝑟) = series function 

with serial number r. 

(4) if ∆𝐿𝑝 > 0 : 𝑀𝐻𝑝
(𝑠)

= 𝑀𝐻𝑝
(0)

∗ 𝑓𝑠 𝑟 + 𝑘  𝑊𝑝 −𝑊𝑝
(0)

  , r>1 

where: 𝑀𝐻𝑝
(0)

=  = man-hours for construction of PMB for the first 

ship in the series; 𝑊𝑝 ,𝑊𝑝
(0)

  = weight of PMB for actual and the 

first ship in the series. 

Formulas (1) to (4) are used to calculate the reduction of man-
hours for construction of PMB for different ships and different 

scenarios. The scenarios differ in who is the first ship in the series. 

The reduction in the man-hours for construction of PMB for all 
ships depending of the first ship in the series and corresponding 

serial number is presented on Fig. 7 to Fig. 10. As one can expected 

the biggest reduction is for the ship with 5000 tDW that has the 
shortest PMB. Independent of the first ship in the series, for the ship 

the original series function is applicable. For the biggest ship, the 
reduction is smaller and once again depends on which is the first 

ship in the series.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Reduction in MH for construction of PMD of 5000 tDW ship 

 

 

Fig. 8. Reduction in MH for construction of PMD of 6000 tDW ship 

 

 

Fig. 9. Reduction in MH for construction of PMD of 7000 tDW ship 

 

 

Fig. 10. Reduction in MH for construction of PMD of 8000 tDW ship 
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All relations are very well approximated by logarithmic 
regression type. 

The m- permutations of n elements is calculated by 
𝑛!

 𝑛 −𝑚 ! . In our case m = n = 4 that gives 24 permutations. For 

all of them, the relation between the minimum and maximum value 
of MH is 0.79 for the first 3 ships and 0.89 for the last one. 

5. Conclusions 

The paper deals with restricted production facilities in the 
shipyard which is mainly characteristic of small and medium sized 

enterprises. Taking into account such limitation a conceptual design 
and detail structure design of PMB of a series of four MPV in the 

range of  5000 – 8000 tDW is presented. The ships are with the 
same breadth and depth, transversal section, internal arrangement 

transverse and longitudinal frame spacing.  

Based on developed hull form three schemes of hull structures 

were analysed. The most competitive concerning weight, cutting 
and welding length is the third scheme i.e. bulb frame system in 

double bottom and side section.  

The accepted unification in main dimensions and hull structures 
permits implementation od series function for reduction of man-

hours in construction of PMB of the ship taking into account the 
first ship in the series and serial number of the next ships. 

The reduction of man-hours for construction of PMB varies 

between 11% and 21%. The results can be more accurate if in (4) 

the value of  𝑀𝐻𝑝
(0)

  and k is taken from the real construction in the 

SME. 
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Summary. The scientific-technical and pedagogical-methodological model of preparation of future specialists in agroengineering for 

innovative project activity on the basis of studying of agricultural machines on modern technologies of training, deepening of scientific 

activity of students based on features of calculation of trailers which are used in machine-tractor units has been developed. An equivalent 

calculation scheme of a technical system consisting of a wheeled tractor as an energy propulsion and a trailer is given. Such theoretical-

calculative material is used in institutions of higher education of general and professional competencies of future specialists of agro-

industrial production. It is noted that the preparation of future agricultural engineers for innovative project activities is carried out in 

accordance with industry standards and the Law of Ukraine "On Higher Education". The influence of end-to-end project training on 

students' readiness to perform scientific and practical tasks has been studied. The condition under which there will be no overloading of 

front wheels of the machine from its working bodies is substantiated, and ecologically admissible pressure on the ground will remain the 

same. 

Keywords: CALCULATION, TRAILERS, MACHINE, TECHNOLOGIES, PREPARATION, PROJECT ACTIVITY 

 

Introduction. 

For agricultural engineering, as for other industries, it is 

important that the achievements of science are quickly implemented 

in the educational process and production. Development in a single 

integrated system of science and educational process provides the 

best result. The Law of Ukraine on Higher Education [1] states that 

the educational process is an innovative, intellectual, creative 

activity of research and teaching staff, students, manufacturers and 

other groups of people who have concern to the field. 

 The training of future agricultural engineers is based on 

the formation of their professional competencies, which provide to 

solve various problems of production activities. The object of 

activity of agricultural engineers are the processes associated with 

the efficient operation of agricultural machinery and mechanized 

technologies [2]. The educational process of students majoring in 

"Agroengineering" is aimed at training professionals capable of 

solving professional specialized tasks and applications related to the 

use of agricultural machinery in mechanized technologies of 

production, storage and transportation of agricultural products and 

etc. 

The basic training discipline for future agricultural engineers 

is "Agricultural Machinery". Studying it, students gain knowledge 

on the structure and principle of operation of machines, adjusting 

them to optimal modes of operation. Students also study the 

theoretical foundations of machines, algorithms for calculating and 

designing new ones, as well as improving existing machine designs 

[3]. In addition to classroom classes, the study of the discipline 

involves independent performance of course work by students. The 

purpose of the course project is to develop the design of agricultural 

machinery or its components or to improve existing machinery to 

ensure the implementation of mechanized production processes for 

growing crops. 

The main scientific directions of student papers of agro-

engineering direction are the increase of productivity of units, 

expansion of their universality, possibilities of combination of 

power means with other tools and maintenance of effective 

management, decrease in power indicators of performance of 

technological processes, improvement of traffic safety, etc. 

Practical, scientific and educational activities show that the 

problematic issues of the calculation of trailers of agricultural 

machinery in pedagogical technologies for preparing agricultural 

engineers for innovative design activities are still insufficiently 

studied and require further fundamental theoretical and experimental 

research, scientific substantiation and generalizations. 

 

Prerequisites and means for solving the problem. 
For a long time, scientific and pedagogical workers were 

mainly engaged in the study and improvement of the working bodies 

of agricultural machines, the processes of interaction of the running 

system with the soil and traction properties of machines. Regarding 

the design of trailer devices of agricultural machines, as well as in-

depth application of algorithms for calculating such trailer technical 

systems in pedagogical technologies for training agricultural 

engineers for innovative design activities, these issues are 

insufficiently studied. 

The scientific article [4] presents the main components of 

the formation of integrated, general and professional competencies 

of an agricultural engineer as a specialist. In general, an innovative 

training system is a system combined into physical-mathematical, 

general technical and special blocks and general and professional 

competencies, which must have a bachelor's degree in the 

specialization  208 "Agroengineering". 

An innovative system of scientific and methodological 

developments that influence the formation of special professional 

competencies of an agricultural engineer is presented in the article 

[5]. The basic basis of this system are textbooks, manuals, 

monographs, curricula and other didactic materials. Improved 

pedagogical technology of teaching, which is based on the thorough, 

gradual development of the readiness of the future specialist for 

project activities. This pedagogical learning technology provides a 

comprehensive, integrated formation of professional competencies 

of agricultural engineers in accordance with the Laws of Ukraine 

and educational standards [1, 2]. The scientific activity of students is 

based on the development and modernization of agricultural 

machinery which has great importance for the training of 

agricultural engineers. 

Questions of the theory of project preparation were studied 

by Bryukhanova N.O. [6], Kolesnikova I.A., Gorchakova-Sibirskaya 

M.P. [7], Nichkalo N.G, Zyazyun I.A., Goncharenko S.U. [8] and 

others. The theory, methods and practice of project training of 

agricultural engineers were studied and researched by Bender I.M. 

[3, 9, 10, 11], Duganets V.I. [12], Pryshliak V.M. [4, 5, 13, 14, 15] 

and others. Also, the work of O. Kovalenko, D. Chernylevsky, P. 

Yakovyshyn is devoted to the improvement of methods of training 

for future engineers, and the method of development of future 

agricultural engineers is reflected in scientific researches of I. 

Butsyk, A. Demin, O. Dzhedzhul, P. Luzan, V. Mank, S. 

Pastushenko, V. Yaroshenko. Transformation of independent 

educational activity into readiness for professional self-development 

by means of technologies of personality-oriented learning is 

reflected in the monograph Bondar M.M., Zhuravskaya L.M., 

Ostapenko E.O., Pryshliak V.M., Kutsenko A.G. [15]. 

 

Solution of the examined problem. 
The theory and practice of project training of future 

agricultural engineers involves large-scale application of the 

scientific component in the educational process during classes, 

independent work of students look at the article [5]. Scientifically 

substantiated thoroughness, consistency and gradual formation of 

professional competencies involves increasing the quality of training 

and development of competitive technology. In addition to the fact 

that students take part in research processes, conferences, project 
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and model mechanization during their studies, they are engaged in 

course design in the 3rd year, and in the master's degree (5th - 6th 

years of studies) - conduct research and design scientific work. 

During the performance of the above-mentioned types of work, 

students mainly calculate, design and research the working bodies of 

agricultural machinery. There are also works in which auxiliary, but 

at the same time very important units, mechanisms or systems of 

machines are designed and researched. This also includes the theory, 

calculation, design and construction of trailers of the agricultural 

machinery. 

The theory and practice of project training of future 

agricultural engineers involves large-scale application of the 

scientific component in the educational process during classes, 

independent work of students, article [5]. Scientifically substantiated 

thoroughness, consistency and gradual formation of professional 

competencies involves increasing the quality of training and 

development of competitive technology. In addition, when operating 

agricultural units with trailers under certain operating conditions, 

undesirable phenomena may occur due to the redistribution of loads 

on the supporting elements of the machine due to changing 

conditions of traction on the front wheels of the machine through its 

trailer. Therefore, when designing trailed and semi-trailed 

agricultural machines, special attention should be paid to the correct 

choice of parameters of the connecting elements of the machine to 

the tractor. To solve this problem, it is necessary to solve some 

specific design problems to determine the optimal parameters of the 

connecting elements of the trailer [3]. 

The work must be performed according to the initial data 

(diagrams of the wheel travel of the machine, its longitudinal base, 

the coordinate of the center of gravity of the machine, etc.), taken 

from an individual task for a course work in the discipline 

"Agricultural Machinery". Calculations must be made on two 

schemes of the wheel movement. 

First, using the original data of only one column of the 

variant table (Table 1) and one of the schemes of wheel movement, 

determine the possibility of balancing the additional loads on the 

front wheels of the machine from the action of its working bodies 

due to the vertical traction component on the tractor hook. the 

presence of the angle of the trailer to the horizon. This angle of the 

trailer is determined by the formula: 

  х22м XР/вRLGnаgQarctg  ,  (1) 

where g – acceleration of gravity, m / s2; 

       Qм – machine weight, kg; 

        n2 – the number of front wheels (according to the scheme); 

        G2 – radial load on the front wheel, H; 

        L – longitudinal base of the machine, m; 

           R – total load from working bodies, N / cm; 

          в
 – the sum of the shoulders of the load R depending on 

the number of rows of working bodies on the machine, m; 

Х – horizontal coordinate of the hinge of the car 

trailer, m; 

Рх – tractor traction force, N. 

Provided there are two rows of working bodies on the 

machine                   
 21 ввв  , 

where в1, в2, – shoulder application of load R, respectively, on 

one and the second row of working bodies. 

  1вв
, when only one row of working bodies on 

the machine is used. 

Shoulder load application 

   sinmhв 22
02,1 ,           (2) 

where h0, m – respectively, the vertical and horizontal coordinates 

of the point of application of the load vector R to the working 

bodies, m (Fig. 1); 

          α – the angle of inclination of the vector R, deg: 

 m/harctg 0
.                                 (3) 

 

 
Fig. 1. Calculation scheme of the unit with a trailer: 

1 – trailer; 2 – front wheels; 3 – working bodies; 4 – 

machine frame; 5 – rear wheels of the car; C, Д – trailer hinges 

After obtaining the angle ψ by formula (1) it is 

necessary using the formula 

  lhh ncn /arcsin 
,                           (4) 

pick up the following values hn and l, in order to ψn = ψ,  

where hc – height of trailer bracket placement, m (table 1); 

hn – height of placement of the hinge of the trailer of the 

machine, m. (minimum value hn = 0,3 m.) 

l – railer length, m (lmin = 0,8 м). 

Table 1 

Geometric and power characteristics of the trailer 

Indicator The value of the indicator by options 

Traction 

force of the 

tractor 

Рх, kН 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0 

12 25 13,5 26 15,5 28 

Х, м 2,2 2,4 2,3 2,5 2,4 2,6 

hc, м 0,45 0,5 0,4 0,45 0,5 0,45 

R, kН 6 19 7 20 7,5 22 

h0, м 0,05 0,08 0,06 0,1 0,07 0,12 

m, м +0,2 0 та 

-0,4 

0 та 

+0,3 

-0,3 0 та 

+0,5 

-0,2 

α, grad +20 -20 +30 -15 +25 -10 

 

If it is possible to obtain equality when, ψn = ψ, this 

means that with the selected l and hn there will be no overload 

of the front wheels of the machine from its working bodies, the 

environmentally friendly pressure on the ground will be 

maintained. And if this equality cannot be obtained, it is 

necessary to choose the values of the length l of the trailer and 

the height hn of the trailer hinge, which allow to obtain the 

maximum allowable value of the angle ψn of the trailer to the 

horizon. Then you need to determine what the minimum load 

can be provided on the front wheels of the machine, using the 

formula 

  L/вRtgХРаgQN nхм  
.              (5) 

Then it is necessary to compare it with environmentally 

friendly loads on the selected tires of the wheels taking into 

account the condition 

дGzN 
,                                           (6) 

where z – the number of tires on all front wheels of the 

machine; 

            Gд – permissible load on the tire of the front wheel, 

which provides environmentally friendly pressure on the 

ground, N. 
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If condition (6) is not met, recommendations should be 

made in the conclusions regarding the need to replace or 

supplement the number of tires on the front wheels of the 

machine to meet environmental requirements or to obtain new 

values for the trailer (l and hn). 

After using the data of one column of the variant table in the 

calculations, it is necessary to perform calculations according to the 

data of the second column for the same wheel scheme. Moreover, it 

should be assumed that the design of the trailer is already calculated, 

i.e. the values of l and hn are selected, therefore, the angle ψn of the 

trailer is known, and therefore it is necessary by formulae (5 and 6) 

only to check changes in load on the front wheels ( the second 

column of table 1) and fulfill the appropriate conclusions. 

Thus, as a result of scientific research, an algorithm for 

calculating the trailer device has been developed, which provides 

aggregation of agricultural machines in variable production 

conditions. The use of the developed method of calculating trailers 

in the educational process will help to improve the quality of 

formation of design competencies of future agricultural engineers. 

Results and discussion. 
The developed innovative system of scientific and 

methodical training of future specialists is based on a thorough, 

gradual growth of knowledge, skills and abilities of future 

agricultural engineers. Course design and master's work provide a 

qualitative growth of project competencies of graduates. The 

developed method of calculation of trailers is effective both for the 

design of new machine-tractor units and for the formation of design 

competencies of future agricultural engineers. 

 

Conclusion.  
The results of the research give grounds to conclude that the 

process of formation of professional competencies of future 

specialists in agricultural engineering is effective with the use of 

end-to-end innovative learning technologies. The developed 

algorithm for calculating trailers is effective both for the 

development of the latest technical means of agricultural 

mechanization and for a quality educational process. 
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Квазиоптимален избор на натоварването на корабен дизелов двигател в зависимост 

от екологичните му характеристики 

 
Шопов, Б. Д.  

ВВМУ „Никола Й. Вапцаров”, Катедра КСУ, Варна, България 
shopov@nvna.eu 

 
Abstract: В областта на транспорта и особено тежкотоварния, дизеловите двигатели имат сериозно предимство – 

икономичност, по-голяма с повече от 20% в сравнение с други типове двигатели  [1]. Промените в климата в следствие на 
човешката дейност, налага приемането на ограничаващи международни мерки с цел да се ограничат емисиите на парниковите 

газове [9].  При дизеловите двигатели обект на изследване са азотните окиси NO в отработилите газове и въглеродните окиси 

СО. Азотните окиси имат основен принос за киселинните дъждове и увеличаването на хроничните белодробни заболявания при 
хората[8].  Напоследък в научните експерименти все по-често се използва математическото моделиране. В общата теория на 

математическото моделиране класификацията на моделите обхваща ограничено множество, пряко свързано с 
пространственост или съсредоточеност на разпределение на моделираните величини; описание на динамично или статично 

поведение; описание в непрекъснато или дискретно време и др.[4].   
 КЛЮЧОВИ ДУМИ: ДИЗЕЛОВ ДВИГАТЕЛ,ТОКСИЧНИ КОМПОНЕНТИ, МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКО МОДЕЛИРАНЕ 

 

1. Увод 
 
Обект на изследване са температурата на двигателя ТG, (0C) 

и газовите компоненти на отработилите газове: въглероден 

окис CO (ppm) и азотен окис NO (ppm) в зависимост от 
натоварването на двигателя  Gw (w). Целта е да се установят 

нивата на температурата на двигателя TG и CO и NO в 
отработилите газове при работа на двигателя без натоварване и 

с натоварване до 4000 W. Това дава възможност да се установи 
при какво ниво на натоварване на генератора биха се получили 

минимални нива на основните вредни емисии в отработилите 
газове, при използване на даден тип гориво, т.е. решаване на 

задачата за оптимално натоварване при минимални вредни 

емисии.   
 Набавянето на необходимата информация от 

експериментите е с използване на компютърна система за 
набиране на данни и газ-анализатор Drager MSI EM200, 

използвана в практиката на лабораторните изследвания в 
катедра „КСУ“ Относителната точност на регистрация на 

експерименталните данни е 5%, приета за достатъчна за 
анализа. 

Използвани са данни от лабораторни изпитания на дизеловия 

двигател тип  Перкинс 30 Kw в условията на ВВМУ 
„Н.Й.Вапцаров“, дадени в следната таблица. 

 Таблица с експериментални данни с дизелово 
гориво  

 

 
Технологията на изследването обхваща последователност от 

два етапа: първият етап се състои в провеждане на 
експерименти за набиране на подходяща информация, 

обработка на същата с прилагане на Регресионен анализ и 
получаване на качествени математически модели; на втория 

етап се  използват реакцията на същите, която се анализира и 

оценява в зависимост от степента на натоварването Gw [2]. Този 

подход дава възможност за максимално елиминиране на 

влиянието от външни шумове в процеса на на вземане на 
решение.  

 Следствие на ограничения от ресурсен характер са проведени 
10 броя експерименти при изменение на натоварването на 

двигателя. Поради факта, че се налага вземане на решение чрез 
сравнение на данни от моделирането, наложително е избраният 

математически апарат да гарантира високо качество на 

резултатите от  моделирането. Използва се метода на 
Регресионния анализ, включващ: обработка на 

експерименталните данни по Метода на най-малките квадрати 
и статистически анализ на резултатите, включващ проверка на 

направените предположения за прилагането му: сумата от 
грешките да бъде нула; същите да бъдат некорелирани; с 

нормално разпределение на плътността и отсъствие на 
нестационарност (хомоскедастичност) [3]. Връзката между 

фактора и целевата функция да бъде с коефициент на 

корелация по-голяма от 0,7. Неудовлетворяването на 
предположенията за прилагане на Регресионния анализ е 

свързано с качеството на коефициентите на получените 
математични модели[5].  

Направените изследвания и последващите изводи са дадени в 
табличен вид, включващ: вид на модела; резултати от проверка 

на качествата на модела чрез адекватност, минимална 

стандартна грешка SY, стойност на коефициента на корелация  
Ryx, както и проверка на условията за прилагане на РА. За 

универсалност в записите във всички таблици, следващи  
изложението, с х са означени стойностите на фактора 

натоварване Gw, а с y целевите функции: темпераура на 
двигателя ТG, (0C), въглероден окис CO (ppm) и азотен окис NO 

(ppm). 
 
1. Моделиране влиянието на обикновено дизеловото 

гориво върху температурата на двигателя ТG, (0C), при 

различни натоварвания на двигателя Gw (w)  

 За целите на изследването са обработвани 10 комплекта 
данни от регистрацията на температурата на двигателя. 

Резултатите са дадени в табличен и графичен вид. 
Резултати от моделиране влиянието на натоварването Gw 

върху  ТG, (0C), на корабен дизелов двигател, при 
използване на дизелово гориво   

   

  Таблица 1 

 

  

Фактор 

 

Целева 
функция 

 

Целева 
функция 

 

Целева 
функция 

No x y1 y2 y3 

 Gw  TG 

 

CO NO 

 w 0С ppm ppm 

1 0 149.9 242 403 

2 771 160.3 309 481 

3 1285 165.5 343 527 

4 1750 169.3 352 547 

5 2310 173.4 363 570 

6 2620 177.3 374 606 

7 2820 178.4 356 618 

8 3270 184.6 375 668 

9 3750 190.2 368 714 

10 3999 194.6 364 741 
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В таблица 1. е даден нелинеен квадратичен модел с неговите 
характеристики: същият е адекватен, със стандарта грешка SY= 

1.39 и коефициент на корелация на Пирсон = 0.99597, 
показваща висока корелационна зависимост между фактора и 

целевата функция. Този модел удовлетворява условията за 
прилагане на Регресионния анализ: нормално разпределение на 

грешката;  стационарност и некорелираност на същата,  и ∑ei= 

6.2244e-012, приета за нула.  
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Фигури 1.   Резултати от нелинеен  модел 

 
На фиг.1 са дадени вида на зависимостта на експерименталните 

данни (*) и тази по параболичен модел (-). Кривината е слабо 
изразена, но съществува. Нормираната грешка e/Se има 

случайно разпределение. Коефициентът на корелация на 
Пирсън е голям, което означава, че връзката между фактора и 

целевата функция е голяма,  което е основание същият да бъде 
избран като Регресионен модел на връзката на натоварването 

на  двигателя Gw и температурата  ТG, (0C) в реални 

променливи има вида (1), 
        TG = 151.449192624143+0.009305131072* Gw + 

0.000000286138*Gw*Gw;  (1) 
2. Моделиране влиянието на обикновено дизеловото 

гориво върху съдържанието на въглероден окис CO 

(ppm), при различни натоварвания на двигателя Gw (w)  

 За целите на изследването са обработвани 10 комплекта 

данни от регистрацията на съдържанието на въглероден окис 
CO (ppm), при различни натоварвания на двигателя Gw (w). 

Резултатите са дадени в табличен и графичен вид. 
Резултати от моделиране влиянието на натоварването Gw 

върху  въглероден окис CO (ppm) на корабен дизелов 
двигател, при използване на дизелово гориво

 

   
 Таблица 2 

   
Резултатите от получен нелинеен модел от втори ред са дадени 

таблица 2. На фиг. 2 са дадени вида на зависимостта на 

експерименталните данни (*) и тази по нелинейния модел (-). 

Тук зависимостта на нормираната грешка e/Se има случаен 
характер и не показва промяна в характерa на математичния 

модел.   
 Зависимостта на CO от натоварването Gw е крива с 

екстремална стойност,  ще бъде определена същата.  От 
необходимите условия за екстремум на функция, за конкретния 

модел следва  dy/dx=0.082622-2*1.3676436е-5.x= 0,     от където 

xmax = Gw max =3021 w.  Максималната стойност на отделяното 
количество CO е ymax=373.42 (ppm). 
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 Фигури 2.  Резултати от нелинеен модел 

 

Регресионният модел, даващ връзката между натоварването Gw 
(w) и отделеният въглероден окис CO (ppm)  е с висока 

точност[7]. В реални променливи има вида (2) 
  CO = 248.630364023913 + 0.082622025881*Gw - 

0.000013676436*Gw*Gw; (2) 
3. Моделиране влиянието на обикновено дизеловото 

гориво върху съдържанието на азотен окис NO (ppm), 

при различни натоварвания на двигателя Gw (w)  

 За целите на изследването са обработвани отново 10 

комплекта данни от регистрацията на съдържанието на азотен 
окис NO (ppm), при различни натоварвания на двигателя Gw 

(w). Резултатите са дадени в табличен и графичен вид. 
Резултати от моделиране влиянието на натоварването Gw 

върху  азотен окис NO (ppm) на корабен дизелов двигател, 
при използване на дизелово гориво   

    

 
Таблица 2.3 

 
Резултатите от получен нелинеен модел от втори ред са дадени 

на таблица 3, а по-долу, фиг. 3 вида на зависимостта на 
експерименталните данни (*) и тази по нелинейния модел (-). 

Нормираната грешка e/Se има случайно разпределение. 

Коефициентът на корелация на Пирсън е голям, което означава, 
че връзката между фактора и целевата функция е голяма.  
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Параболичният модел удовлетворява всички условия за 
прилагане на РА, което е основание същият да бъде избран 

като Регресионен модел на връзката на натоварването на  
двигателя Gw и  съдържанието на азотен окис NO (ppm), при 

различни натоварвания на двигателя Gw (w)[6]. Същият в 
реални променливи има вида (3), 

NO = 416.883583545414 + 0.065467281574*Gw + 

0.000003447298*Gw*Gw; (3) 
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                         Фигури 3. Резултати от нелинеен модел 

     4. Квазиоптимален избор на натоварвнето в зависимост 

от екологичните характеристики 
           На базата на съдадените качествени математични модели 

на връзката на екологичните характеристики и натоварването 
на корабния дизелов двигател са създадени номограми, 

позволяващи при избрано натоварване Gw (w) да се определят 
стойностите на температурата на двигателя TG,(0C), 

въглеродния окис CO (ppm) и азотния окис NO (ppm). 
Възможно е решение и на обратната задача: при избрани 

компромисно, екологични характеристики да се определи 

оптимално гарантиращото ги натоварване. 
 

                                  Изводи: 
В практиката на научните изследвания математическото 

моделиране е доказан подход за получаване на целенасочена 
информация, поради безспорните му предимства: 

минимизиране минимални времеви разходи за построяване на 
физически модели, значителна универсалност и обхват на 

ангажираните с научни изследвания специалисти, които 

обикновено са добре подготвени теоретично и математически. 
Веднъж създадени математическите модели могат с лекота да 

се адаптират към други аналогични обекти на изследвания. 
Недостатъка на математическото моделиране, извършвано 

аналитично е че математическия модел се създава при 
определени предположения а при моделирането по 

експериментални данни е възможно да не се отчете влиянието 

на някой от факторите, поради невъзможност за измерване. В 
случая се установява как с 10 опита може с помощта на 

регресионния анализ да се установят нивата на CO,NO и 
температурата на двигателя при натоварване на двигателя до 

4000 w. 
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